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International monetary situation (contd)

Mrs Heinich; Mr Vsser; Mr Miiblen; Lady
Elles;

Mr

Falconer;

Mr

Beumer;

Mr

Selig-

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

-

budget for 1985;

President

-

possibly, motion for a resolution by Mrs Scrivener, on behalf of the Committee on Budgets, on
measures to cover budgetary requirements in 1984
and 1985, which was sent back to committee;

-

possibly, repon by Mrs Scrivener on. draft supple-'
mentary budget No I for 1984;

-

possibly, repon by Mrs Scrivener on transfer of

-

oral question, with debate, to rhe Commission, on
the implementation of the Communiry budget for
1984 ('Notenboom procedure').

(Tlte sitting opened at 9.30 a.m.)

l.

Restmption of the session

I declare resumed the session of the
European -Parliament suspended on 13 September
Prcsident.
1984.r

2.

presenation by the Council of draft supplementary budget No 1 for 1984 and the draft general

Order of basiness

Presidcnt.
meerint of 27 September 1984, the
- At itsdrew
enlarged Bureau
up a draft agenda, which has

appropriations No 28184; and

The repon by Mr Pfennig, on behalf of the Committee on Budgets, on the Communities' own
resources (Item 233), will be dealr with in a separate

since been distributed.

debate if ir is adopted rhis morning by the Comminee
on Budgets.

Meeting yesterday afrernoon, rhe chairmen of the polidcal groups authorized me ro propose to rhe House

Mr Pitt (S).

the following amendments.
(Tbe President read oat tbe amendments proposed to
Tuesday\ agenda)2

Vith

regard to Vednesday's agenda, following the
decisions reached by the Council, rhe joint debate on
budgetary marrers

Items 230

to

233 in the Bulletin

could be organized
as follows, subject ro any
-changes
rc be made as a result of the meeting of the
Committee on Budgeu to be held this morning.
Joint debate:
For items concerning.approval of Minurcs, membcrship of
po[ucal groups, peuuons, reterence to commrttees, documents rcccived, texts of treades forwarded by the Council,
and membership of committees, see thc Minutes of Proceedings of this sining.
See the

Minutcs.

Mr President, I am slightly concerned
- that Vednesday's
at your remark
debates are conringent on the decisions of the Committee on Budgets. I
would like your assurance, Mr President, that the
communication ro you, dated 3 October
the refer- Tugendence number is 12608
from Commissioner
hat requesting releases- from Chapter 100 will definircly be taken on Vednesday of this part-session irrespective of any decision taken by the Committee on
Budgets today.

I

am a member of the Committee on Budgets. This
item is not yer on the agenda of today's meeting of
that commiree, and the communicadon was addressed
not to the Committee on Budgets but to you personally in your capaciry as President of this Parliament.
fu such it is a requesr to rhe Parliament, not a requesr
to the Committee on Budgets. Although I, of course,
hope that the Comminee on Budgets will insist rhat
this item is taken on Vednesday, I feel rhe responsibility lies with you as President of this Parliament rc

9. 10.84
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Pitt
ensure that the item is on the agenda for us to vote on

on l7ednesday.

The request to which you refer was not
President.
accompanied by a request for urgent procedure and
was therefore, in conformiry with the rules, sent to the
Committee on Budgets. You tell me that the matter is
not yet on the agenda of the Committee on Budgets,
but I have no doubt that, as a member of that committee, you will ask for its inclusion in the committee's
agenda.

Mr Cot (Sl, Cbairman of the Committee on Budgets.(FR) Mr President, I should like to assure Mr Pitt

cussion, the Commitrce on Budgets feels that the matter should be put before the entire House in plenary
sitting, then we need an assurance from you that that
request of the Committee on Budgets will be acceded
m, so that we have the maximum opponunity for the
most speedy disparch of this long outstanding problem.

Mr Tomlinson, I assure you once more
- will be included in the agenda of the
that this item
President.

provided, of course, that
House in plenary sitting
Parliament adopts these proposals in a few minurcs'
time. The inclusion of this item is therefore assured, it
being understood that the debate in plenary sitting will
be based on the report of the Committee on Budgets.

that the Committee on Budgets, meeting this morning,

will of course consider this problem of transferring the
British refund. At all events, it intends to do so in full

of our Rules of Procedure, and therefore
to take its decisions. Mr Pitt may rest assured that

observance
has

(After tbe amendments proposed to Thursday\ agenda had
been read ouql Parliament adopted the order ofbusiness
tbas modirted)z

see the matter setded in the best
possible way and with all possible care.

I, for my part, want. to

3.
(DE) Mr President, if and
Mr von der Vring (S).
- its approval for this release,
when the committee gives

Bureau inform the House of the fact in
accordance with what you said in July? If then no
group expresses a wish to have this item placed on che
agenda of this pan-session, can we assume that the
that
same procedure can be followed as in the past

will the

-

Conference at San tost de Costa Rica

The n€xt item is the Council statement
President.
- of the San Jos6 de Costa Rica Conferon the results
ence.

Mr O'Keeffe, President-in-Offce of the Coancil.

I

-

Mr

is to say, that a decision on the release of funds held in
reserve is taken by the committee?

President, ladies and gentlemen.

Mr von der Vring, you already have
I announced a moment ago that this
question would possibly be included in the agenda if

Community and its Member States, Ponugal and
Spain, the States of Central America and the Contadora States. The initiative for this Conference was
taken by my colleague, Hans-Dietrich Genscher, and
the president of the Republic of Costa Rica, Luis
Albeno Monge, and I should like to pay tribute to
them for giving us the necessary political impetus to
commence the preparations for the conference.

Presidcnt.

your answer.

the Committee on Budgets presented a report. You
have heard the statement made by the chairman of the
Committee on Budgets, and so it is clear that the
inclusion of this item in the agenda is already provided
for. I said 'possibly' because this is subject to the presentation of the repon by the Committee on Budgets,
which we now know is going to examine the problem
this very morning. There are therefore no difficulties
on this point.

Mr Tomlinson (S).- Mr President, I still think there
is the possibiliry of some residual confusion on the
question that has just been discussed by the chairman
of the Committee on Budgets.

As you told the House, you have had an assurance
from the chairman of the Committee on Budgerc that
this maner will be discussed by that committee this
morning. Now, the Committee on Budgets may
decide, as it decided at the July pan-session, that the
request from the Commission is something that has to
be dealt with by the whole House because it is a matter of serious political impon. If, as a result of its dis-

have been asked to
make a statement about the Conference of Foreign
Ministers which was held in the city of San Jos6, Costa
Rica, on 28-29 September 1984 between the European

The object of this conference was to inaugurate a new
structure of political and economic dialogue befi/een
the Ten and Central America. The President-in-Office
of the Council said in his opening address to the conference:

'

The present moment is a panicularly opportune
dme for a new effon to foster and intensify that
relationship, not only because of the fonhcoming
enlargement of the European Community to
include rwo countries whose intimate links with
Latin America need no elaboration, but also
because the grave political and social crisis
See Minutes.

For items concerning time-limits for tabling amendments,
soeakine-time and the announcement of motions for resolitions Ior rhe topical and urgent debate, see Minutes.
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through which Central America is now passing
calls for a special effon of supporr and cooperation from its European friends.
One objective of the conference, as v/e saw ir, was ro
provide political supporr. for the efforts of the countries of Central America themselves to bring peace and
stability to rhe region as a whole. !7e firmly believe
that the Contadora process represenm the besr opportunity to achieve a solurion to rhe crisis in Central
America. The aims ser our in the statement of objectives, which was approved by all rhe governments of
the region on 9 September 1983, must be achieved if a
durable and just peace is to be acained.

Ministers participadng in the conference recognized
that progress has been made within the Conadora
process since September 1983, and in this regard norcd

in panicular the publication of the revised drafr Contadora Act for peace and cooperarion in Central
America.

In the sphere of economic cooperation, it was agreed
to examine the promorion of business contacts
between the two regional groupings, cooperarion
between public and private national financing instruments in the two regions as well as scientific, technical
and basic training especially in research fields. Ministers also recognized the imponance of promoring and
protecting European invesrments and stressed the need
for an improved climate for investmenrc.

On the question of aid, I should like to repon ro you
that a great many speakers from Europe attached
imponance to the possibility of increasing Community
and bilateral aid to the region so as to give pracrical
effect rc the desire expressed by all to develop and
strengthen cooperation.

Finally, we know that the Community formally

announced ir intention to start discussions as soon as
possible with a view to negodating an interregional
framework agreemenr. The joint communiqu6 stared:

Finally
I can do no better than quote the joint
- andissued
communiqu6
by all the panicipants
they

Both sides considered that the conclusion of an
agreemenr of this type would confirm the polirical
will of both regions to extend and develop their
relations and that it would also help to reinforce
relations between the Communiry and Latin

-

call on the Stares concerned to continue to make
every effon to bring the Contadora process rapidly rc final fruition through the signarure of a
comprehensive agreemenr which would bring
peace to the region.
They were
agreed on rhe necessity for a practical commirmenl to the implementation of any such agreement by all the Sates in the region and all other
countries which have interests there and on the
necessity for the verification and control of thar
implementation

Political developmenr everywhere are influenced to
an imponant degree by economic conditions. In the
particular circumsrances of Cenral America rhere is a
clear causal link between inequitable and inadequate
social and economic srrucrures and political tension.

Another objective of the dialogue berween Central
America and Europe rherefore is to suppon and
underpin the political pacification process by placing
interregional economic cooperarion on a more highly
organized, perhaps sounder foundation than at present, and thus to set the sage for an inrcnsification of
that cooperation.

A number of specific areas where cooperarion could

be

strengthened were menrioned. These include agricultural and rural projecr wirh a regional basis, regional

integration, trade promotion and generalized preferences. New fields of cooperation were agreed wirh
priority going rc regionally oriented projects and to
those of a social nature such as health programmes
and those designed to give assis[ance to refugees.

America as a whole

I believe that the conference will have conrributed to a
better understanding on the pan of the Community
and its Member States of the nature of rhe problems
confronting the countries of the region, of their aspiradons for trearer political sability and their determination to find a genuinely regional solution ro rhe crisis

which they are facing.

I

also believe that the meer-

ing provided the Central American counrries rhemselves with an opponunity ro foster their own effons
at regional integration and to attain a better mutual
understanding of each other's concerns. The joint
communiqu6 bears ample witness to rhis and constitutes an imponant sraremenr of the desire of all the
countries of the region to promore social justice,
economic development and respect for human rights
and democratic libenies.

The panicipation of rhe European Community and its
Member States at an unprecedentedly high level in the
San Jos6 conference is a clear indication of our desire
to see peace, stability and democratic procedures
established in all the counrries of Central America. \7e
have undenaken within our capabilities to make a
contribution, both political and economic, ro rhar process. Ve have also agreed rhat funher regular meetings should take place ar ministerial or official level in
the future.

I

am confident rhat the years ro come will see rhis dialogue deepened and extended, ro the benefir borh of
Europe and of Central America.

Ladies and gentlemen, Pursuant to Rule
President.
- have 30 minutes in which
to put brief
40(2), Members
and concise questions to the Council.

Mrs Castle (S).
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Could the representative of the

Council confirm reports which have been extensively
published to the effect that the European Ministers at
the San Jos6 conference received Pressure from the
United States not to give Nicaragua any economic
aid?

Mrs Lenz (PPE).

-

(DE)

Mr
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President, the lofty

aims now adopted by the Foreign Ministers' Conferaims which we all, surely, suPPort and which
ence
have always, as the last speaker said, been supponed
need some political
by the Contadora Conference
boosting if the counuies of the region are to be subjected to the pressure that is necessary for these aims
to be turned into practice. In May 1983, the Sixth

EEC Latin America Interparliamentary Conferenc in
Brussels put out an extensive shopping-list in the form

of a

resolution containing

a number of

guidelines

which have already been, in pan, the subject of discus-

Mr

(DE)

Mr

President, ladies and
gendemen, may I preface my very brief questions with
iwo introductory remarks which are of importance for
all of us. It was this Parliament's repeatedly expressed
wish that this conference should take place and that
the Ten should take up a united stand in San Jos6, and
this wish has been fulfilled. Ve can but welcome the
fact that the Ten resisted the so-called suggestions of
the American Secretary of State: peace and securiry in
this region can only be brought about with Nicaragua's cooperation, not its opposition.

Hiinsch (S).

Now for my questions. Mr O'Keeffe, there is nothing
new in the statement that the Ten have given the Con-

radora initiative their support: that they have been
doing for more than a year. My question to you is
whether the Ten will then continue to suppon the
Conadora initiative if it is now modified, as aPPears
to be happening under American pressure. Are the Ten
adhering strictly to this initiative in its present form, or
are they, indirectly, giving way to American pressure?

sion.

I would therefore put to you the question whether the
Foreign Ministers' Conference has considered these
conclusions reached by the Sixth Interparliamentary
Conference. In panicular, I am thinking of coopera-

tion in the achievement of a stable peace,

accePtance

a subject of burning
and financial,
imponance in Cenral America

of a pluralistic

democracy

economic, technological and industrial cooperation.

Have you brought forward these desiderata in your
'!7ithdiscussions with our Latin American partners?
out political influence on the parliaments, of course,
such a conference can have no effect.

(FR) Mr President-in-Office, first of
Mrs Veil (L).
- to know whether the problem of elecall I should like
tions in Nicaragua was raised, whether the Ministers
meeting in Costa Rica felt any concern about the conditions in which these elections would take place and
whether the rules of democracy would be observed.

Not only the Commission but you yourself and the
German Foreign Minister speak of increasing financial

aid to Central America from 40 to 60 million ECU.
'Vhat is the basis for this increase? !7'here are the
guidelines for the cooperation agreement of which
you have spoken? Are you prepared to lay these
guidelines before the European Parliament once they
have been elaborated and, if necessary, to include an
appropriate sum covering this increase in the budget
f6i tgssl Vill you keep to your promises of aid to
Nicaragua after the elecdons of 4 November?

Finally, you spoke of an increase in the financial aid
provided by the Community and also of bilateral aids,
but we repeatedly find in practice that there is a discrepancy between Community aid and bilateral

national aids: Communiry aid expressly includes
Nicaragua, while cenain Member Sates of the Community are reducing their aid to this country. Mr
President-in-Office, would if not be bemer if the
whole of development aid for Central America were to
pass through the hands of the Community so that
Europe could provide assistance wonhy of the name
and produce a poliry wonhy of the name, a policy
which was taken seriously not only by the States of

Central America but also by the United Sates of
America?

My second question is of a more general nature and,
like those just put by -y colleagues, relates to the
Community's general poliq ois-d-ttis Central America.
should like rc know whether, in view of the
increased aid to be offered to this pan of the world,
the Community intends from now on to follow a consistent and organized poliry. In panicular, will the
Commission be called upon to have a whole series of

I

actions supponed by this finance from this source?
Incidentally as Mr Hensch has pointed out, it is none
too clear what line in the budget will be found for it or
how it can be fitted into a policy which, as well as
promoting observance of the rules of democrary in
this part of the world, is supposed to be an economic
policy and a social poliry, nor is it clear whether any
conditions have been laid down for increasing this aid.
Finally, is the continuity of this poliry, designed to
help these countries regain democracy and improve
their economic and social position, to be ensured by
some permanent structure and system of relations?

(NL) Mr President, that the
Foreign Ministers of- all the Communiry countries,
Spain and Ponugal should have gone rc San Jos6

Mr Verbeek (ARC).

No
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seems

to me to have sorne historical significance, pard-

cularly in view of the fact rhar the United States have
made it clear that the Communiry, Europe, takes a different view of Cenral American developments from
that taken by \Tashington.

Almost at rhe same time as the meeting in San Jos6,
Minister Ortega of Nicaragua. expressed before rhe
General Assembly of the United Nadons his deep concern at indicarions of funher US attacks on Nicaragua, both concentrations of mercenaries on the frontiers with Costa Rica and Honduras and preparations
under way at bases on US terrirory. I had confirmarion
of this myself from Ernesto Cardenal on 5 October in
Brussels during the Russell inquiry into US atracks on
Nicaragua. Moreover, I would point out what Octavio
Paz said at Frankfun on Sunday, when receiving the
German Peace Prize, abour rhe infiltrations thar are
sdll going on in Nicaragua.

My questions to the Minister are

as

follows:

First, does the Council of Ministers share Mr Onega's
concern and does it have any indications rha[ funher
atacks from the United States are threatening in
Nicaragua?

Secondly, does the Council consider it would be a
good thing if the European Parliamenr senr nor a small
but a broadly-based delegation after the Nicaraguan
elections of 4 November, now rhat rhe Presidenr-inOffice and all his ministerial colleagues from the ten
cguntries have been rc San Jos6?

Mrs Lentz-Cornerte (PPE).
(FR) Mr Presidenr,
my question is very brief. I- should like to know
whether rhere were any consultations before this meeting between the Foreign Ministers of Europe and the
United States?

Mr de Camaret (DR).
(FR) I wish to point out
that the Group of the European
Right hai tabled a

resolution on Nicaragua. The purpose of this motion,

aj you are aware, is to obtain informarion concerning
the conditions under which the Nicaraguan electioni
are to take place, and in the light of what the previous
speaker has jusr said, I should like the chairman of the
parliamenrary committee that was rhere ro tell us
something more about the way rhe elections that are

t9 tlke place in a few weeks' time in Nicaragua were
dealt with.

I

asked this because we have

,...,

f.orn the press that

Mr Onega was quite recenrly in California and that

Mr

(DE) Mr President-in-Office,
Langes (PPE).
rwo questions. Developing
funher the observadons
made by Mrs Veil, I should like to point our thar the
ten Foreign Ministers have promised Central America
an increased amounr of economic and development
aid, the budger for 1985 has been presented, and funds
for aid to Central America and similar regions have
been reduced by the Council of Minisrers. How does
the Council intend rc keep its promise to increase
developmenr aid to Central America, for example? Is it
planning to ask for additional funds berween the first
and second readings in this House or ro provide for
such funds in the supplementary budget for 1985?

My

second quesrion also concerns financial marters.

So far, both Council and Commission have

made

Community funds available. only to certain countries
of Central America. \7as there any menrion in San
Jos6 of the fact that the European Communiry must
make development aid available to El Salvador in
exactly the same way as to other countries, or is there
here some principle of exclusion of which the Parliament is unaware?

Mr Alavanos (COM).
(GR) Mr President, the San
Jos6 conference might have achieved a great deal of
good if
and I think previous speakers have touched
on this - the European Community had taken a stand

-

against United States policy in Central America. Many

specific questions arise out of this, the most penineni
one in my view being that put by a colleague concerning the position the European Community and the

Foreign Ministers are taking on the specific charges.
The charges made by a leader before the Uniied
Nations General Assembly regarding rhe threat of an
invasion by the United Sates are parricularly significant for the following reasons:

Firstly, rhings have happened and been said which
point to such an invasion taking place.
Secondly, there has been no denial. It really is unique
for a country not ro refute a charge that it is planning
to invade anorher member state of the United Narions.

Thirdly, there is the episode of Grenada, during
which, regrertably, a member counrry of the European
Communiry, rhe United Kingdom, collaborated in a
way with the United Srarcs or, at leasr, covered up for
the US acdon in the afrcrmarh. I would therefori like
a statemenr about this grave marrcr, and with a view to
bolstering the positive aspecrc of rhe San Jos6 conference I should like to know how rhe Foreign Minisrcrs
stand as regards the charges made by Diniel Onega
and what action they plan rc take in rhe matter.

his trip, to put ir mildly, had attracted some attendon.

Mr President, I should

could obtairSsome funher information
at San Jos6.

if you
on this ,.eiing

be very much obliged

Mr O'Keeffe, Presidenrin-Offce of the Coancil.- Mr

President, I am glad ro see rhar there is considerable
interest in Parliament in this area and I understand
that there will be a major debate in the House in rhe

'f

I
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near future which, of course, will provide a better
opponunity for a discussion on the policies relative to
the entire region. My principal function in coming
here was to report on the conference in San Jos6, but
at the same time I will try and pick up the points which
have been raised by Members.

Mrs Castle raised the question of the pressure from
It is correct that a letter was

the United States.

received from the United States in conneoion with the
conference. The answer I have to give to Mrs Castle is
that of course the European Communiry will make its
own poliry. On the question of the Contadora Group,
it is not for me m say what will happen in relation to it

in the future.

I can, however, assure

Parliament that

the Ten will remain in close contact with Contadora in
the months and years ahead.

On the question of aid, the position, as I see it, is that
the Commission will propose a negotiating directive in
accordance ciith Ardcle 113 and the other articles of
rhe Treary.

to the

elections in
Nicaragua, and you will have noted from my rePort

There were various references

on the conference that the conference

stressed the

value of democratic institutions.

On the question of aid to the region and the policy for

such aid, the answer is, yes, I believe that there will be
an aid provision in the cooperation atreement, but this
is a matter that has not yet been negotiated' There has
been an atreement in principle, but it will obviously be
some time before any such agreement is concluded.

was asked what Mr Onega said in relation rc the
possibiliry of attacks on Nicaragua. It is not really for
ihe Council to comment on what Mr Onega said.
There was also a question concerning the possibility of
the European Parliament sending a delegation to the
Nicaraguan elections. Again, it seems to me that that is
very much a matter for decision by the European Parliament and hardly a maner on which it is proper for
Council to comment.

I

Langes asked whether aid can be given in 1985. fu
see it, the Council will propose appropriate provisions, for example, budgetary commitment appropriations, in the light of funher discussions' On the quesdon of discrimination, I can assure Parliamenl there is
no policy of discrimination among Centnal American
countries.

Mr

I

Finally, may I say that in examining the repon on this
conference I think it is imponant m recall what the
objectives were. These q/ere threefold: inauguration of
a new structure of political and economic dialogue
becween the Community and Cenral America; formal
announcement of the intention to start discussions
with a view to negotiadng the inter-regional cooperation framework agreement; and finally, to supPon the
efforts of the countries of Ceritral America themselves

and the pacification measures being developed in the
Conadoia process to bring peace and stabiliry rc the
region as a whole.

I think it is fair to say that when the conference is
viewed in the light to those three objectives, it was a
major success and a significant breakthrough'
(DE) Mr President, Rule 40 of
our Rules of Procedure requires Members to put brief
and concise questions. \7ould It not be reasonable to
expect the Prtsident of the Council to give brief and
concise answers too? I have not yet heard any answer
to our quesdons.

Mr Hitnsch (S).

(Applaase)

President.

is for the Minister to judge
- It

what

answers are appropriate.

(DE) Mr President, you know
Mr Langes (PPE).
as well as I do that the Committee on Budgets is to
meet today at 1l a.m., and therefore the Minister's
answer cannot satisfy those amonS us who are now
concerned with the budget of the European Communities.

My question was quite clear. The funds proposed by
the Council for development aid have been reduced; in

Costa Rica, the Foreign Ministers say they want to
offer more. So I have to ask these very same Ministers
how this contradiction is to be resolved. I have to tell
my colleagues in the Committee on Budgets today
whether this is to do done through the supplementary
budget or between the first and second readings . . .
Something must be done: otherwise people

will not

take us seriously.

I

to point out, ladies and gentleto the Rules of Procedure one
may put questions which the Council rePresentative
answers. One cannot then put the same questions

President.

have

men, that according
again.

On
Mr O'Keeffe, hesidcnt-in-Offce of the Council.
the question of aid, I think it is fair to say that it is too
early to state how this can be fired in to the aid chapter of the Community's budget. I cannot be any more
specific than that at this snge.

Ve quite understand and share your
President.
uncertainty,- Mr President. Thank you.
(Laugbier)

The debarc is closcd.
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ing dollar-rate and floating exchange-rates are
utterly destabilizing international money markets
and could well plunge our economies inrc funher

monetary sittation

President.
The nexr item is the joint debarc on rhree
- with debate:
oral questions

-

difficulties. This situadon is unacceptable.

1. Vhat is the Commission's

reaction ro rhe
exreme instabiliry of international exchange

by Mr Bonaccini and others, rc the Commission
(Doc. 2-511/84) and the Council (Doc. 2-612/

markets in recent weeks?

84), on the internarional monetary situation:

In view of the facr that the rise in the value of the
dollar is creating a climate of general uncenainty
in the world and having serious economic consequences which could be a barrier to potenrial
investment and to the acdvities of the inrernational financial market, and bearing in mind the

3.

Is it not a marrer of urgenry to give the ECU
a new r6le in EEC trade?
order to resolve international monetary prob-

lems once and

measures will the Commission/
Council take rc deal with this situation?

does the Commission/Council

then the r6le of the ECU within the EEC and
in relations with third countries?

by Mrs Veil and others, on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group, to the Commission, on
the readjusrmenr and utilization of the ECU (Doc.
2-614/84:
Considering thar the Finance Ministers, meering

within the Council, have carried out a readjustment and incorporated the drachma into the
ECU, did the Commission put forward proposals

to the Council on revising the ECU basket, as
provided for in the EMS regulations, and if so,
why was the European Parliament not consulted
beforehand?

On what data did the Commission base such proposals?

In view of the significanr exrension of private use
of the ECU well beyond the Community framework, does the Commission intend to take corresponding action to improve utilization of the ECU,
panicularly by giving it currency status?
Does the Commission not agree that wider use of
the ECU in trade dealings would enable it, like a
genuine currency, to have a stabilizing and balancing effect on rhe dollar?
by Mrs Van Hemeldonck and others, ro rhe Commission, on drastic fluctuations on exchange markets (Doc. 2-615/84):

Vhilst the world economic crisis continues unemployment is on the increase in many counr,ries,
panicularly in Europe, and the international
fina4cial system is under constant threat from the
level of indebrcdness of many countries, the soar-

for all and bring about
ro rhar

exchange-rate stabiliry comparable
existing in the EMS?

5.

agree rhar there should be no funher delay in
inroducing the necessaqy measures ro streng-

-

Is the Commission considering making representarions to the American monemry authorities to ensure rhat sreps are aken to check
dollar fluctuations for the time being?

'!/hat urgent

2. In panicular,

-

2.

4. Vhat does the Commission intend to do in

various resolutions on this subject already adopted
by the European Parliament,

1.

9.10.84

Vhar does the Commission intend to do to
alleviate the debt burden of the Third \7orld?

Mr

Bonaccini (COM).
(17) Mr President, the
most recent and violent fluctuations
of the dollar rares
have caused havoc throughout the world. They have
resulted in the dollar b6ing heavily over-valued, and
this has led to greater uncenainty in an economic climate which is already all too full of uncenainry and
insecuriry. 'The dollar effect', as we know, pushes up
the Phillips curve, i.e., increases the potendal rare of
unemployment. An overpriced dollar also distorts
exports markets disturbed by excess money and more
responsive to increased US interest-rares than to a
more general economic recovery. Even though some

consequences of this may be advantageous ro our
counrries, it is nevenheless clear that this is bound to
slow down the effon of resrrucruring and readjustment just when our countries most need to make it in
order to increase the competitiveness of their economies.

It resulm in cost disronions for countries such as my
ovn which are obliged to impon the greater pan of
their raw materials and energy resourCes. It liads to
high interest-rates, which in turn cause distonions in
the allocation and use of financial resources. Behind
the dollar's spectacular rise we can see the power, and
especially the great economic porenrial, of the United
States, its rapid race mwards new technologies and rhe
developmenr of sertices, bur above all theie is behind
it the special position of the dollar in the world cur-

rency markets,

to which

reference has often been

made in debates in this House, a position which is nor
directly or closely linked to the balance-of-payments
POSrtlOn.

Observers who ignore this fact and simply talk of market forces have got it wrong. Ve are dJafng with market condirions without'precedent in modein dmes. I
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should like, with your permission, to talk of monopo-

of the vinual

monopoly deriving from the
- and political position
economic
of the United States. I
use the term in a neutral sense, merely to describe a
panicular situation. But precisely in view of this we
have the right to ask the partner who enjoys such
power and such privilege to make moderate and
thoughtful use of them in line with the common
interist and not merely national interest and to agree'
with Europe arranBemenm for an improved interna-

lies

tional monetary system.

All the Member States are agreed on this

lxv6,

- ago,
indeed, been in agreement ever since, six years
they worked out the principles of of the European
Monetary System and ir relationship with the international system. Ve have debated the matter on many
occasions, and in the end we were able in this House
to lay down rational

and useful practical proposals

which, howevet', until this day have not resulted in the
implementing decisions for which the Council has
been asked. This is why we address our questions to
both Institutions, but more pardcularly to the second.
Only a fool would wish for a violent fall of the dollar
exchange or its total collapse; it is an eventuality we
deplore; but some signs of such an eventuality exist,
and it is an eventuality that must be avened. In recent
weeks some sinister creaking could be heard in some
respected financial institutions, a number of debtor
countries have in effect suspended repayments, some
have stopped imports, some have threatened or implemented protectionist measures. . . An optimistic gloss
has been painted over the most recent meeting of the
International Monetary Fund, where developing countries made no bones about their intolerable situation,
there were complaints from other countries which are
not developing, and the great indusrial countries cau-

tiously disnnced themselves from the fray. I should
like to quote here the Italian Minister of Finance, who
spoke of the need for'intelligent optimism'. S/hat that
means is that we need an objective and realistic view

of

rightly ambitious plans of the promoters of the EMS?

Vhere are rhe detailed proposals worked out by the
Commission and the Parliament which dealt with both

the monetary and the more specifically financial
it now'every man for himself'? I would not
criticize the measure introduced in the last few days by
the German and the French Governments concerning
the mxation of non-residen$' income from Treasury
bonds. They seem to me an appropriate response to
analogous measures introduced on the other side of
the Atlantic. But is this all we are going to do? Are we
to confine ourselves to a measure that only serves to
underline the inadequary, the absence or the undesirabiliry of a Community response ? Is this the best we can
do to prepare for the continuation of the debate in
international fora on the present and the future of the
aspects? Is

international monetary sysrcm, on the necessary
reforms, on international trade and its opening-up
which we demand? Ve say in no uncertain terms that
such continued inaction on the pan of the European
Economic Communiry would be intolerable, and not
only to the EEC and its Member States. \7e therefore
trust that the measures which have already been set
out for Europe's economic recovery and for combating the ever-growing unemployment will be put into
effect without delay. And for this we need a more
secure monetary and financial climate.

Ve

say, therefore, that we must have coordinated

measures on exchange-rates and inrcrest-rates, that we
must have implementation of the measures which have
already been discussed for extending and strengthen-

ing the r6le of the ECU within the Community in
dealings with third countries and that its use in trade
should be encouraged, most panicularly in purchases
of raw materials and of energy resources, that the
ECU's financial r6le should be developed until it gains
recognition as a currency.

I should be really happy to hear from Mr Onoli and
the President of the Council assurances on all these

the situation and must beware of viewing the economic world as a fairy-land.

matrcrs which we regard as essential.

By all accounts, at that meeting the stunts of show-

(FR) Ve are pleased to note that
Mr Volff (L).
- composition of the ECU has been
the revision of the
carried out according to the procedures laid down in
the EMS rules, which called for this m be done after

manship met with a polite reception at best. But, let me
say again, we who are gathered here neither wish for
any dreaded collapse nor do we want to continue in a
situation which is dangerous and costly to our economies and full of menace for so many other pans of
the world. Vhat we want is that our nations and our
economies, and the other economies throughout the
world, should once again be able to use money as the

essential instrument

of

stability

in which

individual

choices can be effected, that money should once again

five years, as it has been in the event.

It

is a positive development on this occasion that the
Greek drachma has been incorporated into the ECU
basket. This in itself makes the ECU a little more coaemanautaire, a little more European in a way, and this
is all to the good.

perform its proper function of store and medium of
of the value

Allow me, however, to express disappointment that
the Commission should not have seen fit to inform the
newly elected Parliament of its decision beforehand.

\7e cannot therefore confine ourselves to pointing a
finger at the irresponsibility of others but should also
face our own responsibilities. \flhat happened to the

Vas confidentiality of such overriding imponance that
it was not thought necessary to consult the Parliament,

through time and space
transmission
of human labour.

-

and if so why?
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It should not

be forgotren that it is in this very Parliament that the most reliable and most stalwart support

has been given when future developmenr of the
ECU's role have been under consideration. Nor
should it be forgotten that the excellent repon by Mr
Herman has already discussed these problems, whose
imponance should be stressed at all appropriate
opponunities. For Europe's furure, it is essential that a
solution prorliding a reliable monetarlr structure be
found, and the sooner the bener.

It could admittedly

be argued that this revision of the

ECU basket is no more than a technical aspect, so that
there was no urgent requirement for a debate. However, that would be overlooking the fact that the ECU
is a currency and the monetary situation, in common
with unemployment, is one of the most pressing problems confronting us rcday.

The uncenainties and disorderly maneuvring centred
on the dollar that we saw on 21 September, shonly
afrcr the revision of the ECU's composition, alrhough
this was pure coincidence, must surely spur us on in
our efforts to establish a Community monetary order,
a moneary union which will ensure security, stability
and coherence in dealings among the Ten which will
srentthen and boost our investment and, thereby, our
indusrial performance.
Moreover, five years is a notable anniversary for the
ECU. \flho would have thought five years ago rhat
this rither sophisticated, rather absracr consr,rucr, rhis
basket of currencies which has no tangible realiry was
going to succeed in making such an impression on the
public awareness?

Hardly a day goes by without news of some funher
development in the private use of the ECU.

denomirtation are available to European consumers:
accounts, credit cards and travellers' cheques.

This rend towards wider private use of the ECU is
associated to some extent with the volatiliry of the foreign exchange markets and interest rates, in view of
which the ECU is seen to offer greater reliabiliry than
. some Communiry currencies; at the same time, the private ECU is becoming an essential pan of a system in
which the volume of intra-Community trade is substantial and our nadonal economies are becoming
increasingly aligned and intermeshed with one
another.

For all this encouraging development of the ECU, we
must not mistake it for more than it is
a quasi-currenry lacking the characteristics of a full- currency.
Consequently, it is our intention that the ECU should
one day become the currenry of the Community and
that there should be an ECU area just as there is a dol-

lar

area and a yen area, and more musl therefore be

done to promorc the ECU. In my view, various forms
of practical action are required rc this end.

of all, all the Member States should artribute
exactly the same satus to the ECU, since otherwise it
would be pointless to entertain hopes of a common
currency. And it is to be hoped that the United KingFirst

dom will soon overcome its doubts about bringing
steiling into the EMS exchange rate machinery. It is
also to be hoped that the Federal Republic of Germany will soon recognize the ECU as a currency.
Secondly, encouragement should be given ro rhe sysrcmatic use of the ECU in transactions,,in commercial
contracts within the Community.

In addition, it is desirable that all cirizens of the Com-

The ECU is now quoted on the exchanges in Rome,

Milan, Paris and Brussels; a clearing system has been
set up among banks holding ECUs.

More and more bonds are being issued in ECUs: in
volume terms, the ECU was the third mosr, ir4porranr
currency used, exceeded only by the dollar and the
mark, in 1983.

It is also noteworthy that ECU bonds

are being issued

outside the Community as well as within. Only
recently a 75 million ECU bond was is'sued by the Foreign Trade Bank of the USSR, through a pool of
banks headed by Cr6dit Lyonnais.

Finally, if ECU coins or notes were issued
an idea
which has been discussed before in this Chamber
our peoples would have the opponuniry to assoqiare
with a visible, tangible European currency, and this
would boost the image of the Communiry itself
through the influence of one of the most powerful of
all symbols
legal tender, currency
and at the
same dme develop
confidence in rhe ECU.

In

Ve

also heard recently that the ECSC itself was planning rc issue debentures rc rhe value of 50 million

ECU.

In the space of two

munity should have freer access to transacrions
denominated in ECUs. This would greatly facilitate
payments in the course of trade, travel and other routine activities.

years rhe volume

of

deposits in

ECUs has increased sixfold, and this development

a word, what is required, is a relaxadon of the wide
range of constraints on the use of the ECU which are
still setting it apan from other currencies. This would
turn the ECU into a real means of payment which
could eventually remove the need for monetary compensatory amounts, amont other benefits.

is

not confined to inrcrbank transactions, since various
banking facilities for which the ECU is used as the

To date, the Commission

has played the role of a discreet guardian watching over rhe ECU's progress. Per-
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approach, so that the ECU may emerge from its present rather vague status.

ning to totter, not only because of shon-term loans
recklessly granrcd to the Third Vorld, but also
because of domestic loans. The sharp rise in the value
of the dollar, the outcome of a cowboy monetarist

Finally, let us cast our minds back to the scepticism
prevailing at the time when the ECU was first introduced. \7hat a long way we have come since then! \fle
hope that, when answering the oral question that has
been put to it, the Commission will give the Parliamenr a clear idea of the future developments that can

policy, is simply making cenain rich people even richer
and reducing the weakest members of society to poveny, misery, hunger and unemployment, beginning
with the poor and unemployed in the United States
and then in the Third Vorld and ultimately causing
economic decline and unemployment in the European
Community.

haps it is open to the criticism of having been too discreet and it should now adopt a more positive

be envisaged.

conclusion, we wish to announce that we have
nbled a motion for a resolution on the readjustment
and utilization of the ECU on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group.

In

(Appkusefron the ight)

IN THE CHAIR: MRS PERY
Vce-Presidcnt

Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S).

-

(NZ) Madam Presi-

dent, ladies and gentlemen, September was full of bad
ddings, for Europe's working classes at least. At this
Parliament's September pan-session, we listened with
dismay to Commissioner Richard's comments on the
prospects for employment. He said that not only had
unemployment in Europe doubled since 1980, but that

four million people in the Community have been
unemployed for more than a year, that two million

have been unemployed for more than two years, that
500/o of the unemployed arc under 25 and that the
prospects for the immediarc future are gloomy.

The Community is adversely affected at two levels.
The monetary situation in Europe has become completely unpredictable. For a year now, the dollar has
fluctuated by more than 400/o against the ECU. This
means more than 40Vo uncenainty about the price of
imponed energ'y and more than 400/o uncertainty
about the price of most raw materials and many hightech products. Eventually this will totally paralyse the
sorely-needed recovery of Europe's economy and its
employment policy. It will also mean a million more
people out of work, and we are now fast approaching
14 million unemployed in Europe.

The European capital market is literally being plundered by the United States, which is financing half of
its budget deficit with investments from Europe and
Latin America. Eighty million dollars has been
attracted by a Eurodollar on which the real rate of
interest is 50/0. Everything, including the national
money markets, is being sold out to the dollar. In fact,
the cenral banks and the national financial authorities

have

no control whatsoever over the

territorial privilege in Eurodollar dealings.

A genuine Community monetary authority could, of
course, control this phenomenon, but the lack of
European spirit is preventing it from being established.

As a result, a number
On the other hand, at the annual meeting of the Inter-

national Monetary Fund and the !7orld Bank we
heard genuine cries of distress about the threat the
debr burden poses for the international financial sysrcm. Ve heard the same cries of distress at the meeting
EEC Comminee held in Luxemof the Joint ACP
burg in September,- where the resolution of 21 September 1984 was but a reiteration in sronger rcrms of the

of 26 September 1980. In 1980, it was
already being emphasized that the Third !7orld used
13.60/o of its expon earnings to pay its debts. By 1982,
the figure had risen to 20.70/0, and a quaner of expon
earnings is now used to pay off debts. The pit is

resolurion

becoming deeper and deeper.

This debt burden is not only a threat to the Third

\7orld. The Reagan administration is

constantly

increasing the American government's deficit, if only
ro cover its colossal military spending. The deficit now
amounrs ro some US$ 200 000 m and has become so
dangerously high that even American banks are begin-

Eurodollar,
of extra-

because Europe's private banks enjoy a kind

of

Member States have felt

obliged to take unilateral defensive action, and this has
taken us a srcp funher eway from a common European poliry. An example of this is the action taken by
France and also the Federal Republic of Germany to
abolish the advance levy on interest paid to non-residents. Such measures are naturally at variance with a
policy in which the ECU would play the cenral r6le.

The exchange-rate for the US dollar is out of all proponion to the value of the American economy and
contrasts violently with budgetary control. The Commission must make represenadons to the American
monetary authorities if a catast<ophe is to be avoided
in the Community.
level? Ve can, of
course, strengthen the ECU, our own currency. Ve
do, in fact, see some slow progress compared with the
past. The drachma is now part of the ECU system, and
the ECU is being quorcd on a growing number of
European exchanges, Belgium's having recently joined

Vhat can be done at European
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the list. Unfortunately, the Stuttgan summit conference merely referred to a symbolic gesture, the striking of a visible, nngible coin. But it is essential for the
ECU to play a more important r6le in the private market in the very near future. Various legal and practical
conditions must, of course, be satisfied if we want the
ECU to have the status of a recognized currency in all
the Member States and to be given priority in capital
transfers in Europe.

of economic policies and a degree of transparenry and stability in international monetary relations
there can be no economic recovery in the indusrialence

ized countries or, of course, in the developing countries.

The European Monetary System has an essential rOle
to play in the achievement of this stability and must
therefore be strengthened internally and externally.
There must be a European Monetary Fund with

The European citizen must be able to open a privare
savings account in ECU in all the Community countries, the use of traveller's cheques in ECUs would also
be a step forward, and European businessmen musr be
able to settle their accounts in ECU. All this naturally
presupposes the establishment of a system of clearingbanks for the ECU. Third countries, panicularly in
Europe but also the Third Vorld countries that have
close relations with the Communiry, must become parr
of an ECU zone. '$7'e expect the Commission, rhe

special drawing-rights for the Third-\7orld countries.
Finally, it must be possible for the European unit of
account to play a monetary r6le both within the Community and oumide so that there may be a new inter-

Council and others to take initiatives in rhis respect.

Third Vorld.

The ECU might also play a major role in the diversification of currency reserves and so break the dollar's
monopoly in financial dealings. Europe musr become
an area that attracts investment from the rest of the
world, and it must itself have reserves in ECU. The
European Monetary System will only inspire confidence if a Breat effon is made to revive the economy
and improve the employment situation in Europe.

(Applause)

On this subject we have a quesrion to ask rhe Council
and the Commission. As long ago as 6luly 1978, it
was proposed at the European Council meering in

national monetary order, without which a new inrcrnational economic order will be impossible. These are
our thoughts and our proposals regarding the fight
against the unemployment in the Communiry. They
are the expression of our solidariry with the poor and
the unemployed, both in the United States and in the

Mr

O'Keeffe, President-in-Ofice of the Council.
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, the Council
shares the concern of the honourable Members about
the rise in value of the US dollar. At the recent annual
meetint of the IMF, the Community clearly stated im
position on the main barriers to orderly movements on
the foreign-exchange market and pointed our rha[ rhe
nse ln lnrerest rates was still a serious threat to a lasting recovery of our economies.

Bremen that a European Monetary Fund should be set

up to act as a kind of European central bank. It was
thought at the time that it should have 25 000m ECU
of capial, and it was to begin operarions on 1 January
1981. \Vhat progress has been made with this project?
Has it been entirely abandoned, or is work still going
ahead?

A

European Moneary Fund nationally presupposes
the transfer of some of the Member Stares' reserves
and some of their national sovereignty. But did we no[
vant a European Economic Commtnity? I srress,
Community. A European Monerary fund could create
genuine ECU, ECU which would be internationalized
and might reduce dependence on the dollar, not only
of the Member States of the European Community but
of other countries too.

To summarize, Madam President, the Socialist Group
repearc that it gives the highest prioriry ar narional,
European and international level rc any action which
reduces unemployment

by

encouraging economic

recovery. \7e Socialists reject monetarist views which
use youth unemployment to combat inflation. In contrast, we advocate action to combat the causes of inflation, action to stabilize rhe international monetary system, to get rid of monopolies and to achieve a better
distribution of work and incomes. \Tirhout converg-

The view sometimes expressed at the beginning of this
year that US interest rates would soon begin to fall has
proved to be unduly optimistic. Quite rhe reverse: we
have recently witnessed funher upward pressures on
US interest rates which, coupled with the srentrh of
the dollar, have pushed up inrcrest rates in orher countries. For this reason, the most urgenr objective is to
crearc the requisite conditions for interest rates to fall.
Such a fall will depend upon our capacity to contain
inflationary speculation, and rhis will call, in most
cases, for further progress in limiting public spending
and in reducing structural budget deficits.

It

is, however, obvious rhat the United States has

special responsibilities in this regard. The first steps
taken by the United States ro reduce its budgetary deficit will have to be followed up by rhe extra measures
needed to reassure the markets and convince them that
interest rates can and must fall.

Turning to the ECU, I should like to remind you rhar
the European Council reaffirmed at its meerings in
Brussels and Fontainebleau that 'the ECU is the central element and pillar of the EMS'. The European
Council was pleased with the sponr.aneous growh in
the private use of the ECU and noted that the Council
of Minisrcrs was continuing its discussions with a view
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to developing the European Monetary System by making specific adjustments.

rhe dollar area. This has of course been reflected in the
United States trade deficit, which is running at more
than 100 billion dollars, as mentioned just now, but

The technical feasibiliry of strengthening the Euro-

more generally this high level of the dollar, this stimulation of exports to the United States, coupled with
the growth in the American economy, has been the
cause of what for us is a very positive development,
the return to an upward trend in international trade,

pean Monetary System, and more specifically the r6le
of the ECU, are currently being studied by the Monetary Committee and the Committee of the Governors
of the Cenral Banks. The Council hopes to have the
findings of both these committees in the near future.

Mr Ortoli, Vce-President of the Commission. -

(FR) Madam President, I can only agree with the analysis that has been made of the current monetary situation and the problems presented by the trend on the
international plane, and when one considers the situation regarding the dollar, which has been central to
the questions put by several of the speakers, we cannot.
escape the fact that we are confronted with a problem.
However, the situation calls for a number of comments which will, I hope, put the debarc into clearer
PersPective.

The first point is that the dollar's strengrh in the recent
period has been very largely a reflection of factors
whose explanation is to be found in the domestic situation in the United States. '!7e have seen a period of
very strong growth in the American economy, which
commands international confidence, especially since,
at this stage, this very strong growh
suonger than
by avery
had been anticipated - is being accompanied
substantial reduction in unemployment and at the
same time a very moderate rate of inflation. Various
factors stemming from the American economy have
rherefore pushed the American dollar upwards. But
there is, of course, a funher factor to which you have
all referred: the combination of a budgeary policy
which could be described as very open with a rarher
restricdve moneary policy, accounting for the rise in
inrcrest rates which has had litde impact in the United
Starcs during this 'boom' but has affected our own

with the growth in world rade during 1984 esdmated
variously at about 9.4010. Now I would point out that
for the European economy, which is very strongly
expon-oriented, there is a fundamental relationship
between the growth in world trade and its own ability
to return to an exPansronary course.
Finally, the explanation for the indebtedness, with the
very severe pressures referred rc by Mrs Van Hemeldonck but no major crisis, despite all, is panly to be
found in the fact that the developing countries themselves have benefited from this expansion in international trade. Of course, as we all know and you have
reminded us, as well as this positive feature there is a
negative aspect which is seen primarily in the transfers
of funds rc the United States and the higher costs of

our impons for which we have to pay in

dollars

(although that is partly offset by the favourable trend
in raw materials prices) and, for the developing countries, rhe heavier cost of debt-servicing. A percentage
point on the interest rate represents 3 billion dollars of
debt for the developing countries. Since this debt is
very largely denominated in dollars, there has been no
diversification or not enough diversification of debt
liabilities, and the dollar's rise in turn means an
increase in the cost of repayments.

Taking one thing with another, therefore, it may be
said that the current situation has made for a certain
recovery in the international economy but presents

Another reason for the rise in the dollar is to be found

major disadvantages, to which you have referred, notably the level of interest rates. However, there is a
second risk: the risk of a possible fall in the value of
the dollar. Ve must hope that it reverts to a more reasonable level, but also that it does not do so too

in our own policy, or rather in the fact

abruptly.

financial marker

in the

ways described earlier.
which

is

- European
perhaps not fully appreciated
that the
countries have endeavoured to pursue a common
poliry. How has this poliry worked out in practice? It
has been based on what has become known as the
'uncoupling' of inrcrest rates, a systematic effon at
European level to apply real interest rates lower than
American interest rates. This is somerhing that has
been made possible by our concerted action and the
existence of the EMS, but it is also one of the reasons
why we, with our lower interest rates, are seeing the
dollar's exchange rate rise. The connection between
the two developments is entirely logical.
Vhat, then, are the consequences of this situation and
the problems that it is presenting? The first consequis that the very high
ence
not to be overlooked

as has been
level of the dollar has been advantageous,
poinrcd out, for our exports to the United States and

One of the main lessons to be learned from the experience of recent years is that our economies, and especially the European economy which is very dependent
on trade with the rest of the world, are ill-equipped rc
cope with abrupt changes, whatever direction they

ake. If the dollar were to fall too far too fast, that
would bring new problems, including the undermining
of financial confidence, sudden reversals of trading
positions, and the possibility of tensions within the
EMS, something that we do not wish to see.
That said, the main question put to us is whether we
are able to cope with such a situation, and how. \7e
have already discussed this on various occasions, and
we are aware of the limitations to what can be done in

a situation which you, Mr Bonaccini, described

as

being marked by a dominant economy and an imperial
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develop convergence of policies
underpinning the European economy.

with a view to

currency. In my view, however, it would be mistaken
rc abandon analysis at this point and say that, since we
are in such a situation, it is better to wait and hope for

rc

the best.

In fact, I find that the three main lines of action avail'!7e must
able to us are clear-cut.
strengthen our joint
action and we must make a reality of this European
continental entiry of which we talk endlessly. Strenph
is derived from what one is, not from what one says.

A topic which has been the subject of much discussion
in the past is intervention on the foreign-exchange
market. Shon of reaching atreement on massive interit should be added, all concerned
would have to join, inrcrvention on the foreign
exchange market is not the right way to combat
underlfng trends, since these trends derive from factors extending far beyond the range of mere financial
transfers. Nevenheless, it can be effective when the
aim is to dercrmine the course of certain movemenm
and as long as it is closely coordinarcd, and this raises
the problem of concened action in this field by the
United States, Europe and Japan.

vention, in which,

One of the difficulties with which we have to contend
is that, whereas everyone recognizes in principle that
intervention ought to be possible, rhe scope for using

which our American friends believe
this option
should be resoned
to only when the marked is in
disarray
is limited by the fact that only in few cases
has concened action been achieved.

Consequently, our first task must be to make use of
our abiliry to establish a large, dynamic marketl as a
continent, we have the means with which to do this.

The second requirement, to my mind, is to set ourselves a common course.

Even today,

I

believe, we lack the necessary cohesion

when discussing major issues. Granted, although we
are not speaking with the same voice, we are beginning to talk the same language. But I do not find this
enough. I feel that we should be pressing on decisively
and coming to terms
as possible, before it is
with the idea that the major inrcrnational
too larc
monetary- issues are not ju$ issues of common interest
but problems calling for joint, unified acdon.

needs

Finally, c/e must have a clear idea of our expectations
in relation to the inrcrnational monetary sysrcm. Ir is
known that I have often advocated our adoption of a
position in which we recognized that inrervenrion is
no universal panacea but were concerned to achieve
better coordination of action with our panners and
therefore called for cenain major variarions affecting

the area of sovereign prerotatives, but clearly this is
the right course for us to pursue. Ve have been trying
for some time rc set up a dialogue
by
- as evidenced
the activities of the various groupings,
such as the

interest rarcs or exchange rates to be discussed jointly
in much grearcr detail and for a form of alarm system,
such as we ourselves have with the convergence indicator, to be set up for rhe purpose of outlining action
to be taken.

A second

response, which is probably one of the rwo
courses of action, is to agree at international level rhat

will adjust irs policy ro rhe common
of the international communiry. This basic idea
is difficult to put into practice because it takes us inro

each country

Group of Ten, now the Group of Eleven, or the industrialized countries meeting at summit conferences, or
even the Group of Five
a
which would
- thatdialogue
lead to a general atreement
each of us, when preparing to take major economic policy decisions, will
submit them to examination by rhe others, so as ro
achieve an 'international optimum'. The progress that
has been made in the development of this type of project has not as yet been matched by such tangible protress on the level of policies, but I believe that we must
continue to emphasize the need for a strengthening of
these procedures and increasing opponunities to
engage in such dialogue. I shall return to this point

a question concerning
developments in the international monetary rysrem.
shonly, when dealing with

The third response, the prudent course of putting
one's own house in order, is to coordinate our own
methods of protecting ourselves against the impact of

Ve

have been doing this and y/e are
the
machinery that we have set up for operating the EMS.
The first and not inconsiderable evidence of this has
been the 'uncoupling' of European inrcrest rares from

external even$.

endeavouring

to do so increasingly, through

American interest rates, which has been carried out
and is now a reality. The second has been our atrempt

This is a controversial mafier, but
and here I turn
to Mrs Van Hemeldonck
we are-currendy working
in the Community but especially
within the Group of
Ten
or I should say the Group of Eleven now, wirh
the inclusion
of Switzerland
on future develop-

-

ments in the international monetary sysrem, examining

of achieving a return to treacer
monetary stability and more orderly conduct of monetary affairs.
ways and means

A number of lines of action have been envisaged.
The main idea that has been discussed is the one that I
have just mentioned
nor in the same form, but the
- This
same general principle.
is the idea of closer inrcr-

national monitoring of national policies, organized
according to stricter procedures and with the International Monetary Fund playing a key r6le. '!7e are taking pan in these proceedings as observers. Once again,
I repeat, this is a field in which I should like the Communiry to be both clearer and more united in its thinking and, as I have said to the Finance Ministers, I am
anxious that we should not only be arguing our case
but also bringing forward proposals, playing an acdve
pan in these efforts to establish a monerary order from
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which we stand

to benefit most, as industrialized

countries other than Member States

countries which do not have the dominant currency.

muniry. This is what we have proposed.

The second element is greater stability wirhin the
Community through the EMS, since ir is clear that, by
developing the EMS, we ,ue helping m take some of
the pressure off the international moneary rystem. fu

Mr O'Keeffe

I

have said on a previous occasion in this Chamber, in
a world where there are monetary volcanoes, it will
grcatly benefit both ourselves and others if we can
establish an extensive area where the volcanoes are
extinct. I would add, moreover, rhar our achievements
to date in this field are nor insubstantial. Ir is too often
forgonen that, despite all the difficulties and the too

frequent pariry adjustments, the EMS has made a con-

ribution of incomparable value: it has enabled us, on
the whole, to keep our currencies in realistic relationships to one another. Ve are the only multiple, complex entiry in the world whose currencies stand in
more or less normal reladons to one another, in line
with the underlying economic situation, in contrast to
what we were saying just now in connection wirh the
dollar. This is, of course, of prime imponance to the

Communiry when half

of its internarional trade is

berween Member States and it is working towards the
goal of establishing a common market. Ve are laying
sound economic foundadons here.

The third feature is the effon that we have made
together rc align our approaches to econdmic poliry,
an effort of whar could be described as 'intellecrual
discipline'and indeed action, for instance through the
'uncoupling' of inrcrest rates which has without a shadow of doubt helped and should continue m help to
promorc a resumption of growth in our Community.
This is clearly not enough, however. Vhile acknowledging the Commission's effons, Mr Volff has called
upon it m be a little less timid or a litde more positive
in its action. I would suggesr to him that rhere are
others whom he should be urging to adopt a more
positive approach.

'!7e

for our part, with the Parliament's suppon,

have

made the clearest possible proposals for four courses
of action in connection with the EMS.

'Ve have asked that a more decisive srcp forward

be

mken on public ECUs: at present we have a system in
which acceptance of the ECU between our cenrral
banls is limited, which raises problems over returns on
ECUs, a closed system in that it serves the Europe of
Ten only. Ve have called for greater use of the ECU
berween central banks for intervention within the margins of fluctuation in particular, which means less use
of the dollar and therefore a grearcr contribution to
moneary stabiliry. \7e have called for rerurns on rhe
ECU to be improved, to encourage central banls rc
use it. Ve are keen to see Europe begin to break out
of its shell and accept that other countries should be
able to have accounts in ECUs and in panicular that
there should be scope for what I believe was referred
to just now as 'diversification of reserves in ECUs' for

of the

Com-

has reponed that these matters are cur-

rendy under discussion, not only by the Monetary
Committee and the Committee of Governors but also
at ministerial level, since we spoke about them at
length during the recent informal meeting in Ireland.
For my ovn pan, this is something rc which I attach
the highest importance, both for practical reasons
it
will consolidate the machinery and make imponant
technical improvements
also for the purposes
- and of our confidence
of giving a public demonstration
in
the system that we have set up and our resolve to make
ProSress.

I should simply like so state in this connection, on the
subject of the figure of 25 billion menrioned earlier,
that we have a European Monetary Cooperation Fund
which has had resources of rwo types at its disposal for
the past five years. First, we have set up the credit systems for which provision was in fact made in 1970. As
of now, taking shon-term and medium-term support
resources together, a rctal of about 25 billion is indeed
available. Secondly, there are.the ECUs. You cannot
see them or hear them or weigh them, but these ECUs
are derived from deposits of 200/o of gold and foreign
currency resenr'es with the European Monetary Cooperation Fund. These now bring the total to rather
more than 25 billion. Taking the accounts of the central banks and the European Monetary Cooperation'
Fund together, therefore, the total is appreciably in
excess

of 30 billion ECUs.

\fle had hoped

rather, we and the last Parlia- orwould
that results
have been
more
- in this field. I am nevenheless achieved
quickly
optimistic that
ment

we shall soon be seeing progress.

The second sector is that in which the ECU is used
privarcly. \fle have taken a very active ha-nd in promoting the private use of the ECU. This is borne out by
the fact that it has been very much under the auspices
of the Commission, working very closely with the
European Investment Bank, that ECU issues have
been launched on the international markets. Ve are
their biggest user and we have proceeded according ro
a poliry which I have described in this House, a policy
in which we have cried rc be both bold and reasonable:
bold because we have been responsible for avery large
number of ECU issues and in fact propose to expand
this activity; reasonable because a currency cannot be
created by fiat.
People will not go along with the use of the ECU just
It is for this reason
that I have been concerned from the outset to ensure
that the development of the ECU is based on a process
of acclimaization, so that we can grow gradually, at a
slightly faster rate, I would say, than the markets are
ready for, but not too quickly, so as to avoid the danger of overreaching ourselves. As with all financial
because we say that they have to.
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instrumenrc, it is necessary to create a secondary market, which means that there must be a response from
the people in the market-place, since it is not enough
for the banks to agree [o take our paper and keep it.
Ve have encouraged the clearing that the banks are
currently setting up and we have proposed that the
ECU should have currency status and be quored on
the exchanges in all our countries
and this we are
now seeing, since decisions to this- effect were taken
only a few days ago in Denmark, and not very long
but it must also
ago in France, Imly and Belgium
- same way as any
become capable of being used in the

other currency, and this target we have not yet
achieved.

In this connection, I would refer you to our proposals,
made in writing, to all the European Councils. Ve
have called for steps to be taken to resolve the problems involved. Ve are confronted with difficuldes
which are primarily of a legal nature in the Federal
Republic of Germany, where the problem is that only
currencies proper can be recognized and it is in doubt
whether the ECU qualifies as a currency. This does
not mean that the ECU cannot be used in Germany,
since the pricing of a trensaction between residents in
a currency other than the Deumchmark is held to be a
form of indexarion, but German residenm can enter
in[o ransactions in ECUs abroad. There are various
other possibilities, on which I shall not dwell now, but,
in a word, they fail to settle the problem of general
acceptance of the ECU as a currency which can be
used on the German market. I believe that we must
carry on with our action in this field. It is panly a process of persuasion and, basically, helping developments along. This is an opponunity for us to help the
banking system and the economy to develop their
involvement. I can tell you in all honesty that there has
scarcely been
development of

a single stage in the sponaneous
use

of the ECU on which we have not

been consulted by the people involved,
could be done.

to

see what

Can ECU travellers' cheques be issued? Is funher progress in the development of deposits possible? Are we

going to be able to begin issuing ECU bonds other
than fixed-interest bonds? All this is of course in a way
pan of our job; there is nothing clandestine about it,
but it is a natural pan of our work behind the scenes.
But, as you know, this has always been the Commission's consistent approach.

I believe rhat the European Parliamenr should supporr
us in this action. In other words, I for my part very
much hope that you will debate the moneary situation
again and that, having made the most comprehensive
analysis possible, you will support the idea that it is
dme that the ECU realized im full potential.
The third topic is financial integration. As you know,
we cook a simple idea as our startint-point: this economy needs to grow because it will not solve its
employment problems without growth.

It

therefore

needs to invest, in modernization, in restructuring,
and in more besides. It needs to invest in production, it
needs to invest in new services, it needs to invest in

new products. It accordingly needs the financial
resources for this investment and, more specifically, a
financial market which is dynamic and sufficiently
active in the generation of venture capital. And I am
personally convinced that one of the major objectives

for the year ahead is the establishment of such a European financial market. I am not talking of a market to
shut others out, or a European market of protectionism, but a European market that will be of sufficient
size and will offer the range of new financial services
and resources for venture capiml that we need. The
level of savings in our countries is high, lower than in
Japan but higher than in the Unircd States. Mobilization of our savings to finance our own growth is a fun-

damental objective for Europe, but various legal and
other conditions have to be met. There must be mobility of financial instruments, and exchanges must be
interconnected. Another legal condition is rhe easing
of restrictions on movements of capital. This is one of
the reasons why, in dealing with the subject of financial inrcgration, we have proposed a whole series of
measures which of course lead back to the ECU, since
many instruments would have to be denominated in
ECUs. There must be European common investment
funds, it must be made possible to overcome the legal
barriers in the way of financial investments, and we
must protressively, but actively and speedily, dismantle the exchange controls still in force in our countries.
This cannot be done in a day, but significant stageby-stage protress must be made. This is the third
aspect on which we have achieved progress.

I now come to two more specific matters.
The first is the revision of the ECU.

\7e had to take a decision on whether or not to carry
out a revision of the ECU at rhe end of the five-year
period, and we decided rc go ahead. \fle did so
because the ECU had gradually drifted away from the
basis on which we had set it up, and it would have

been unhealthy for this new monetary unit to remain
out of line with the economic realities characterizing
Europe, such as gross domestic product, intra-Com-

munity rade, a series of factors on which an assessment can be made of each country's position in terms
of economic realities.
The example of special drawing rights shows that it is
a mistake to allow a 'basket' to become too far out of
line with realiry.'!7e therefore proposed a revision of
the ECU. I must make clear that we do not feel that
we have let down the Parliament in this connection.
This gives me an opportunity to ansqrer the question
from Mr Volff. Parliament i6elf, very wisely in my
view, indicated in 1980 that it wished to be consulted
on any modification of the definition of the ECU, but
not of its composition.
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My meaning here is that there are cenain operations,
natural operations, which have to be carried out very
quickly and under adequate conditions of confidentiality, so that it is logical for us, once we have made a
thorough examination, to lose no time in referring the
matter to the Council of Ministers for a decision.

Of course, if we were moving towards something
much more fundamental, such as a change in the very
concept of the ECU, then we would certainly be duty
bound to enrcr into a dialogue with Parliament. But, I
refer you to Parliament's resolution. I believe that we
have observed both the letter and the spirit.
To end on this topic, I would add that the markets responded well to the operation that we carried out and
there has been no adverse reaction to the change that
we have made.

I

now come to the final point, the question of indebt-

edness.

I

share the general concern that has been expressed on
rhis subject of indebrcdness. Indeed, I believe that concern for the developing countries must be a fundamental concern for us. It is fundamental because, as the
Community, we have a special commitment to these

to our conalso imponant

countries, a commitment corresponding

cept

of

relations worldwide.

It is

because we must want these countries to be active contributors, in a simpler, more direct way, ro rhe vitality

of the world economy.

Ve

as the Commission have

accordingly been involved

in all the positions taken up by the Community on this
lssue.

I

must immediately say that we have no direct role to
play in this field. Ve are not a central bank and we do
not have the powers of a finance minister. \7e are not
even a member of the International Moneary Fund.

But we the Community, and within the Community
rhe Commission, have worked to promote the various
mechanisms that have progressively been set up for the
purposes of providing as satisfactory a response as
possible to the difficulties of the developing counries.
This has led to what has been called the 'case-by-case
strategy', which is true [o its name as far as dealing
with financial dossiers is concerned, but in fact needs
to be an overall srategy. Case by case, since the right
balance needs to be found between the requirements
for readjustment, the feasibiliry of rescheduling and

the scope for these countries to continue their
development. This is one of the absolutely cenual
problems that have to be confronted when discussing
the financial policy ro be pursued in the case of a given
country.

Ve

believe, however, that various other forms of action should be put in hand: development of the Vorld
Bank's activities on as large a scale as possible, and the
establishment of a closer relationship between what is

done by the \7orld Bank, which concerns itself with
structural problems and aims to help these counries to
esablish conditions under which they can resume their
expansion, and what is done by the IMF, which is concerned with improving the situation on the macroeconomic level. !7e believe that we must find means of
increasing direct investment in these countries and, as
you know, we wanted to see substantially higher
figures than those decided upon for aid, for the IDA,
for the assistance that goes to the poorest countries.

I do not, however, believe that we should

admit

defeat.

This is why we have been involving ourselves in all the
international actions, this is why we have been intensifying our own effons, through Lom6, which you will
be discussing when the time comes.

But there is also the much wider problem which has
already been referred to, the problem of the overall
balance of the world economy, which underlies all the
issues that have been raised. Only if the world economy is satisfactorily balanced overall can there be
growth. It is by developing international trade that we
can best solve the problems. Adjustment is a necessity
but, as Mr Bonaccini, I think, was saying .iust now,
adjustment is easier when we are achieving growh
than in a context of stagnation. This is one of the reasons why we must work together within the Community to evolve the range of means, combining
rigour with innovation, development and investment,
which will enable us to break new ground and play a
fuller pan, with our panners in the rest of the world,
in the promotion of international progress and, at
home, to deal more effectively with our employment
problems.

I shall conclude with a word about an idea about
which I have already spoken in the past: we spend a
lot of our time looking towards the Unircd States. \(e
have to work with the Americans, we have to talk with
them and try to persuade them that a somewhat different budgetary poliry is essential for all of us, to bring
the problem of interest rates under control.

But as long as Europe fails to make up its mind that it
is going to show, with more conviction and more persuasiveness, that it believes in itself, in its capaciry for
development, in its monemry sysrcm and in the weight
that it carries in the world, I would say that it is in a
sense weakening itself, it is failing to adopt the right
posrure for the dialogue that it is demanding.

Ve

are all calling for dialogue. But, in a dialogue, one
must be strong.
(Appkuse)

Mr Besse (S).- (FR) Madam President, the increasing budget deficit in the United States has been a
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major factor'pushing up interest rates since 1982. The
federal deficit rose from 27 billion dollars in 1977 to
110 billion in 1982 and 195 billion in 1983, under the

combined effect

of tax reductions and higher and

higher defence spending. The persistence of this deficit
represents a real obstacle to a reduction in interest
rates. A restricitive monetary poliry, juxtaposed with a
very expansive budgetary policy, is creating a fundamental contradiction. Moreover, this rise in American
rates has led to a strikingly parallel rise in European
rates. In the cases of Europe and Japan, unlike the
Unircd States, this rise in interest rates has had recessionary effecm by raising the cost of credit.

The consequences of this policy of high interest rates
and the level reached by the dollar are serious for
Europe and, in a sense, tragic for the Third \7orld.
How can the world economy be expected to function
smoothly and trade m develop whgn the three main
reserve currencies, the dollar, the yen and the mark,
are fluctuating so wildly?

The reason for what has been happening for the past
ten years and more is the lack of an international
monetary system. Many people think that the one set
up at Breton Voods is going through a deep crisis.
They are wrong. The system is not going through a
crisis. It no longer exists. All that remains is a set of
practices imposed by Mr Reagan's policy.

is not the only cause, the increase in interest rates is
having a depressive influence on European economies,
since capital is being taken out of our countries to be
invested in the Unites States, whereas we urgently

need substantial amounts

of

venture capital

and

medium- and long-term investment on a massive scale.
Enormous quantides of capital are therefore literally
being swept away to finance a deficit of almost 200
billion dollars. In short, what we are seeing is a new
variant of the Marshall Plan, a Marshall Plan in reverse, the opposite of what we should be looking for
from both the economic and humanitarian points of
view, and therefore from the political point of view
also.

Instead of investing at home and combating the recession and unemployment, the countries other than the
United States are seeing their national savings being
used to finance an American budget deficit of a size
without precedent in history. The judgment of the former German Chancellor, Helmut Schmidt, is clear: in
contrast to a conventional Keynesian policy, they are
not so much printing more money as using.the atffaction of a high real interest rate to borrow from abroad.
I am disturbed, he has said, that it is being forgotten in
the United States that the rest of the world is being
deprived of enormous sums which could be channelled
into investment.

For years now, because of this lack of any system, a
perverse and dangerous process of debt accumulation
has been allowed to continue. Its consequences are
tragic for the Third Vorld, which is merely surviving

fu

from one moratorium to the next,,bearing in mind
that, as was confirmed just now by Mr Commissioner
Onoli, an additional point on the interest rate means
an increase of between 3 and 4 billion dollars on the
annual cost of debt-servicing. Taken overall, the foreign capital drained away by the United States or
towards the United States on account of the high
interest rates there represenc pracdcally half the

The locomotive is powerful, the recovery is vigorous,
but the ractive force is not what it was. The mosr

amount of American net savings. The rise in the Eurodollar interest rate seen during 1984 has already cancelled out the benefits that Mexico, Brazil and Peru
have derived from the austeriry programmes that the
IMF has constrained them to apply. These problems
are confronting not only Argentina but also Brazil,
which is now being asked to repay cenain debts contracted during the dictatorships. As well as the political
and social risks, this situation is exposing cenain
American bank to danger, as the recent example of
the First National Bank of Chicago demonstrates.

The consequences are serious for Europe since, when
the situation is volatile enough to produce fluctuations
of. 40 o/o either way, it becomes difficult to deal effectively with such problems as energy supply.

we can nou, see, the 'locomotive effect' of the
United States is insufficient. This has been confirmed
by a recent GATT report.

sriking feature of the current recovery

is the weakness

of the world economy's reacdon to the buoyant situation in the United States, according to the next GAfi
annual repoft on world rade. This is illustrated by
some comparative figures: in 1975 industrial output
expanded by 8.8% in Europe and by 13.20/o in Japan;
the corresponding figures for 1984 are 4.30/o in
Europe and 9.60/o in Japan. This cannot be put down

to 'Eurosclerosis', or otherwise what could be said of
Japan's aneries?

The Communiry must find ways of discouraging the
flow of capital to the United States. This is rhe mosr
urgent prioriry. The recent Franco-German decision
rc abolish deduction at source on bonds held in France
by non-residenm is a move in this direction. Ve could
also be thinking in terms of what the United States
itself did in 1963, when it had the same problem: it
introduced the interest equalizing tax; rhis is a tax levied on the residents of a country who invest abroad
more profitably than they can ar home.

The rise in the dollar would not be of such significThe OECD's recent statistics point to the increase in
the number of unemployed, many of them young people, to be expected over the coming years. Although it

ance to Europe if ir effects were confined to our trade
with the United States. There may be immediate ben-

efits, such as the increase in expons, the sale of Airbus,
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but this uade accounts for only

70/o of total expons
from European countries, whereas trade among the

an investment policy, an area where we are falling
behind increasingly, especially in manufacturing

Member States of the Communi[y generates 520/0, and

industry. At the same time, the Community is spending
only 1.50/o of its gross domestic product on capital
spending in the field of energy, whereas Japan and the
United States are planning such investment at the rate
of berween 30/o and 40lo rhrough the 1980s.

this figure rises to 660lo when the other countries of

'!7hen
Europe are included.
services, tourism
and financial relations are taken inro accounr as well
as rade, the attraction of the Community could be
even stronter. That the dollar should play the role of
'third currency' in intra-EEC trade and trade between
the EEC and neighbouring regions, the fact that it is
still a 'parallel currency', has become somerhing of an
anachronism. As the 1930s demonstrated, reorganiza-

'S7estern

tion of the system, when it becomes necessary, can
lead to some surprising changes. '$7'e must therefore
make our preparadons. ln 1963/1964, when changes
in the inrcrnational monetary system were under discussion, it was acceptable to talk about changing any
of the rules except two: fixed exchange rares and rhe
fixed price of gold at 35 dollars. In the event, these are
the only two to have changed.

'!7e have to ask what substantive action the EEC
should mke if the crisis remains on a course of chronic
instabiliry. There can be no prospect of getting relief
from the pressure exened by the dollar, of escaping
from the dollar, unless the problem of European cooperation is tackled. Stabilizing foreign exchange markets in the absence of American cooperarion cannot
control the dollar's exchange rate but it can prevent
erratic fluctuations in the dollar's value from seriously
disrupting exchange rates between the other main convertible currencies. To do that, we must have a concened attitude. Ve must adopt the pragmatic view
that it would be more logical ro use the ECU than the
dollar in many of our commercial dealings, even if the

ECU does not replace the national
although

it

currencies,

cciuld replace 'Eurocurrencies',

for inst-

ance.

The Socialist Group has supponed the

gradual
increase in the use of the ECU in the EEC and wider
recourse to it on the financial markem, both for loans
and for bond issues. It has also declared itself in favour

of use of the ECU in cenral bank intervention.under
the EMS. European monetary cooperarion is necessary in order to moderate the preponderan[ influence
of the dollar on our financial markerc, an influence
which accentuates the speculative function of finance.
Ve must try to restore stabiliry so that finance can
revert to its primary funition, which is to facilitate
investment.

The Socialist Group has always supponed effons
along these lines, as long as common industrial, energy
and social policies are set up in parallel with them. If
the Communiry must therefore assen its monetary
identity more clearly and consolidate cooperation, it
will not do so by adopting policies converging on
deflation and recession but by seeking to evolve a
policy of investrhent and concerted expanslon. Europe,
our countries, canno! settle for the status quo. Measures aimed at exchange-rate stability are essential to

The prospect of a European recoyery through concened reduction of interest rates, increased investment, for small and medium-sized businesses as well as

large, joint programmes rc assist troubled sectors and
of advanced industries should provide
the necessary backcloth for the development of an

developmenf

economic policy strategy. Such are the difficulties
besetting Europe that a forward-looking perspective is
more necessary now than in the past. Hence the need
to overhaul and inrcnsify medium-term planning.

No, it is not a Marshall Plan in reverse that Europe
needs, but a plan to promote dynamic cooperation and

to

enable Europe rc withstand or counteract the
effects of Mr Reagan's rather disdainful monetary
policy. This involved an effon, Madam President,
which no-one else will undenake on our behalf.
(Applause/rom tbe Lefi)

Mr von Vogau (PPE).

(DE) Madam President,

- debates on the European
ladies and gentlemen, the
Monetary System are always of panicular interest
when tensions arise within the international monetary
system. The European Monetary System was created
we should bear this in mind today
- andthe dollar
- atof aatime
when
was causing tensions, though
different kind than today. At that time the dollar fell rapidly and was in danger of hirting rockbottom or even
lower. It was then that the European Central Banks
the European governmenrc
came togerher and
introduced the first stage of the European Monetary
System.

As soon as the dollar had stabilized once again, there
was no funher talk of the second stage. Today the
dollar is on the vray up. I think that it would be wrong
if we were always to introduce a whining note into our
debates on these matters. I often ger the impression
that this is what we are doing. I believe that the time
has come when it is essential rhar we uke joint acdon.
I also believe that the time has come when we should
give serious consideration to launching the second
stage of the European Monetary System.

Our monetary system has done considerably better
than many of its critics predicted. As a loan currency
the ECU today takes third place behind the dollar and
the German mark. Some countries have in the meantime allowed it rc be included in a fixing system, thus
bringing it one step closer to complete autonomy. The
monemry system has made a significant contribution

to stabilizing

exchange-rates between

the Member
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States that take pan in the exchange-rate mechanism. I
believe also that we should spell this out very clearly
for our British friends. Ve should not forget that the
Monetary System has made a very substantial contri-

bution to improving monetary discipline, in the sense
that it has been possible to halve inflation-rates in the
European Community in the past few years.

At the

same time, there are realities on the European
scene of which no one would have dared to dream as
recently as [hree years ago. Today we have ECU travellers' cheques, savings-books are issued in ECUs and
the day-to-day necessities of life may be acquired with

ECU-based credit cards. These are all important steps
on the road towards a citizen's Europe. The ECU can
be a vital tool in forging this citizen's Europe.

I feel that we have now reached a point where what
has been achieved so far must be consolidated in a
sober and sensible manner, in order to ensure that in
the ECU we have a stable means of payment that
really lives up to its name. For a start, this will require
some practical measures. I believe that the United
Kingdom should now take its courage in its hands and
join the exchange-rate mechanism. The United Kingdom has dithered for a long time like a shy virgin. At
one time the dollar was too low, at another too high. I
feel that the dme has now come when the United
Kingdom ought to take this step.

I believe that France and Italy should do
away with their exchange controls, which form a considerable obstacle to the free movement of capital
within the European Community.
Secondly,

Thirdly, we must urge the Bundcsbanh to allow private
individuals to open ECU accounts, as is the case in the
nine other Member States. The Bundesbank continues
to argue that the ECU is not a real currency and that
this is therefore not possible. In taking this line it
quotes from the conractual law textbooks of, for
example, Professor Karl Larenz, for whom I have an
extraordinarily high regard. The question of whether
the ECU is or is not a currency cannot be decided on
the basis of legal dogmas. It has already been settled
by the people who have opened accounts or savings
accounts in ECUs, bought ECU travellers' cheques
and carry out their commercial transactions in ECUs.
This is something that has evolved and that has by
now become irreversible.
'!flhat

is imponant today,

I

repeat, is that this develop-

ment be ssabilized along sensible lines. For this we
need an autonomous European central bank system
equipped with the means of controlling the money
supply and dedicated to the sole objective of maintaining stabiliry.

To wind up this debate, my group will be tabling

an

amendment along these lines urging the Commission

to put before us as soon as possible Practical proposals
towards this end.
(Applause

from the centre)

Mr P. Beazley (ED).- Madam President, my group
strongly supports the sense of the oral questions put
forward for this debate and the recommendations
made by Mr Herman in his repon, Doc. l-1251/83,
which was approved by this House. Ve have little
doubt that rhe creation of a real European common
market mus[ be based, alongside other policies, on the
development of the ECU as a European and as an

international monetary instrument.

It

must also

be

based on strengthening the exchange-rate stability and

the individual European currencies until such time as
the convergence of our economies has reached a point
where the ECU can finally be used in the widest possible sense, not just as a financial unit, but also as a
medium of exchange across national and international
frontiers and eventually as a European currency.

Of course, there is a cenain chicken- and egg-problem
about the use of the ECU and the EMS to help to
create stability between European currencies where
the economies of the individual Member States still
show wide divergences. However, wharever the shoncomings of the ECU and the EMS in achieving all
their objectives in the short term, there can be little
doubt that their achievements have already been very
considerable and more than sufficient to inspire us to

proceed wirh confidence in pursuit of the ends for
which they were created. Of course we must ake
additional steps to create convergence in the European
common market and in our own national markem as
well. The benefits of monetary discipline have been
widely proved with the reduction of infladon and the
control of other destabilizing elements, both within
most of our national markets and within the common
market as a whole. There, is nevenheless, still a long
way to go.

However, lhe concern of the authors of these oral
questions has been mainly directed to rhe effects on
Europe of the strong US dollar, whose strength is possibly over-valued. Of course, whilst high interest rates

in the USA and the unprecedented US deficit

are

bound to give rise to the panicular problems which we
have suffered in Europe, we should not blind ourselves
to the wide differences in the strength of the US economy and that of Europe. Exchange rates and currency
parities, despirc any lags in timing, always reflect the
confidence in the underlying strength of the economies which these currencies represent. So this debate,
insofar as it relates to Europe, is concerned with the
strentth of our own economy and the suength of the
individual economies which constitute the common
market.

it must be clear to all Member States' governments that we have in no way done enough to take
Surely
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rising and will perhaps even start to fall. Is this going
to be yet another occasion when we settle for merely

advantage of the common market available to us and
the opponunities for creative dialogue between Member States to develop economic convergence and converBence of living standards and to relaunch our European economies. In these circumstances, we must
expect that the US dollar will continue to dominate

hoping, as the President-in-Office of the Council said,
or for wishing that the dollar would come down to a
more reasonable level, as the Commission also said,
without making up our minds rc take some decisions?

world finance and the world's economy.'$7'e must also
expect that the US economy will continue to grow in
relation to the Balkanized European economies we at

The expens estimate that the dollar is overvalued by
30%. Not content with keeping their interest rates
artificially high, the American authorities have abolished the tax on foreign investments in bonds, which
has helped to accelerate the flood of money onto rhe
American market-place and to finance the fantastic
American budget deficit. No-one in this House can be
oblivious of what is nothing shon of the kidnapping of
the wealth of other people, amounting to 140 billion
dollars in seven months during 1984. But the developing countries are really being plundered, with debts of
810 billion dollars. In this very Chamber, a few min-

present suPPort.

But, let us look as well at Japan. Japan has shown very
much greater growth than even the USA since 1950
and by constantly reducing its costs and increasing
investment, especially in modern technology, has been
able to dominate cenain sections of world trade.
\Thilst the Japanese yen has not yet challenged the US
dollar in world finance, there are enough examples in
the Japanese economy for Europeans to study it with

utes ago, Mr Commissioner Ortoli confirmed the severe effects of the dollar's rise in terms of higher debtservicing cosm for the developing countries. I agree
with your analysis, Mr Commissioner, this must be a
matter of fundamental concern to us.

benefit.

I must speak to the question of the Unircd
Kingdom's continued failure to join the exchange rate
and intervention machinery of the EMS. \7e have had
Finally,

cenain special reasons in the past. Vhen we were a
reserve currency and when we feared the volatility
inherent in being a currency dependent, to a cenain
extent, on our oil production, it was said that the time
was not suitable. I personally and my group believe
that it is in the interests of our counry to complete
our support of the EMS by joining the exchange rate
and intervention machinery of that system, and that as

Can we really do no more than wait and see, while the
prospects for renewed investment in Europe dwindle
by the day? This is the question that we have to face,

since although France and the Federal Republic of
Germany have also abolished taxation on foreign
investments, that cenainly cannot be counted as a victory. And yet it is some months now since a number of
leading figures, including Mr Papandreou, proposed
that expons of capital rc the United States should be
taxed, in order to cope with a situation which presents
a very severe threat to our economies. This proposal
was rejected at the time, but I did not hear it echoed
this morning either by the Council or by the Commission. But has it not become necessary to consider some
means of discouraging this outflow of capital and
encouraging the maximum employment of financial
resources for productive investment in Europe and
promotion of economic recovery?

soon as possible. This, I believe, is not only in our own
interests and to our own benefit, but it is essential to
the strengthening of the European exchange rate stability against the dollar and the funher convergence of
the European economy. Britain stands to gain as much
as any Member State, if not more so than some, from
a srong European economy. This is not to call for the

creation of an inflexible European financial system
which does not reflect the changes in the srengths and
weaknesses of our individual economies, but it will, I
believe, strentthen our position against the dominance
of the US dollar and the growing strength of Japan in
international trade.
Likewise,

I

Government and Bundesbank at present impose on it.

(FR) Madam President,
Mrs De March (COM).
- played out for us in the
the scenario that is being
United States could become tiresome if it were not so
tragic for Europe, as for the rest of the world.
successive

bout of fever on the foreign-

exchange markets, where the dollar reigns supreme,
the central banks begin to make a move and then catch
cold, saying that this time the dollar is going to stop

consider that there should be no
to use new methods. SThy not put all the
on which we are at odds with the United States

reluctance

call on '!7est Germany to take a new atti-

tude to the ECU s.o that it may be more widely
employed without the unnecessary additional restrictions and costs which the attitude of the German

'\7ith each

Ve for our part
issues

.

together and negotiate a package? There are certainly
many matters which need to be discussed: steel, agriculture, electronics, data processing. Our question is
therefore this: what actions need to be taken in the
short term to deal with the present emergency? 'We
hope that the Commission and the Council will make
up their minds to take the measure of the problem.
Meanwhile, if we are to be really in a position to present an alternative solution in the Community, for its
dealings with countries in the rest of the world, it is
essential that we promote our monetary instrument,
the ECU. The respectability that the ECU has gradually acquired by reason of its stability must serve as our
foundation, and here I agree with a number of the
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Mr Commissioner Ortoli has said this
can and must enable us to offer a valid
alternative to the American currency and its erraric
movements but, if it is to do so, rhere musr be no further delay in adopting measures aimed at srengrhening the lole of the ECU wirhin the Community and in
relation to non-member countries, so that it is more
widely used in lransactions, in borrowing and lending,
things that

for reserves and deposits.

capacity for invention and the scientific and technical
revolution that she is capable of bringing about. More
than at any time in her history, the Europe of her peoples needs rc develop real skills amont her young people, her workers, her citizens. Thar is the rue humanist approach as we understand it. However, if we are
to pursue this course, we must acquire the means of
maintaining financial autonomy. To this end, as we
can see, immediate decisions are necessary. There

In this connection, if it is considered desirable to give

must therefore be a clear political will. This is rhe
point of the questions put to the Commission by the

morning.

It

as the medium

currency status to the ECU, we consider that it could
be attriburcd privileged satus in regard to convertibility. This positive effect must nor be cancelled out by
granting the same facilities ro non-Community currencies, notably the dollar. There is no case whaffoever,
in our view, for weakening national laws on exchange
controls, which are currendy providing a real bulwark
against monetary and financial imbalances.

Vhen all is said and done, the basic question is this:
how can we operate this monetary policy and develop
the ECU so as to promote invesrmenr in Europe? Let
us be absolutely clear about this. Europe will not
become an alternative monetary area unless its economic development is assured, unless jobs are created,
unless we give top prioriry to our industrial developmenl Only if we succeed in these things will today's
mirage, the blind belief in invesr.ment in the United
States, be consigned to oblivion.'!7e have a number of
proposals to make in this connection. !7e are calling
for the financial resources available in the Community
to be used to finance productive employmenr, the
development of new products and indusuial cooperation in the Community.

Our approach consists in linking economic development with improvement of our monetary instrumenrc,
so that we are suggesting nev/ ways in which the ECU
could be used.

Could the Commission look inro the advantages and
of using the ECU for all inra-Community agriculrural ransacrions? If it were [o prove
disadvantages

advantageous, under what conditions could it be done
and what would be the effects? It would offer rhe benefit of linking European acriviries covered by rhe CAP
to developments of the EMS.

Madam President, ladies and tenrlemen, we are ger-

ting

used to hearing cenain people proclaim, 'Vive la
crise!' and forecast Europe's decline, not with a view
to fighting against it, but on rhe contrary in an effon
to convince us rhar it is inevitable, that nothing can be
done about it; we should accepr the siruation, reconcile ourselves to the inevitability of monetary and
industrial dominarion by the Unircd States; we should
also accept the development of unemployment in our
own countries and the plundering of the developing
countries. \7e believe that ir can and must be other-

wise. Europe offers formidable porential, with her
agribultural resources, her industrial tradition, her

Communist Members.

(NL) Madam President, a dollar
is a dollar, a yen is- a yen, but a German mark is not a
lira. \7hile the United States and Japan each have a
free market and one currency, the European market is
Mr De Yrics (L).

still fragmented and our currencies still change in
value one against the other. For reasons of competition, these fluctuations in exchange rares musr be minimized. The more stable exchange rarcs are, rhe bemer

our internal market can function and the sooner
investment and employmenr can increase.

The sadsfactory operarion of rhe EMS is therefore
vital to the Community. So far the EMS has functioned as expected. Fluctuations in EMS exchange
rates have been far less significanr rhan, for example,
the dollar and yen exchange rares. The procedures

requiring mutual agreemen[

or the adjustment of

exchange-rates have prevented the devaluation race
we once had. Unlike the'snake' arrangemenr, the system still includes the French franc. The EMS has thus

undeniably had a restraining effect on rhe Member
States' financial and economic policies. And yet there
is still not enough economic convergence. The stability
of the EMS does, after all, partly depend on rhe relationship between'rhe DM and the dollar, which sometimes act, as we have seen in the past, like two barrels
linked by a pipe: a weak dollar results in flight into the
DM and oice oersa. The grearer the convergence, the
stronger the stabilizing force of the EMS and the less
likelihood there is of the DM exceeding the intervention limirs. This is the Achilles heel of the sysrem.

How can the operation of the EMS be improved?
Firstly, all the Member States should join the system.
At the momenr, rhe United Kingdom panicipates in
the credit mechanism but not in the exchange rarc

arrangement. It is time Britain abandoned this monetary parochialism. Those who say they want an internal market, as London does, cannor pass rhe EMS by
with a shrug of the shoulders. London musr pay more
than a penny if it wanm to sit in rhe front row.

Secondly, there should be a central institution in
which banks can setde their accounts receivable and
payable in ECU. Can the Commission rell us whar
progress has been made in the consultarions it has had

with the banks on this clearing-house?
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Thirdly, when buying and selling between the central
50 0/o

in
banks, the creditor may accept no more than
ECU from the debtor. Vhen does the Commission

think this resriction on the use of ECU can

be

removed?

Lastly, and I consider this extremely imponant, the
private use of she ECU must be encouraged. It should
therefore have the sntus of a fully-fledged foreign
currency in all the Member States. At present, the Federal Republic still regards trade in ECU as an indexlinked transaction, and such ransactions are forbidden

by law. As a result, Germans cannot do business with
oiher Germans in ECU, although they may buy foreign ECU bonds. The spectre of infladon which the
Bundesbank associates with the ECU is largely imaginary, as experience in other Member Sates has shown.
Fonunately, the recent issue of an ECU bond by the
Deutsche Bank seems to indicate that the dde is now
turning in Germany.

I should just like to say a few words about the 'private
ECU'. The ECU has many advantages over national
currencies. Anyone in a country with a weak currency
who invests in ECU protects himself against
exchange-rate losses. Anyone living in a country with
a strong currency and investing in ECU is sure of a

higher interest-rate. For trading partners in different
Community countries who are apprehensive about
possible fluctuations in the exchante-rate, the ECU is
Lqually atractive. The ECU enables small and
medium-sized firms to limit the exchange-rate risks
they run when investing, imponing and exporting.
The consumer also has an interest in the ECU. Next
year four French Banks will be issuing traveller's
cheques in ECU, which will give the consumer better
protection against exchange-rate risks than dollar
cheques. Vhen wider private use is made of the ECU,
there will also be advantages for frontier workers,
people who live in one country a;nd work in another'
and members of the liberal professions who work outside their own countries for limited periods. \7hen
Ludwig the Pious introduced his gold 6cr in the thirteenth century, he could not have dreamt that it would
be so enormously successful. The private ECU market
now comprises some 10 000 m ECU and is growing at
a specacular rate.

Finally, Madam President, I should like rc take this
opponuniry to urge the Commission to lose no time in
encouraging the use of the ECU for private purPoses'
Does the Commission plan to Propose a directive to
the Council concerning the issue of ECU coins andlor

mercial and administrative transactions with third parties in ECU?

\fle shall undoubtedly be discussing the operation of
grealer length later this year when propo^L
sals for reforms are submitted to us. Today, in my
maiden speech in this Parliament, I have concentrated
on the r6le the ECU can play for the 270 million citizens of the Communiry. They want us to give them a
tangible sign of the exisrcnce of this Community. Ve
ha"e *ays tf doing this. Let us make use of them !

the EMS

(FR) An examination of the
Roux (RDE).
main economic indicators leads to the unavoidable
conclusion that Europe is in the throes of a crisis from
which it is proving incapable of escaping. Back,in 1982
it did seem that the Community was leaving the crisis
behind it, with a Browth rate of 2.70/o'but now we see
it falling back to abour2o/o in 1985. As for France, she
has been recording the lowest rate in the EEC, with
the exception of Luxembourg. For the third time, it is
going against the tide. $flhere the Community has
be.n -ost successful is in the fight against inflation.

Mr

Rates are generally comparable with those prevailing

before

l9i3 and bear comparison with the

United

States. \flhereas Ireland is coming into line with the
other countries, France has failed to achieve her objectives and the differential between her inflation rate and

Germany's

is once again raising the prospect of

a

monetary readjustment within the EMS, with the difficulties that this habitually involves for the common
agricultural policy, the creadon of monetary comPensatory amounts, the fixing of annual prices etc'

On the unemployment front, Europe has been fighdng
a losing battle. At the end of July 1984, l0.6Vo of the
Community's labour force, or 12 305 000 people, were
unemployed, and all the forecasts indicarc that the rate
will rise above 110/o during 1985. Meanwhile, however, the opposite trend has been observed in the
United States, where the unemployment rate has been
brought down from 10% to 7o/o.lnJapan, it has never
been above 2.70/o.ln its dealings with the rest of the
world, Europe is making a poor showing against competition from the United States and Japan.- Although
ih. Cornrunity's current-account balance of payments
will show large surpluses for 1984 and 1985, there are
wide variations between countries which are not
shown up by this overall position. The surpluses for

1983 and 1984

will be provided by the

Federal

Republic of Germany, the United Kingdom and the
Netherlands. All the others are running deficim, and
the highest of all is France's for 1984.

Vhat is the minimum number that would

The EEC's trade balance is improvint, Panicularly

have to be struck or printed to ensure that they do not
fall into the hands of collectors and so disappear?

with the United States. But Europe is sdll very heavily
and especially
19 billion ECUs in 1983
in deficit
between 8 and 9 billion ECUs a
in agri-foodstuffs

banknotes?

How does the Commission intend to encourage the
issue of postage stamps with values expressed in ECU
so that tourists can send letters and postcards anywhere in Europe without first having to buy national
stamps? Is the Commission already Payrng for its com-

year

-

and energy.

The growth rate from 1983 to 1985 will have been too
weak to curb the rise in unemployment, and it is in
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Roux
manufacturing industry that Europe is most obviously

omics. Growth is the only effective weapon against

lagging behind

unemployment.

ir

comperirors.

This is why ir is vitally imponant to the Communiry
that it should succeed in carrying through its third
industrial revolution, in the electronics sector. Europe
needs to be reawakened by rapid growth founded on
productive investment on a massive scale in the indusries of the future. This poliry cannor succeed without
the crearion of a real internal market, which must be
gradually freed from the constraints of tariff barriers
and sustained by an ever-closer economic and monetary union and strengthening of the EMS.

On the

subject

of the EMS, relarive

The Europe of the future is the Europe of growth and
determination, the Europe of full employment. The
Europe of growth is also the Europe of effon and solidariry. But the effon must first be made by each Member State and its value enhanced by the European
dimension.

IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI

stability in

exchange rares between European currencies has been
maintained. However, the system will not hold out for
long againsr unilateral narional adjustments, rhe con-

of divergent economic policies which are
depriving it of all meaning.

Vice-President

comitant

Consequently, if the original wofold objective of the
EMS
within the EEC, an area of rela- to mainrain,
tive exchange
rate srability by means of the concened
floating of currencies while the European mone[ary
authorities conducted positive action in relation to the
dollar
- is to be achieved, ir is more necessary rhan
ever that certain conditions be met.

The first of these is a gradual convergence between
the Member Srates' economic policies, so as to reduce

the existing disparities berween our

economies,

whether in terms of inflation or growth rate.
Secondly, there must be a real, sustained resolve to
meet the challenge presented by rhe dollar.

Finally, there must nor be excessive variations in the
dollar's exchange rate and US interest rates.

If

these conditions are fulfilled, the EMS should be
able to play a really influential role in rhe world,
through ir emphasis on rhe need for coordinadon of
European policies in relation to the dollar.

Moreover, as evenrs have clearly demonstrated, the
combination of the dollar's rise and escalating inrerest
rates compromises the chances of a rapid recovery by
the European economy. Coordination between' thl
European area and the dollar area would therefore
offer some prospecr of an agreement to bring the
interest rate and exchange rate war to an end. It
appears necessary to go beyond exchange rate policy
as such and adopt a comprehensive monetary poLicy to

Mr Christensen (ARC).

(DA) Madam President, I
- the Danish
am speaking on behalf of
People's Move-

ment against membership of the European Community. Unlike the previous speakers in rhis debate,
we believe that the right to narional self-dererminadon
also includes a countr;/s right to determine monerary

poliry in line with its real economic situarion and

im

own interests.

\7here Denmark is concerned, its links with the EMS
!p until the end of the 1970s and thereafrer have significantly reduced its competiriveness and have conlributed to the high level of unemployment in my country. Consequently, we are against rhe funher exrension
of the EMS, which, it is admitted, is intended as a srep
towards establishing an economic and monetary union
with a common currency and a common economic

policy.

A

common currency requires

a

common

economic poliry. This leads directly to full economic
and political integration, i.e., ro the super-srare, [o
Danish membership of which rhe movemenr to which I
belong is opposed. But that does not mean that we are
not prepared to recognize the need for international
cooperation. On the conr,rary. It must, however, be
based on free cooperation berween autonomous states
on matters of common inreresr, i.e., on the right to
national self-dercrmination and nor on union.

beneficial constraint.

Ve too are in favour of cooperation on monerary marters, but Denmark's links with the EMS have prevented it from paniciparing in Nordic cooperation.
This is something we regrer. Ve are in favour of cooperation on rhe basis which I have just referred ro
on
- rhe
a wider European and international level within
framework of rhe International Monetary Fund.
Therefore we cannol support the call from various
quafters for stronger developmenr of the EMS and for
the establishment of economic and monetary union:
'truth
On the other hand, rhere is an elemenr of
in
what Mr Onoli said on developing trade poliry and

Europe must make a rerurn to growth by establishing a
genuine inrernal market and rejecting socialist econ-

thereby helping to solve the problems in question. \7e
should pursue a more liberal trade policy ind nor have
recourse to prorecrionist policies, which is what the

control rhe creation of international liquidity

and

movements of Eurocurrencies.

Fi,nally, recognition should be given ro the way in
which the EMS has acted as a safery harness, as a
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European Community tends

to do when faced with

(IT) Madam President, this
Mr Petronio (DR).
debate on the international monetary situation and on
the almighty dollar makes one reflect that this is perhaps the first time in history that a province of the
is financing
and a poor province at that
empire
- free will the empire and ir rich- capiml.
of its own
In ancient times, in the Roman Empire, the consuls
saw to the dmely collecdon of taxes to ensure thal
Rome should become what it did become. We may
also reflect that later, centuries later, another Rome
arose, noted for its architectural beauty, which was
paid for by the sale of indulgences, which uldmately
led ro a split in the greatest religion in the world . . .

But what is happening rcday? Today,

monetary

resources, be they large or small, from the outermost
corners of the empire, from Third Vorld countries
afflicted by poveny and galloping inflation, where

they should be invested locally, are instead flowing
across the Atlantic to end up in the United States,
where interest rates are high. But let us admit that it is
not only the interest rates which are the attraction: it is
also the soundness of the American economy, which
has been able to bring down and almost eliminate
inflation and has been extraordinarily successful in
absorbing unemployment.

Other reasons, comparable,
ecclesiastic indulgences,

will

I

would say m the old
become apparent soon

when, about mid-October, an imponan[ American
loan is offered to non-residents. The bonds will not be
available to US citizens, only to foreigners, who will
be able to profit from the high interest rate, but will
also have the advantage over Americans of tax-free
income from the bonds

the essence of

Quite recently, some large Italian and French enter-

prises have started billing in ECUs. Tourists, from the

harsh realities.

and of anonymity. There is
this indulgence
that shines like a halo

about this [oan.

'!(ell, faced with this, faced with the fact that Europe
and increasingly, even if Eurocontinues to depend
pean exporters for-their pan are making modest
in impons of raw
inroads into the American market
- answer, we say, is
materials, what are we to do? The
to stop playing this soccer match with eleven different
for that is the number
balls, or more precisely ten
of currencies of the Member -States, which very shonly

may become twelve. Ve have to 'Europeanize' olur
currencies, and stan playing with a single ball, as in
any self-respecting Bame. In other words, we've got to
Pur our money on the ECU.

It's got a great future before it: not because it has so
been decided at summit meetings, but because the idea
has caught on at the grass roots: throughout Europe,
there are banks which are now beginning to issue
credit notes denominated in ECUs; there are also pri-

varc individuals who effect their transactions in ECUs.

Roman Riviera to Normandy, are using ECU travellers' cheques. These are all good auguries for this currency of ours: it is beginning to circulate. In fact, it is
the world's third most imponant currenry, after the
dollar and the German mark. Actually, many banks
prefer to deal in ECUs rather than in marks, florins,
lire or even srcrling.
So, what have we to propose so that we may Bet away
from generalities and get down to brass tacks?

\flell, we, the European Right, propose that a European stock-exchange be set up. It was discussed in
detail in the Economic and Monetary Committee and
the Committee on kgal Affairs; it was the subject of a
celebrated symposium in Brussels; Commissioner Tugendhat put a year's hard work into it; it was approved
by the Assembly in plenary sitting. The plan provided
that the bonds should be tax-free; that they should be
able to circulate freely, without limits or safeguard
clauses, such as exist in Italy, and possibly elsewhere;

that there should be a large internal market and that
there should be free movement of capital. That is the
first step. Next, we ask for the removal of taxation of
shares and of profim from shares, because it is obvious
that no one will invest where he is going rc be hit by
mxes, but will go where he can draw more profit. Otherwise we shall not be able to keep here, in Europe
the financial
where our economic opportunities lie
plenty,
which
will
we
in
but
which
have
resources,
inevitably flow across the ocean so that Ronald
Reagan, to get himself re-elected, as he probably will,
can balance his budget deficit, not from national taxes
but from the influx of foreign capital, which, in the
event, will be our European capital.
These measures must be introduced, but not alone. '$7e
must also see to it that when we buy energy resources
we pay for them in ECUs;
oil or methane
-we coal,
must ensure that the -countries to which we accord
general tariff preferences, countries to which we give
imponant customs concessions, or those to which we

give all sorts of aid, do not ask us for dollars with
which to pay for the tungsten, cadmium or whatever it
is that they get from us, but accept payments in ECUs.
This is, par excellence, a Community measure, and we
propose it to the Commission and offer it to its care.
In panicular, action must be taken in those sectors,
such as ffansport or the important international contracts, where paymenff are continuous and where constant risks are impermissible. Incidentally, as regards
payment in ECUs for energy resources, this may well
prove to be very'acceptable, because the risks are very
high, both for the imponers and the exporcers, since a
sudden fall in the dollar rate would be extremely damaging to the exponers. In contrast, the ECU has a
fixed rate, it's solid: it is quoted in Milan and in Brussels, it is subject to fewer fluctuations than any European currency, certainly fewer than the dollar; it is
regarded as a good exchange currency.
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That is whar we wanr ro see: let us make it a currency,
that is what we ask. Orherwise, our narional currencies
will go the way of our languages. In his prophetic
book about 1984, the year we are living in now,
Orwell speaks of rhe creation of a strange new lantuate.'!flell, newspeak has come ro pass: what is spo-

ken now throughout the world is neither Shakespeare's English nor rhe American slang. It is a language made up of acronyms. 'Laser', 'radar' now
mean the opposirc of the acronyms from which rhey
arose : those chopped-off words crammed into sem of
initials. There is a grave danger that our languages
Dante's Italian, Goethe's German, Shakespeare's English
will be reduced rc impoverished dialects; and it
is parallelled by the equally serious risk rhar, reladve to
the dollar, our European currencies will become no
more than handfuls of small change, heavy enough to
tear holes in our pockers but not good enough to keep
in our wallets.
(Appkuse

fron

Mr Sceler (S).

the extreme

ight)

(DE) Madam President, ladies and

- not enough simply rc go around
gentlemen, it is
lamenting about the monerary situation and all the
adverse consequences that flow from it. Ve must also
try to get a clear picture of what has caused them and
how we can ger to grips with them. In our quest for
ways and means of reforming the world monerary sysrcm that has gor into such a mngle, we musr first of all
look rcwards the United States. Irs enormous budgetary deficit, caused by huge defence expenditures, and
its sharply increased trade deficit
both of which

- OOO million doltaken together amounr. to about 3OO
lars in this year
one of rhe basic reasons
- are only
for the disorder prevalent
on the world capital market.
These enormous capital requirements on the pan of

the USA have, as has already been said, vasdy
exceeded rhe savings potential of the Unircd States
and have led to an enormous drain of capital from
Europe, but above all from Japan. The lure to atlract

this capital was exrremely high inrcresr rates, with rhe

result that the American curency is overvalued by
comparison with European currencies.
Another reason that must be borne

in mind is the

indebrcdness of the Third Vorld. These debts are
mainly in rhe form of American dollars. The rising
exchange rate and the rising interest rates of this lattei

currency are leading ro ever-increasing demand. The
fact that the dollar is overvalued in rhis way is leading
to an enormous increase in impons into she Unired
States.

Mr Onoli has said that this gave Third Vorld countries a chance ro earn dollars by exponing to the
Unircd States. He also said that the European Community owed pan of its recovery to this factor of
exports to rhe USA. In saying this, however, he overlooks the fact that rhis increase in expons was largely
financed by the European capital market. In oiher

words, the capial that Europe needs for ir own
economic recovery was siphoned off to rhe USA,
where it is used to buy impons that bring a relatively
modest economic boost to rhe countries concerned.

I feel that the Third Vorld is one of the keys rc the
solution of the problems involved. The Third \7orld
has become more and more dependent on its creditor
countries and creditor banks. Rising interest rates have
led to an.ever greater need to transfer debts to other
creditors, and rhis in turn has led ro an ever-mounring
debt burden. This means thar rhe percentage of its
expon earnings tha[ the Third Vorld must use ro service its debts has become ever greater, a funher consequence of which is that these currency earnings are no

longer at its disposal in order to finance necessary
impons, including impons from the European Community.
Following up this line of thoughq the nexr question we
must ask ourselves is: Vhat can we actually do? I do
not believe rhat the racric of trying to influence American budgetary policy will have much success. Neither
do I think much of rhe idea of regulating the movement of capital from Europe rc the USA. Experience
shows that money will find a way around any obstacle,
and the resulr achieved do not jusdfy such boycon
measures. On the orher hand, it is essendal to make
investments in US dollars less atrractive. Even already
the risk facror in investmenrs in the United States has
Brown enormously. One has only ro reflecr that this
year America will have to spend 110 000 million dollars in interesr on its narional debr. A consequence of
this is that she difference in interest rates between the
USA and Europe has reached the giddy height of 5ol0.
The capital invesror is therefore becoming more and
more aware of this risk factor involved in his investments.

The German mark, the French franc, the English
pound, the gulden and cenainly the Danish krone are,
each on its own, however, not in a position to stand up
to this pressure. That is why I would stress what has
already been said, namely, that it is essenrial [o sr,rentthen the European Moneary Sysrem and ro sreng-

then the ECU

if

Europe

is to retain and funher

develop its economic independence. In this conresr
with the economic superpower which is the USA,
Denmark, my dear Mr Christensen, would be sunk
without a trace. Vhat is needed is the development of
a European Central Bank, a European currenry and
stability policy and the transfer of competences from

the Member States to the Communitn There is no
other uray it can be done

!

However, it is also essential to adopt some daring new
approach to solving the problem of Third Vorld
debts. Here also the ECU has a parr ro play in rhe longer term if it succeeds in taking the place of rhe US
dollar, that is to say, if Third !/orld debts can be valued not only in dollars but also in ECUs. That would
lead to a fall in the demand for dollars and ro a cut-
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back in interest rates. However, we cannot wait that
long!

I

regard the position of the Third \7orld as much
more serious than is generally supposed. I do not think

either that any wonhwhile results can be

expected

from the classical method of ransferring debts, which
does no more than increase the total amount of debt
by piling up on it interest payments that cannot be
met. For the Third \7orld, the only result of these tactics is to widen the net of its obligadons and eventually
make it even more dependent on its creditors. They do
not stimulate world trade and neither do they make
any contribution to combating unemployment in
Europe's industrialized countries.

There is one possibiliry which I think should be considered and which I should like to recommend to the
Commission in this debarc. It is essential that an individual upper limit be set to the indebtedness of every
debtor country of the Third Vorld, and I would see
this upper limit as being at about 20%o of the expon
earnings of the country in question. As far as I can see,
it will generally be impossible in any case in the longer
term to recover from most countries any obligations
and claims that go beyond this figure. If these assets
are written off, many banks will be put in a very danterous situation. In order to avoid this, steps should be
taken to enable these capital asse6 to be converted
into investments in the Third \7orld countries. That
means that people holding these assets in Third Vorld
countries should be persuaded to use them in these
countries in order to funher their economic development and give them more economic muscle. A conversion process of this kind would also mean, of course,

that profits could no longer be transferred, thus
removing the possibility of adding funher to the balance-of-payments deficit of these countries.

A revamping of this kind could lead to a better and
quicker recovery on the pafi ofThird !7orld countries
and thus also to their taking a more effective pan in
world trade than is presently the case. A revitalization
of world trade would also help to reduce unemployment in our countries, because the demand for goods
in these countries is enormous. This proposal would
not entail any loss for the creditors, because after all

they would keep their capital. It would only be
changed, convened. Financial capital would become
investment capital. Only through such an unconvendonal or, if you like, radical step can any solution be
found to the ever-worsening indebtedness of the Third

'S7orld,

with all its adverse consequences for the world
currency market and world rade. I think that it should
also be possible to involve in this debt-restructuring
who,
mainly the OPEC States
the moneylenders

by releasing the -flood of dollars in the seventies,
helped to make the world capital market sufficiently
fluid rc make it possible to pursue a lending policy

without any great risk.

I

would propose therefore that, in order to work
towards a solution of this kind, a world conference on

debt should be convoked, to be attended by all debtor
and creditor countries and all cteditor banks with the
assistance and guidance of the International Monetary
Fund and the !7orld Bank. I do not believe that these
problems can be solved in the foreseeable future by
using the classical methods that have been used up to
now. The only way to get to grips with the problem of
Third Vorld debm and thus with the problem of the
dollar is to embark upon this unconventional transformarion of the debt structure of the Third Vorld.
(Applausefrom the lefi)

(FR) Madam President, ladies
Mr Herman (PPE).
1984 Parliament made
and gentlemen, in February
some quite concrete and deailed proposals to the
Commission for funher development of the EMS. At
the time, while not approving all of these proposals,
people
the Commission showed great caution
- some
the underlyin approving
actually called it timidiry
ing principle and general -direction of what we had put

forward.
Seven months have elapsed since then and all the arguments in favour of developing the system have become

stronger in the intervening period. To begin with,
inflation has come down everFwhere, as has the spread
between inflation rates. As you yourself were recognizing just now, Mr Commissioner, there has also
been an improvement in terms of convergence of
economic policies. The spectacular explosion in the
private use of the ECU is continuing apace, showing
the way forward and demonstrating [ha[ this currenry
definitely mee$ a real need perceived as such by operators on the economic scene.

A funher

argument is that the total domination of
financial markets by a voladle dollar has meant that

or, to be more
the international monetary system
- by a mood of
is permeated
accurate, non-system
- conducive to the expansion of
uncertainty which is not
trade and a worldwide recovery. In this connection,
one cannot fail to be disturbed by the proliferation of
protectionist measures in the country which holds
irelf out as the champion of free trade. There is

nothing surprising about this. American exporters have
seen a mofold increase in their prices to customers
abroad for no logical reason and American imponers
have seen European prices halved for purely monetary
reasons which have nothing to do with true parities. It
was therefore only to be expected that such illogicality
would attract a spontaneous reaction in the form of
protecrionist measures. It is simply not possible to set
oneself up as the proponent of free rade and at the
same time allow one's currency to follow a completely
erratic and unjustified course.

In shon, the Member States have every reason to turn
the ECU into Europe's dollar, an international reserve

currency and

a

means

throughout the world.

of

payment recognized
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Even the Japanese, the Austrians and the Hongkong
Chinese recognize the ECU today. The Russians are
raising loans in ECUs. Eventually, rhe Europeans will
be the only people left who have no faith in rhe ECU.
It really is incredible that some European central
banks still do not believe in the ECU when ir is being
used on an ever increasing scale throughout the worldl

History of course shows
alas, it is repeating
- and,changes
itself
that major monerary
have always
been achieved
in the face of opposition by governments. Governments opposed the general introduction
of paper money, and later they opposed the general
use of represenntive money. Today, some of them are
opposed to the ECU. They will be defeared. Perhaps
the only optimistic thing that can be said about all this
is that marke$, when they serve real needs, ultimately
prevail over the views of governmenrs. And the extraordinary achievements by the ECU thar we are seeing
currently are all grist ro the mill.

In the teeth of all logic, cenain narional banks are
continuing to oppose development of the EMS. The
argumenrc or fears or objecrions that they have voiced
have been shown by the facts to be without foundation. My question is this: what is rhe Commission
waiting for before pressing ahead with European
monetary integration?'S/hat more favourable circumstances have to prevail before it ge$ on with the job?
Or do we have to get used to the idea rhat what is rrue

of

tobacco

is also true of monerary

nationalism?

Everyone knows rhat smoking is harmful, but everyone is sdll addicted and goes on smoking!
(Appkusefrom the Cenfie and Lefi)

Mr Velsh (ED).
President, before I say
- I Madam
what I meant ro say
would like rc offer a thoughr to
my good friend, Mr Seeler. Ir is all very well for us to
attack the Americans for increasing their deficir by
spending on defence. I think we ought to bear in mind
also that it is in some measure due to the generosity of
the American taxpayer that we are enabled to enjoy
the freedoms we do in '!7'esrern Europe and to mlk in
this place in the way we do. I am not too sure that I
$/ant to see American defence-spending cut back by
that much.

I would also say rc him and to Mr Bonaccini, whose
very trenchant remarks I lisrened to with grear
interest, that it is a little difficult for us, when we see
the American economy growing at somewhere
between 40/o and60/o ayear, creatingjobs and sustaining growth, rc say rhar they have got it all wrong. I
think we should do a lot berrer to concenrrate on what
we can do ro restore grosrrh in Europe rarher than sir
back, wring our hands and expect the Americans ro do

it for

us.

I listened also wirh grear interest to the distinguished
spokesman for the European People's Pany, and his

remarks put me in mind of rhe duet La ci darem la
mdno at the beginning of Act II of Don Giovanni. Ir

would take a very coldheaned or very shy virgin
indeed to resist the blandishments of Mr von Vogau.

If

he has not yet been successful with the British Prime
Minister, perhaps the Iron Maiden of the Bundesbank
will soon be yielding to his charm!

In fact, I very much agree with everyrhing he said. Ve
have had the Herman report, the Rhys \filliams
report, the Hopper repon and the second Herman
report. All of those resolutions have expressed the
view of Parliament
which everybody agrees with
that the quicker we- can move ro an integrated financial market in Europe the betrer it will be for everyone
and the sooner we may be able to relaunch the Community's economic prosperity in the way we would all
wish. Everybody wants it, everybody pays lip-service
to it, so why have we nor got it? \7ell, I do not know.
I apologize to Mr O'Keeffe for not being here when
he replied to the question. However, from what I was
told he does not know either. Nobody knows why ir is
impossible for the Council and the Member States ro
proceed to economic and monetary union.

Now it is quite true that my own counrry, regrertably,
has a far from faultless record in this respect. I should
like to offer some humble advice to my own government, who I am sure will be listening as usual, and say
that perhaps our problem is that our criticisms are all
directed at the exchange-rare mechanism itself. \7e do
not seem yet to have quite grasped the poinr that the
exchange-rate mechanism was always intended to be
the first stage of a much larger process. Although,
intellectually, I would share many of the criticisms of
the ERM, I do not think
and I do-not think that
- suggesr
anybody here would seriously
is a
- that that
reason for junking Economic and Monetary
Union
altogether. I also suspect that there may be those odd
officials sitting in the central banks and in the treasuries of the Member States who have an aavistic belief

that somehow or other means to Economic

and

Monetary Union might prejudice their ability ro control their own national economies. I do not think any-

body conrols anybody's national economy at the
moment, and I think rhat the idea that we do has been
ovenaken by events. If thar is the reason why we cannot make progress, then it is high time the minisrers
responsible
the finance minisrers
banged a few
heads together.

Vhat we need, as Mr von Vogau has said so elo-

quently, is a package. I very much suppon the elements in his, and I would add one more to them. I will
repea[ them because they are wonh repeating.
Firstly, let us have the United Kingdom Governmenr

joining the exchange rare mechanism with a clear
commitmenr to its panners ro move speedily to the
next stage of rhe EMS.

Secondly, let us have rhe Bundesbank accepting the
convenibility,of the ECU on the clear understanding
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that we would also then speedily move to an operational parallel currency in all the Member States.

stressing, is that this whole change in American
policy is an element in the shaping of the American

of

economy purely for the benefit of the military-indusLet the governmenm of France and Italy abolish their
exchange controls on the clear understanding that the
common currency will enable them to restore the stability and strength rc their national currencies that
would not be possible without it.

Finally, let all the Member States undertake to collaborate closely in the management of a common European monetary base so [hat the parallel currency, the

rial lobby, no matter how much Mr \flelsh believes
that these developments will protect freedom in the
member countries of the EEC, such as the freedom of
rhe British miners to strike.

A second comment concerns what Mr'!7elsh and Mr
Onoli have said about our refraining from criticizing

ECU, can be assured of a stable and optimistic future.

the United States on the grounds that these developments are concomitant with reduced unemployment
and low inflation. Ve note here that while the United

I do not think that is such a big package to put before
the Council, and I must say I regret that the Irish presidency has not in fact made this one of its priorities.
Let us hope that the Italian presidency will show some
political will and will put that package squarely on the
mble at the beginning of im period of office.

become an exponer of recession and especially of
unemployment and under-utilization of productive
potential to other imperialist centres such as Vestern
Europe and elsewhere. So instead of marvelling at this
policy we ought to take even more stringent measures
against these strategies of the United States.

Then, to refer to my old friend Don Giovanni yet
again, we can all sing the Champagne Aria and dance

A rhird comment has to do with the climb in the value
of the dollar, the growth of interest rates and the use
of a soaring budgetary deficit to finance massive
arms-spending, phenomena which are not just economic in character but have specific political dimensions
as well. Since there exists no will to resist and counter
this attack by the Unircd States, we can say that, as
things currently stand, apafi from the radical political

States

as

we hold hands.

(Applause)

(GR) Madam President, it
Mr Alavanos (COM).
- in the European Parliament
really is sad to hear voices
which smack more of the Americans than the Americans themselves, because we must not forget that this
poliry of running a huge deficit and of massive miliary expenditure was censured only yesterday in the
Unircd States by Mr Mondale, a distinguished American who does not, of course, speak from a progressive

and radical or Communist standpoint. And along
comes the spokesman for the Commission and, unfortunately, a succession of colleagues, to speak up for
and defend a poliiy which has been censured even in
the United States. At a time when a host of countries
whether they be socialist countries, newly-indepen-

-dent countries like Nicaragua, or the countries of the

are standing up against the policy
Middle East
- by United States, irrespective of
being followed
wherher they have the means to do anything about it,
it is sad to see the partners of the United States standing with bowed heads, perplexed and without an iota
of dignity and independence in the face of this economic and monetary atack by the United States, just as
they showed not one iota of dignity and independence
iri the face of the political and military attack with the
deployment in Europe of medium-range missiles.
Everyone is agreed that the massive budgetary deficit
of the United Starcs, which as a proportion of the
gross national product has grown from 10lo in 7973 to
70/o in 1983, has played a major pan in the rise of
interest rates and in the value of the dollar. Everyone
knows that the state budget currently swallows up
600/o of. borrowings from credit houses in the US. But
the fundamental thing, the thing we must make a point

is reducing its own

unemployment

it

has

forces, the only mass force actively fighdng against the

of the United States is the peace
disputing the armaments policy of
NATO and the United States, the deployment of
Cruise and Pershing and the production of MX mis-

economic poliry

movement.

In

siles, the peace movement is the only force engaged in

unmasking

the more profound

reasons

for

this

development and the economic attack being perperated by the United States.

The conclusions from what Mr Ortoli has said is that
there is nothing the EEC can do to put pressure on [he
United States, and this has, in any case, become clear

from the \Tilliamsburg summit and from the fact that
'!7'estern
European leaders have
statements made by
we want [o stress, however, is
nothing.
\rhat
come to
that for our country developments such as strengthening the EMS or incorporating the drachma in the

to which I believe Mrs Veil
will be -harmful. \7hile all the EEC coun-

monetary system
referred

faced with the problem of the flight of capital
tries are to the US, the main problem for Greece on top of that
problem, because of its large foreign debt, is the rise in
the value of the dollar along with the massive problem
of the flight of capital to other countries, of the EEC.

And Mr Onoli knows full well from the lawsuits the
Commission has brought in connection with the protective policy which the government of our country
implements, or was implemendng up until now, that
this is a problem, despite what Mr'!7elsh says.
Finally, I want to say that the possibility of Greece's
joining the EMS is a development which gives rise to
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wor{r
toally

and norwithstanding the Greek Governmenr's
unwarranted gleeful acceptance of the incorporation of the drachma in the value-fixing of the
ECU, we hope that it will not proceed in this direction.

Mr MacSharry (RDE).
Madam President,
- said on rhe overall already
this morning much has been
economic situation. I in turn would like to deal briefly with a
few of the more imponanr aspec6.
Firsdy, there is the EMS. The r6le of the ECU

has

expanded considerably in 1984. It is quoted on several
stock exchanges, and its private use has grown. The

EMS has not been adjusted f.or a year and a half,
which shows that it is possible to mainrain an area of
monetary sabiliry in Europe for a relatively long
period. Fifty percent of the EEC countries foreign
rade benefits directly from this stabiliry. The weakness of the EMS against the dollar has been a consranr
factor since it was set up in 1979. There has never been
a coordinated float against the dollar, and sterling has
remained outside the rystem. It is not therefore possible to sustain French franc and German mark parity
for a long period, because it is regularly disrupted by
the movement of the dollar.
The imponance of the EMS for the CAP can never be
sufficiently stressed. Vithout this relative smbility of
exchange rates in the EEC rhere would be daily
adjustments of MCAs and all rhe effects of the disorder in the international monetary situation would be
felt.
Lastly, the EMS is a political symbol and a safeguard
ensuring sound economic management. It is a political
rymbol because, toterher with the CAP, the Lom6
Convention, the 'own resources' system, etc., it gives
angible form to the determinarion of Europeans to act
in concen and present a united front to the rest of the

world. The fact that the Unired Kingdom does not
panicipate in this system is also symbolic. It is a safeguard because it promotes convergence in economic
policy and therefore obliges tovernmenr to bring
themselves as closely as possible into line with those
Bovernments that are most. effectual in managing their
economies.

Madam President, the imponance of the inrernal market as one of the means of economic recovery cannot
be overstressed. To be able rc pit themselves against
their Japanese and American comperirors, European
undenakings ought to have available ro rhem an internal market comparable ro rheirs. This they do not

have. The Common Markets
numerours obstacles to trade

is still

market of 275 million consumers, larger than those of
the United Sates at 235 million and Japan at 120 million.
Geographical closeness and the impetus created by the
Community have already made possible a significant
expansion in intra-Community trade, which accounts

on average for more than 500/o of the Member States'
total foreign trade, ranging from 410/o in the United
Kingdom to 720/o in the Netherlands and from 490lo in
France w 700/o in Ireland. This is a considerable
achievement, which should be consolidared and developed still funher by bringing about the internal marker It is well known that customs formaliries cost

more than

10 000

million ECU per year. There

are

undoubtedly savings to be made here and spending
that could be ransferred m more creative sectors or
activities. It is also known that all the Member States
could boost their growth-rates by one to tvro points if

trade within the Community were free m expand
unobstructed. At a rime of low growth and unemployment this is one direct way of promoting recovery.

In the industrial field, it is in this area that Europe's
slow-down compared with its comperirors has been
most marked. In 1983, industrial production in the
EEC had not returned w iu 1979 level. Not undl
1984-1985 are we seeing a recovery, but it parallels the
growth in GDP. That is to say rhar it is slight compared with those in Japan and rhe United States. In the

it is unevenly distributed berween the EEC
countries, with France having the lowest industrial
growth-rate in the EEC in 1984 and Ireland the highsame way,

est.

Europe is faced with a number of industrial problems
First, conversion of its traditional industries
- sreel,
car-making, textiles, shipbuilding, machine rools,
erc.
which are very cosdy for the State and use enor-mous amounts of capital that could be invested elsewhere. Second, the fragmentation of its inrernal market, which in panicular, takes the form of rigid panitioning of national public contracts: Funher, comperition from the new industrial counries, panicularly in
South-East Asia, which enjoy much lower costs of
production, and the geographical scattering of its
research and developmenr. Lasdy, investment fell
steadily in the EEC from rhe first oil-crisis until 1982,
f.rom 220/o of GDP to 190/o.In Japan, the investment
rate is 300/0. The recent uprurn, though it is once again
spread unevenly berween the countries, is not suffl-

cient

to

because

close rhe gap with competing counrries,
it is roo slight, insufficiently focused on the

sunrise secrors and scattered by national borders.

strewn with

srandards, administra-

- in respect of public
tive barriers, national preference
contracrc, the scattering of research subsidies, etc.

which significantly hamper small and medium-sized
undenakings and increase the producdon cosm of
large undenakings. Yet the Communiry represents a

The most difficult problem of the Community is
unemployment. At the end of July 1984, rhere were
12 305 000 registered unemployed in the EEC, or
10.60/o of the working population. All the forecasrs
suggest that this figure will increase still funher in
1985. The opposite is true in the United Srares, where
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MacSharry
unemployment has fallen from 100/o to 70/o.In Japan,
it has never been more than 2o/0.

All this indicates qithout doubt that much more needs

to be done in the economic sector. However, I am
obliged to be realistic and conclude on a pessimistic

note. If v/e are to judge from the Council's 1985 draft
budget, this will entail billions of ECU less expenditure in 1985 than in 1984. It should be clear to all that
the problem is not simply economic. It is also political.
There is no political will in the Council to ackle the
problem seriously, and until such time as this will prevails, there will be no real recovery. There will be millions more men and women on the dole queues. Ve
have an obligation to see that this does not happen.

Mr Ortoli, Vce-President of the Commission. -

(FR) Madam President, I should like to reply to Mr
Herman, Mr von Vogau and Mr Velsh so as to clarify the Commission's actions.

I happen to be convinced that the Commission has not
been timid in this field, but on the contrary that it has
been tenacious. !flhen I say that it has not been timid,
I believe that many of the ideas that have been aired in
this Parliament have already been raised by us in various documents, including the absolutely formal proposals brought forward in 1982, which came close to
being adopted. They dealt specifically with the problems of the public ECU and the private ECU, and I
should like to make sure that there is not the slighrcst
doubt about the positions that we have taken up.
First, to go back no further than last year, an the European Council held in Athens, when che inrcntion was
to sketch the broad outlines of what was expected of
the Community, we proposed that sterling should join
the EMS, that the machinery for public ECUs should
be revised and strengthened, that a r6le outside the

ECU and the extension of the exchange rate machinery to the United Kingdom. You are asking the
Commission to do more. It has stated its views, and
put them in writing. On the private ECU, we have
consistently been among those who have fostered its
spontaneous adoption, which is perhaps not such an
obvious trend as it appears.

The topic of clearing is something that we discussed in
the Commission; it is not the banks' exclusive preserve'
If you the Parliament want to move matters forward,
it will now be necessary for you to select a limited
number of points and state your views on them with
absolute clarity, addressing yourselves to the Member
States and the Council rather than to the Commission'
The Commission has stated its position energetically,
and the evidence is there for all to see on paper. Its
proposals have not always been acted upon, but it is
hopeful that at least some of those that it has made on
exchange controls and public ECUs will very soon be
followed up. Let us address ourselves to those who still
exercise sovereign responsibility and let us work
together to promote the idea of closer monetary integration in the Community.

The debate will now be adjourned and
President.
resumed this afternoon after Question Time.
(The sitting utas stspended at 12.55 p.m. and resumed at
3

p.*.)

IN THE CHAIR: MR GRIFFITHS

'

Community should be developed, that the ECU
should be recognized as having currency status, that
significant progress should be made in regard to
exchange controls, and that new machinery should be
set uP to Promote convergence.

'Vhen a number of ideas were taken up at Fontainebleau, we worked hard to get the text that emerged,
although it fell very far shon, I grant, of what we were
hoping for. At Rambouillet, and then in Ireland, the
debate continued. Admiuedly, we are up against very
strong opposition, but the debate is now on. Ve spent
an entire morning, as Mr O'Keeffe can tesdfy, talking
about the problems surrounding both the public ECU
and the private ECU. I am confident that some progress can now be made on the side of the public ECU.
Although not enough, this is a considerable achievement. There are two areas where progress can be
made: improvement of the machinery for public
ECUs, and the possibiliry of formulating new means

5.

Vl'elcome

Ladies and gentlemen, I would like to
President.
- your behalf a delegation from the Danish
welcome on
Parliament's Market Commission, led by its chairman,
Mr Svend Heiselberg, who have taken their seats in
the official gallery.
(Applause)

I hope that

during their brief visiq which finishes in

Strasbourg, our Danish friends will have succeeded in
establishing all the desired conracts and that their talks
with various bodies of the European Parliament have
been productive. Ve are always pleased to welcome
here the members of national parliaments, and I am
delighted to welcome the members of the Danish parliament's Market Commission among us today.

of promodng convergence. Other major points have

yet to be resolved, including the use of the private

Wce-Presidcnt

(Applause)
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it

should be left to the counr.ries to decide whether
they are prepared to allow such reductions.

Question Time

The next irem is the first part of Ques-

President.

tion Time -(Doc. 2-625/8a). Ve begin with questions
to the Commission.
'\Tijsenbeek
(H- 107l8a)
Question No 1 , by Mr

9. 10.84

Ve trust that the citizens' rights commiuee ser up
in this Parliament, Mr Berkhouwer, will

:

Subject: Elderly persons' passporr

Now that the European passpor[ has been introduced, does the Commission not consider it time ro
inroduce a European elderly persons' passporr,
which could be called the Berkhouwer passporr.
after the former president of the European Parliament?

Mr Richard, Member of the Commission.
Mr Presi- welcome
dent, may I, on behalf of rhe Commission,
you in the augusr sear rhar you are now sitting in?

I assume that the ques[ion by the honourable Member
refers to the creation of a European card for the elderly which would enable elderly persons rravelling in
other Member Stares to benefit from cenain advanages available rc the residents of that Srate, such as
reduced fares on public ranspon, reductions for
museums, clnemas, etc.

I did in fact answer a quesrion on this subject on
23 May, put to me by Sir Jack Stewan-Clark. As I said
then, I regard it as an excellent and useful suggestion,
but I did not hide on rhar occasion that putting ir into
effect would encounrer a number of difficulties.
In the first place, it is necessary to collect all the relevant da[a on the benefim granted to the elderly in the
individual Member States and to find our what rhe

by

the Council and Commission, also the man who has
never failed to champion these rights, my predecessor
see

to it that

we now do something in the citizen's interesrs. Does
not the Commissioner consider that the time has come
[o put technical matters aside and ro do something
without delay for our consriruenrs?

I am quite prepared to put technical
matters aside;-what I am not prepared rc do is ro initiate a poliry unless and until I am convinced that it is
Mr Richard.

practicable and that it makes sense. In order ro do
it is necessary for us to garher some data. As I
have said rc the honourable gentleman
- indeed, I
had hoped my answer was reasonably forthcoming
'we are in the process of gathering rhe data, after
which I hope the Commission will be in a position to
come to the Parliament with more specific proposals
for the next step.

that,

Mr

Shedock (ED).
may I too
- Mr President,
extend my congrarulations
it is nice ro see you

- Mr Vijsenbeek on
there. May I also congratulate
making his conribution from rhe very distinguished
position on the right of rhis House which he currenrly
occupies. \Telcome rherero,

Mr \Tijsenbeek!

I

would thank our Commissioner once again for the
encouraging response. As a new member of rhe International Rail Club, I have already saved myself a very
considerable number of pounds sterling and French
francs in one rerurn journey berween Brussels and

conditions are.

Paris.

I am pleased to say that this first phase is now under
way. The information thus obmined should give us an
idea
fairly rough one perhaps
- althoughor aotherwise
- as ro
the advisability
of pursuing our activities
in this field.

There are great benefits already. I think the wonhy
proposal of encouraging rhem is a good thing, and the
small contriburion rhar I have been able to make to
that club of internarional loss-leaders . . .
(The President urged the speaher to put bis question)

Mr Vijsenbeek now has the floor, bur I

President.

do not see -him

Can I have an assurance that eventually even that
small contribution [har I have made may disappear in
future if Mr Richard's researches are successfuii

Mr Vijsenbeek (L).
President,

I

If you are looking for me, Mr
am at-your righr, where actually we

shouldn't be.

(NL)

Now rhat rhe Commissioner has answered this

question so exhaustively, panly in an earlier reply to
an oral question, does he not share my view that there
is every reason for asking oneself why something like
this cannot be immediately put into pracrice
a list of
- be entiall the things that holders of such a card could
tled to in the various countries? However rhat may be,

Mr

By definition, if our researches are
ro the conclusion that the
honourable tentleman v/ants us to come to, then
obviously his contribution will disappear.
Richard.

- we come
successful and

President.
84)

-

Question No 2, by Mr Hutton

Subjecr: Staff ransfers

(IH-ll2/
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President

How many Commission staff of A grades have
been transferred from one DG to another as a
result of the 'levy' in 1983 and to date in 1984?

Mr

Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) In order to answer this question, I think it

cial assistance from Community funds, to alleviate

unemployment and create .iobs

in the

region

during this period?

is

The
Mr Richard, Member of tbe Commission.
- any Commission regrets that there is not as yet
Com-

The first concerns the ability of officials, panicularly
A-grade officials within the Commission, to move

munity-wide definition of long-rcrm unemployment,
although it is widely accepted for the purpose of
employment poliry that persons unemployed for more
than a year are long-term unemployed. Nevenheless,

clear that we have to distinguish between rwo aspecrs.

from one directorate-general to another. I am in a
position to say that in 1983, 123 officials were given
new duties within their directorate-general and 109
were transferred from one directorate-general to
another.

The second point I want to draw atrention ro is the use
of a cenain reserve created by the Commission after
repeated experience of the budgetary authorities'
refusal to accep[ requesrs for posts rhat the Commission had put into the budget. In 1983-84, a toral of 27
posts were filled from this reserve
13 in 1983 and

-

14 in 1984.

maintain the high standard of discipline already set by
Lady Elles in Question Time.

Vould the

Commissioner agree with me that the
figures he has given the House sound comparadvely
small, and are difficult to interpret without knowing
the total of the grade in the Commission? Could he
give the House the percentage, either now or perhaps
in writing, that these figures represent, and would he
say whether he is satisfied that this is the right way of
making sure that the staff of the Commission are
deployed with the greatest effect?

(NL) May I first of all say that it is
Mr Andriessea.
- to the
of great imponance
Commission that its staff
should have adequate opponunities for transferring
from one post. to another within the Commission, and
so far we have done our best to ensure that what is
necessary is done. I regret to say that at the moment I
cannot give the honourable Member any precise percentages. I trust he will accept rhe assurance that I will
give the Parliament, and him in panicular, written
information with precise figures.

-

Question No 3, by Mr Pitt (H-

politan districts of Birmingham, Dudley, Sandwell,
Valsall and l7olverhampton as a basis for financing
development projects under the European Regional
Development Fund.

Since this Commission decision, some

Mr Hutton (ED).
President, I join my col- Mr
leagues in welcoming
you, and hope rhat you will

President.

and the regional development pro- areas indicate that long-term
grammes for these
unemployment has become a ma.ior-problem throughout lhe selected travel-to-work areas. In order to
alleviate these problems, the Commission agreed in
1983 to consider the respective regional development
programmes for the inner urban areas of the metrothe figures show

elopment

8/8a)

:

Subject: Unemployment in the Vest Midlands

Vill

the Commission state what has been the
trend in the level of long-term unemployment in
the 'S7est Midlands Region, panicularly in Birmingham, Dudley, Sandwell, Valsall and \Tolverhampton, in each year since 1979, and what measures the Commission has taken, including finan-

13 million

of industry, especially small and medium-

sized businesses.

The ECSC reconversion loans in the area, amounting
to 171.72 million units of account, have been made

during the period 1974-1982, designed to enable
nearly l0 000 jobs to be created or to be maintained.

Finally, the European Social Fund offers Community
support for schemes of vocational training and additional employment largely for the unemployed or
those threatened with unemployment. In 1983, the
\7est Midlands region became a youth unemployment
priority region for the purposes of Social Fund aid.
Under the new rules of the Fund, introduced with
effect from 1984, the region retains its priority status
for fund aid in general. Between 1981 and 1983, Social
Fund assistance was granted to a rotal of 27 different
schemes in the region, amounring to nearly I 3.2 million in aid. Results for 1984 will be available shortly.

I apologize for the length of
this answer, but it is a-somewhat complicated issue
that the Commission has recently adopted a communication which has gone to the Council of Ministers on
the problem of long-term unemployment. Parliament
will, of course, be requesrcd for its opinion on this
document in due course. The communication presents
the results of the Commission's work on this problem
in the form of an analysis and risumi of actions undertaken and proposals for future policy actions. I hope
I should perhaps add

1 1

I

sterling of aid has been allocated to infrastructure projects in the \7est Midlands from the Fund. !flest Midlands is designated as a priority European Coal and
Steel Communiry employment area. As such, it benefits from the ECSC subsidized loan scheme, which is
parcicularly aimed at creating alternative employment
for former coal-and-steel workers through the redev-
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Richard

for longterm unemployment, it applies, for
to the figures for youth unemployment as

that the Council will take some action on that com-

figures

munication at the Council meeting in December.

example,
well.

Mr Pitt (S).- Mr President, before asking for some
expansion of the reply I have been given, could I break
slighdy with your tradition and, in addition to adding
my own welcome to the people you have welcomed to
this chamber this afternoon, say that I personally shall
be very sorry to see Commissioner fuchard leave us at
the end of the year. His honesry, integrity and drive
on the structural funds has been much appreciated

\7hat we are trying rc do is, oialabour-f.orce suryeys
which we carry out, to get at least a Community-wide
set of satistics which are directly comparable. It is
if I can put it that way, neutrally
unsatisfacory
to have to rely- upon national sntistics, because they
are not in fact arrived at on a directly comparable

both in the United Kingdom and widely throughout
Europe.

Having said that,

I wonder if

Commissioner Richard

would like to clarify somewhat cenain pans of his
ansx/er in the light of three brief considerations. The
first concerns long-term unemployment, as he puts it.
Of course, one year would be a perfectly acceptable
definition for the purposes of debate, but in Britain we
no longer have any mechanism for establishing that
figure. Ve only have the figures for those who are
unemployed and are able rc claim social security benefits. Now that is a major depanure which I believe
makes economic analysis much more complicated for
all of us and, I know, for the Commission too.
Secondly, could he specify or could he be a little more

clear concerning his claims for the Social Fund

expenditure in combating long-term unemployment,
in the light of the fact that the British Government is
now deducting any contribution from the EEC to
urban programme projects so that there is no net ben-

efitfrom...
from the Europear Democratic bencbes)

Prcsidcnt.
Mr Pitt, could you hurry up, please, and
Put your question?

Mr Pitt (S).- I shall

be brief. If those on the right
the House would allow me to complete the pointsl

of

Regional spending, again, is a major problem, because
whilst one can see that cash is being transmitted from
Brussels to the \trest Midlands, it is not arriving where

it is needed.
Infrastructure is not our requirement and the funds are
going into infrastructure, not into job creation.

Mr Richard.
briefly in answer to those three
points, none -Yrry
of which, may I say, is exclusive to the
'!flest Midlands.
fu far as long-term unemployment is
concerned, it is true that it is difficult to get accurately
comparable statistics. This does not only apply m the

I

accept the first point that has been made.

As far as the second point is concerned, the issue as to
how national governments deal with the money that
comes from Brussels is, I regret to tell the House

is nothing new for me to regret and nothing
new for me to tell the House
is very much a matter
- it were otherwise. It
for national tovernmenr. I would
and

(Applause)

( Intemtptions

basis. So

it

has always seemed to me that 'Brussels money', if I
can use that phrase, should be fresh monel, it should
be new money and it should be seed money. The idea
that what we are in business to do in the Commission
is to help finance nitional exchequers is, frankly, a
view that I find somewhat offensive, given the size of
the Fund and the demands that are being made upon
it.
As for the third point

where regional spending goes

- is very much a matter for
this, am afraid, again,

-national designation

and for national priorities, as the
honourable gendeman will know. The way in which
the Regional Fund is administered is rather different
from the way in which Social Fund money is administered. Therefore, it may be that in cenain pans of the
Communiry it is not going to the projects, areas or
specific msks to which individual parliamenarians
think it should go to. I can only say that if that is so,
then a large part of the responsibility for that
and
- is
indeed the place where minds have rc be changed
not with the Commission in Brussels, but with- the
national governmenm of the individual Member State.

Mr

Simmonds

(ED).

-

\7ould the

accePt my assurance that one

of the

Commission

reasons why the

Vest Midlands have not received more funds in the
past is that some of the local authorities there have
been advised and dominated by anti-Market Socialists,

and have consequently ignored European funds until
they were forced by active Conservarive MEPs into
changing their views? I am delighted to note, Mr
President, that my successor, Mr Pitt, to whom my
paffy has lent the seat of Midlands Vest for five
years.

.

(Laagther)
has followed in my footsteps in pursuing the cause of
seeking the European funds are sensibly spenr in rhe
'!7est

Midlands.

Mr Richard.
The honourable genrleman
me
- accepr his assurance that theasks
whether I would
reason
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Richard
why the \7est Midlands has not had more money from
Brussels is the perfidy of labour-controlled councils in
that area. He will nor be surprised to know that I
would not accept his position on thar. It does seem ro
me and to the Commission that the biggest inhibition
on the flow of funds inm the Vest Midlands, certainly
since I have been in the Commission, was the status
accorded to that region as far as regional assistance
was concerned by the British Government. Now that it
has got assisted smtus
and I am delighted that ir has
- between the Commission and
then the relationship
-the local authorities in the region will, I rust, become
closer and more fruitful for all concerned.
President.
140/84):

-

Question No 4, by

Mr

Marshall (H-

Subject: 7th Directive on VAT

r

Can the Commission indicate whether it will be
submittint to this House any amendments to the
draft VAT 7th Directive for \7orks of An and
Used Goods in the near future?

Mr Richar4 Member of tbe Commission.- The Commission has already, in May 1979, amended its original proposal for the TthYNl Directive following the
opinion of the European Parliament. Subsequent discussions in the Council have made disappointingly
slow progress. In the light of rhe Coun of Justice's
decision in the Gaston Schul case, there is an urgent
requirement for agreement to be reached. At the present state of negoriations, the Commission does not
envisage making any new proposals.

Mr Marshall (ED).
the Commissioner aware
- Is
led to a great deal of concern
that these proposals have
amongst fine-art auctioneers who earn substantial foreign currency for the Communiry, and that there is a
fear that if these proposals go ahead, a number of very
substantial fine-an auctions will take place outside the
Communiry rather than inside at grea[ cost in jobs and
rc the balance of paymenm?

In view of this, and the inability of the Council of
Ministers to make a decision, could not this matter be
referred back to this House so that we might be able
to help the Commission and the Council in producing
a workable directive?

Mr

Richard.

The Commission would not

accept

that as the position.
It is very much our view that the
recent decision of the Coun of Justice indeed makes a
resolution of this matter all the more urgent rather
than the less urgent. Ve would nor in facr, therefore,
be prepared to refer the matter back to the Parliament
and, so to speak, stan again.
President.
84):

-

Question No 5, by

Mr Roux (H-150/

Subject: Channel tunnel

Vhat steps is the Commission going to take to put
into effect the Community's commitment to the
building of a Channel tunnel?

Mr

Contogeoryps, Member

of the

Commission.

Commission has informed Parliament
repeatedly that it attaches great importance to the
establishment of a permanent Channel link, and it has
never ceased pointing out that since 1976 it imelf has
been proposing a financing mechanism which would
be particularly suitable for the building of this link in
which there is, of course, a clear Communiry interest.
Up to the present, the Community has been able to
share in the funding of a study into the economic
potential of this project and the means of financing it.
Furthermore, in the 1985 preliminary draft budget the
Commission has proposed the insenion of a budgetary
line which would provide for a Community guarantee
to be made available on loans earmarked for major
projects such as the Channel link. I would like to say
that the sensitive point of the study I have referred to
concerns the problem of the guarantees which are
being sought from the governments of the countries
(GR)

The

This being the case, the Commission,
whose r6le is cenainly no[ that of a substitute for the
concerned.

governments in accepting responiibility for carrying
through infrastructure projects, can only hope that the
rwo governmenrc concerned will uldmately be able to

undenake a joint initiative which,

if

need be, the

Community will suppon financially.
The Commission will make a funher effon to sharpen
the Council's interest in this matter in a communication to be presented by the end of the year. This communication will contain an indicative programme of
major infrastructure projects of interest to the Com-

munity which would be carried out in the medium
term to the Community's benefit.

Mr Roux (RDE).

(FR) I should like to receive, in

writing or orally, -some additional details on the fol-

lowing points. Has a definitive choice been made at
technical level between a tunnel and a bridge? Have
the French and the British Governments agreed on the
private
public
to be used?
rype of financing
- of myorquestion -is whether
Finally, the third pan
the
actual work will be carried out on a public or private
basis? The answer to this question depends, of course,
on [he answer m the previous question.

(GR) Concerning the first question, I should like -to say that the study has considered
all the possible options, including a tunnel and a
bridge. The sudies tend to favour a tunnel. But of
course one of the main things is that one of the alternatives must first be selected and a decision mken on
the exact form of the project, on whether there should
be a rwo-way or a single link, a railway or a road all
Mr Contogeorgis.
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Contogcorgis
these possibilities exist, and
from one to the other.

of course the cost

varies

As regards whether it will be funded by state or private
capital, I have to say that when the repon of rhe group
of banks which the British and French Governments
had appointed to make a study of the project was submitted last May, the two governments took differing
positions. For its pan the British Governmenr said:

'Since the repon indicates that the project would be
profimble, let the private sector finance ir' The French
Government took no specific position and did not

itself undenake to provide funding for the project.
This is therefore another substantive point which can
only be settled by the governments direcdy involved.

I have said, the Commission has proposed the
inclusion in the 1985 budget of a heading which will
enable the Community to give guarantees that projects
will be carried through, because this is what all the
contractors are looking for.

I

said earlier that we shall be proposing an indicative
medium-term programme of basic infrastructure projects of general benefit to the Community. The Channel tunnel will be among these because all the studies
which have been carried out show it to be in the Community interest. I repeat that the Commission and the
Community in general cannot, of course, take the
place of governments in implementing these projects.
They can play a part, however, when there exists a
clear Community interest.

Mr Newton Dunn (ED).
I am very surprised that
- that building a tunnel
Mr Cryer does not understand
provides lots of jobs. It is exactly the son of project
that his pany is always . . .

As

Presidcnt.

Mr

-

Please put your question.

Newton Dunn (ED).

The question is

whad

- view, is holding up the
exactly, in the Commissioner's
project now? Vhat is the next step?

Mr Cryer (S).

of embarking on guaranrees
- Instead
and encouragement
for a Channel Tunnel which is a
massively expensive and rather fanciful project that has
been considered for the past hundred years or more
without any results, would it not be better for the
Commission to encourage British Rail to embark on a
protramme of electrification of railways so that there
is a creation of real long-term jobs in both railways
and the steel industry? And would it nor be better for
the Commission to encourage British Rail rc withdraw
their current proposal for the closure of the SettleCarlisle railway and seek to provide guarantees to British Rail for loans for developing the British railway
network as a shon-term immediate service to the people than to provide guarantees for the fanciful notion
of a Channel tunnel? I am sure the Commission will
realize that these jobs and this development which
would be brought about by the electrification of British railways and which are being largely blocked by
the current Conservative Government would be much
appreciated and would provide many thousands of
jobs.

(GR) think that what is
Contogeorgis.
- step but| the
required is not the next
first one. And the
first step is for the governments concerned to decide
to undenake the project. This decision has not yet
been taken, and so nothing can be done.

Mr

Sir Peter Vanneck (ED).
President.

-

A point of order, Mr

I

am asking for a clarification on procedure.
intended to ask a supplementary question, but

I

had

I was

told by you that one of my colleagues had already

applied to you in writing for that right. I should like to

know

if it is standard

procedure that

in order

to

achieve a supplementary question with certaintlr on€
has to apply to you in writing beforehand, and if that
is so, do you take the person you consider appropriate
or do you take the person who asks first and makes

that request in writing rc you? I think that only by the
spontaneity of Question Time can we achieve ansq/ers

from

Commissioners resulting

from their

initial

ansc/ers to us, and I should like guidance on this point.

(GR) would point our ro rhe
Mr Contogeorgis.
- that it| is no[ the Commission's
honourable gentleman
job to tell British Rail which projects to embark on.
Following decisions which rcok effect in 1982, rhe
Commission, the Council and the Community as a
whole have the capacity, oia the Community budget,
to share in the funding of major infrastructure projecrs
in the Community which serve the Community's
interest. For 1982 and 1983 these credits were, as you
know, limited. For 1984 we have a sizeable appropriation of 80 millions, and the 1985 appropriation will be
decided this month. In any evenr the Commission has
proposed 111 millions.

President.
Sir Peter, rhe position is rhat a requesr
- from
was received
a member of your group ro pur a
supplementary question before your requesr came in.
Your name was given to me and I said that I would
call you if there were not many other supplementary
questions. Lady Elles has established this procedure
for Question Time. I would have been prepared ro call
you if there had not been a number of other people
who wanted to put supplemenrary questions. You do
not need to make a requesr in writing, but if you do
wish to get a supplementary quesrion in, it is advisable
to speak to one of rhe members of the services before
Question Time stans.
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Sir Peter Vanneck (ED).
sadsfactory.

-

I

do not find this very

President.
Sir Peter, vre cannot go any funher with
- now. If you wish to take it any further,
this question
make a written request for this procedure to be studied
by the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions.

Mr

(GR) Does not the
A-oastassopoulos (PPE).
Commission think it is rather frivolous of us to be discussing medium-term and other infrastructure projects, including the Channel tunnel, when the Council
of Ministers has yet [o approve the regulation on the
infrastructure projects for 1983 and that as a consequence the, in any case, paltry credits for that year are in
danger of going by the board, and when, in the 1985
budget, the Council of Ministers has cut the 111 millions sought by the Commission for infrastructure projects to 31 millions?

each year for disbursement according

n

ad boc criteria

'$7e
have therefore
is not the proper way to do things.
put before the Council a basic regulation, which has
not yet been approved, for determining the procedure
whereby the credir included in the budget will be disbursed. In addition, we have put forward in the past,
and are now finalizing, a medium-term programme of

infrastructure projects in the Community for
mentation within the framework of the credits written
inm the budget.
imple-

Of course, as you have very rightly said, the imponant
thing now is for the Council rc approve the regulation
on the disbursement of the credits for 1983 and 1984.
The Council took a decision on this on l0 May.

Unfonunately, however, this decision was incorporated within a wider package of measures involving
other decisions to do with the ransport sector. I am

hopeful of progress, Mr Anastassopoulos, because
from contact with the presidency I have learned that
there is to be a meeting of the Transport Council at
the beginning of November when, in all likelihood, we
shall be able to free this package of measures.

President.
t5t / 84):

-

Question No 6, by

Mr MacSharry (H-

/37

Dalsager, Member of the Commission.
(DA) Recognizing the difficuldes being experienced

Mr

by Irish agriculture, the Commission has proposed and
the Council adopted a series of measures to help solve
the most serious of these problems. In addition to the
horizontal structural measures which apply to the
whole Community and three drainage programmes, I
might perhaps mention in particular Council Regulation No 1820 of 1980 to promote agricultural development in disadvantaged areas in the \7est of Ireland,
which is to a cenain extent an integrated agricultural
measure. Moreover, Anicle 18 of the Commission's
proposal for a new structural policy clearly stipulates
that measures to deal with problems in disadvantaged
regions should be more regionally oriented to ensure
that the Community's resources are concentrated in
the new regions. It is therefore my understanding that
Ireland's requests are covered by the proposal which
the Commission has presented, and that the Commission has already accepted that Ireland is a special case
where agricultural policy is concerned.

I am afraid I have to disagree with the Commissioner. I think he said at the outset that he realized that there were tremendous diffiMr MacSharry (RDE).

(GR) Replying to Mr Anastassopoulos, I would -like rc say this. The Commission
thinks that the plan for the medium term should have
precedence and that writing credits into the budget

Mr Contogeorgis.

2-317

-

culties. \7ould the Commissioner believe that an integrated programme is the solution? Could he say if any
proposals to this effect have been presented by the
Irish Government? Vould he give positive consideration to such a request and assure us that action would
be taken on such proposals?

Mr Dalsager.

(DA) The answer

is, yes, and

for

the

moment I can- say to Mr MacSharry that one of the
conditions is that the Council should meet to approve
the Commission's new proposal on a structural policy
for agriculture. This, we hope, will take place this
autumn. The proposal has been on the table for a long
time, and we greatly hope that this proposal on agricultural structural poliry will make it possible to comply with Mr MacSharry's request.

(FR) As Mr MacRoelants du Vivier (ARC).
of the environSharry's question raises the problem
mentally sensitive rural areas, I should like to know
whether the Commission is aware, and if so, what it
thinks of, the recent proposals by the British Government for improving the working of agricultural structures, which are aimed, particularly within the framework of the common agricultural policy, at adopting
specific measures in favour of rural zones which are
particularly sensitive environmentally, through special

Mr

aid for these zones.

Subject: Integrated agricultural structures programme

Does the Commission agree that in order to stimulate the much-needed development of agriculture in Ireland a coherent integrated agricultural
structures programme should be introduced?

(DA) The Commission needs first of
Mr Dalsager.
all to see the- plans referred to by the honourable
Member. The structural policy for agriculture may
entail environmental problems and the various policies
'!7hen we, for example,
counterbalance one another.
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Ddsager

submit imponant sructural measures for Vest IreIand, we are criticized by the environmenmlists, who
say that c/e are acting detrimentally to the environment, fauna, wild birds, etc. All these considerarions
must be weighed. The Commission is prepared to do

Bramme, which takes inro accounr precisely rhe problem which the honourable Member raised.

this, but we still have to see rhe narure of the proposals
the honourable Member has in mind before we uke a
decision.

152/84):

President.

-

Quesrion No 7, by

Subject: Continuation

Mr Fitzgerald (H-

of anificial

insemination

and lime subsidies

'!flhen we talk vaguely
about
coherent
agricultural structures, do we
know whar we are really nlking about? Are there any
specific proposals from the Irish Governmenr? How
much are they going to cost? Vho is going to pay for

Mr Taylor (ED).

Is the Commission aware rhat the rermination of
the anificial insemination a4d lime subsidies in

integrated

Ireland has caused the loss of a considerable number of jobs, and funhermore does the Commission
atree that these two schemes were only beginning

to show positive results when they were termi-

them?

nated, thereby justifying their continuation?

Mr Dalsager.
(DA) \7here the integrated programme is concerned,
we are talking not only about
agriculture but also about a series of different proposals which form pan of this integrated programme ind
which can affect agriculrure, rourism, fisheries, infrastructures, etc. Therefore it is impossible to state during
Question Time which programmes we should go
ahead wirh and which need to be studied more closeiy.
Any programme pur forward by the Irish Governmenr
will be srudied very carefully by the Commission and,
depending on the budgetary resources available, the
Commission will, as I said, be prepared to consider
what can be done with a view to an integrated programme for the Republic of Ireland or for the island
of Ireland as a whole. Ve have not finalized our position on that, but many of the programmes which have
akeady been approved have been applicable to rhe
Republic of Ireland and to that pan of Ireland which
belongs rc the Unircd Kingdom.
Mrs Piermont (ARC).

(DE) The question under

discussion speaks of improving
agricultural srrucrures,
and you have just enumerated measures that you want
to take to achieve rhis aim. Is it your intention rhat in

Ireland, as here, farms are to be driven deliberately
into funher growth by means of subsidies with thl
result that small and medium-sized farms have to give
up, as 250 000 farmers in rhese categories are already
having to do every year in the Communiry?

Mr

Dalsager.
(DA) I would ask the honourable
- the Commission's
Member to read
new proposal for
an agricultural sructure programme. The honourable
Member will see rhar the Commission has in fact proposed providing a much higher level of aid to small
farms in the future sructural programme without contributing to increased production in the case of producm of which we already have an abundant supply in
the Community. I believe that the honourable Member
and, indeed the orher Members of Parliament, will
find it very useful to study the Commission's new pro-

posals concerning

the agricultural sructure

pro-

Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission.- (DA) The
Commission is aware that the abolition of the insemination and lime subsidies in Ireland has led to rhe loss

of a considerable number of jobs, and its services are
currenrly looking into the possibiliry of reinroducing
the programmes referred to by the honourable Member. I cannot, therefore, for the momenr give a definitive answer, but I can say that the Commission is currently giving sympathetic considerarion to reintroducing the programmes fully or in part.

Mr Fitzgerald (RDE).

In view of the possibiliry of
- rhe coming
further job-losses during
winter monrhs,
can ve expect the reintroduction or the continuation
of these measures from an early date, has application
been made for rheir conrinuarion, and, if so, when was
that application made?

Mr

Ddsager.
(DA) The programme which we
introduced and- terminated was, in fact, intended to
help offset the drop in income of Irish farmers in chis
field and so enable them ro improve rheir economic
situation. Although the programme has now expired,
we ere considering renewing it for a funher period. I
have no date to give the honourable Member, bur I
can say that the Commission's services are looking
into the problem and we shall shonly presenr our
views and our ideas on the possible continuation of the
Programme.

Mr Clinton (PPE). Just to help the Commissioner
in his considerarion-of rhis problem, I would like m
ask him if he is aware that in certain pans of Ireland
the lime requiremenr ro ge[ a reasonable balance in the
soil can be anything from about eight tonnes to fifteen
tonnes per hectare and that the expense is very substantial. In the event of rhis subsidy being removed for
all time, the prospects of getting the soil limed is very
remote indeed. I am alking now about areas in Ireland where soil condirions are very poor.
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(DA)
Dalsager.
I realize that. If the Irish
- for theYes,
Government asks
introduction of such a proBramme we will consider the request sympathetically.
Perhaps Mr Clinton could introduce the Irish Government's request for the continuation of the programme,
but the Commission's action is contingent on receiving
the necessary information on this problem from the
Irish Government.

Mr

Mr Taylor (ED).

I would like the Commissioner to
define more clearly- what is the purpose of these subsidies. Is it to improve farmers' income, which we would
welcome, or is it indeed to increase productivity where
cenain agricultural commodities are concerned? If it is
rhe larter, could he tell us in the case of what commodities it is in the interests of the Community to
increase agricultural productivity in the Republic of
Ireland?

Mr

(DA) The more trass u/e grow, the
Dalsager.
we need to buy. That is a suffiimponed foodstuff
cient answer to the question that has been raised here.
less

President.
84):

-

Question No 8, by Miss Quin (H-95/

has been reported that
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in any distribution of the market
rhat is nothint more than an attempt to combat the
but rather in a structural approach to the
symptoms
declining powers of competition of the Community's

be sought, not

shipbuilding industry.

At the moment, Korea's share of the market is about
10%. In itself, that is considerable for a counry like
Korea, but it cannot be regarded as constituting a
dominant position on the world market: compare, for
example, rhe share of Japan, which, with 550/0, is an
entirely different matter.

In its communication to the Council, the Commission
has given a target figure for the Community's share of
the world market, but this pan of the Commission's
ideas has not been taken over by the Council.
Although it is naturally very difficult to give definite
figures for the share one aims at in a panicular sector
of the world market, I would say, in order to bear out
this part of my answer, that if the Community wishes
to retain the share of the market that it had between
is, roughly 170/o to 180/o
1976 and 1982
- that
a total compensated gross registhen it must produce
tered tonnage of about 2.4 million, on the basis of the
highest figures for orders placed during the period
1976-1982.

Subject: EEC share of the future world shipbuilding market

It

No

in

negotiations with

South Korea, the European Commission

has

requested South Korea m follow a 'reasonable'
poiiry in shipbuilding and has expressed concern
about Korean shipbuilding expansion.

Vhat does the Commission consider would be

Finally, rhe Commission has attempted to extend to
countries like Korea the agreement concluded within
the OECD aimed at a fair distribution of the effects of
the present world crisis in shipbuilding and has urged
that these countries, too, should sign a convendon of
this kind. l7hether this has any chance of succeeding
cannot at the moment be predicted.

a

'reasonable' share for the Community in the world
shipbuilding market?

Mr

An&iessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) On a number of occasions in the past, the Com-

mission has been in touch with representatives of both
political and business life in Korea, and on these occasions the problems of shipbuilding, among other
rhings, have been discussed. Speaking in general terms,
the Commission has urged upon the Korean authorities and upon the Korean business world the need,
for them too, to be aware of one's international responsibilities in this sector, given the fact that Korea
has shown itself capable of gradually acquiring a substantial share of the market in this sector.

The Commission has therefore attempted to persuade
that is, to raise
the Koreans to adjust their prices
stop on the
or even to impose a temporary
them
- of their shipbuilding caprcity. As regards this
growth
latter point, I can say that they have recently shown
signs of a cenain willingness to cooperate.

Naturally, this can only be a temporary phenomenon,
because, in the Commission's view, the solution has to

Miss Quin (S).
carefully to the figures
- I listened
has just given us, but can the
that the Commission
Commission confirm that the combined share of all
the EEC countries is still considerably less than that of
South Korea at the present time? Does the Commission feel that it is satisfactory for the Community share
to be so low when Japan, as has been pointed out,
dominates 550/o of the market? Finally, in its own
document, the Commission said thac it was imponant,
for the seaborne trade of the EEC, to maintain a viable
and adequate shipbuilding indusry. !flhat is the definition of'adequate' and 'viable' in that case?

(NL) The figures to hand indicate
Mr Andriesse*
share of new orders in 1983 was
that the Communiry's
10.30/0. This is roughly the same figure as I have just
quoted for Korea's share, although the latter is definitely on an upward course. I freely admit that such a
low percentage figure, compared, for example, with
Japan's share, which is about 450/o,is far from satisfactory. In the light of the intense international competition therefore, there is every reason to examine the
question of how Community shipbuilding can be made
more competitive. I should like rc point out that the
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Commission's opponunities to bring this about are
obviously limited, since concrere industrial policy measures are as of now by and large the subjecr of independent decisions by the Member Stares.

it is not possible ro set down in plain

mission can, of course, do and is in fact doing is to try
to awaken international understanding of rhe fact that
certain circumstances do have a distoning effect on
competition and to arrempr ro do something about
this. As I already mentioned, the Commission has
asked Korea to raise its price levels by comparison

figures what a reasonable and profitable share in world
shipbuilding might be for the Community's shipbuild-

with previous years, but the Commission obviously
cannot force third countries to do anything. I should

Moreover,

ing industry. There are profitable and unprofitable
shipyards in the Community. Much depends on the
organization of these shipyards, rhe manner in which
they diversify their production, how much rhey specialize in cenain rypes of ship and so on. I do nor
think that one can say rhar a share of tS% or 200/o or
something like that would ensure the profitability of
the Community's shipbuilding industry. Obviously a
cenain minimum rurnover is essential. As I already

I

also like to point out that shipbuilding is a very mobile
sector. One cannot oblige a shipowner to have his ship

built in any panicular yard or in any particular country. The owner has freedom of choice, and if he feels
that he must give his order ro Korea or to Japan or to
any other country in the world, rhen that is a matter
for himself. The Commission can do lirtle or nothing
about it. That means that our opponunities of exerring

influence

on third countries in this

sector

are

feel that it would be sensible and reasonable to
aim at the average percenrage figure achieved in rhe

extremely limited.

period 1976 to 1982, that is ro say, a share of approximately 17 to 180/0. That is considerably less than was
achieved in the past. Ve must be under no illusions

Vhat can the Commission do within the Community?
That was your last quesrion. Vhat ir has always tried
to do up to now was ro ser our clearly the conditions
that must be complied with if the Community's shipbuilding industry is to become a more comperirive

said,

about the fact that as a Community we have presen[ly
let pan of the world's shipbuilding slip away from us,
namely, the building of large ships.

Mr Ulburghs (NI).

(NL) On the question of rhis
- policy,
reasonable shipbuilding
has the Commission
considered that lower wages, poorer working condi-

tions, meagre social welfare provisions and the
absence of democratic insritutions may make for
unfair competition? That is rrue not only of South
Korea but also of many other countries. It is true not
only of the imponant shipbuilding sector bur also of

a

number of orher sectors.

In this connection I should like m put a few further
questions: How is the unfair competition between the
Community and South Korea ro be done away with?
Vhat structural measures are planned to ensure the
Community's comperitiveness in rhis secror and what
possibilities does rhe Commission envisage for sounding out the question of how far South Korea might be
prepared to make compromises?

Mr

Andriessen.
(NL) would not necessarily
- different| manufacturing
regard the fact that
countries
operate with different production cosrs as a proof of
unfair competition. There are significant differences
beween manufacturing countries in the matrer of cost
structures in many sectors, and I feel that countries
that believe that they can afford rc pay very high or
relatively high wages must naturally try in some other
way to remain compedtive on the world market in
spirc of this fact.

economic sector. This question was discussed over and

over again in this Parliament during its last term of
office, and not only in Parliament but also in the committee responsible. \fle pointed to the advantages of
stepping up productivity and of specializing in certain
sectors. Ve have some reservations with regard ro the
demands for State supporr of the shipbuilding industry, because we believe that while such suppon may be
necessary and indeed has been in existence for quite
some time, in the lasr analysis it is rhe restructuring of
the sector itself rhat must make the major contribution
to solving the problems. The Commission has se[ our
the lines of action to be followed, but it cannot adopt
any provisions in this marrcr
indeed it does not even
want to, as far as I can $ee. Instead
it must endeavour,
working hand in hand with the Member Srates and the
undenakings concerned, to make that pan of the shipbuilding industry that can remain comperitive in
Europe competitive also in rhe future or, should it be
already competidve, to maintain its competitiveness.

I have listened with inrcrest ro
the Commissioner's -description of problems in Korea
and to his explanation that the Commission cannor do
very much to influence the social conditions in another
counry. But my problem, or the problem of my constituents on the Clyde, concerns a marter where the
Commission can act
the fact that there are
- namely,who
shipowners in the Community
are using the intervention fund, assembling ships and installing engines
which have been purchased in the Far Easr and palming,off the ships and rhe engines as Communitlships
and Communiry engines.
Mr McMahon (S).

Secondly, the Commission is obviously not entitled to

interfere

in the matter of producrion and working

conditions in third countries. Even in the Community'i
Member States this is not always easy. \7hat the Com-

I

have had a grear deal of represenrarion on this from
the shop stewards of John G. Kincaids and a few of

the other firms on the Clyde. Vhat steps will the
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McMahon
Commission take to make sure that British and other
Community yards obey Community rules in relation

to marine engines?

Mr Andriessen.

(NL)

Since you have asked me

for

short answers, I -will simply say that the Commission is
not intent on promoting protectionism of whatever
sort in the Community, but that where indusries in
the Community do not observe the Community's
rules, the Commission will act in the same way that it
has always acted in the past.

Mr Fitzgerald (RDE).

I will

be brief, but I want to

-to my question as somebody

give the.background

representing a constituenry that this month loses a
very big shipyard by -y constituency's standards,
though perhaps small by European standards.

I

ask the Commissioner, in this rcrrible batde
that has been taking place for so long between shipbuilding in the Community and shipbuilding outside
an industry of great strategic imponance to the
-Community what consideration has been given to
- terribly important skills that we are losprotecting the
ing and have been losing so regularly and for so long?
\7hile he talks about not inroducing protecdonism, I
see a dire and urgent need for protecting and preserv-

Might

ingthe...
President.

Mr

of market forces and competitiveness in
shipbuilding. However, I doubt whether there still are
in this area such things as market forces and genuine
competition. Hence my question: do you share my
view that in the European Community a minimum
if I may so term it
capacity in shipbuildinC
- reference to the market
should be maintained without
and competition so as to guaranrce the European
Community a cenain independence in this sector?
maintenance

(NL) I think it is extremely imporMr Andriessen.
succeed in maintaining what I
tan[ that we should
might call a minimum strategic capacity in the Community. I am in favour of this. The question is in what
way it should be achieved. On this, views differ Breatly
in the Community. The various Member States differ
somewhat in their positions.

I do not think that in the longer term such a
minimum capacity can be sustained in a purely anificial way. That is why I said we must work for the kind
of structural framework in shipbuilding that will make
this sector competitive in the world market. There are
shipyards that are competitive. It is therefore not
impossible for us to achieve competitiveness without
full protection, without an anificial set-up.
Second,

in concrete terms cannot, of course,
in the framework of this debate, but that
is the gist of what I wanted to say in answer to Mr

Vhat this

means

be established

-

Your question, Mr Fitzgerald.

Fitzgerald (RDE).

Mr President.

Seeler's question.

question,
- I have asked the

(NL) The answer cannot. be other
Mr Andriessen.
than the answer I have already given. The Commission
I say this quite unequivocally
does not beli'eve
that protectionism- in the long term can save indusries
which without protectionism'cannot survive. That

is

Mr Taylor

(ED).-

In BelfasL we have always appre-

ciated the Commissioner's concern for the future of

the European shipbuilding industry, but since the
undertone of questions this afternoon seems to have
been somewhat negative, could he summarize what is

the positive assistance being given by the Community
to European shipowners to have their ships built in
European shipyards?

the view of the Commission.

My second point is that the Commission has quite
recently attempted, at least within the Community,
where it has direct powers and responsibilities, rc keep
competition between the shipyards fair and honest.
This may not have been entirely successful, but at any
rate this is what we have attempted with our various
directives in the field of subsidies.

Third, the Commission has made recommendations
for specialization, modernization, diversification and
reduction of surplus capacity.If this does not result in
our maintaining our particular capabilities in the Communiry, this is a pity, but it is not something that the

Community

or [he

Commission can

do

anphing

about.

(DE) Mr Commissioner, in your
Mr Seeler (S).
- declared yourself
in favour of the
replies you have

(NL) I am, of course, grateful to
the honourable -Member for his appreciation of our
effons in the past to help shipbuilding in his constiMr Andriesse*
tuency.

Setting aside the policy recommendadons

I

have

already discussed in deail, the Commission has always
sought wherever it has seemed appropriate to lend

positive cooperation in hoped-for projects, whilst
maintaining a cenain minimum capacity, without

-

and this I must stress
influencing in an unaccepable
manner the terms of -competition between the various
Member Sarcs. This must be continued in the future.

There is at present before the Council of Ministers a
Commission proposal to continue aid to shipbuilding
in the years ahead. This will be discussed very shonly
in the Council. I can only hope that in spite of differences of opinion which still exist within the Council, it
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will be possible for us to continue aid for shipbuilding
in the Communiry for a few more years, and more
effectively than in the past.

Mrs Banotti (PPE).
I would also
- Mr Presidenr,
like to offer my congratulations
ro you. It is indeed a
pleasure to hear the musical cadences of !7ales ringing
across the Chamber.

Vhilst I accept that we canno[, in fact, prevent shipowners from placing orders for ships in countries such
as Korea, but at the same time have cenain reserva-

Mr Morris (S). I was in the House and rying to
make a point in- a debate. I think that this perhaps
illustrarcs the degree to which this House denies
democracy to some people. May I say to you in
\7elsh: Llawgyfaichiadia ych cbwe!For the benefit of
the interpreters that means: Congratulations on nking
the Chair of this House.

President.

l20/8\: -

Question No

ll,

by Mr Rogalla (H-

Subject: Illegal cusrcms border areas

tions about the labour policies in these counries,
which do give them an unfair advantage, would the
Commissioner atree thar ir is essenrial that the Commission, in cooperation with narional tovernmenrc,
make provision for the urgent retraining of rhese

Vhen is the Commission going to initiarc legal
proceedings under Anicle 159 of the EEC Treaty
against those Member States whose national laws
have established customs border areas along

national frontiers between Member States, for

workers made redundant in the shipbuilding industry?

contravention of the rules governing the customs
union under Article 9 et seq. of the EEC Treaty?

I would, a[ this stage, make particular reference to the
workers in the Verolne shipyards in Cork.

Mr
Mr

(NL) You will appreciate rhat in
- Commission
the presence of my
colleague in charge of
training in the Community for those'who unfonunAndriessen.

ately have become unemployed as a result of economic
developments and recession, I must be extremely careful how I answer this quesrion, but it was precisely this
Commission which tried so hard to direct the allocations earmarked in the budget for training and retraining employees to those who have become unemployed
in panicular sectors as a resulr of structural developments and who to retrain for new jobS. I can rherefore
answer the question as a whole in the affirmative; I
can only'hope that in the years ahead sufficient funds
in the Communiry budget will be allocated for this
PurPose.

Andriessen, Member of tbe Commission.
(NL) As the Commission has previously stared -in

answer to a written question by the honourable Member, Mr Rogalla, namely Question No 212184, the
customs border and customs zone in question still have

a role, albeit a limited one. Consequently, the introduction of a procedure on rhe basis of Anicle 169 of
the EEC ffeaty is nor possible.

A funher quesdon is whether rhe objective formulated
at the European Council in Fontainebleau, gradually
to do away with the trade-restricting character of customs posts at the Community's internal frontiers, does
not make it desirable to review the situation.

The Commission agrees that such norions speak of
formalities which over time have lost much of their
significance and that the European citizen correcdy

President.
As the authors are nor present, Questions Nos 9- and 10 will be answered in writing.r

notes a discrepancy between the actual nature of these
customs functions and tl,re importance that such desig-

nations still seem rc haie

(DA) On a point of order, Mr
Mrs Nielsen (L).
- not ensure
President. Can you
rhat Members who
wish to misuse the Parliament and ask questions to
bring the Parliament into disrepute, thus undermining
the serious work done here, should be prevented from
putting that sort of question? I know full well rhat Mr
Bogh is in the building, and if he was really interested
in hearing the Commission's answer, he could now be
here. I think it is a great shame for a hard-working
Parliament that it should be possible to use Question
Time to promote one's own anti-democratic interesm
without so much as serring foot in the Chamber.
President.

Mrs Nielsen, I am sure that the other
- read your
will
remarls in rhe official record.

Memberi
They may want ro commenr upon them later.

I

See

Annex of 10 Ocrcber 1984.

foi the general public.

For

this reason the Commission plans to remove the raison
d'dtre, as ir were, of such anti-symbols of the Community in the framework of rhe ad hoc group set up by
che Er,.rropean Council at Fontainebleau to prepare
measures rc project the idendty and image of the
Communiry among its citizens and indeed throughout
the world. The Commission hopes and trusm that the
working-pany will commence irs work at an early
date. I can assure rhe honourable Member that the
Commission has already urged the official concerned

in writing to include this marter specifically
work of the commirree.
Mr Rogalla

(S).

(DE) I naturally do not

in

rhe

accept the

- forward here by rhe Commission
legal position pur
and would ask you to apply Anicle 169 in all cases so
that the European Coun of Justice as comperenr
authoriry may rule on rhis discrepancy and difference
of opinion.
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My question is this: does the Commission agree with
me that all these effons come 25 years late, since the
legal bases have been in existance since 1 January
1958? Second, does it share my view or appreciate,
with all the implications this has right down to the
lowest level, that this Parliament has declared the
creation of the internal market one of its most important concerns, and is it prepared to collaborate therein? Does the Commission deplore, as I do, that the
use of firearms should still be possible today at the
internal frontiers, and what does it intend to do about
it after all this time?

Mr

Andricssen.

-

(NZ) \7ere the Commission to

share the honourable Member's doubts about the legal
situation, it would undoubtedly be prepared to ask for

a ruling from the Coun of Justice of the European
Communities. But I must say that the Commission
does not share those doubts and therefore sees no
reason to pursue that course. I do share the honourable Member's opinion that with regard to the attainment of the internal market we are in many respecm
still a long way from where we ought to be, given not
only the aims of the Treaty but also the economic
necessity of achieving the internal market. Of that
there is no doubt. It is for this reason that this Commission, and in panicular my colleague Mr Narjes,
have made every effon in past years to achieve progress in this area and it can be said that results have
indeed been obtained, albeit not yet sufficient, I grant

you.

As regards the last question, the Commission shares
the concern expressed therein. I can well imagine that
in the committee that is to make the Community a
realiry for the European citizen, so imponant a subject

will be discussed. I shall be only too pleased to convey
the honourable Member's wishes to my future col-

Andriessen, Member of tbe Commission.
(NL) The question posed by the honourable Member
question
The
in
abstract.
the
is not, so easy to answer

Mr

whether Articles 85 to 90 of the EEC Treary are applicable in a given situation, in this case in connection
with riding-horses, depends on who is responsible for
exclusion from panicipation in competitions. If exclusion is the result of agreements or mutually agreed action between undenakings or entrepreneurs, then
Article 85 would indeed apply. If exclusion is the consequence of a dominant position on the market, then

Anicle 86 may apply. If, however, exclusion arises
from a national measure taken by the authorities, then
those anicles of the Treaty relating to the free move-

ment of goods will be applicable: Anicles 30 and 35,
and not any longer the anicles relating to competition.
'S7e therefore need more information if we are to
answer the honourable Member's question in concrete
terms. I do, however, promise that we shall do all we
can to ensure that as much information as possible is
obtained from the Member States concerned, particularly over the question whether in the event of exclu-

sion national government measures are infringed.
Should the honourable Member for his pan be in possession of information of whatever sofl, the Commission would of course be pleased to receive that information so as to consider what action may or must be
taken, and what means are to be used.

I thank the Commissioner for
Mr Clinton (PPE).
- unfortunately, helpful. Vhat is
his reply, but it is not,
happening is that first of all it takes about six
years to produce a novice horse. . .

President.

-

Mr Clinton,

Mr Clinton (PPE).

league in that committee.

President.

President.
139/84):

-

Question No 12, by

Subject: Distonions

Mr Clinton (H-

to trade in riding-horses

in

Europe

Can the Commission please say whether the
exclusion of horses from aking pan in novice
competitions in France, Germany and Italy on the
grounds that the horses have not been bred in the
aforementioned counries constitutes discrimination according to the provisions of Articles 85 to
90 on Competition in the Treaties establishing the
European Economic Community; if the Commission considers this action to be discriminatory, can

the

Commission recommend

the

appropriate
order to remove

of action to be aken in
discrimination on the grounds of national origin
and the resuldng distonion of trade in ridinghorses in Europe ?
course

-

seven

please be brief.

I must explain . . .

Mr Clinton, look at the dmel

brief or you- won't Bet an answer.

Mr Clinton (PPE).

or

Please be

These horses are excluded from

- in the three countries that I
all novice competidons
mentioned. Are the countries in question responsible
or are the organizations that run these competitions
responsible? That is the question I want to ask,
because if enough organizations, societies or groups
can get together and sidestep the competition rules in
the Community, then there will be no such thing as
fair competition in the Communiry.

(NL) It is perfectly clear
I have
- if such
that
already said so,- but I shall repeat it
exclusions are the result of action by organizations or
undertakings or entrepreneurs and if sufficient evidence is available, the Commission can act and will
also act in similar situations! Insofar as any national
Mr Andriesse*
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measures are concerned, I have assured the honourable Member that we are prepared to take up with the
Member States concerned the quesrion whether and to
what extent national measures are implicated. Vell
now, this information I hope to get, orher informarion
that b.ecomes available we shall evaluate and we shall
mke action if we have sufficient evidence. Thar is the
usual procedure, that is how it is with each industry
though no[ yet, alas, with aviation and shipping though this is the procedure for horses if the proper

evidence can be produced.

President.

170/84):

-

Question

No 13, by Mr Ducarme (H-

Subject: Acceptance of responsibility by the Imlian
Governmen[ for possible cost of milk production

The Italian Governmenr apparenrly intends

ro
finance the possible cost of the surcharge on milk
produced in excess of quotas. Does the Commis-

sion approve

of the

Governments

of

Member

States accepting such financial responsibiliry?

Mr Dalsager, Member of tbe Commission.- (DA) The
Italian authorities have not expressed ro the Commisto provide aid in compensarion for
the super-levy to be paid where milk quoras are
exceeded. Vere the Italian Governmenr ro inrroduce
such an arrangement, this would be seen as an infringement of the provisions governing the organization
of the market in milk and milk products are rherefore
incompatible with the rules of the Common Market.
sion .an intention

(FR) Thank you for your
Mr Ducarme (L).
- Question No 13. I think the
indulgence concerning
number thineen will be a lucky number for the vicepresident now in the Chair, who has so brilliantly
exercised his duties during this Question Time.

I

would say to the Commissioner that

I fully appre-

ciate the fact that the situation is ar present very diffi-

cult for him and that the arrirude adopted by the governmenm has not always been very positive. However,
I would say to him very clearly that, nonetheless, I am
surprised and astonished at the Commission's answer.

The regulation is clear, and any provision which conflicts with it contravenes Community law. This applies
rc all the Member States without exceprion.

I

hope you will allow me to ask three additional question so First, does the Commission nor have the duty
of checking and verifying the persistent rumours and
questions in view of the fact that if they are confirmed,
the situation would conflict with the spirit and rhe lerter of the Treaties? It seems to me thar rhis goes without saying, in view of rhe Commission's role as rhe
guardian of the Treaties and European legislation.

Secondly, would it not be prudent for the Commission
to point out to the Italian Government that, if granted,
this aid would be a breach of Community provisions?

Thirdly,

is the Commission prepared to initiate ar once
the procedure set out in Anicle 159 of the Treaty if it
does not rapidly receive a satisfactory statement?

Mr Dalsager (DA).

I do not think that the Com-

mission is obliged to-check all rumours circulating in
Europe. If that were the case, it would be a difficult
duty to perform. But it does have the duty of insisting
that Member States inform the Commission if rhey
intend to introduce rules which might be conrrary ro
Community regulations. If the Italian Governmenr insists ois-i-ztis the Commission on introducing an illegal
subsidy, we shall of course point out rhat we shall use
the powers given to the Commission under the Treaty
ois-ti-ois the Italian Governmenr if rhis situation arises.
not before we are cenain rhat such a siruation
-hasBut,
actually arisen. The honourable Member can ser
his mind at rest. The Commission will not hesitate ro
act as the guardian of the Treaties in the event of the
introduction of milk quoras in Italy.

(L).- (DA) How can rhe Commission in
general supervise how the milk quotas are administered and applied in the various Member States? Ve
have witnessed developments in the production staristics, and that is one of the areas where there has been
a clear overrun in relation to the amounts produced
Mr Nielsen

earlier.

If it

is only looked into post factum

it will

already be too late; it is possible right now ro ensure
that the arrangemenff are operating and that the monitoring and reponing arrangemenff are introduced in
the individual countries. Has the Commission a full
over-all view of what is happening in the individual
countries with regard to the rules for and the monitoring of the milk quota?

Mr

Ddsager (DA).
we have introduced a
- Since
new and very restrictive
sysrem for Community milk
production, the Commission has a very good overall
view of what is taking place in the various Member
States. Ve have received full repons from almost all
the Member States concerning the implementation of
the new milk system, although there are still some gaps
in the irtformation we have received from other Member States. But as far as we can see the sysrem is now
in operation.

Ve

have noted that, as a resuh of the new sysrcm,
Community milk producion has fallen for rhe first
time in many years. !7e lack cenain information, and
in the case of a panicular counrry we have no information whatsoever on which sysrem it wishes to use.
However, for the moment I can state that I am very
optimistic and very satisfied with the introduction of
the milk sysrem, which by the end of the production

year will reduce the Community's milk production.

I
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Ddsager
am very confident that we shall reach the target we
have set ourselves for milk producrion in 1984-85. Of
course we are only half-way through the production
year, so it would be difficult for it to be fully effective
yet. I believe that when we come to the end of this
production year, the outcome will be what the Council
adopted on [he basis of the Commission's proposal.
That is in itself a greater achievement than we might
have expected, since the procedure we have to complerc is long and difficult. I believe we shall succeed.

President.
closed.l

-

The first pan of Question Time

7. International
President.

joint

-

A soaring dollar and high US interest rates dramatically worsen the position of Third \(orld debtor co.untries, who are indeed pracdcally bankrupt. Because of
rhe, increased value of the dollar and higher interest
rates, the Third Vorld are required to make interest
payments and loan repayments for which in pan there
is no real counter-value. The already poor nations are
thereby drained even more to the benefit of the rich
US and to help finance its arms spending. Vere these
debtor countries jointly to declare themselves insolvent, it would be the end of the international banking
system.

is

monetary situation (contd)

The next item is the continuation of the

debate on the monetary situption.

(DE) Mr President, ladies
-' midday break the question
and gentlemen, before the
was raised as to what emergency measures the ComMrs Heinrich (ARC).

mission and Council should take to combat the
unchecked rise of the dollar and its overvalued parity,
with all the implications that has for the international
monetary situation in Europe and the Third Vorld.
The first question to be asked is, what are the causes
of the present. monetary crisis? I am not rclling anyone
anything they did not already know when I point to
the USA's balance-of-payments deficits and its heary
national debt. But how is this possible in a country

which after all is indusrially highly developed and
economically strong, and has no shortage of raw
materials? The US balance-of-paymenrs deficits first

of the Vietnam war, when
the costs of intervention in the affairs of foreign countries and regions rose more steeply year by year than
the balances from imports and exports of goods and
services. A decade ago it was the Vietnam warl now it
is the costs of intervention in Central America, the

Of most concern to us, however, is the fact that America's swelling defence budgets, with all the consequences I have already mentioned, expose Europe to the
risk of becoming an atomic battlefield. And therefore
we seek from the Commission and Council emergency
.!7e
know
measures to tackle the roots of the problem.
that European institutions can surely prevail upon the
US to restrict its arms programmes. But Europe can

begin by disengaging from the arms-race. '!7e also
know that Europe cannot induce the US in the long
term to stay out of Central America, and that Europe
cannot. get the US to act against its polidcal inrcrests
and for the needs of the Third Vorld. But Europe can
steer in the opposite direction, and it can oppose this
policy.

Finaly, we doubt that the ECU can be used to heal the

international monetary crisis, with all irc political
implications. At any rate, the ECU should not be seeh
from a purely monetary and financial point of view.

IN THE CHAIR: MR FANTI

appeared during the time

Middle East and elsewhere.

Nor am I saying anything new when I point rc the link
between the USA's national debt and the American
Government's swelling defence budgets, which do not
make the world any more peaceful. Rising arms
expenditure creates an enormous demand for credit
and thus increased interest rates, with all the devastating consequences that has for the economies of the
rest of the world. European investment capital flows to
the US to take advantage of the high interest rates
rhere, but also of the reduced taxes and the policy of

of being invesrcd here in
Europe, creating jobs and being spent on environmen-

wage restraint, instead

al

improvement.

1

See

Annex of 10 Ocrcber 1984.

Vice-President

(NL) Mr President, the value of the
Mr Visser (S).
dollar has risen- almost constantly since 1978, when a
low point was reached in the currency markets.
Increases that were once regarded as exceptional are
now considered more or less normal. The high value
of the dollar also has its economic advantages for us,

since 'S7'estern Europe's extensive exports mean [hat
we, too, profit from economic recovery in the United
States. But this trend is also causing us serious concern, because international economic and monetary
relations have undoubtedly come under pressure and
an unstable dollar does considerable damage to the
world economy. Everyone will hold his breath if the
now overvalued dollar falls, and this unfonunately
seems likely rc happen in the near future.

\(ihy? The Americans are at present spending more
than they produce, about 20/o of their gross national
product. The demand for capital in industry is rising at
a fasrcr rate than government demand is declining,
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and the predicted growth of savings in the United
States has failed to emerge. The money that is needed
therefore has to come from orher counrries. The
expansive budgeary policy the Unired States has pursued since 1981, combined with a resrictive monerary

only an official means of payment for ransacdons
between the central banks of the EMS countries in settlement of currenry-market dealings. The present limit
in such cases is 509/0, and this should be increased substantially.

poliry designed to reduce inflation, has resulted in
high interest rates in the United Sates, and these have
attracted foreign lenders. The growing deficit in rhe
United Sntes' balance of payments is unacceptable. It

Secondly, the ECU might come a step nearer to
becoming a fully-fledged currency. This would mean
every Member State in the Community accepting the

must be reduced.

ECU as a currency in its own right. This is

In Europe, precisely the opposite policy

extremely important step as regards the ECU's role
outside the Communiry. A number of non-Community

has been pur-

sued, a very restrictive policy designed to reduce
tovernment deficits and consumption. In this respecc,
the conservative governmenr in the European Communiry have also gone much too far. The structural
tovernment deficits in the Federal Republic and Britain have akeady been transformed into surpluses.
These government deficits have been reduced too
quickly, before economic recovery was able ro srimulate investment. If steps are now taken rc reduce the
United States' balance-of-paymens deficit, the situation will be reversed. Spending must then rise ar a
slower rarc than production. The United States will
have to increase its expons, which will cause rhe Communiry and others very serious problems. It has
akeady been predicted that economic growth in the
United States in 1985 will be only 3010, compared to
6.50/o in 1984, and the growth in its impons is also

expected to fall from the present 240/o to 60/0.
'$Thether

Reagan or Mondale wins the fonhcoming
elections, each has said he will reduce the United
States' budget deficit drastically. In itself this is a good
thing, but Europe musr rhen pursue a more expansive
poliry. This is imponant. It is also a quesrion of social
justice for the unemployed in Europe and for the
debtor countries. Otherwise there will again be the
danger of a very serious debt crisis.
Exchange rates might well become more stable if there
were a greater degree of convergence in monetary and
economic policies, and what we should be asking the
United States to do above all else is to consider the
external repercussions of its domestic economic policy.

But is there an acceptable alternative to the US dollar

for international payments? Not really,

because how-

ever highly we may regard rhe German mark, it cannot perform this function. But is there an alternative?
Cenainly. This Parliamenr has regularly recommended
that the ECU be used for rhis purpose, at leasr if it
became an accepted currency in the world's largest
trading-bloc, which is, after all, what the European
Community is. Bur ir seems rhar there must again be a
serious monetary crisis before we in Europe have faith
and confidence in the role the ECU can play. A great

many improvemenr can be made co rhe EMS and

banks have already panicipated

in

an

Euroloans, and

developing countries might also benefit in this way by
having the risks attached to their debt burdens spread
more evenly.

Another imponant point is, of course, Britain's accession to the European Monetary System. Another
aspect is the need to increase the number of exchanges
on which the ECU is officially quoted as a currenry in
its own right. At present, this is only the case in Brussels, Paris, Rome and Milan, and rhey must be joined
by other exchanges. The ECU must also be used more
extensively as a means of payment in private Eansactions. There must also be a change in the situation in,
say, Germany, where the ECU may nor be used for
private transactions.

A very imponant point, however, is the liberalization
of movements of capital as required by the Treary of
Rome. Funher progress must be made here, because
free movements of capital will make it more difficult

pursue a monetary and economic policy rhat
depans from the norm. In short, the ECU must play a
stronger role in official transacdons and as a reserve
currency and in unofficial, private rransactions.

to

Mr President, in view of the instabiliry of the mighty
dollar and the need for a counrerbalance, panicularly
in relations with third counrries, rapid action is
needed. But realism forces us to recognize that this
will be a long-drawn-out affair. In the meantime, there
are a quite a number of other possibilities I should like
to recommend. There should be closer coordination of
the Communiry countries' bank-rate policies to permit
the continued development of the EMS. There should
also be earlier consultations so rhar exchange-rate
fluctuations can be counrered with a milor-made

bank-rate poliry.

Another point is the appeal made at the annual meet-

ing of the Inrcrnadonal Monerary Fund and the
Vorld Bank in Seprember 1984 for closer coordinadon of fiscal and monerary policies to restrict
exchange-rate fluctuarions. One possibility might be a
system like the EMS, but with an international coordinacing body, the IMF, for example.

ECU.
Let me briefly list a number of things thar have already
been accepted in this Parliament. Firsr, the ECU is

Provided that rhe ECU becomes more stable and confidence in it grows, its developmenr mighr be helped if
the prices of raw marerials and energy were quorcd in
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ECU, since the more stable the ECU is, the more stable price movemenm will also be. As the US dollar certainly does not meet this requirement, this might eventually lead to its playing a less dominant role. Oil bills
could also be paid in ECU rather than dollars.

disappointing as some people might make out. At least
it is fair to'say that there have been no further adjustments in the central rarcs since 21 March 1983 and
that the pursuit of monetary stability should no longer
be regarded as being doomed to failure.

To conclude, Mr President, I have a final suggestion,
which is controversial, but which I, like the former
French Finance Minister, Mr Delors, believe should be
studied. It is this: as long as the budget deficit and

Nevenheless, no funher progress has been made
towards the final form of the EMS since l January
1981, when the first stage towards this goal was completed. In other words, the ultimate objectives and the
commitments enrcred into at Bremen have been lost
from sight. It must be remembered in this connection
that, as the saying goes, 'those who are not going forward are going backwards'. If this is not to be true of
the EMS, there needs to be a political act, now, to
demonstrate that Europe is still resolved rc make progress in the monetary sphere. The new initiatives to be
taken should concentrate, to my mind, on five objectives in particular: re-examination and redefinition of
the stages leading to Monetary Union; attribution of
cenain institutional powers to the EMS; affirmation of
the status of the EMS outside the Community; removal of obstacles to the private use of the ECU; promo-

interest rates in the United States remain so inordinately high and the United Sntes itself remains unwilling m take action, the desirability of a cenain degree

of control over flows of European capital to the
United States must be considered. Mr Delors has said
that no less than 150 000 million dollars of European
capital was invested in the United Sutes in 1983, a
considerable proponion of it no doubt at the expense
of investment here, and thrt, if the present trend continues, this sum may rise to 300 000 million dollars by
1988.

Mr President, I believe that there is a sound alternative
to the unstable United States dollar if the Communiry
itself wants it and believes in it. Ve shall undoubtedly
be discussing these matters again in the months to
come. I very much look forward to hearing the views
of both the Council and the Commission on this.

I have received the following six motions
President.
- with reques[ for an early vote pursuant
for resolutions,
to Rule 42(5), to wind up the debate on the oral questions:

-

by Mr Petronio and Mr Le Pen, on behalf of the
Group of the European Right, on international
monetary instability (D oc 2-692 / 8 4)

-

;

by Mr Bonaccini and others, on the international
monetary situation and the role of the ECU (Doc.
2-693/84);

-

-

of the ECU

(Doc.

by Mr Herman and others, on behalf of
Group of the European People's Pany, on

the
the

international monetary situation and the utilization of the ECU (Doc.2-695/84);

-

by Mrs Van Hemeldonck and others, on monetary problems (Doc. 2-696/ 84); and

by the Group of the European Democratic Alliance, on monetary problems (Doc.2-697

/8\.

The vote on the request for an early vote will be taken
at the end of the debate.

Mr Miihlcn
gress made

more particularly, the minting, on a symbolic basis at
first, of a real European currenry.
The time has come, in my opinion, when it is no longer possible to evade the issues where the institutional
aspecr in particular are concerned. Even if a European monetary fund with real powers cannot be set up
in the immediate future, there must be an explicit
undenaking to do so within a reasonable period. Then
and only then will the proposal made by our colleague
Mr Fernand Herman take on true meaning, the proposal made in his excellent report on completion of
the EMS, in which he calls for a strengthening of the
role performed by the European Monetary Cooperation Fund pending attainment of that objecdve.

At the

by Mr Volff and Mr De Vries, on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, on the readjust-

ment and the utilization
2-69a/8\;

tion of the ECU's role as an official currency; and,

(FR) Mr President, the pro(PPE).
- up the EMS is really not as
in setting

same time, progress needs to be made towards
external monetary smbiliry, since in the absence of
intervention organized and conducted jointly with the
non-member countries which have strong currencies,

neither external stabiliry nor even the internal smbiliry
system will be assured in the long

of our monetary
term.

\7ith regard to the private use of the ECU, which
must necessarily precede the strengthening of its role
official monetary unit, it is clearly not enough to
demand that the Bundesbank recognize it as a currenry; those countries which already recognize the
ECU must also be prepared to remove the wide range
of restrictions hampering the use of the ECU and
other currencies. I shall not dwell on the various applications in which the ECU can be used privately, but
as an

simply draw attention to the contribudon that has
been made in this respect by Luxembourg's financial
marketplace by setting up a large number of applications for the private use of the ECU.
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One final point in conclusion. I should like to express
the hope that Parliament will be fully involved in the

Community's mone[ary iniriatives. Mr Herman's
report, presented on behalf of the Commirtee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, has demonstrated
that this Parliament has clear views on this subject and
the determination to see a successful outcome.

I therefore think that the use of the ECU and the joining of the United Kingdom in the exchange-rare
mechanism would be of benefit borh rc the United
Kingdom and to Europe as a whole.

I would however, like to inform Members who sometimes think that Britain remains, as we say in English,
the dog in the manger
I am nor quite sure how this

will be translated in Dutch
and Danish bur it
Lady Elles (ED).
Mr President, I think rhe imponance of this debate- cannor be sressed too much, panicularly in regard to the relaunching of the European
economy and, in particular, in relation [o the creation
of new jobs for rhose who ar rhe moment combine to
make such alarge proporrion of our labour force, the
unemployed.

If we look at the strength of the Unircd Stares and
Japanese economies, we shall have seen over rhe lasr
five years that they have created thousands, if not mil-

lions, of jobs, and undoubrcdly one of rhe factors
which has permitted this creation of jobs has been the
fact that in their inrernal markem they each have only
one common currency: in rhe United States rhe dollar
and in Japan rhe yen. Alrhough one is nor the consequence of the other. I cannor but believe thar this is an

imponant factor in crearing a stable economy and

a

position whereby the creation of wealth is enhanced.

I

think, afrer all, we know that business confidence

does

mean that we are rather backward in coming forward
the use of rhe ECU by British banks is in fact
-verythat
much wider than is generally known and cenainly
wider than in other Member States.'!7e do have private deposit accounts in ECU, which I believe are nor
possible in Germany, we do have loans in ECU, the
stabiliry of the ECU and the interest rates have been
attractive to invesrors both within the Community and

outside the Community indeed. British banks have
requests and have been implemenring rhese requesr
for accounting in ECU across rhe Common Market in
joint ventures and in rading and commercial relations
between companies. And, I would add, nor only from
companies within the Community
also from the
- now receiving
USSR and Japan British banks are
requests to do accounting in ECU. It surely gives
encouratement borh to Britain and the Communiry as
a whole that the ECU is now being regarded as an
imponant internadonal currency.

To come from more imponant marrers to smaller but
equally relevant matters,

I

have never seen any reason

and investment depends on one very imponanr factor,
It also depends on an
exchange-rate stabiliry wirh major trading parrners.
This undoubtedly would be helped if the ECU were
used very much more widely than it has been so far. If
you examine the history of the ECU over the last ten
years, you will see that ir has shown scability borh in
relation to world currencies and within Member
States' currencies, and, of course, there has been on
the whole a compararively low rate of interesr on ECU
loans in relation ro orher currency loans.

we have these the better. If we are to make a people's
Europe, surely we should have travellers' cheques in a
currenry which is known in Europe rather than in a
currency from outside the Community. I hope rhat this
message will go to rhe Commitree on the people's
Europe so rhar it takes inro accounr a funher use of
the ECU by means of travellers' cheques. It would be
of use to tourisrs and businessmen as well as rc MEPs.

'!7ith

I

which is a stable currency.

regard to sterling, I would like co point out rhat
the movement of srcrling in relation to rhe ECU and
the joint European currencies has not varied by very
much more than 40/o within the margins over rhe las[
five years. I, with other members of my group, would
cenainly welcome the United Kingdom's joining the
exchange-rate mechanism of the European monetary
system. The pound would acquire grearcr stabiliry in
the European common currency market, it would
serve to strengthen the ECU as a whole against the
dollar and the yen and would enhance expansion and
use of the ECU throughour rhe European Community.

It would also, of course, lead to great savings across
the exchanges within rhe Community and undoubrcdly
diminish the gambling that goes

on on

understand, of course, that it will be necessary to
create a clearing-house under the Bank of International Settlements in Basle, but I have been given to
understand rhat this is likely to happen within rhe near
future, possibly by the beginning of next year.

There is no doubr at all, we have evidence of the ECU
being used in Lom6 Convention negotiarions and in
international rade negotiations. So the use of the
ECU is nor only for internal purposes but also ro
develop the world trade imponance of the Community, on which, of course, the economy of this pan
of the world so much depends, since we are nor an
inward-looking organization but one which depends
on world rrade for the economic revival and survival
of this pan of rhe world.

forward

exchange-rates which small companies often have to

protect themselves with because of fluctuating currencres.

why, since we have travellers' cheques in dollars, we
do not have travellers' cheques in ECU. The sooner

I therefore, with others, Mr President, join in requesring the Commission and the Council ro look urgendy

into a greater use of rhe ECU, to take

measures
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through the financial institutions which will encourage
the use of this currency and to ensure thereby that the
economy of Europe is suengthened and that once
more we can face the dollar and the yen on an equal
footing by the use of the ECU.

Mr Falconer (S).- Unlike Lady Elles, Mr President,
we will not speak against our party poliry but stick
very clearly to it. I would also like to commenr on
what Mr Velsh said earlier on regarding the securiry
that comes from members of America's armed forces
being stationed in my counry. There are cenain people in my country who reject that philosophy also. Ve
feel that the interests of democrary are probably better
served in Britain by the women of Greenham Common than the woman in 10 Downing Street.

To deal with the matter in hand, various colleagues
have already expressed the views of the Socialisr
Group on the fluctuations in rhe dollar exchange rates
and the high interest rates in the home markets. However, I would stress here and now that we in the British Labour Group will reject any proposals which
could lead to the srrengthening of the ECU. Ve see
this as a means of strengthening the European Monetary System, to which c/e are opposed
not because
- Ve reject
it is European but because ir is monetarist.
that policy, which has led to 15 million unemployed in
Europe and 4 million unemployed in my country. It
also reduces the democratic right of Member States to
plan their own economies.

Ve

see the fluctuation of the dollar as a result of the
freedom of movement of capital, which, coupled with
the control of the workers' bargaining power through
unfair and unjust laws, has led m capital profits moving to exploit working people in the Third \7orld in
addition to creating unemployment amongst those
workers who first created that wealth. At its centre is a
declared intention to reduce the wages of our working
people. It has accelerated the rate of unemployment,
with all the financial and social implications that that
involves. In order to maintain high profits for their
friends, the Tories in my country conrinue to inflicr
cuts upon our people in the health service, the education services and their housing. They are also now
commencing to attack our local democracies. \7here
are the Alben and Ball solutions m this problem of
high unemployment?

'!fle

hear so much about the USA and how they have

and reduced unemployment. I would
remind colleagues that the USA has now increased its
percen[age of employment by only 2.50/o over what it
was when Reagan came to power. However, when we
look very closely at what this employment basis is, we
find it is part-time employment. Pan-time employment
recovered

only keeps working people's purchasing-power

slightly above that of state benefits and funher drags
down their standard of living. To this vle must add the
increase in the number of non-union companies in my

country, such as Texas Instruments, Motorola,
National Semiconductors, General Instruments and
Hughes Microelecuonics. All of these companies are
receiving EEC grants at the present time while operat-

ing non-union practices in my country. These forces
linked together are a direct attack on our democracies
and have resulrcd not only in the dollar fluctuation but
also
continues to move, with no regard
- as capital
in pursuit of profit
for people,
- in an unstable economy throughout Europe and the whole world. It is the
philosophy of a fruit-machines system of economics
which can only stem from poveny of thought such as
we see coming from the troubled septuagenarian mind
of President Reagan and from the Blessed Margaret

Thatcher.

'\7e would control capital, thus ensuring that the
wealth produced by our people could be used to benefit all our people and notjust the few it benefits at the
present. \7e would have selective impon controls and
a dialogue with the Third Vorld to establish how best
we could assist it. Ve would expand our public-sector
spending on housing, transport, health serryices and the
creation of leisure centres for our people. All this
could be achieved and linked up with the extension of

democrary,

so that our workers could

become

involved in the decisions which affect their lives. They
would be able to make use of new technology, so that
after they had built the houses and hospitals that our
people need, they could reduce the working week
without the loss of their purchasing-power and then
take advantage of the leisure centres which they
created in the first insance. Thus a stable economic
society would be created.
Reagan has been quoting Tom Paine recently. It is an
insult to the memory of Tom Paine that this President,
who is constantly attacking the democratic movements
in South America, who shackled trade unionists only

for

assening the right

to strike, should attempt to

associate himself with possibly the greatest democrat

who ever lived. At the previous part-session, Mr
Langes suggested to my good comrade and friend,
Barbara Castle, that new Members of the British
Labour Group should receive some lessons on parliamentary procedures. I can assure Mr Langes that we
require no lessons from his group or any other on the
righm of this fusembly. '!7'e see it as a rabid supporter
of a free market and, like our Danish colleagues and
our Greek Communist colleagues, are very apprehensive about its continuation. The same is true of our
people, who are learning every day and are flocking to
the ranks of the Labour movement once more. This is
exemplified by the tremendous support being giving to
the British mining fraternity, who, despite the attacks

on them by the

Conservative Government, have

remained on strike on benefits as low as f 12 per week

for the past

seven-and-a-half months. These same
miners are engaged in a struggle to protect their jobs
and their communities.

I would finish, Mr President, with a quotation from
Tom Paine:
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Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered, but we
have this consolation: rhe harder the conflict the

more glorious the triumph. For that which we
obtain so cheap we value so lightly.

Mr President, the only way ro stop rhis fluctuadon of

currency is the full democratic involvement of the
working people against the insane policies of Mrs
Thatcher and the Lyranny of Reaganism. That can
only be achieved by the advancemenr of democratic
Socialism.

(NL) There is a slight upward
Mr Beumer (PPE).
economic trend in -Europe, as is clear from world
trade, of which Europe is mking its share, and from
investment, which seems to have become rather more
attracdve recently. But this situation is overshadowed
by an extraneous factor, the position of the American
dollar and all that it entails. For example, the President
of the Bank of the Netherlands has said rhat the dollar
is clearly overvalued. This might mean thar a sudden
drop in its value would have a cumulative, unfavour-

It also underlines
the most serious deficiency of the world monerary system at present
the monopolistic position of
- namely,
one currency, the
fact thar at least750/o of the world's
able effect, €ven on our economy.

reserves are expressed in this one currenry. For
Europe rco, the result is excessive dependence on rhe
United States' economic policy.

As others have already said, it is therefore absolutely
essendal for our economic and monetary system to be
strengthened. This would also help stabilize the world
monetary sysrcm as such, giving it anorher pole, which
is also very imponant, and ir might funher make the
European economy fundamentally stronger and even-

tually have a positive effect on employment. Rather
than beginning by criticizing the Americans

although there is cenainly room for criticism
we
would do better to draw up our own plans and to
translate verbal encouragement into operational
policy.

I recall very clearly whar was constantly said when the
call went out for the funher development of the EMS:
'Yes, but inflation is rco high, inflation rares vary roo
much, there has not been enough convertence, too
many adjustmenrs have been made.' \7ell, Mr President, inflation is now lower than it was when the EMS
was first introduced, the differences in rares of inflation are smaller than they have ever been, there is now
some convergence of policies, panly because of the
EMS, no adjustments have been made in the last 18
months and, what is more, many countries now have
reserves in German marks, which is a favourable sideeffect of recent developmenr. The conclusion to be
drawn is that many of the objecrions that have prevented progress in the pasr no longer apply, they no
longer hold water. Bur rhere is now anorher danger:
the same relatively favourable situation that makes
these steps feasible appears rc be having the insidious

of not forcint us to take these steps. I say
'appears' because it may well be that this relatively
favourable situation will no longer exist in the near
future. For example, the average level of activity in
industry in Europe is again close to the 1979 level, and
continued economic growth may soon result in overheating, which might in turn have a destabilizing effect
on the EMS. There is also the possibiliry of a sudden
fall in the value of the dollar, as I was saying just now.
effect

I

agree with Mr Onoli that timing is particularly
important. The time has come for
as he pur it
decisive acdon rc be taken, and plenty
of practical
suttestions have been made in this respect. I do not
.need to repeat them. I will merely refer you to the
resolution mbled by my group. I should just like to ask

the Council in particular the following question: if
nothing is done now, what does the situation have ro
be like to ensure that action is taken?

Mr Scligman (ED).

Mr President, I wish to use the
- to speak ro my
Parliament as a platform
own government and, unlike Mr Falconer, I am not shackled by
pany poliry in the UK. Ve are Europeans here. \fle
can speak our minds freely.

I

wish to speak about the British docrine of unripe
dme. Britain is in the habit of saying that the time is

not ripe to join the exchange-rare mechanism of the
European Monetary System. !7hen will rhe dme be
ripe? Soon it may be so ripe that it falls off the rees.
So various excuses have been given for not joining the
EMS.

The first excuse is that Britain is a pero-currency
which overvalues the pound Sterling. Since the fall in
oil-prices in rhe last eighteen monrhs, this has settled
down and is no longer an imponant factor in rhe situation. The second excuse is that Sterling is a world
reserve and trading currency. If so, it should nor be so
voladle as it has proved to be lately. These days there
are other currencies which are just as imponant as
Sterling, and soon the ECU may be one of them. The

third excuse is that Britain could not live within the
fluctuation limits of the EMS. It has now been shown
in the last four years that Sterling has not fluctuated
more than 4o/o against the European basket of currencies. Indeed, over rhe last ten years a 40lo limit would
have been no problem ro Britain. These are the three
If there are any other excuses,
let the British Governmenr state them and let them be
discussed openly.
excuses that are given.

In the last few months, rhere has, however, been a
trend towards a change of view in London. The banks
and industry are beginning ro see rhe advantages of a
stable currency for industry and rade in Europe. And
then there has been the Lloyds Bank repon. They have
seen thar the EMS need not be a strait-jacket on the
economy. If for economic reasons a Member State is
forced to ask for a devaluation or a revaluation, this
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can take place provided there is prior consultation
with the other members. Therefore, Sir, I think things
will move fairly quickly now and all that is necessary is
for the British Governmenr to show the political will
and the determination to be flexible and commanautaire in the European Monetary System, as indeed

which people
amounts to
- to develop a currency in
can have confidence and which has the stabiliry which
the word itself implies. Only then will the Commission
be able to do what u/e are all asking it to do, namely,
speak to the Americans as equals.

they have shown themselves to be more commanautaire
recently in the budget negotiations. Europe is waiting
for a symbol of Britain's dedication to the relaunching
of the Community, and the time is rapidly approaching when Britain must provide this rymbol by joining
the EMS. This will also be greatly to the benefit of
British industry and employment. In exchange for this,

If we now wish to give the Commission fresh support

France and

Italy should consider

abandoning

exchange control.

Mr

Cassidy (ED).
Those who heard the speech
from the Bridsh Member,
Mr Falconer, will readily
understand why he represents the Bridsh Labour
Party, which is in the political wilderness and likely to
remain there for several years if the standard of political ranting and raving that we have just heard is typical, as I regret it is likely to continue to be.

Listening rc this debatp, both in the Chamber and
from my room, I have been struck by the ready complaining there has been from all speakers from all sides
about the strength of the US dollar. No one appears to
be prepared ro look ar the positive side of that: the fact
that because the US dollar is strong compared with
European currencies, the Unircd States is increasing its

impons from EEC countries to such an extent that
American Congressmen are now urging impon restrictions on products from the EEC ranging from steel
products to wine. So it is nor entirely the bad thing
that all speakers have so far represented it to be.

(DE) Mr President, ladies and tentlemen, as the- previous speaker said, we
need to do our homework where Europe is concerned.
'Ve owe the Commission a considerable debt of gratitude for all it has done. Perhaps all Members are not

Mr von Bismarck (PPE).

aware of all the effons that have been made
although in the end it all comes to nothint in the
Council
or that the steps decided on in Copen-

-

hagen were in fact taken.

Today we are in the fonunate position that we no longer have to exchange catile or oxen for prides or beautiful women, because the Romans changed pec'us into
peonia and today we have money. However, money
only benefits individuals and peoples when it retains its
value and remains stable. Otherwise we become its
hostages, since infladon
and this is something I
want to say to my British-colleagues on the left
is
the most unsocial thing possible. It disposseses- the
poorest. It deprives workers of a large part of their
salaries and leaves them helpless to do anyrhing about
it. Ve in Europe, together with the Commission, have
a serious responsibility
that in fact is what it

-

in drawing up a graduated plan setting out a timemble

for the various intermediate steps towards achieving
the final goal, we must cooperate with it in defining
the goal we wish to achieve in the end, a currenry in
line with our social responsibilities. Inflation, in fact,
not only disposseses the poor who keep their money in
stockings, savings banks, etc.; it also deprives them of
their .iobs. It is the mother of unemployment. 'S7e
must, therefore, develop a system which ensures
autonomous control without leaving it to politicians
who spend money irresponsibiliry without ever producing the corresponding goods. !7e must persuade all
the governments to accept that this control must be
exercised by an autonomous bank. This is something
the bankers realize, although all our citizens do not
realize it and there are many politicians who do not
even want to know. In this respect, the most important
goal for the next five years is cooperadon with the
Commission. Ve must all of us in each of our own
get them to
you in yours and I in mine
countries
- with the
take their-foot off the brake and cooperate
Commission in getting what we want. I believe that all
Members, irrespective of political group, will agree
with me that we need a currency which does not itself
generate infladon through lack of adequate control. I
support all who are trying to make the ECU better
known, to ensure that everyone is aware of what it is
and to promote its use in the private sector. However,
we also need to stress that we must not end up with an
autonomous ECU currency which breaks free from
conrol by governments and central banks, as this
would be the cause of fresh disappointment for our
citizens.

I

should like again

to ask my British colleague, Mr

Falconer, to reconsider what is good for both sides of
indusry. A worker is only secure to the extent that his
job is profitable. The profitability of his job and of the
undenaking are a matter of primary interest to him.
There is no conflict of interesm between employer and
employee where the esnblishment of profitable conditions is concerned. The difficulry in Europe is that we
are not as profitable as we could be because our currency does not cover and protect all areas of the European market. This is what we need to achieve. I believe
that the most imponant condirion for full or almost
full employment is a unified currency, and I am convinced that if we cooperate with the Commission on
the basis of Mr Herman's repoft we shall be able over
the next five years to force the Council to take the
steps necessary to approve and implement this.

(DE)
Mr Franz (PPE).
President, ladies and
- reportMr
gentlemen, in their
on sustained European
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economic recovery in the 1980s, Michel Alber and
James Ball stated that Europe does nor exist where
monetary policy is concerned. I am sad ro say rhar
today's debate has served to confirm this. It is all the
more regrettable in view of the fact rhar the European

Community holds a third of the world's monerary
reserir'es and half of its gold reserves. If we in the EEC
could reach atreemenr on monerary poliry, we should

reports, in particular the excellent report by Mr Herman, have been produced. Nonetheless, we need ro
redouble and triple our effons ro ensure rhar practical
progress towards a European currency is achieved in
the near future.

become a very porenr force in rhe world.

Of course, there are many good counter-arguments
we shall have to deal with. It is an imponant task for
all of us. But the debate will make it clear that the

However, there is nothing to be gained by throwing
out the baby with the bathwater. As this debate has

must therefore work [o ensure that a European currency is crearcd quickly and does not simply remain a

made clear, a lot has been achieved in recent years.
The European Monerary Sysrem has been more successful than many people expected.

It

I should like to give briefly four reasons why I believe
we must introduce a European currency as rapidly as
possible.
Several speakers, including

Mr

Besse and

vanos, complained abour the success

Mr Ala-

of the 'evil'

Americans in using the high exchange-rate of rhe dol-

lar to draw capital away from Europe. Think for a
moment what would happen ro the American economy if America, with irs 220 million inhabitants, had
ten different currenciesl if we had side by side a Texas
dollar, a Kentucky franc and a Florida krone! Do you
really think it would have been possible ro crearc
20 million jobs over the last ten years? Do you believe
for a moment thar America would have enjoyed the
economic recoveqy which we in Europe envy so much?
This demonstrates how a European market would
benefit from a common currency like thar of the USA
or Japan. A European currency would remove the barriers to realizing this common market.

2.

No one, I believe, contests the fact thar, as Mr
MacSharry pointed out this morning, a common
European currency would stimulate growth without
.which we cannot compere with the Americans and the
Japanese for any length of time.

3. In addition to srabilizing external trade, which is
panicularly imponant for Europe, a European currency would also help increase foreign trade and have
an appreciable beneficial effect on our own economy.

4. A European currency would also lead to considerable savings. Today \re are needlessly wasting money
which we urgently need for research and invesrment to
help us protecr existing jobs and creare new ones.
5. A European currency would undoubtedly be an
imponant conriburion to stabilizing the world monetary system.

Ve

the disadvantages. Ve

dream.

has undoubrcdly

made a significant contribudon to stability in Europe
and has produced imponanr benefits. But the European Monetary System was, of course, only the first
step in the right direction; we musr srep up our effons.

l.

advantages vastly outweigh

have dealt in depth with the European currency
question over the last few years. Many valuable

Mr Brok (PPE).
gentlemen,

it

President, ladies and
- to me Mr
rhar in rhis debate three

(DE)

seems

main ideas have been enunciated that are calculated
funher rc develop the European Monetary Sysrem in
an effective, gradual manner: the removal of currency
controls by Imly and France, UK accession to rhe
European Monetaqy System and the requesr ro rhe

German Federal Bank and the German Federal
Government to arrive at improvements in respecr of
the ECU and to permit private ECU accounts. These
requirements are in my view necessary if the European
internal market is to become a reality and we do not
remain a mere customs union. I feel that with such
advances as, for example, the funher developmenr of
the ECU by the introduction of ECU travellers'
cheques we can make it clear to our people that
Europe really does mean something nngible.

Now we are often rcld thar in these areas no protress
can be made since the other conditions for an economic and monetary union have nor yer been fulfilled,
and just as funher development of the ECU is held
back by this line of reasoning, rhe reverse argumenr is
used to prevenr progress in the area of economic
policy. It is my view, however, rhar we musr be bold in
going for measurable progress in specific secrors ro
produce the pressure needed to actain funher expansion and a genuine economic and monetary union. For
this to be possible it is vital, before the inrroduction of
a fully-fledged European currency, to follow a com-

mon European conjunctural policy and to crearc an
independent central monetary authority, as Mr von
Bismarck has explained.

But what has surprised me in this debate, as in previous debates, is that it is precisely those who always
complain the loudest abour how our dependence on
the dollar is preventing Europe's economic development are rhe most hostile to the notion of inregration.
I think we should make ir clear that criticizing or railing against the Americans will not ger us any funher,
but that we should utilize the potentialities we have as
the world's largest trading-power to improve our position in the monetary domain. \flith a flexible parity
ois-ti-ois the dollar and a fixed-rare sysrem within the
Community provided by rhe ECU, rhe EEC would be
an extremely powerful facror on the world currency
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Brok
scene.

In my view, it is precisely

because

of the situa-

tion in the United States that we have a duty to make

progress. Vhen I see that because of the high US
budgetary deficit the US Treasury really is obliged to

Mr Ortoli, this morning you gave

us what was

in my

opinion an objective and realistic master class. And I
very much appreciated the various information that
you provided.

look for purchasers of some 15 to 17 thousand million

dollars' wonh

of

State bonds and that precisely

because of the faith of many in the economic development of the US there is a flight into dollars; when I see

that the Americans want to liberalize their money markets by abolishing the US withholding-tax for fo.eigners and plan to encourage anonymity for purchasers
of securities and thus the possibiliry of tax fraud; when
I see that the cencre of world finance is moving away
from the traditional markets
whether London, Zurich or Frankfun
towards -New York, which is evident from the fact- that US trade in foreign shares from
1979

to

1984 rose from 10 to 30 thousand million dol-

lars and the share of US banks in international banking business from 1979 to 1983 went from 12.30/o to
22.60/0, while the European share declined from 690/o
to 440/o; when I see that the Euro-Dollar marker has
developed into a billion-dollar business, i.e., in 1983
climbed rc 1.8 billion dollars, I am bound to say that
the European central banks are quite obviously no longer in a position to control these masses of money and
this market, so that the door is wide open to currency
speculators. I think then that the argument advanced,
in my country for instance, that we cannor make any
progress in the monetary sector because in so doing
we would import infladon from a number of com-

munity Member States into the German Federal
Republic does not stand up, because in spite of no
doubt justified misgivings the dollar's influence on our
economic development is much more serious than pos-

sibly negative inflationary trends. !(hat we need to
understand is that in the main we have to pay for our
raw materials in dollars. This is brought home to the
man-in-the-street in these days of high dollar-rates in
the form of increased petrol prices, for instance. This
is a reflection of the fact that we as Europeans have no
role to play on the world currency market. If we want

to

strengthen our economic development, we need

joint action in the monetary field.
(FR)
Mr Volff (L).
and Gentlemen, I feel
- manyLadies
that we have heard
speakers who have expressed
themselves in their usual manner.

I find that many have spoken to us about the United
States.

It

is true that what happens in the United States

always has repercussions in the rest of the world. But
those very same people who are making the most fuss
about the dollar's rise now would undoubrcdly also be
those who would be most vociferous if it were to start
coming down.
As far as we are concerned, I believe that we would be
better employed alking more about Europe instead of
speculating about the hypothetical or expected weakness of others. Let us take those who succeed as exam-

ples, not as enemies. Our enemies are elsewhere.
Nothing is achieved without effon.

I made a comment to you about the Commission's discretion and the need for a rather more positive
approach.

I would now say m you that this morning provided me
with proof of this dicretion; it would be most desirable
if people outside this Parliament were told what has
been done, given details of the operations that you
described to us this morning.

In calling for a more positive approach, I should like
to

see

fuller information about what has been done so

far and also a concern to be more informative about
what remains to be done, to clarify Europe's objectives
and to make Europe the ideal for tomorrow.

I

am convinced that, with goodwill on all sides and the
resulm already achieved and yet to be achieved,
Europe is on the right course. I simply wish that it
would publicize its activities enough to ensure that the
European Parliament is not seen by the public as a

talking-shop where nothing very much gets done.

Mr

Bonaccini (COM).

(17)

Mr

President, Mr

- 'If this is not an emerBeumer was saying just now:
genry, what is?' It is from such considerations that we
were moved to table these modons and to recognize
the need for this debate, which, I think, has proved
most interesting and useful. I think the result of this
debate has nor been so much to give a discharge to this
or that Institution of the Community, as rc reaffirm
the tenor of our motion which is concerned with the
Council's responsibiliry ois-i-ois other proposals, initiatives and demands which had aheady been amply
discussed and brought to its attention. I do agree that
the order of the day, given the urgency of the situation, must be, not declamatory sratements, but a determined effon to get something done. And I do not
believe that at the end of the debate we can feel we
have done enough simply by condemning a particular
state of affairs.

This is why, at the close of this debate, I wanr to draw
your attention to a proposal, tabled by Mr Seeler, that
a conference should be called on the question of international debts, linked with the debates in the International Monetary Fund and the Vorld Bank which will
be taking place next spring and in which the subjects
we have been debating today will be looked at more
closely. \Vhat I want to add to the proposal is that
when the subject comes to be discussed, at a venue
which I will specify in a moment, greater attention is
paid to the monitoring of national policies, of which
Mr Onoli spoke. !/e must ensure that this monitoring
is carried out in politically equitable fashion, taking in
all aspects, and is not, as some might desire, concerned
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only with the debtor countries. It may be that, in order
to obtain a more detailed view of the European Monetary System and of the role of the ECU, nre may

shonly have to organize closer discussions
I don't
know whether to call them hearings
berween
this
Parliament's Committee on Economic- and Monetary

Affairs and the Community's Monetary Committee
surely an institution with which we can hope to talk
with the prospect of getting closer to practical results.

Mr President, may I remind the House that, as you
have announced, there are six motions for resolutions.
I very much hope that the House will be willing to try

to unify them and to consider them all in the same
spirit, thus demonstrating its unity of purpose. Ve
hope, that is, that very broad consensus will be

^ be expressing our own agreereached, and we shall
ment with all those modons that are not in direct conradiction with the positions we have stated in the
course of the debate.

Mr Ortoli

Vice-President of the Commission.
President, I propose to deal very quickly
with a number of specific points, and then two or
three aspects which I did not cover in my earlier

(FR)

Mr

One was put by Mr Visser, in the following terms:
'Basically, when we envisage the future international
monetary rystem, would there not be a form of adumbration of an intermediate stage or perhaps of a complercd form in a transposition of the European Monetary System onto the level of the international communiry?' In other words, we would have a cerain
degree of exchange-rarc stabiliry, plus a willingness to
take very concrete action, involving all the countries
concerned, to deal with economic divergencies. This
line of rhought deserves to be pursued, as does the
multipolar system on rhe basis in which it has been
envisaged, with the emergence at a given moment of a
European reserve currency to take its place alongside
the dollar as a component of the international monetary system.

I think that, in a way, everFhing that we were saying
about the ECU opens up this possibiliry. I am not saying that this is what is going to happen. But I do
believe that we should be examining the conditions
that would be required for this to happen and for it to
succeed. For I do not believe, personally, that the multipolar system would of itself provide a basis for creating a new international monetary system. It is possible
that there would still be the same destabilizing factors.

speeches.

The specific points first. One of these was raised by
Mrs De March: the question of the application of the

ECU to agriculture. As she is aware, agricultural

prices are fixed in ECU's. But we also have a number
of problems stemming from one of the main difficuldes affecting the EMS, which is the fact that our various economies are not evolving according to a homogeneous pattern. Personally, I am totally convinced of
the desirability of our reaching the stage when the
ECU really does become the European monenry unit,

for agriculture as for our other activities. This will
depend very largely on the degree of alignment that
we are able m achieve in the management of our economies. Progress has been made in this area; deails
have been given, so that there is no need for me to go
over them atain,

The second question with which I should like to deal
was put by Mr Bonaccini. Or more exacdy, he
expressed his views on rhe subjecr, ro rhe effect that, as

well as everything that we have been saying about the
EMS, there is also what has come to be called convertence. Convergence is not a one-way process. The
work that we do together to moniror Member States'
economies, to evaluate their management of their
economies, is not confined rc some of shem only; ir
must cover all, so as to arrite at a judgment as ro
which is the best economic poliry combination making
for a European optimum. On this point, one with
which I did not deal at length, I should like to express
my agreement.

I should now like to move on to three or four questions, with which I shall again deal briefly.

I

therefore believe, not that there is any multipolar
miracle solution, but that a much better balanced system than the existing system would make a positive

contribution. But only

if

one condition is fulfilled:

built into the system there musr be enlighrcned management
enlightened by the needs of others
on

- each of the leading economic powers,-there
the pan of
must be a degree

of

organization behind currency

movements.

Lady Elles spoke of what can be done to advance the
ECU's development, on which I do not propose to
comment funher. This subject has been discussed at
very great length. Spontaneity is playing a considerable role. The removal of legal obstacles is probably a
decisive factor in a number of countries. Much the
same may be said of the continued effons of the Community authorities [o encourage spontaneiry, showing
their interest in the developmenm taking place currently and helping these developmenrc ro come ro fruition.
But Lady Elles was not alone in raising another problem. In common with others, she spoke of sterling
joining the EMS. I am absolutely convinced that rhe
dme has come for an objective analysis of the advantages that the United Kingdom itself would derive
from this. Various considerations are involved, as we
know. There is the reserve currency argument, but the
mark is a reserve currency. There is the petrodollar
argument, but ir has losr much of its force with the
passage of dme. There is the actual management of the
economy and the idea, which held sway for a cenain
time, that a given exchange ra[e was nor an objective
in itself; however, I believe thar, as a number of reali-
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ties have taken shape, this idea has itself gradually
fallen by the wayside so thar clearly, in the management of all our economies, including rhe British economy, an exchange rate which lastingly corresponds
more closely to the economic realities is itself also a
factor making for progress and stability. In view of
this, I believe that all of us in the Communiry should
be thinking along the lines of srcrling joining rhe
EMS, to enable the United Kingdom not only to benefit internally from the European effect but also to
strengthen the sysrcm and lend weight to the European influence in the rest of the world. I repeat what I
said earlier: it seems to me that the time has come to
consider the integration of sterling into the common
market, and this we must do wirh calmness blended, I
hope, with commitment, optimism and resolve.

Mr Falconer took the debate onto a rather broader
plane, raising a whole range of problems to which.we
shall no doubr have an opponunity to return when
more teneral economic issues are discussed. But I
heard him express his reservations, nol to say frank
opposition, to the European Monetary System. I
would simply say to him that, to my mind, one must
reflect before adopting such a determined affitude. I
am not sure that, for you any more than for me or for
many of us in this Chamber, a European moneary
dimension cannot be a very imponant factor in our
efforts

to bring the

I agree with many of you that it will then
immediately become necessary to outline a next stage.
But this next smge must be very fully thought out.
\7hat does it entail? It in fact entails the creation, at a
given moment, of a European monetary responsibility,
the srcp of panially entrusting to Europe functions
which are now performed by the States and the cenral
banks. Partially, concurrently, not necessarily exclusively, but this central bank or embryonic central bank
that we are talking about will be responsible for the
emergence of a form of European monetary entity.
This, it seems to me, must be studied very seriously
because it is a very real problem, and here I agree with
those who have drawn attention, in various ways, to
an extremely important factor: the degree of interpenetration of policies, the real degree of interpenetration. More progress has to be made before we achieve
what I would call unity, rather than just the appearance of unity. \7'e are getting closer and, after all, I
would be no European if I did not believe that we have
srong potential for acceleration which we have not
ence. But

yet fully exploited.

Two other problems will arise in connection with this
new action. \7hat are they? In broad terms, they stem
from the idea that Europe could involve itself in one
way or another in the creation of liquidities. It therefore has to be accepted that ECUs will be created.

international monetary system

back into balance and to stan the process of setting up
a more satisfacrcry international monetary order.

it may, I do believe that rhis is a matter
deserving serious consideration. I am not in the mood
for conversion and we are not here to try to convince
one another instantly. But it was Malraux, I think who
said that 'history is the succession of questions rarher
than of answers', and it seems to me that it is wonh
asking the following quesdon: has not this European
Be that as

monetary dimension a useful role to play in such a
rbubled world in which so many of the things of
which you yourself complain are takinB place? I simply

put the question; of course, I do not expect the
answer.

I turn now to what has been said in more general
terms on what is to be done next about all this. I think
that we have reached a srage at which the preliminaries
need to be cleared away. The srcck of ideas laid on the
table have been studied by us and rehearsed by you;
there are the proposals from the Commission, there is
the Herman report, there are the resolutions from the
not just those which folCouncil and Parliament
lowed the Herman repon,- since I think there were two
earlier ones for which Mr Bonaccini was rapponeur. It
is time m finish with these preliminaries. I am inclined
to think that public opinion is tired of projects and
now expects results. A number of solutions, albeit
limited, are on the table; the time has now come for

decisions. This, then, is my first point; I refer, of
course, to the problems relating to the public ECU,
the private ECU, financial integration, and converg-

it was Mr von
But one of the many speakers
- I think
Bismarck
referred to the control
of liquidities. You
- a central bank or an embryonic central
wish to create
you
will therefore have cenain of the functions
bank;
of a central bank but you will also have the disciplines
of a central bank. And, in addition, you will have to
resolve a problem with which y/e are familiar, since it
is a matter which may be said to divide our counries:
what degree of autonomy, at European level, what
degree of independence shall we give the central bank?
These are problems which do not have to be faced
today, but it is not out of the question that they will
arise in the near future. I say this because I believe that
we underestimate
I would find it tragic if this new
legislature and the- new Commission were unable to
generarc a different mood from the one that we have
I believe that we underexperienced in recent. years
- and I believe [hat we
estimate Europe's strentth
underestimate its capabilities and potential. I even
believe that. we underestimate how much we can do,
by setting aside our squabbles for a while and working
together a little more creatively, to give renewed hope
to those who, as I was just saying, are tired of hearing
about plans and want to see action.

I feel that during the period ahead, in a world which is
crying out for stabiliry to bring relief from the monetary uncenainties and the severe disruption caused by
the prevailing lack of balance, we must give renewed
prioriry to monerary action, monetary union, in
Europe's programme. This is a factor capable of making for homogeneity, integration, unity and economic
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and political expression which, to my mind, is far

from

having realized its full potential. I hope that it is on
this basis that your legislature and the incoming Commission will be able to work, but there is no dme to be

The vote on the motions themselves will take place on
Thursday, ll Ocsober l984,at3p.m.l
(The sitting closed at 6 p.*.)

lost.
(Applause)

President.

-

The debate is closed.

(Parliament accepted the req*estsfor an early oote on the
motions

for

resolutions annoanced)

I

For thc announcement of subjects proposed for the rcpical
and_u_rgent debate and the agendjfoi the next sitting, see
the Minutes.
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by the Council, the Commission and the

"Ioint duriog the conciliation proceidinBs
declaration

Parliament

on the reform of thc ERDF

The Council, the Commission and the Parliament, noting the increased Communiry character of the new Regulation on the Regional Fund, consider that the appraisal and application of rhe principles enshrined in the new Regulation must be discussed at least once a
year.

The Council, the Commission and the Parliament consider that the prioriry for Fund
assisrance must be the elimination of regional imbalances. They will take maximum
accounr of the regional implications of other common policies when considering the latter.
Statistics on employment, particularly that of women and young people, are fundamental
to the Fund's operations, as to other Community instruments.

The three institutions are agreed on rhe desirability of more efficient relations between the
Commission of the European Communities and regional or, where appropriate, local
aurhoriries, having due regard to the national responsibilities of the Member States and
the provisions of Community law. This will enable regional interests to be better taken
into account when regional development programmes and assistance protrammes are
drawn up.

In general, ERDF assistance constitutes an additional overall source of funds for

the

development of beneficiary areas or regions.

The Parliament, the Council and the Commission agree that in any event, points which
were the subject of amendments by the Parliament which the Council was unable to adopt
will be subjected rc detailed examination in the future and in any case at the time of any
subsequent revision of the Fund Regulation.
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Annex

ment and we should keep to it; I merely think, and this
was implicit in Parliament's decision, that the amending budget will be adopted very quickly, even if it is

not wholly satisfactory. Indeed,

I will tell you now

rhat we do not like it, but we need a supplementary or
amending budget to setde the ourtanding problems.

However, the procedures must be respected, and I
believe that the Committee on Budgem has not respected the procedure laid down in Parliament's own

l.

Transfer of appropiations No 28/84

President.
I have received the following letter from
- of the Committee on Budgets:
the Chairman

At its meering of 9 October the Committee on
Budgets examined the proposal for ransfer of
appropriations No 28184 to release appropriations
totalling I 202 million ECU to finance compensatory measures for the United Kingdom and the
Federal Republic of Germany for the 1983 finan-

cialyear.

I

wish to

'inform

you that the Committee on

Budgets approved this transfer proposal.

I therefore inform Parliament accordingly.
(FR) Mr President, I should like to
propose a procedural
motion. I am not challenging the
substance of the decision aken by the Committee on
Mrs Veil (L).

Budgets, since Parliament had approved in principle
the possibiliry of a transfer as soon as cenain conditions were fulfilled. Parliament had, in pafticular,
made the ransfer subject not rc the adoption by Parliament of the amending budget, bus to the submission
of that budget. That was the rcrm chosen by Parlia-

I

rules.
is normally Parliament which has to decide on transfers of appropriations. I have looked up the decisions
which allocated this task to the Committee on Budgers, and I refer first rc a decision of tgll which I feel I
should read to Parliament. \flhen giving their opinion,
our colleagues in the Committee on Budgerc cenainly

It

failed is take account of this document, perhaps because
it stems from 1973.It is worded as follows:'Acting on
a proposal of the Bureau, Parliament shall decide'
so it is Parliament which is usually responsible
-'1[29,
it
unneceswhere the Committee on Budgem deems
sary to draw up a report because it does not have any

major objections to a transfer

-

Docttments receioed: see Minutes.

appropriations or

narure?
'it shall communicate im opinion to the
- who will inform the Council of it'. In 1978
President,
the Enlarged Bureau commented on these transfers of
appropriations
there had probably been some incident between -the Comminee on Budgerc and the
saying that it approved the ComEnlarged Bureau
the procedure applied in the
mittee's plan to follow

past and submit a report to Parliament whenever a
request for a transfer of appropriations presented particularly interesting features.

I think that to claim that this
transfer of appropriations is not of panicular interest is

This being the case,
Approoal of minates

of

because the ransfer is of a secondary nature'- can it
be said in this case that the transfers are of a secondary
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Veil
incorrect since in exercising its budgetary powers, Parliament may be called upon increasingly frequently ro
transfer appropriations in polidcally imponant areas
instead of approving budgea, whereas in the past
transfers of appropriations were essenrially a technical
matter. The situation now is by no means as ir was
formerly, when we had budgets within which simple
transfers had to be made
what we have now is a
- last July by Parliament
real political decision taken
itself. That is why I believe that the Committee on
Budgets should have submitted a repon to Parliamenr
for its opinion. My intention in proposing {is procedural motion is to ensure that in furure, in important
cases like this, the Committee on Budgets will repon
to Parliament and that it will be the whole Parliament
which gives its opinion.

clearly exceeded its authority and has failed rc respecr

its own rules of operation which, as Mrs

Veil

reminded us, were proposed by the Committee itself
and approved by the Enlarged Bureau.

It is unfonunate, Mr President, that the Presidency of
Parliament did not remind the Committee on Budgets
of the rules of operation which the Commimee itself
proposed and which, as I have said, the Bureau laid
down. That is my first point.
The second point was mentioned by Mrs Veil and Mr
Chambeiron. In law there is a clear principle known as
the identity of form. In the present case Parliament has
already given its opinion twice, in July and September.
It was Parliament which took the decision on this fundamental question.

(Applaase

from the ight)

(FR) Ladies and tenrleMr Chambeiron (COM).
men, if you will allow me . -. . .
(Interruption by Mr de la Maline)

Mr de la Maldne, there's no need rc get excited,
be very brief.

I shall

As a member of the Committee on Budgets I should
first of all like to say that I am absolutely cenain that
the Committee acted well within its rights. The fact
that Parliament delegated power ro it authorizes it to
ransfer appropriations. But that is not the point. It
seems to me that we are dealing here with a typical
case and that we must observe a cenain identity of
form. In July we decided in plenary sitting to block the
paymenm to the United Kingdom and the Federal
Republic of Germany. I think we should use the same
procedure for releasing the payments. That is why I
should like you, Mr President, ro pur the question of
releasing the payments to rhe vore in this Assembly
the vote could be taken quickly during the voting on
Thursday. I think the problem is quite easy ro resolve:
we must simply maintain the identiry of form.

Mr

de la MalCne (RDE).

would like to

-

(FR) Mr President, I too

say something about procedure.

This whole macer is obviously of vital importance to
the Community, which has been trying to deal with it
from one Council ro rhe nexr for a number of years. It
cannot be regarded as a rourine irem
it is a question
of fundamental importance for the Communiry.

I

should like to make three points, rwo of them legal
and one polidcal.

Vith

reference to the legal side of the question, Mrs
has righily pointed our rhe rules of Parliament

Veil
from which the Committee on Budgem derives

irc

authority in this affair. The Commitree on Budgets has

So, if we do not respect the rules on authority roday,
the decision will be taken by a body with infinitely less
legal competence, and without rhe relarive responsibilities being clearly defined. !fle must respecr the rule of
identity of form. It was Parliament which refused the
transfer; if it is now ro accepr it
and I will not go
- accepr it must
into the substance of what it is to
- so unedefine its position on its own and it must do
quivocally. Everyone must make his views known.

And fiaally a political point, Mr Presidenr. In a case
which is so vital for the life of the Community and for
our farmers, how can we allow rhe decision rc be
taken behind closed doors, almosr funively as ir were,
without everyone here having an opportuniry rc give
his views officially? For these three legal and political
reasons, Mr President, we cannot supporr. the procedure you are proposing. I demand a vore by roll call.
(Applause

from the ight)

Mr von der Vring (S).
(DE) Mr President, I can- last speakers
not understand why the
have got so
excited. In my opinion borh of the Group chairmen
who spoke should reconsider rheir position. The Committee on Budgets does not have the right rc determine the procedure used here. That must be the decision of the Presidency and Parliament. The Committee on Budgets has done ir duty, it has passed on
the results to rhe Presidency, it has given rhe Presidency and the group chairmen the opponuniry to
decide on how to proceed, and it has left the decision
to Parliamenr unconditionally. Every single member of
the Committee on Budgets has his own parricular
views, but in our opinion it is not up ro rhe Committee
to decide whether Parliament is allowed to voice an
opinion.

But that was nor even rhe point. If thar is what is
wanted all that has to be done is to table a morion,
Parliament will vote on it and the appropriare procedure will be adopted. All this fuss is senseless. In my
opinion it is not very helpful to hold the vote without a
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von der Vring

deniled debate on the contents of the supplemenrary
budget, and I think that this week is too early for rhat.
On the other hand Parliament will not exacrly be covering itself in glory if all we do is say that we intend to

vote but do not explain why, in other words if we
merely say that we find the proposed supplementary
budget rather poor but are still in favour of the British
refund. For this reason, I would much rather have let
the whole thing go by without a word. The legal question of how it is being handled, however, is a matrer
only for Parliament, and the Committee on Budgets
does not need to be involved.

and then informed the Presidency. The President, Mr
Dankert, said that with such important questions Parliament must check whether the Committee's decision
was correct or not. This arangement can continue to
apply in future.
Once the Committee on Budgets announces that it has
exercised its duty or its right, an appeal can of course
be made to the full assembly in matters such as this. It
regard it as a matter of course that this procedure is
followed. But there is one thing that I don't quite
understand: Parliament decided to release the money
as and when the draft supplementary budget was submitted by the Council. In other words the decision on

the polidcal antendents or the political principle
(DE) Mr President, I musr conMr Langes (PPE).
fess that this mornings's
srorm in a teacup is quirc
beyond me. Let me make that quite clear to Mrs Veil
and Mr de la Maldne. The Commirree on Budgers has
not exceeded its powers at all, and I cannot under-

involved was taken long ago. The House had already
committed itself. So to claim that this is still a fundamental question naturally raises suspicions that none
of the reasons for wanting to withold the Bridsh
refund is the real one but that the aim is to withhold

sand how your colleagues in the Committee could tell
you anfhing of the son. Quirc on the contrary, the
Committee on Budgets evens said that it was such an

the payment on principle.

imponant matter thar it must be submitted to the Presidency; the Committee has absolutely no objection to
this, indeed, we would even understand if it were to be
voted on in plenary sitting. There should be no coverup here, and the rights of the full assembly must. in no
way be restricted. Our chairman stared this quite
clearly in a letter to the Presidency.

I should like to reaffirm my support. for the commenm
made by Mr von der Vring, to prevenr anyone from
getting the impression that this terrible Committee has
yet again usurped rights to which it is not entitled. Ve
were perfectly aware of the political difficulties. And,
my dear Mr de la Maldne, we have no objections
whamoever. Vhy did the Presidency decide that Parliament should vote again on rhis marter? Because the
elections had been held in the meantime. If you and
Mrs Veil request a vote on Thursday no one in this
Committee will oppose you. If you had not requested
this we would have assumed that your colleague, Mr
de la Maldne, had vored with the majority in the Committee on budgets. There is no quesrion of a political
cover-up here
and I am only saying so ro prevenr
further rumours- from spreading.

(DE)
Mr Arndt (S).
President, speaking for
- I canMr
the Socialist Group
express my suppon for the
Christian-Democrat. Group's budget spokesman. His
speach was also in line with the agreement between the
Group chairmen, including Mrs Veil and Mr de la
Maldne. Ve specifically stated that a vote would be
held if requested; this was agreed berween the Group
chairman and the Presidenr However, I would draw
your attention to one point to prevent any rumours. I
should like to refer to what was said by the former
chairman of the Committee on Budgets, Mr Lange,
who has considerable standing in the House. In the
past the Committee on Budgets made these decisions,

So my Group is in favour of voting again on this question on Thursday, and we will vote in favour of releasing the payment as promised by the House on several
occaslons.

(Applausefrom the brt)

Mr

Price (ED).
President, we have heard
- Mrfrom
objections this morning
Mrs Veil and Mr de la
Maldne concerning the procedure of the Commitree
on Budgets, and suggestions that the Committee on
Budgets has not followed normal practice. Mrs Veil
has referred to the delegated powers set out in the
documents of. tgZl and 1978 and takes a very resrrictive view of what was laid down in 1973, namely that
the Committee on Budgets would not repon unless
there was a point of principle or it was a secondary
ransfer.

I

would invite Mrs Veil to consider the contrast
between the rather restrictive view that she now takes
of those words and the view that has been obsened in
this Parliament for the whole of the last five years.
During this period the Committee on Budgets has not
at any time found it necessary to place a repon before
Parliament. Indeed, for rc/o and a half of those years,
i.e. during Mrs Veil's own presidency, the Committee
on Budgets considered matters both great and small

involving all sons

of imponant

issues.

Yet none of

them apparently warranted a report.

If

we compar€ that with the issue now before the
House, the House itself made it quite clear that it
would release the moneys and approve the transfer at
such time as a draft supplementiry budget was established. No point of principle has escaped the House.
The House made irc own view absolutely clear, and all
that the Committee on Budgets has done in this insrance was to implement the view expressed by the
House.
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However, Mr President, since an objection has been
made by a small minoriry in this House, I hope that
the House will have an opponuniry of voting and confirming the very large majority in the Committee on
Budgea that was in favour. In this way the House can
make it quite clear that those views expressed today
are simply those of a very small minoriry. The majoriry
do wish to see this ransfer now approved.

Mr Grllend (L).- (FR) Mr President, I should tike
to express my amazement at rwo striking things about
the Committee on Budgets' handling of this matter.

I

have listened very atrcntively to Mr Arndt and Mr
von der Vring, but, honourable members, since you
have no objection to a plenary vorc you could have
spared us today's debate and, given the obvious political and legal problems involved, you could have han-

our image if we carry on like this. How can you expect
in Europe to understand anything about an
operation in which Parliament is seen to gives its opinion in S'eptember and then suddenly seems to have no
opinion. Just a moment ago I heard some honourable
Members say that they were quite prepared for a vote.
\7ell, I think that, as Mr Galland said, we could have
saved a lot of time and effon if the Committee on
Budger had faced up to its political responsibiliry
and subnot ro mention its technical responsibilities
mitrcd the decision rc Parliament.

voters

That is why, Mr President, judging by what we have
just heard, I think that we are going to be able to vote,
but I would point out straight away that cre must vorc
quickly. Not in a fonnight's time, that would be pointless. It is now or never. The position we adopt now on
this question will give us some indicadon of what the
future holds for this Parliament.

dled the matrcr rather differently and submitted a
repon for

a

(Applause

vote by the Assembly.

Ve

could have spared ourselves a pointless debate
since you seem to agree with us on the central issue.
Mr President, there is another thing about the Committee on Budgets which astonishes me. Mr Arndt said
that the Committee on Budgets is held in some regard
by Parliament. I hope, Mr Arndt, that it may continue
rc be so and, to that end, I wish that it had made our
work this morning simpler, knowing that the first item
on the agenda was the communication by the President. Instead of allowing members not authorized to
do so to give the opinion of the Committee on Budgets, it would have been better if the chairman of the
Committee or, in his absence, a deputy-chairman who
hadbeen authorized by the Committee, had delivered
an unequivocal opinion. I think it would be advisable

to adopt this procedure in the future. It would

have

made our work much easier.

(FR) Mr President, to carry on
Mr Fanton (RDE).
- has just said, I tfuink that we
from what Mr Galland
must not allow the impression to be given in Parliament that there are rwo categories of Members: those
who enjoy the privileges of the Committee on Budgets
and who are the only ones allowed to take decisions,
and others who come along just to hear the Committee's decisions.

from oaiotts qaarters )

(FR) I have listened to
Mr Coste-Florct (RDE).
what Mrs Veil, Mr de la -Maldne and my colleague
Mr Chambeiron have said. I should like to refute two
sarcments made in this debate which, rc my mind, go
too far.

It has been said that it is not the Committee on Budgets but the Bureau which decides on precedure. That
may be true, but in making its decision, the Bureau
must respec the rule of law.
It

has also been said

that we have the possibility of tak-

ing a plenary vote. I would say that we do not have a
possibiliry but a dury rc hold a plenary vote, since the
ahd it is a very obvious one
only legal question
in this debate is whether
the Committee on Budgets
and the Bureau are authorized to entitle the Committee on Budgets td reverse a decision of Parliament.
fu Mr Chambeiron 4nd later Mrs Veil and the chairman of my Group, Mr de la MalCne, reminded us,
there is a rule which is taught in every college and faculry of law in the Community and which is absolutely
fundamental: the identiry of form. It was Parliament,
with im sovereign power, which decided to block the
transfer in question today. It is Parliament and Parliament alone which can decide to release the transfer,
and not a committee,

dodge this responsibility of ours.

I would add that because the rule of law has been infringed, political responsibilities have been shirked in
this case, because the Parliament's responsibiliry with
regard to the budget is a fundamental political responsibility and is the only field in which it has been given
decision-making powers by the Treaties. It cannot
relinquish this decision-making power to a subordi-

Another thing: people are always complaining, as we

nate authoriry. If the idendry of form is to be respercd,
it is Parliament alone which can decide.

have heard here on several occasions, about the image
which Parliament has in Europe. I am sorry to have to
say, Mr President, tfiat we will scarcely be improving

For both legal and political reasons therefore
because I want to do my duty as a Member and

Ve

to do our dury
and a vital
- Therefore,
with regard to the budget.
duty it is
- faced with a problem as great as the one
when we are
before us at present, it is completef unacceptable for
the Committee on Budgerc to appear to be trying to
have been elected
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Coste-Floret
because

-

I know that everyone here wishes to do theirs

I call for

(Applause

a

vote by roll-call.

I shall ask my group to agree to it
propose that we ake this vote tomorrow,
Thursday, at 3 p.m. together with the other imponant
votes, since one or other of the groups may wish to
discuss it again, which means that we need the time till
tomorrow. I am sure that, despite his great hurry, Mr
de la Maldne would consider this soon enough.
wants a vote. So
also. But

from oaious quarters)

Mr Tomlinson (S).
Mr President, I think we have
far too much -dme this morning on this, and it
was in fact, in an attempt to avoid wasring so much
time yesterday that my colleague Terry Pirt and I in
the Committee on Budgets voted that rhis maner
should come before this House for a vore on it. It
would be unfortunate if this House, by debating at
some length the precedural issues of hout we refund
this money to the United Kingdom, hou we approve
the transfer, were [o give public opinion in the Comspent.

munity somehow the impression that there is a reluctance to keep to the decision that they made in July,
however ill-advised some of us felt that decision was.
By arguing round these procedural questions, we are
giving public opinion the impression that having laid
down a condition
albeit a condition which I believe
ill-advised
and-now that condition has been satisfied and a supplementary
budget has been transmitted,
there is a desire in this House to enlarge the argument
to continue it. It would be neater and cleaner if we
could get to a vote on the issue speedily and then get
on to dealing with the many substantive issues on
budgetary affairs that this House has m take a decision on if we are not going to see a gradual diminution
of the esrcem of this House in the eyes of the decision-making places of the Community, and rhe public

atlar$e.
President.
At this stage in our proceedings I should
like to say- a few words on the procedure which the
House should now follow.

The Committee on Budgets has informed the President of Parliament of its decision on rhe transfer, and

the President has, in accordance with the rules in
force, informed the House accordingly. It seems to me
perfectly clear that, whatever individual Members may
think of the procedure chosen by the Committee on
Budgets, the House as a whole wanff the decision on
this transfer to be taken by Parliament itself. I therefore propose that you decide now that it is Parliament
itself which should decide, and that you also decide
when Parliament is to vote on this transfer.

There are two possibilities: either we lose no rime ar
all and vorc at 3 o'clock this afternoon or we vore
romorrow. It is up to you to decide. To be perfectly
frank, after hearing the various speakers, I think the
sooner the better. But that is only a personal opinion. I
now need a decision on the time of the vote, and once
again there are rwo possibilities: either at 3 p.m. today

I

Mr Cot (S), Chairman of the Committee on Brdgets.(FR) Mr President, I would ask the House to excuse
this most unfonunarc delay and, for my pert at least, I
should like to dispel any misunderstanding between

your Committee on Budgets and Parliament as

a

whole by saying that in this mamer we have done no
more than carry out to the best of our abilities the task
entrusted to us. Obviously, it is now up to President
Pflimlin to take,the appropriate decisions. Having said
this, I think that, as regards the substance of the question and in view of the debate that has just opened, it
is imponant
and here I agree with Mr Langes
- should
that the House
be allowed dme to think before
voting the way it wishes on this imponant subject.

I have received from Mr Langes a propoat 3 p.m. tomorrow. Are

Presidcnt.

- vote be taken
sal that the
there any counterproposals

Mr Gdland (L).
stood correctly

-a

?

(FR) Mr President, if I undermoment ago, Mr Langes and

Mr Arndt were explaining that there was no political
problem, that the decision was aken, and that there
was merely a problem of form. So I fail to understand
why one line is being taken at one point in a discussion
and then another line according m which there ought
to be a thorough discussion in the polidcal groups. If
we are to be consistent, Mr President, I would wholeheanedly agree with your phrase 'the sooner the better'. Let us vote this afternoon so as to settle this question without delay.

Presidcnt.

-

Ve therefore

have two proposals: either

we vote at 3 p.m. today or we vote at 3 p.m. tomorrow.

I shall take the two proposals in chronological order. I
would ask you to vote first of all on Mr Galland's proposal to vote today.
(Parliament decided that the oote uould be heA at 3 p.m.
that day)

me

Mr Huckfield (S).
President, I rise on a point
- Mr
of order to seek your
guidance. I am not trying to
minimize at all the significance of the issue that we

(DE) Mr President, I have just
Langes (PPE)
starcd clearly that -I go along with it if the House

of the rebate is very imponant indeed to us in Britain;
but I would like rc ask you how it is possible on an
imponant day like today to raise an issue which many
of us believe is just as imponant as the one we have

or at 3 p.m. tomorrow. I would ask you to tell

which you prefer.

Mr

have just been discussing, because, obviously, the issue
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Huckfield
just discussed
aln.

-

namely, the miners' dispurc in Brit-

(Duing this speech a krge banner beaing tbe insciption 'National Union of Mineuorhers'bad

been brought

in

and dispkyed at tbe bach of tbe Chamber. Mixed
reactions: applause from the Socialist benches and

moanting protests from the centre and tbe

ight)

This is a dispute, Mr President, which has so far cost
the Unircd Kingdom Government more than UKL
4 000 million.
(Intemrptions from the

on for

parliamentary atmosphere.
(Apphase)

Mr Curry (ED).- On a point of order, Mr President, I hope the Chamber will have taken norc of the
face of left-wing totalitarianism which has just pre-

ight)

It is a dispure which has been going

stradon is going on in the Chamber itself. It is a very
serious matter, and that is why I suspended the sitting
immediately. I shall ask the Quaestors, who are responsible for order in this House, to look into this
question and to report to the House on the measures
to be taken to ensure that scenes of this kind cannot
occur again and that the House can work in a proper

seven

senrcd itself.

months.
( Further

(Protestsfrom the lefi)
intemrp tions )

It is a dispute which has so far led ro more than 7 000
arresm. It is a dispute which has meant that five people
have actually died. It is a dispute which so far this
House has not even found wonh . . .
( Int ernrp ti on

from

tb e

C b air )

Mr President, we have tried rc raise it under Rule 48.
have tried to raise it under Rule 49. Ve have tried
to raise it under Rule 95. And we are still rcld that

'!7e

there is no way that this most urgent and imponant
matter can be raised.
(

Continre d mi x ed

President.

-

the bellowing starts, intended to turn this place into a
rabble as they have attempted to turn large stretches of
the United Kingdom into a disorganized mass picket.
If this is what happens here, Mr President, can you
imagine what it is like when a thousand pickem assault
a handful of workers who wish to work at a pit? If rhis
is what happens here, can you imagine the sustained

violence, the sustained intimidadon, the sustained
bloody-minded totalitarianism which is the motivation
behind what has been happening here?

I am not prepared, Mr

re ac tions

This is not

You can hear it begin. You just utter the words and

a

)
point of order.

I have to submit to you,
Huckfield (S).
- have even ried giving out our
Mr President, that we

Mr

campaign material outside this Chamber.

Ve

President, to sit and listen to
the rabble which represenm the Labour Parry with its
puerile puppfi at im head, disfigure this place as it is
attemptint to disfigure our own democrary at home. I
hope that our colleagues will take note of what any
return ever rc a Labour Government would represent
not just for our democrary but for the whole of the
European Communiry.

have

even brought the ffeasured emblem of the South
Vales miners into this Chamber, and we have done
that because that is how strongly we feel about the

Mr Fanton (RDE).

-

(FR) Mr President, we have all

seen the advenising posrcrs and placards

which are put

up all round stadiums to help finance football clubs.

issue.

I
President.
rhe circumstances I suspend the sitting
- Inwith
Rule 70.
in accordance
(Tbe sitting utas suspended at 9.35 a.m. and resamed at
9.40 a.m.)

President.
Ladies and gentlemen, I suspended the
- momenr
sitting a few
ago and should like to tell you

why.

Firstly, the point raised by Mr Huckfield vas not a
point of order at all. Secondly, a demonstration was
being held in this Chamber. It is impossible for a parliament rc get on with its proceedings when a demon-

just wanted to know whether this House

Bureau

or

its

- we can
inrcnded to do the same thing. Since

- placards being shown in our Chamber, I
now see

wanted to know whether the Bureau inrcnded to take
a decision on the applicable rules in view of the fact
that each Member comes here with his little placard,
why not?
sometimes political and perhaps in future
commercial. There is no reason why we-should stop

-at rhat.

which never
Mr President, I would ask the Bureau
seems to take decisions when it comes -to discipline in
this House
to take a decision and to state clearly
that it is not-permissible to come here with all sons of
paraphenalia, as happened last time, or with placards,
as is happening today, since it will not be long before
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Fanton
everyone becomes a placard carrier.
ceptable

It

is totally unac-

democrary and the rights

of ordinary people within

this Community, in Britain.

!

(Appkusefron the lefi)

(Appkuse)

Mr Antony (DR).

(.FR) This is the secorid time

- have occurred, and they have
that incidents like this
always been caused by the same people. I should
therefore like Parliament to state its position on this
question and to mke a formal vote expressing its
opposition to demonstrations which harm the good
armosphere, and even the good snnding, of this House.

Mr Schvalba-Hoth (ARCI.- @E) I table the procedural motion that Parliament should declare its solidarity with the just struggle and resistance of the British miners and should condemn all repression against
the miners and their just srike and struggle.
(Applaasefrom the

ldt)

Parliament must take norc that, in order to draw
attention rc this source of conflicc in the United Kingdom, the Labour Members had no alternative but to
choose this unconventional form a parliamentary action. If we have to choose between etiquette and a just
need to draw attention to a state of affairs affecting
peoples'very existence, our choice must be clear, and
we must not allow ourselves to be put off by such
and I quote
attacks from the right-win-'bellowing'
gers, who are sitting here well-paid, untroubled and
secure and have no idea of what the concerns of the
British miners are.

Mr Newens (S).

Before you suspended the sitting
my colleague Mr -Huckfield tried, on a point of order,
m ask your advice as to how this matter could be
raised on the floor of the House at this panicular
stage. I want to reiterate that point of order. In fact,
Mr Curry made some very extreme remarks here, and
I want to place on record the fact that those of us who
come from the Labour Party have a very great concern
for the defence of democracy and for the rights of
people in Europe and in our own country!

In these circumstances what we wish to do is to find a
means of bringing to your notice and to the notice of
the House the fact that the use of the police has meant

that large numbers of people in our country are being
subjected to starvation and oppression, which is somerhing that has never aken place previously in Britain

you cannot in this Assembly
President.
- Mr Newens,
have a substantive debate on a point of order. If you
want a debate on the question you have raisid here,
the Rules of our House contain various provisions
which offer every opportuniry for doing so. I would
strongly advise you to read those Rules so that you
know what the possibilities are. But you cannot provoke a debate on the substance of the matter you want
to raise without using the legal instrumenm which Parliament's Rules provide for that purpose. Therefore, I
cannot allow

I

it on a point of order. I do not think

can allow this procedure, where everybody wanm to make points of order, to continue.

either that

I will now call Mr Luster,

who has been asking for
about half an hour to speak on a point of order. Ve
shall then conclude thii debate a.rd get on with the
real business of the House.
(DE) Mr President, I think that
Mr Luster (PPE).
the remark I am about to make is.in keeping with the
Rules of Procedure. I should like rc draw your attention to the fact that there are placards on Members's
seats in this Chamber, mostly to my right, i.e. to your
left. I would ask you to check whether this is allowed
under Parliament's Rules of Procedure. If, as I
assume, it is not, I should like to request the immediate removal of these placards.
(Appkuse)

Mr Luster, when I resumed the sitting I
President.
announced-that the Quaestors would be asked to look
into rhis matrcr and repon their findings to the House.
Mr President, does this House,
Mr Smith (S).
- on its democratic institutions and
which prides itself
practices, allow the alliance of the British Tories and
the French fascists to tear down a banner which represents the miners of our country, Britain? The only
crime which the miners have committed in Britain is
their determination to stand up for their jobs, their villages and their communities!
( Prote sts

from the Earopean Democratic benche s )

in this century.

I

Am

I correct

in saying, Mr President, lhat on a pre-

vious occasion we in this Assembly expressed our solidariry with the Poles and with others who are fighting
for rade unionism in other pans of the world? \flould
it not, therefore, be a disgrace for us now not to
express our solidariry with miners who are fighting for

believe you are quite right to rule that the Rules of
Procedure allow us rc debate the future of the mining
industry in Brirain, but the fact of the matter is that the
Tory Pany in this House continually refuses such a
debate. Ve want to know what have they got to hide?
Are they afraid to let the eyes of the world see what is
going on in Britain?
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I

must repeat to you, Mr Smith, what

I

-to Mr Huckfield, namely that you cannot

have a debate like this on a point of order. If you want

a debate on this subject there are provisions in our
Rules for having it. I would ask you to use those procedures which the Rules provide rather than waste the

time of the House.

(FR) Vhat has just happened is
- is scandalous is that Members
unacceptable. But what
of this House applauded this intrusion. I consider that
some of us have embarked on a dangerous path this

Mr Beudir (PPE).

morning.

ought to votc on something which we have the duty
and right to vole on in any case.
Secondly, I am shocked by the demonsration which I
wimessed in this Chamber, and I do not think there is
any need to ask the Quaestors to discuss it. I think that
it is up to you, Mr President, to see to it that order is
properly maintained in this Chamber.

Thirdly, I am

ashamed because

I refuse to accept that

cenain expressions should be allowed in this House,
even if I am a new comer to politics. It does not seem
to me that there is anyone, either on the Right or the
Left, who is anything other than human, and I cannot
see how anyone can be described as a bellowing ani-

I would simply like to ask some of our colleagues, and
panicularly my French colleagues, what they will do

mal, whatever the opinion he wishes rc express.

on the day when trade unions come into this Chamber
to prot€st against the policy of the government which
they suppon in France.

Lastly,

(Applarsefrom the centre and tbe ight)

I

should like

to say to my colleague that

he

made an accusation against the RPR, that I belong to
the RPR, and that I do not think that we have to take
any lessons in democrary, either here or elsewhere in
the world, from people of his political persuasion.
(Applause)

Mrs

Piermont

should like

(ARC).

m able the

(DE) Mr President,

I

procedural motion that

methods of expressing political opinions such as those
we have just witnessed should be regarded by this
House as normal and desirable. During the September
pan-session our troup carried out a prorcst action on
Chile in front of the doors m the Chamber. At the
dme we were asked to do so, but afterwards we were
accused of expressing our opinion outside the Chamber and were asked to go into the Chamber with such
protests and to express our opinion there. Vhat the
Labour Members have obviously done rcday is comply

with this request, and

I

(NL) Mr President, I live in
IVIr Llburghs (NI).
Genk, which is an industrial
town in the Belgian province of Limburg and which lives mainly from mining.
In the pan of the own where I live, Zwanberg, there
are three mines, one of which has already been shut
down. I heard yesterday that the management of the
mines in Limburg wants to shut down a second one. I
therefore propose that prioriry should be given to
dcaling with this problem of coal, which is of great
imponance, and that a major energy debate on coal in
Europe should be held. At the same time I declare my
solidariry with the British miners.

-

(FR)

Mr hesido*!')

see

to

it that tbe ph-

'

Ve shall now continue with the agenda.r

2.

Veification of oedeatiak

of political

exPressron.

Musso (RDE).

(Intemtption by Mr Musso: 'Then
cards are remooe4

move that this should be

acceprcd in this House as a normal form

Mr

President.
Mr Musso, I would draw your attention
to the fact -that I suspended the sitting as soon as anything unacceptable happened.

I was srying that I was

embarrassed, shocked and ashamed all at once.

I am embarrassed because I was elected by universal
suffrage. I explained during the electoral campaign
vhat the European Parliamant was, and yet here c/e
are taking 40 minutes this morning to realize that we

President.
I have received
the Committee on
- of Credentialsfrom
the Verificadon
a communication concerning the verification of the credentials of several
Members of Parliamenl

The list will be published in the minutes of today's sitting.
Unless objections ard raised when the minutes are
approved tomorrou, morning, these mandates
regarded as ratified.

will

be

Mr Rogalla lSl, Chairman of the Committee on tbe
(DE) Mr President, in
Wification of Credentiak.
- our Committee I should
my reply as the Chairman of
like to make sc/o statemenr. The first concerns the
number of credentials which have not yet been verified. There are at present 11. The second relates to a
document submitted to the Committee for examination. The document comes from Denmark and I am

I

Bdget timetabh:see Minutcs.
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mentioning

it

now

to

prevent any blaant political

mancuvflnt.
The document is an objection or rather an appeal in
connection with the elections and could not be
brought before the Committee before now because the
new Parliament was being formed. \7e have therefore
not had the opponunity to examine the document for

our Danish colleagues as part of the verification of
credentials. Since then we have determined that the
credentials of our Danish colleagues could be verified
without delay. Nevenheless, because of the document's allegations concerning the Danish constitution
and the violation of human rights during the European
elections in Denmark, which call into question the

fundamenml principles of free elections, we felt
obliged to appoint a rapport€ur to investigate the matter thoroughly.

opinion in order to give the greatest possible scope for
an objective investigation. Ve decided to pursue the
matrer in spirc of the fact that some of the Committee
considered this rather a'thin case', as the English say.

rc

make both Parliament and the public
aware of this, to preven[ any speculation or rumours
about how the matter is being handled, and in panicular to prevent. incorrect information from reaching
political circles in one of the Member States. There
wanted

will

Commission:

'subject: Implementation of the budget of the
European Communities for the 1984 financial
year (Notenboom procedure). On 15 December
1983 the European Parliamenr adopted a great
many amendments.

\7hen the President of the European Parliament
adopted the budget in December 1983, these
amendments were definitively entered

budget

also be a press release on this subject.

500

European Regional
Development Fund

510

European Regional
Development Fund
(specific measures)

5410

+
+

-

550

-

the motion for a rcsolution (Doc. 2-705/84)
abled by Mrs Scrivener on behalf of the Com-

5011

630

-

the oral question with debate (Doc. 2-613/84),
tabled by Mr Langes on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Parry (Christian-Democratic Group), Mr Dankert on behalf of the
Socialist Group, Lord Douro on behalf of the
European Democratic Group, Mrs Barbarella on
behalf of the Communist Group,

Mr Louwes on

Fund

7 000 000

+
+

38 000 000
(44 000 000)

Social

57 000 000

(55 500 000)
10 000 000

(ls

oo0 000)

+
+

15 000 000
(21 s00 000)

programme +

736 000

Implementation of the
Education and new

informadon technolo-

mittee on Budgets on
the proposals from the Commission to the Council
for a regulation introducing measures to cover
budgenry requirements in 1984 given the exhaustion of own resources (Doc. l-362/84) and for a
regulation introducing reserve measures to cover
requirements in 1985 should the new decision to
increase own resources not enter into force in
dme (Doc. 2-367/8\;

European

+

+
+
+
+

European Social
Fund

education

6301

s00 000

Mediterranean pro-

grammes
6000 lrss-favoured
regions

The next item is the joint debate on

general budget of the Communities for 1985;

(10 000 000)

integratedoperations +

6010
the presentation by the Council of draft supplementary budget No I for 1984 and of the draft

112 500 000
(12s 000 000)

Preparatory studies for

3. B*dget

-

the

imponant of these amendments were:

5001 Other regions

President.

in

for the 1984 financial year. The most

Anicle/Item

Our rapponeur is Mr Hoon. Before the report is
drawn up, the Legal Affairs Committee will submit its

I

behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, Mr
Pasry on behalf of the Group of the European
Democratic Alliance, Mr Cot on behalf of the
Committee on Budger, and Mr Aigner on behalf
of the Committee on Budgetary Control, to the

gies

+

100 000

+

400 000

life +

345 000

6302 Cooperadonbetween
European universities

(new)

631 Preparadonofyoung
people for working

632

European Cenre for the
Development of Vocational Training

*

50 000

+

20 000

technologies +

250 000

6330 Specific measures relating to

6331

training

Measures for training
people in the new infor-

mation
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training

634

Continuing

636

Community measures in
favour of minoriry languates and

6400

cultures

6420

6421

130 000

Studies on industrial

guidelines
projects

Cooperation in the field
of employment
+

900 000

cereals

921

+

ucts

cosm for aid
under current proBrammes and operations

930

zarions of small and

countries

of their representatives
on the subject of Euro-

941
+

50 000

650

Specific measures to
combat poveny

+

550 000

+
+

(550 000)

216 473

Contribution to the

6631

+

12 500 000

6705
7027

705
709
7305
7310

lnvestments

Biotechnologies: biomolecular engineering

772

6 000 000

(s 000 000)

+
+

42 000 000
(s8 000 000)

As the conduct of the debate on the 1985 budget
is largely dependent on the way in which the 1984

How ir has implemented the items created or
supplemented by the European Parliament?

+

100 000

2.

How it intends to implement the budget until
the end of rhis year in accordance with the

+

50 000 000

decisions of rhe European Parliament?

+

3. To what extenr cerrain

+

+

1

t

000 000

4.

Mr O'Keeffe, President-in-Ofice of the Council.
Mr
President, when I last appeared before you on 1 -I September,

+

(127 000 000)

+

(600 ooo ooo)

Development of a European industrial area

\fherher it will have any difficulry in implementing anicles and items in the 1984 budget
other than [hose referred to above?

770 000

11 000 000

expenditure has not

been effected owing to the lack of any additional legal basis which may, in its opinion, be
required?

20 000 000

Information technolo-

(new)

+

1.

programme +

ESPRIT

000 000

100 000

Thermonuclear fusion:

gies:

l8

+

Studies in the energy

sector

Special programme ro
combat hunger in the

world

Promotion of energy

general
7335

958

Restructuring of the coal
industry in the Com-

munrty

9 000 000

+

concerning developing
countries carried out by
non governmental
organizations

Restoration of the Par-

thenon

t

budget is implemented, can rhe Commission indicate:

Operadons to combat

otherrivers

18 000 000

Treary.

pollution of the Rhine
and

+

The Commission is required to implemenr the
budget accordingly under Anicle 205 of the

European Coal and Steel
Community for social
measures in connection

with the restructuring of
the steel industry

13 400 000

000 000

Communiry conribution towards schemes

6450 Administrative Commission on social security
646

+

I

Financial and technical
cooperation with nonassociarcd developing

medium-sized undenakings for the provision of
training and information

workers

(20 000 000)

Food aid in milk prod-

110 000

Aid to European organi-

for migrant

+
+

9251 Transpon

European Trade Union

affairs

395 000

9204 Additional food aid in
400 000

pean

+

Financial suppon for
Eanspon infrastructure

200 000

+

Institute

778
781

+

Research and related
measures on labour mar-

kettrends
6401

+

I reponed on

rhe progress which the Council

was making rcwards rhe establishment of draft budgets
for 1984 and for 1985. Subsequenrly, your Committee
on Budgets was kept informed of discussions ar rhe
Foreign Affairs Council on 17 and l8 Seprember. I am
now able to inform she House that, following the final
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round of netotiations in the Council in Luxembourg
last week, the draft supplementary and amending
budget No 1/84 was established along with the draft

with the Commission. The Commission considered, as
Mr Tugendhat also explained to you on 11 September,
that the supplementary and amending budget should

budget for 1985 and was immediately dispatched to
you. This ensured respect for the date of 5 October

also reduce the receipts expected from agricultural lev-

established by the Treary as the last day on which the
draft budget shall be placed before Parliament.

I

have already conveyed to you my regret that the
pragmatic calendar upon which we had agreed could
not be maintained. I appreciate that the delay which
has been incurred complicates the tasks of both
branches of the budgeta{y authority, and I can assure
you that we will do our best to alleviate any difficulties.

In my previous speech I dealt largely with the content
of both draft budgets. Today I should like to present
them to you in more detail.

As regards 1984, you will recall that the Commission
justified its request for additional funds by recalling
the agricultural advances which were not paid in 1983
and were to be carried forward to 1984; the effects of
the 1984-85 price-fixing, which are in fact limited, and
the deterioration of agricultural markem. Mr Tugendhat explained to you in September that a few days
before the Commission had reviewed the agriculrural
market situation and outlook to check whether or not
the Commission's earlier assumptions remained valid.

The Commission, he said, concluded that

such

changes as had occurred since the presentation of the
preliminary draft budget were more or less selfbalancing in their effect.

Having reviewed also the trend of agricultural advances actually paid out to Member States or requested
by thim for the first ten months of the year, the Commission had concluded that the amount required for
additional agricultural expenditure in 1984 was virtually the same as that requested by the Commission in
this prelimina ry drak budget.

In the light of the rigorous examination which it conducted over several months, the Council reached the
conclusion that the bulk of the requirements for addidonal agricultural expenditure were inescapable. The

only agricultural expenditure which it
avoidable was the sum of 150 m ECU for

considered
a de-stock-

ing operation. Otherwise, the Council in the draft has
provided all that the Commission asked for in the agricultural field.

ies, sugar levies and customs dudes by an amount of
over 500 m ECU. The Council, consistently with
established practice, considered that it would be inappropriate to adjust these receipts in the course of the
budgetary year and has maintained the Community's
own resources, other than VAT, at the level provided
for in the 1984 budget.

The Commission had also proposed economies of
350 m ECU. I explained to you in September that this
was not a question of distoning budgetary intentions
or the wishes of Parliament and the Commission, or
indeed of the Member States; it was a question of the
Council noting, as the Court of Auditors has repeatedly reminded the Commission and the budgetary
authority, that there is from year to year a large
amount of payment appropriations which are not
drawn upon and for which in the Commission's Treasury the corresponding receipts have already been collected.

In the light of the Court of Auditors' report the Counas indeed a number of
cil might have concluded
Member States suggested - that this financial surplus
was sufficient to cover all- foreseeable needs in 1984.
The Council did not go so far, but it concluded that a
shortfall in 1984 planned expenditure of up to 500 million ECU rather than 350 million ECU was well
within the range of probabilities.

A funher contribution

towards financing the 1984
deficit came from the very recent Commission regulation of 21 September 1984 modifying the sysrcm for
sugar quotas. This provides a net amount of 200 million ECU for the 1984 budget.

This then left a hardcore 1984 deficit of a little over
1 billion ECU. The Commission had proposed a system of reimbursable advances based on Anicle 235 of
the EEC Treaty. This House had its doubts about the
Commission's proposal and had decided on three
separate occasions not to give its opinion on it. A number of Council Members not only shared Parliament's
doubm but went beyond them. Finding themselves
unable to agree on the Commission's proposed regulawhich, I may remind you, requires unanimity
tion
- members of the Council, in their capacities as
the

-representatives of member tovernmenm,

both these requirements could be covered by transfers.

adopted an
alternative solution which, in budgetary terms, has
exactly the same practical effect as the proposed regulations. It takes the form of an inter-government
agreement under which the Member States undenake
ro pay to the Community budget for 1984 a total
amount of tool.+ million ECU, divided among rhem
in accordance with the 1984 VAT key. These payments are in the form of reimbursable advances.

It

Let me then conclude my presentation of the draft

On the other hand, the Council did not consider it
necessary to meet two other Commission spending
proposals, some 20 m ECU for personnel expenditure
and 46 m ECU for the financial cooperation agreement with Turkey. The Council rcok the view that
was on the receipt side that the Council encountered

major difficulties, and on

it, it

has parted company

1984 suplementary and amending budget by observing
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that the many hours which several Council meerings
have devoted to the examination of these urgent finan-

cial problems and to devising the various solutions

I have described to you are a rcsrimony ro rhe
sheer size and complexiry of the problems and to the
Council's determination to find the means of ensuring

which

that the Communiry can condnue to function normally. The Commission has explained that it needs the
supplementary and amending budget to be adopted by
the end of this month in order to maintain rhe rhphm
of agricultural payments. The timetable is tight and the
Council itself has operarcd under severe time constraints. I hope that with your help we can recover
some of the time thar has been spent and ensure the
maintenance of the Communiry's policies.

The Council meetint in Luxembourg lasr week also
established the draft budger for 1985, clearing away
the final obsncles to which I referred when I last

I then explained, the Council took
as irc guiding principle that the 1985 budger should
respect the legislarion which will be in force at rhe
time the budget is adopted and esablished a draft
which remains within the 10lo VAT ceiling. It also respected Parliament's margin for non-compulsory
expenditure under Anicle 203 of the Treary. In rhe
light panicularly of the discussion which rhe Council
had with the parliamentary delegation on 18 July and
in the field of non-compulsory expenditure, the Coun-

necessary in the course of next year, and that the
funds necessary will be provided. The Council has,
however, left open the form these funds will take, and
this will be the subject of continuing discussion linked
with the Commission's proposal for the modification

of the own-resources decision.

In the Council's view, the decisions which it took in
establishing the 1985 budget and in adopting the
declaration with, on the one hand, the emphasis which
it lays on rigorous market manatement and, on the
other, the assurance it gives that additional funds qrill

be provided cover the

Community's budgetary
requirements for 1985. Here I can say that the Council
has shown that it agrees with the staremenr made by
the President of Parliament last week:
'The growth in agricultural expenditure must

addressed you. As

cil

gave pafticular anenrion, within the limits of

financing available, to the Regional and Social Funds.

To remain within the

10lo

limit, the Council had to

reduce substantially the amount requested in the preliminary draft budget. In effecting the reduction it had

due regard, as I have said, to the provisions of
Anicle 203 regarding an increase of non-obligatory
expenditure, and in panicular to rhe powers of Parliament in this area. Consequently, the Council felr
impelled to make a substandal reduction in the agri-

be

controlled, but this mus[ nor mean arbiuary curs
in appropriations imposed from on high without
recognizing that it concerns the only common
policy there is.'

In payment appropriations, the draft budget provides
for 25 949 m ECU, and in commitment appropriadons
27 873 m ECU. Consistently with Communiry poliry,
these provisions, while ensuring the continuing func-

tion of the organizarion of agricultural markets,
envisage substandal increases

fu

also

in rhe structural funds.

compared with the 1984 budget, Regional Fund
paymenr appropriations would rise from I 412 m ECU
to I 510 m ECU
an increase of l3ol0. The Social
Fund payment appropriations
would rise from I 220 m
ECU to I 358 m ECU
an increase of 11.3010. Vhile
generally the Council -was called on to cur back the
preliminary draft budget in which the Commission had
exceeded the l0/o ceiling, its decisions on rhe rwo
structural funds give vinually what the Commission
proposed.

cultural expenditure proposed by the Commission.

In the field of industrial poliry and research, the

In this context the Council made the following satement on 1985 budgetary requirements which accompanies the draft budget and which you will find in the

of those which the President of Parliament singled out
for special mention at his press conference last week.
He referred, for example, to thermonuclear fusion and
to information technology. For the first, which is one
of the Communiq/s scientific success srories, marked
this year by the ceremonies at Culham rhe Council
proposed a funher increase of 8olo in commirmenr credits, and has made provision for expanding the facilities at Ispra with a view rc its contributing specifically

explanatory memorandum. I quote:

In

deciding on a budget appropriation for the
1985 EAGGF of tg 000 million ECU, i. e. a
reduction of t ltS million ECU with regard to the
figure considered necessary by the Commission in
its preliminary draft budget, rhe Council for its
part, while emphasizing the need for rigorous
marker manatemenr, undenakes to meet by
I October 1985 the additional budgetary requirements which vrill arise in 1985, including the obligations entered into ois-ti-ois the United Kingdom
as prescribed under the Fonainebleau atreemen!,
through a supplementary and amending budget
for which additional funds will be provided.'
This confirms, as I said earlier, that the Council, for its
part, accepts that a supplemenary budget will be

Council's policy guidelines correspond exactly ro some

to the Communiq/s thermonuclear fusion programme.

The other specific protramme which you menrioned.
Esprit

European Strategic Programme of Research
conrinues ro com- and for this
mand the Council's fullesr suppon,
it has
proposed an 80/o increase in commitment credits,
bringing them rc the level of 223 m ECU.

and Information
Technology

In addition, the Council has provided for continuing
into renewable energy sources pending rhe

research
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adoption of the new five-year programme in this field.
It has doubled the commitment credits for suppon to
training and research and technology, information
exchange, mobility of scientific workers, and interlaboratory collaboration.
For the first time, it earmarked specific and substantial
for basic
54 m ECU in commitment credits
sums
- applicaresearch, and new technology
technology,
tions. For biotechnology, a field in which the Communiry has the opponunity to establish European
leadership, it also provided a specific 30 m ECU in
commitment credits.
A very large increase, from 105 m ECU to 248 m ECU
in payment credits, is foreseen in the provision for

cooperation with Mediterranean countries, demonstrating the imponance which the Community ataches
to its relations with the countries of the Mediterranean
basin :- noably in the context of the accession of
Spain and Ponugal.

Too much is often made of what is not in the Communiry budget, as compared with what is there: financial suppon for programmes and policies which give
prioriry to srentthening the competitiveness of Community industries, which reduce regional disparties

and which lay a foundadon for creatint jobs

and

improving the capacities of workers.

I

noticed that last week

Mr Cot

spoke about the gap

between announced inrcntions and the budgetary
wherewithal. This prompts me to make three commen$. First, there always will be a tap, because our
ambidons must always lead.
Secondly, as has been said before but needs to be said

again, the level

of

budgetary spending

is a

poor

barometer of Communiry progress. Many of our most
imponant policies, such as the development of the
internal market, the cost savings which this would
secure and the stimulus which it would give to industrial expansion, have vinually no budgetary impact.

Thirdly, according to classic definition, economics

is

the study of the behaviour of mankind in allocating
scarce resources amont alrcrnative uses. Our resources
are scarce, and this is a fact which cannot be wished
away. The Council in thc draft 1985 budget has made
its choices: some vinually imposed on it by inescapable
obligations, some pursuing the development of existing.policies, some inaugurating new policies. You now
have to make your choice, and the dialogue continues.

Mr Tugcndhet, Vce-Presi.dent of tbe Commission.
Mr President, perhaps it might be rc the convenience
of the House if I described first of all what I am
inrcnding rc do, with your permission, today. First of
all, I intended rc make a quite shon intervention following that of the President-in-Office of the Council
about the 1984 and 1985 budgets. Subsequently, I will

make a much longer and more detailed speech in reply

to the quesdon which we are expecting from Mr

the Norcnboom question as it is generally
Langes
called. I-could, if you wish, combine the two subjects
bur they really are quite different from each other and
I thought it might be easier if I took them separately
and so larcr on this morning I will seek to catch your
eye again.

Mr President, briefly on the 1984-85 budget the Commission's views on the content and financing of the
supplementary budget for 1984 have been explained in
detail to Parliament, both when the preliminary draft
supplementary budget was presenrcd in July and again
in September following the failure of the Council to
establish a draft budget. The Council, as Mr O'Keeffe
said, has nour established a draft and it is clearly the
responsibility of that institution to present and explain
the decisions which it has taken, and that responsibility has been duly discharged. Nonetheless, I think it is

right for the Commission now to recall its particular

'
concerns in relation to shis draft and I am encouraggd
to do that by some of the questions which Mr Danken
and others asked in the Committee on Budgets yesterd^y.

Our concerns are as follows. First, timing' Unless

a

supplementary budget is adopted at the very latest by
early November, it will not be possible to avoid the

breakdown in the rystem of Communiry finance for
agricultural poliry. In practice, therefore, it is necessary for adoption of the supplementary budget to take
place at the latest during the second pan-session of
Parliament this month. The Commission is fully aware
of the inordinate time taken by the Council rc establish the draft. But the Commission hopes that Parliament, and if necessary the Council, should a second
reading be necessary, will make itpgssible for the procedursto be complercd urithin thisYmetable.
Second, the method of finance. The Commission continues to believe that a Communiry-based arrantement
would have been best, but notes that agreement in
Council on the point was not possible, whereas one
involving an intergovernmental agreement was.
as regards conrcnt in terms of expenditure, the
Commission regrets that although the draft is globally
close ro that requested, Council has deviated from the
Commission's preliminary draft on a number of points.

Third,

It excluded cenain

appropriadons for staff as well

as

ones needed for the Protocol with Turkey.

The Commission, however, is pleased that following
recent work in the Committee on Budgets, the staff
problem has been resolved, and we wish to thank all
concerned in that. The Commission will continue its
effons to securc the necessary appropriations for the
other rwo areas of need. On the central element,
namely EAGGF Guarantee, the appropriations in the
draft are very close to the amount the Commission
considered necessary for the entire year.
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As regards the content in terms of resources, the Commission has major reservations over the assumptions
retained by the Council. Ve believe that in relation to

the current budgeted amounts there will be a global
reduction in receipts from traditional own resources,
namely, agricultural levies, sugar levies and customs
dudes, of soo m ECU and that this reduction should
have been taken into accounr in the draft established
by the Council. Failing this, a shonfall in resources
will occur and become a charge on the 1985 budget

for which no provision

As regards non-compulsory expenditure, the Commission notes that the Council has not exceeded half the
maximum rarc. As the Commission pointed out in the
preliminary draft budget, it considers that the maximum rate should be exceeded, in pan because of the
past commitments which will
inheritance of the past
- payments in 1985 and in
give rise to the need for
pan because of the need to mainhin a level-sufficient
to ensure the continuiry and reasonable development
of Community activiry.

has been made.

In addition to this problem, the Council has included
an assumption involving a 500 m ECU surplus from
the current financial year. The Commission considers
it is possible to
economize 350 m ECU without affecting or with only
a minimal effect on the level of commitment in the
1984 budget. Ve could give no such assurance were
the objective to be set at 500 m ECU. Consequenrly,
the Commission has no plans to modify its position. A
point which has already been made to the Council.

that through management measures,

The House must, I think, realize that the Commission
felt it necessary to place on record its views concerning the draft established by the Council. The Commission is, of course, well aware of the difficult circumstances against which decisions have to be made. The
President-in-Office I think said that the job of the
Council is to make choices. It is now up to Parliament
to weigh up its choices and im priorities. The Commission is willing rc help in this process through whatever
means Parliament judges appropriate.

Taking account of these elements as well as the general budget situation facing both the Community and
its Member States, the Commission considered it
necessary for the maximum rate to be exceeded by a
factor of one half. Against this rather sombre background the Commission nonetheless acknowledges
that the Council did take some account of the Commission's priorities, which in our view correspond to
those of Parliament. Much hard work will be needed
becc/een now and the end of the year if the Communiry is to be endowed as it should with a realistic
budget for 1985. The provisions of the pratmatic calendar have already been breached and so this work
will be the subject of intense pressure of time. For this
work to have a reasonable chance of success it will be
necessary for both halves of the budget authority to
exhibit a marked degree of mutual respecr, understanding and confidence, a process to which the Commission will lend all the suppon at its command.

That is all I have to say on rhe 1984 and 1985 budgets.
As I said earlier, I will shonly seek to inrervene ar
treater length in reply to Mr Langes.

As with the supplementary budger

for 1984 the Commission's view on the content and financing of the
budget for 1985 has already been explained in detail to
Parliament. Similarly the draft now before the House
is the responsibiliry of the Council and it is that institution which must explain the decisions. It is self-evident
that the draft budget for 1985 is anificial, but at least
it has the merit of not claiming to be sufficienr ro meer
the needs of the Communiry throughour 1985. No one
has contested thar rhe draft is essendally the result of a
mathematical exercise designed ro incorporate

expenditure taking account of the maximum rare
within the current own resources ceiling.

The exercise has rhe following global effects. Taking
compulsory expenditure for EAGGF Guarantee, rhe
appropriation of 18 000 m ECU is, on the basis of any
tenable forecast of requirements, wholly unrealistic.
The Council recognizes this and accep$ the need for a
supplementary budget. Nonetheless, the Communiry
interest would be much better served were the budget

year w stan with much greater cenainty over the
availability of revenues sufficient ro meer all obligations. For other compulsory expenditure, much of
which involves conrracrual relations with third countries, the amounts retained are inadequate and therefore contain the seeds of contention.

(FR)
Mrs Scrivcncr (L).
President, on 2 Octo- theMr
ber the Council adopted
draft supplementary and
amending budget of which the President of the Council has just given us the substance.'S7e are very grateful
to him.

\7e have been waiting for this draft budget for a long
time. It is the Council's response to rhe concerns
expressed by the Commission on 17 April this year and

to the Communiry's agricultural poliry commitments.
Over the last few days the Commitree on Budgets has
been studying rhe content of the draft budget and I
must emphasize at once that none of the members of
the Committee could help but express deep concern
about both rhe substance and rhe spirit of the Council's deliberations.
As for the expenditure which the Council considers it
necessary to withhold, I will simply say thar it will now
be impossible to implement the Commission's proposals for the inroduction of a special de-stocking protramme for milk produca and beef. In orher words it
means that x/e are once again putting off decisions
which we will have to take, since every delay generates
additional expense.
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But, Mr President, it is in the revenue sector that the
Committee on Budgets has expressed the gravest misgivings. It is my dury to tell you that the revenue
figures have been manipulated and do not correspond
to the real financial situation. Vorking on the basis of
the resulm for the first few months of the year and the
experience gained in previous years, the Commission
thought it would be unrealistic to expecl the receipts
shown in the budget from agricultural levies, sugar
levies and cusloms duties. The Commission estimated
that revenue from those sources would be 560 million
ECU less than the original forecasts.

This decision is, if not exactly in violation of the Treaties, then at least outside the framework established by
the Treaties.

Moreover, the only effect it will have is progressively
to paralyse the Community's financial system. How
could anyone imagine that a procedure involving 10
governments and 10 national parliaments could guarantee the Communiry the financial securiry which it
needs. That is why the Parliament's Commitrce on
and I hope that here it will have
Budgets considers
- from the Commission, which
very active support
that Parshould then take the necessary measures

liament should condemn outright the- procedure
adopted by the Council and confirm the opinions
which it expressed on 13 September 1984 during the
vote on the Commission's proposals for covering the
deficit. A resolution rc this effect has been submitted

Ignoring these estimates and making no attempt rc
justify its decision, the Council has drawn up a draft
budget which, as we know, cannot be guaranteed to
balance. Above and beyond its immediate. effects on
the balance of the 1984 budgeq the Council decision
also reduces the credibiliry of the draft 1985 budget,
which will have to bear the burden of the 1984 budget
deficit.

for Parliament's vote.

Mr President, we are of course aware that it is in no
one's interest, neither that of the Community institu-

The Council has taken up the Commission's proposal
to include in the supplementary budget the surplus left
over from the current year. In principle this is an
unusual operation which does not follow the rules laid
down in the financial regulations, under which the
balance from one year is entered as revenue or
expenditure in the budget for the following year.

tions nor much less of those for whom the supplemennry appropriations are intended, to delay the adoption
of the supplementary budget excessively, but I do not
think that Parliament should be expected to rush
through its examination of the draft budget which, as
we have seen, poses fundamental institutional and
financial problems.

Funhermore, by fixing the surplus available for 1984
at 500 million ECU without justifying this figure, the
Council is going funher than the Commission, which
is responsible for the implementation of the budget,

That is why the Committee on Budgets will be doing
its best to make sure that the fi/o readings of the draft
budget can be carried out during the next October
pan-sessioh. However, Parliament is not the only one
involved in the budget procedure, and we hope that

considered possible.

From the point of view

surplus
available for 1984 can only be financed by cancelling a
corresponding quantiry of payment appropriations
approved by the budget authoriry in 1983 and 1984.
So it will in fact be the Community's structural policies
which will be the first rc be affected by this decision.
And by taking this step the Council is challenging the
decisions taken by the budget authority and is materially prejudicing all past efforts at Community level
aimed at combating the crisis and reestablishing the
balance in the Communiry's finances. So we must
admit that the draft budget before us constitutes a step
backwards.

Finally

the Council will also do its dury to promote a real dialogue during the next part-session. Otherwise the
Council would be entirely responsible for a situation

of the budget, the

and this is possibly the most serious point

- off the financing of the supplementary
rc round
budget, the Council has taken a decision which
changes the very nature of the Community budget by
opting for a system of advance payments on the basis

of an inrcrgovernmental, rather than a Community,
a8reement.

The Council is thus making the Member States responsible for financing expenditure resulting from
Communiry reguladons afur they have implemented
their own national procedures.

which would seriously prejudice the Community's
financial credibiliry.

.

Finally, a few words on what people call budget discipline. The two branches of the budget authoriry can
only establish a dialogue if they respect each other's
poviers. \7ith its approach to budget discipline, the
Council is not, we feel, obeying that rule. Expenditure
must be controlled by doing only what is useful. The
Council will find that Parliament is prepared to try to
find joint solutions. But what the Council is working
on at the moment
budget discipline, as it has been
- summit does not have the
ever since the Athens
- to make restrictive
same aim. The Council is trying
amendments to the provisions of Anicle 203 of the
Treaty to its advantage, and to prevent Community
policies from developing by rying them up in a straitjacket. Parliament cannot accept this negative, unilateral approach to the Communiry's financial problems.
It is my belief, Mr President, and this is my final point,
that this will be one of the central questions in future
budget debates.
(Applause)
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IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR
Vce-hesident

(DA) Mr PresiIvIr Fich (Sl, pincipal rupporteur.
dent, as the draft budget for 1985-has only just been
sen[ to Parliament, it is clear rhat the Committee on
Budgets has not yet had an opportuniry to discuss it. I
would therefore like to make a few remarks of my
own, but they will of course be in line with the position on the budget taken by Parliament in years past.

They are not therefore personal remarks but an
arempt to assess the 1985 budget in the light of the
decisions taken by Farliament on previous occasions.

I should like to stan with the problem of the 'year'
covered by the 1985 budget or, in other words, the
fact that the budget does not cover rhe whole of the
year 1985. This is a very bad thing in our view. It is
clearly stated in the Treades rhat the financial year
runs from I January undl 3l December, and therefore
covers 12 months and not 9 or 10 monrhs as in the
present Council draft. Ve have the impression that
what we have before us today is not a budget for 1985
but an ad hocbudget to enable us to work in rhe first

10. 10.84

the rebarc is m be made. Parliament has always under-

stood that payments to one country
the Unircd
ere-shown on the
Kingdom or any other country
expenditure side of the budget.-The suggestion and
decision in Fontainebleau that the refund should ake
the form of a reducdon in contributions represents, in
our view, bad budgetary practice. In other word, we
should like to see expenditure on the various protrammes rc be conducted in the United Kingdom and
many other places
the United Kingdom's problem
- to that of e.g. the Mediterranean
is, as I see it, similar
on the expenditure side of the budget, and I
am expectint Parliament to table amendments to this
effecr.

The third point I should like to make is about the agricultural sector. Parliament adopted a resolution to the
effect that expenditure on the EAGGF Guarantee Section should not increase more quickly than own
resources. This is 5.389/o for 1985, but we now have
before us a draft budget with an increase in the
EAGGF Guarantee Section of 9o/0. This does nor
therefore correspond with Parliament's express political wish. Ve also norc that the EAGGF Guarantee

in which we can have faith ar the beginning of the

Section is taking an ever-increasing ponion of the
budget as a whole, and its share is now about 700/o of
the iotal budget, this is of course an unacceptable
development. At the same time we all know that rhe
appropriations in the budget
18 thousand mil- thefor Chapters
lion ECU units of account reserved
I and
2, the EAGGF Guaranrce Section
is hardly going
to be enough for the whole year. Parliament
is therefore in a bit of a cleft stick but, from a political point
of view, y/e must of course protest against the unaccepable development in the EAGGF Guarantee Section over these years; the budgetary discipline we talk
so much about must san with a disciplined approach

year, and that a supplementary budget should only be

by the Ministers for Agriculrure, who mu$ find

months knowing full

vell that later in the year we

shall be obliged to have a supplementary budger It is
a[ least made clear that there is to be a supplementary
budget and, like the Commission, I see this in a posidve light. This has not been stated in previous years.

I should like rc remind you that Parliament is basically
atainst supplementary budgets. Parliamenr's attirude
has always been that we should have a realistic budget

inroduced in the event of an unexpected development. This can hardly be said to be the case for 1985
quite the reverse. \7e already know that it will not
work, that the figures will not tally, and that a supplementary budget will be required. I feel almost like saying that it is bordering on a contravention of the

Treaty which clearly sates rhere rhat a supplemen[ary
budget is to cover anexpected developments. I do not
therefore think that Parliament can accepr a budget
which does nor cover the whole of tggs and we are
bound rc attriburc the fact that rhe Council of Ministers has not produced a budget for 1985 to cowardice.
Vhy did the Council of Ministers not take ir courage
in bodr hands, accept the consequences and produce a
budget for the whole of 1985? The Council of Minisrcrs has nor, afrcr all, solved rhe problems wirh this
procedure but simply postponed them undl later in
1985.

rhe
necessary political solution in time. This discipline has
so far been absenu

As regards non-compulsory expenditure, I have no
hesitation in srying that in many areas this has been
decimated. Vhere consumer and environmental policy
is concerned rhere has been a reduction of.290/o over
1984, in the technolog;y and innovation secror rhere
have been reductions of berween 40 and 500/0, in the

food aid secrrr rhere have been reductions of.27o/0,
and inflation of course has to be added to this to the
tune of a good 5010. Essendal secrors which represenr
priorities for Parliament have been butchered, and this
is unacceptable. It cannot be right for the budgetary

discipline the Council of Ministers talks about so
much to come down to reducing non-compulsory
expenditure. If there is rc be discipline rhis should
affect the whole budget and not just non-compulsory
expenditure.

The other point

I

should like to discuss is the United

Kingdom's rebate. !7e have the Fontainebleau agreement
a political facr which I believe we all recognize as- a political fact. I do nor think that Parliament is
questioning not so much the fact but the way in which

These reductions contrasr rather violently with the
countless declarations by the Council about plans for
the future
panicularly at Fontainebleau, whgre the
- new rcchnology,
talk was of
innovation and similar
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It is in precisely these areas that appropriations
are now being cut by 40-50% ! Vhen the President of
the Council says that there has always been a discrepancy berween ambitions and appropriations he is right,
but when this discrepanry becomes a veritable chasm it
is a betrayal of trust. Indeed, one may wonder whether
there really is one single Council of Ministers or several Councils of Ministers at the same time where one
areas.

for Industry or Research
Finance Minthing and another
- say the different.
-isters says something complercly
\[e
- that there should be more internal discipline
really feel
within the'Council of Minisrcrs and that a single political line should be followed and not a whole range of
political lines at variance with one another.
Council

-

say the Ministers

says one

'Ve in Parliament would like to repair

as much as possible of the damage done by the Council of Ministers
in making these rather arbitrary reductions, but we
cannot of course do this with the amount of room for

far from it.
manoeuvre the Council has given us
Parliament should therefore, in my opinion, ask for
more room for manoeuvre for the 1985 budget.
close by saying that I think we should
make a real effon to establish a budget for the whole

I should like to

1985 and produce it in time. In other words we
should all give prioriry rc finishing our negotiations in
time, so that we have a budget before the year is over.
I can rcll you noy/ that the budget which we hope to
have in December cannot be the budget the Council of
Ministers has submitted to us. It must be changed
along the lines I have just discussed.

of

(DE) Mr President, I think it
- for Mr Tugendhat to reply to
would be a good thing

Mr Langes (PPE).

as he in
question before I speak
fact suggesrcd in his inroduction. It would make sense
for Parliament rc respond to what Mr Tugendhat has
said through me as the first speaker. Mr President, I
should very much like Mr Tugendhat m speak on the
oral question with debarc No 2-513184, in accordance
with Anicle 42 of the procedure known as the Noten-

Mr Notenboom's

boom procedure, before I speak.

Mr Tugcndhag Wce-President of the Commission.
May I begin, Mr President, by congratulating Mr
Langes on taking up the torch laid down by Mr
Notenboom. I do not think it is any disrespect to Mr
Langes to say that I think this panicular exercise is
always likely to be known as the Norcnboom question

-us.

a form of immonaliry which is not given to all of

The Commission welcomes the fact that the new ParIiament is condnuing the practice of having this question. I am sure the House will understand if I continue
much
the pracdce of giving an extremely long reply
but the whole -exercise
longer than I normally give
only makes sense if I enter into the subject-matter in
some detail.

The nature of the question before the House may be
termed traditional but the financial circumstances facing the Community this year are, of course, entirely
novel. No one in the House will need to be reminded
of the current difficulties, which have been the subject
of debates in the Chamber in every pan-session since
this Parliament was formed after the elections' Honourable Members are, therefore, well aware of the
general situation concerning the EAGGF Guarantee
Section.

The essential points are that the advances granted rc
cover expenditure up to the end of October amount to
15 103 million ECU. Given that the appropriations
entered in the annual budget are 16 500 million ECU,
only 1397 million ECU remain. It is, therefore, imperative that these appropriations be reinforced' The
Commission, as I mentioned earlier in a previous
debate, is relieved that the Council has at last adoprcd

a draft supplementary budget which provides for a
funher I 833 million ECU for the EAGGF, a sum
close to that which we requested. The Commission
regrerc that the Council took so long to reach its conclusion but hopes that despite this Parliament will deal

with the draft in an expeditious manner. Only by
adopting a supplementary budget by early November
at the very latest, as I have already said, will it be pbssible to avoid a breakdown in Community financing for
the agricultural poliry.
Having said thaq I think it is easier if I go through the
budget headings cited in Mr Langes's question. First,
the Regional Fund. The Commission expects that for
the quota section Anicle 500, vinually all commitment

and payment appropriations entered in the

1984

budget will have been used by the end of the year. For
the non-quota section, Anicle 510, the situation is less
sadsfactory. Here the implementation of the first series
of specific projects approved by the Council in 1980 is
continuing; but progress is slower than expected
because

of cenain problems in the Member

Starcs.

A

second series of specific projects was approved by the
Council early this year involving an estimarcd 710 million ECU over 5 years. However, very few special programmes have been completed by the Member States,
and to date no commitment has been made. The Commission is doing all it can to ensure that as many Protrammes as possible are approved berween now and
the end of the year, but despite this it is probable that

most

of the appropriations will be carried over into

1985.

Second, the inrcgrated Mediterranean protrammes.
Although the udlization rate is still very low, proposals
for preparatory studies are now reaching the Commission in large numbers..In addition, the 1984 series of
preparatory measures is due to be staned in October
at 300/o of the
and the corresponding advances
vill follow rapidly.
amounts committed

-

Next, Mr President, I turn to the European Social
Fund, that is to say, Items 6000 and 5001 concerning
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measures

fdr young people and Items 6010 and

6011

concerning measures for people aged 25 and over.
Here the Commission has approved measures for an
amount equal to all the commirmenr appropriations
available. The formal commitment has not yer been
made, but is expected within the next week or so. The
advances which will then follow should take up all the
payment appropriations vored for 1984.

Concerning educarion and vocational raining
that
is, Chapter 63
more than 800/o of the 1984 -appro- committed and payments are being
priations have been
made at the normal pace in line wirh the implementation of contracr as the school year progresses.

As regards other measures in the social sector
Chapter 64
despite a rather slow rate of commit-

ment at the beginning
of the year, panicularly for studies, a full utilizadon of appropriations is expected for
the item where the appropriations were specifically
increased by Parliament.
One exception is, however, Anicle 646

that

is,

special measures to combat povefty, where-the appropriations used to date have been sufficient to complete
the preparatory work for the multiannual programme,
and the appropriations unused can be carried over to
1985 and used to launch this programme under optimum conditions as soon as it is approved by the Coun-

cil.

Two funher imponant headings concern restructuring
and redeploymenr in the steel and coal indusries. The
Commission is pleased to nore thar following adoption
by the Council of the legal basis on 23 July 1984, the
60 m ECU transferred from Chapter IOO toltemTO2T
have now been assigned rc the ECSC operating
budget.
As regards Anicle 550, concerning resrrucruring of the
steel industry, the Commission urges the Council to
adopt its proposal of April last year so rhat the 62.5 m
ECU can be paid in 1984.

For expenditure relating ro prorccrion of the environment, I should menrion Item 6531, which covers operations ro combat pollution of the Rhine and other rivers crossing narional frontiers, where a study on the
Meuse is envisaged but is unlikely to be launched in
1984. The Commission will consider what can be done
to use the appropriations in 1984.

I should also add that implemenarion of ltem 6706,
concerning restoration of the Parthenon, is very satisfaaory in that all the appropriadons have been used.
In the energy sector, we nov/ have, as I just said,

Mr President, I will return to this and to related problems in a few moments, . bur I should add that for
Anicle 709
studies in the energy sector
some
- appropriations
500/o of the
had been utilized
by
30 September, and it is anticipated that most, if not all,
the appropriations will be used by the end of the year.
In the sector of research and investment
Item 7305,
- appropriabiotechnology
820/o of the commitment
- of rhe payment appropriations had
tions and 670/o
been used by 30 September.

For Item 7310

thermonuclear fusion

rhe figures

are basically similar.
The Commission- expecm the
appropriations to be vinually fully used by the end of
the year.

For the Esprit programme
ltem 7335
rhe current
situation is less satisfactory.- This reflecr- the fact that
the programme was not adopted until the end of February of this year and rhe consultation procedures laid
down are dme-consuming. None the less, we hope to
complete these procedures soon, and envisage that a
substantial utilization will be achieved in 1984.
Concerning indusry and the internal market, honourable Members will recall that Parliament adopted the
1984 budget with the addition of an amendmenr
the so-called Barbarella amendmen[
which created
- intervention
Anicle 772, entitled'New Communiry
for the development of a European indusrial area'. A
total of 500 m ECU in commirment appropriations
was voted.

These appropriations were, however, rather special.
The President of Parliament stated in his decision
adopdng the budget rhat they were 'ro be considered
separately from a total volume by which rhe rwo
branches of rhe budget authority are bound'. More-

over, the chairman

of the Committee on Budgets

explained on 15 December 1983 during the vote on
the 1984 budget that these appropriations could not be
used until a decision to increase the Communiq/s own
resources had been aken. It has nor, therefore, been
possible to take any acrion concerning the execudon
of these appropriations this year.

This does not, hov/ever, mean that the Commission
has ignored Parliament's political message. Some of
the actions advocared by Parliament have been put in
hand under other budgelary headings. Aid for cooperation between European industrial undenakings is
being granted under the Esprit programme and other

information activities. Technologiial innovation

is

being supponed by funds from Chapter 25.
a

legal basis enabling rhe execudon of the appropriations
in Anicle 7027 concerning restructuring of the coal
industry. Unfonunarely, however, there is still no legal
basis for Anicle 705 concerning promotion of energy
investment.

A modest amount of expon aid for industrial and craft
products is being made available from ltem 7775
specific measures for improving knowledge of the
and ltem 7776
specific meaJapanese market

-

-

sures concerning markets of non-member countries.
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Finally, under this heading, I would like to refer to aid
European standards institutes, which is charged
under Item 779l.The Commission has made an internal transfer to this new item, and work has begun.

for

Concerning food aid, all commitment appropriations
in Chapter 92 have been udlized, and it is expected
that the same will be true of payment appropriations
by the end of the year. However, the situation concerning the much smaller programme to combat hunAnicle 958
ger in the world
- is not satisfactory.
None of the 58 m-ECU in commitment appropriations
has been spent, although a series of draft financing

proposals involving some 40 m

ECU should

be

decided before the end of the year.

There has also been a considerable delay in utilizing
appropriations for cooperation with non-associated
developing countries under Article 930. To a large
extent the delays reflect the difficulties inherent in
development projects in the countries in question, and
rhe fact that the Commission has no on-the-spot delegations. In those countries where the Commission
namely, the Mediterranean
does have a delegation
- the
utilization rate in terms
and the ACP countries
both of paymenr and -commitments is much higher,
and we expect an out-turn of around 500/o this year.

For Anicle 941, involving Communiry contributions
towards schemes concerning developing countries carried.out by non-governmental organizations, over a
rhird of commitment appropriations and just under
one-third of payment appropriations had been utilized
30 September. The utilization rate normally acce-'
lerates in the last quaner, and implementation in 1984
should be satisfactory by the end of the year.

by

The Commission has been applying pressure on the
Council to adopt the necessary decisions and so allow
the implementation of the relevant pans of the budget,
alrhough the resuh are limited. It is already late in the
year, but fonunately not too late, for action. The best
course of action would be for the Council to take its
decisions, and I hereby urge that institution to do so.
An alternative course of acdon would be for the Commission to submit a series of proposals for ransfer to
the budget authority in order to remove the appropriations from those pans of the budget, where there is

now real risk of non-implementation, to those areas
where implementation would be possible. The. Commlsslon ls examrnrng what other areas could benefit
from reinforcement and which would involve activities
not totally divorced from the initiatives which remain
blocked.

Obviously the Commission's preferred option is that
the Council mkes the necessary decisions. However, in
case such decisions are not taken, the Commission will
ao along the lines of the alternative which I have set
out. In this event Parliament, through its powers over
ransfers, would be able to decide, in accordance with
the agreement of 30June 1982, on alternative means
to implement the relevant pans of the budget.

I now turn, Mr President, to the difficulties encountered in implementing budget headings other shan
those already discussed. The first set of problems
relates to the fact that there are insufficient appropria-

tions for the operation of the institutions. The total
shonfall was, undl very recently,22 mECU.,7 m ECU
of this, involving compulsory expenditure for allowances and pensions of former officials of all the institutions, is contained in the draft supplementary
budget. The remaining 15 m ECU involvint non-com-

should now like to turn to those
budget headings where implementation has been
delayed for want of an adequate legal basis in accordance with the terms of the joint declaration of the
three institutions of 3OJune 1982. On llJuly, the

pulsory expenditure was the subject of a transfer proposal which yesterday was approved by Parliament's
Committee on Budgets. The Commission is grateful to
Parliament for the understanding manner in which it
dealt with this issue and expresses its thanks accordingly.

Commission sent Parliament and Council a memorandum outlining the state of play at that time.

Essentially similar problems

Mr

President,

I

In the list of headings attached to the question now
being debated are two where implementation is being
held up for want of an adequate legal base. These are
Anicle 705, promotion of energy investments, and
Anicle 781, financial support for transpon infrastructure projects. In addition to these are a number of
other headings not mentioned in the question which
are running into similar difficuldes. These include
Anicle 388, Community action relating to protection
of forests against fire and acid deposits; Article 411,
joint fisheries research programme; Item 7503, Community activities in the spezialized information sector;
Item 750, Community contribution to innovation
loans granted to small and medium-sized firms; Item
7702, Communiry operations for the development of
daa processing; Item 7701, mineral raw materials.

of under-endowment are
however still being encountered with the appropria-

tions required for reimbursements to the European

Investment Bank and commitments entered into by the

Community under the third financial protocol with
Turkey and with aid to the UNR\VA. Proposals for
the necessary transfer for each of these items will be
presented in the very near future.

I

should also mention those activities where problems

have been encountered mainly because of good
administration, conflicting with a high rate of implementation. Problems of this nature have been encoun702 to 704. Here,
tered with energy policy
- Anicles
although commitment appropriations will almost cer-

minly by fully aken up, not all payment appropriations will be used in 1984. There is also a danger that
some of the appropriations carried over from 1983 will
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lapse. This situation reflects the delays by recipients in

carrying out projects and the difficulties encounrered
at t}e start of the scheme

reply have been lost in the detail, let me summaize
follows.

as

.

Problems of a similar narure ro those

I

have just menhave also been

tioned concerning energy policy
encountered with research and development activities
in the context of cooperation agreements in third

countries under Item 7359.Here the rate of utilization
is very low. There have been considerable delays due
to communication difficulties and the time required to
examine proposals from third countries. The Commission hopes to overcome most of these problems in the
coming months.

In connection with research and development I should
add a word about some of the provisional appropriations in Chaprcr 100 and commenr on the low utilization rate for the reserye of 83.5 m ECU in commitmenr appropriations and 28.59 m ECU in payment
appropriations, for 13 Commission programme proposals under Chapter 73, research and invesrmenr. Mr
President, the fact is that so far the Council has taken
a decision on only four proposals. In these cases rhe
appropriations have been transferred m the relevant
operational headings. Council approval of the nine
remaining proposals seems unlikely so at the end of
the day litde use will be made of the overall reserve.

The Commission's srarement on implementation of the
1984 budget would be incomplete were menrion not to
be made of the Commission's panicularly rigorous
management of that budget, announced to the Parliament earlier this year and which involved the objective
of offsetting, by 350 m ECU, the anticipatcd shonfall
in own resources. As I, on behalf of the Commission,
explained in deail rc Parliamenr's Commir.ree on
Budgets on 18 April, these management economies
would be achieved entirely, or vinually entirely, without affecdng the level of commitments in the 1984
budget. This has proved rc be the case. Indeed, the
great bulk of the reduction in expenditure will be

brought about by not using carried-over paymenr
appropriations. In this way greater respecr for the

annualiry of the budget, often sought by Parliament, is
In addition, the Commission's action is in
line with rhe recommendations made by the Court of
Auditors in its Opinion No I rhis year concerning the
observed.

budgetary requirements in 1984.

I should also add that the Commission, in connection
with the Council work on the draft supplementary
budget, declined to seek economies grearcr than those

we had set because, in our judgment, such action
would not have been withour risk for cenain Communiry policies.

Mr President, the question put to the Commission was
complex and detailed. That, coupled with the imponance of the basic subjecr marrer, necessitarcd a lengthy
reply. In case the main points of the Commission's

First, implementarion of the budget in 1984 has been
dominated by the problem of an overall shonage of
appropriations for EAGGF guarantees. The procedure
currently underway, namely the supplementary and
amending budget, should resolve this problem at leasr
as far as the basic problem of avoiding a gross mismatch besween financial obligations upon the Communiry and appropriations in the Community budget
to meet these obligations is concerned.
Secondly, neither the pronounced shonage of appropriations for EAGGF guaranrces nor the Commission
manatement economies have affecred or jeopardized
implementation of the Communiqy's orher common
policies and operations as ser our in the 1984 budget.

Thirdly, implementadon of the major structural Funds
Regional, Social and EAGGF Guidance
is pro-

-gressing normally

with one excepdon concerning
the

non-quota pan of the Regional Fund.

Founhly, as far as external aid is concerned, implementation of food aid is proceeding normally. None
the less, the appropriations for non-associared developing countries and for hunger in the world will not
be used in full before the end of the year.
Finally, although protress has been made with regard
to implemenusion in many areas of research, €n€rg/r
industry, innovation and transpon, there are cenain
persistent difficulties. It would be unreasonable to
attempt to atribute all the problems which have been
encountered to lack of progress in any Communiry
institution. Many difficulties simply reflect the inrinsic
nature of the work involved and where, in order to
safeguard both the interests of the taxpayer as well as

the reputadon of rhe Community, the Commission

considers it necessary to give due weight m sound
financial managemenr and not to sacrifice this objective to that of timely but inefficient implementation.

There are, none the less, a number of areas where
implementation is being held up due to lack of progress within the Communiry institutions. Here I refer
to those areas where exccurion of the budget is currently prevenrcd due to rhe absence of an adequate
legal base. The Commission hopes the necessary and
often long delayed decisions will be aken by the
Council before the end of the year ro allow implementation along the lines set our in the 1984 budget. Such
decisions would not only allow progress of Communiry policies, but also avoid the need for transfer of
appropriations to those areas of the budget where they
may be implemenrcd without the need for further
decisions.

Mr President, I apologize for rhe length of my starcment, but I think that it is the only way in which some-
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thing as imponant and specific as Mr Langes's question can be satisfacory dealt with.

(DE) Mr President, I would
Mr Lengcs (PPE).
Tugendhat my sincere
fint like to give Commissioner
thanks. I am not exactly known in this House for my
eulogies on behalf of the Commission but I welcome
the fact that we have, in connection with the discussion about the 1984 supplemenary budget and panicularly that on the question 'what form should the
1985 budget take?', received an answer to the Notenboom question. Ve can also expect this answer in
writing since every Group in the House, as well as
both the Committee on Budgets and the Budgetary
Control Committee, supports this request.

cern food aid, hunger around the world or wharcver.
As a case in point, we find now, in October 1984, that
less rhan a third of chese resources were used. Vhile it
is true that you hopc to see additional funds being paid

out in the next few months, we are profoundly convinced that we Europeans have the vital dury to help
the hungry and the suffering. '$fl'e cannot understand
why these, resources, paltry though they are, are not
employed. This is, in my opinion, not a case in which
the Commission can put the blame on alleged hindrance by the Council. This is a humanitarian dury that
Comboth Parliament and the Commission
- and the
mission should be more courageous in the matter
should carry out. You have the suppon of Parliament
and I would like to see the Council even try to be
obsructive! In this case, we cannot consider the Commission's statement satisfactory.

Something I would particularly like to point out to our
new colleagues is that this request for information is
an additional instrument for the supervision of the

work of the Commission and the Council. In other
words, we have supervisory powers not only at the end
of the budgetary operation, through the Budgetary
Control Committee, but also during it. In the latter
case, Parliament pays great attention to the points that

reccived majoriry votes when the budget was
approved. In recent years, we have seen again and
again how difficult it is to transform into practical
realiry the policies desired by this Parliament.
For that reason, Mr Tugendhat, I would like to thank
you again most sincerely for your open and honest
speech. The few momenr available to me now do not
suffice for a full answer. This is a field that touches on
every aspect of the political will displayed by this Parliament. Nevenheless, I would like m pick out a couple of points.

Firstly, I would like to confirm that you have, in certain areas, tried to carry out the will of the Parliament
and you mentioned regional policies and the Social
Funds. You also said, however, that that pan of the
Regional Fund not tied to quotes had not been used.
At this point, I would like to point out to the honourable members that they must put appropriate pressure
on their own governments since the failure to spend
pan of this money is because the projects required
were not prepared by the national tovernmens. In
if indeed there is a fault at all
other words, the fault
- governments and not of the
is that of the national
-Commission. The governmenr concerned need to be
told very forcefully indeed 'if you can't take any action yourself, then you yourself are also to blame if the
European Community cannot help you'.

(Apphue)
There is, howwer, one field where no congratulations
are due and where I have to be very critical of the
Commission. I doubt that anyone in this Parliament is
in agreement with the provisions of the budget chapwhether they conters beginning with the figure 9

-

In the other fields that you named, we know the difficulties that the Council causes in relation to ranspoft
and energy policics. All we can do is battle on
together. Panicularly in the European Parliament, we
have found that the weapons available for political battles are not very powerful and opponents well
entrenched. You can be sure, however, that we are not
be
prepared
let the Council please take note
- to
told on a- Sunday how important a joint European

energy policy is

or how imponant the Esprit

Pro-

gramme is or how imponant cooperation in transpon

policy is and then rc be confronted by the Council
itself approving only four individual projects although
vigorous action had been demandcd by the Parliament
in this and other fields such as environmental protection where we have also experienced obstruction by
the Council.

This same point is also vital to the argument over the
1985 budget. Ve are not prepared to be rcld by the
Council that, since these resources were not spent, we
need less for 1985 or, in other words, can economize.
'!7e
intend here to discover just who the guilry parry
was that prevented these resources being employed. It
is therefore my earnest hope that the 1985 budget will
also include increased resources for energy, environmenal protection, transport, fisheries and development aid and we hereby give notice of our intentions
to this effect.
(Apphuse)

if I can make one small point
It is very pleasing
- has managed to provide the
that the Commission
money for the restoration work on the Parthenon in
Athens. I find that encouraging. Granted, it is not a
large sum but surely this is an expression of the European Parliament's recognition of our cultural identity
and dury to the monuments of that culture since they
exist not just for a single people or a single nation but
for us all. I would like to encourage the Commission,
and ourselves, to @ntinue to take small steps in this
direction. I know that this is quite insufficient to clean
up or restore the cultural landscape but we should not
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cease to consider it one of Parliament's duties
nor
least because the people, and panicularly the younger

Coun of Auditors' activities over the last few years.
Vhat the Coun of Auditors was doing here was tak-

generation, will judge us on whar we have done for
that left us by our fathers.

ing away cash money v'hich has to be spent in one way
or another in later years if it cannot be spent in the
year in question. If it is a saving, that should become
clear the year after, not during the year of operation
of the Communiry budget. Not only that, but if we
develop the habit of aking savings in the course of the
year, I think it could be very dangerous since we might
thereby force the Commission to make those savings
from the very beginning of the budgemry operation.
That is contrary to what normal budgemry policy

-

(Applause)

Mr Dankert (S).
Mr Presidenr, I may perhaps
- today
sound harsh and bitter
in commenting on rhe
draft supplementary budget for 1984, the 1985 draft
budget and budgeary discipline as prepared by the
Council. Harsh and bitter, because the budgetary procedure is at the hean of the existence of this elected
Parliament, and a lack of proper work by Council
and we cannot deny that there is such a lack
threa-

- was
tens that existence. Under the Treaty Council
intended to govern the Community. In the last 10 to
15 years we have been satisfied if Council has been
able merely to manage the crisis. Vhat I now see
and this budgeury procedure threarens to be a panicular instance of this
is that Council creates crisis
instead of managing it.,-

should be.

Second,

Mr

Tugendhat has already pointed

to

a

revenue shonfall of over 500 million. Council stated
yesterday in the Committee on Budgets that there was
no such shortfall and, even if there were, it would be

met the year after. Vith VAT this can happen, but
with the kind of resources which are predictable,
which can be counted upon as levies etc. it is pure
manipulation to cover a budger deficit by increasing
revenue which is simply not there.

Mrs Scrivener has already said of the supplemenmry
budget for 1984 that it smacks of manipulation. If you
examine the 1984 proposed supplementary budget, it
does not only look like manipulation. I would qualify
it as the work of a fraudulent company. As to the 1985

It is a strange

has

and amazing exhibidon by the Council
of budgetary onhodoxy. And it creates supplementary
problems. It creates funher crises. Revenue and
expenditure do not match; they only march on paper.
The consequence is
and perhaps Mr Tugendhat can
give some funher information
on this
according to

already said that it. is nor a budget for. the year. In
some imponant areas of Communiry policy
mainly
agriculrure and the British conrribution
ir- does not

a speech I read by Commissioner Andriessen, who has
some reputation as a former finance minister, that the
Commission, because of this fake budget, will be in

budget things are

not much bener. Mr Fich

cover projected expenditure. ![orse, -Council even
indicated in a statement that it has already calculated
that there will be a deficit which has to be covered in a
supplemenary budget. Ve have never seen such things
before. fu far as budgetary discipline is concerned,
what is now planned in Council, nor yer decided but in
preparation, is a severe blow rc the position of Parliament and Commission in the budgetary procedure.
These are very serious points with which rc embark on
the budgetary discussions.

Another point which I consider equally serious is the
fact that the budgetary procedure can only function
when the two arms of the budgetary authoriry are able
to communicate with each other, to exchange the
necessary information and rc have a real dialogue that
makes for harmonious development of the budgetary
procedure
I do nos have rhe impression thar
- and
Council, these
days, is capable of such a dialogue.

Such accusations must be substantiated. I will try
briefly to do so. Vith regard to the 1984 draft supplemenary budgeq the President-in-Office of the Council indicated that in place of the 315 million found by
the Commission, Council has found 500 million in
savings. Council refers
for the first time ever, I
believe
ro a report -by the Coun of Auditors. I
- have great respect for what the Coun of
generally
Audircrs does, but this is not the best example of the

-

the red by November. In other words, the Commission
canno[ pay the Member States, the Member States will
have rc pay themselves. The Commission will only be
legally entitled to allow the Member States ro pay
themselves and will then have to furnish the money the
year afrcr. This will create additional problems for the
1985 budger

These are wrong policies. Also, these policies,
notwithstanding the fact thar we have a budget
-mayI
hope this will not happen, though it is possible
lead to payments difficulties in some Member States.
I
hope it will nor encourate narional parliaments to get
the idea that there is no better financing than national
financing.

I think the threat is already there as far as agricultural
expenditure is concerned. This rhreat might be
encouraged by the way Council has handled this supplementary budget.

On more particular problems I would like to have further information on agricultural expenditure for 1984.
Does it cover budget line by budget line the needs to
the end of the year? The Commission indicared that it
needs funher money for the Christmas butrer deal.

Vhat

does it cost? How does

it fit into the supplemen-

tary budget? Afrcr the supplementaqy budger will rhere
sdll be a number of imponant, sizeable transfers to be
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voted upon? !7hat is then the sute of this supplemenury budget? Can we be confident that before the end
of the year the official one billion ECU gap which has
to be covered by additional finance will be decided
upon, that the money will flow to the Commission; or
does the Commission expect that pan of that additional money necessary artd agreed upon by government will only be available in 1985? How do we deal
with that kind of problem? There are other questions,
but there are more speakers in this debate and for the
1984 budget I will leave it at that.
The way from 1984 to 1985 could be described as the
road from fraud to violation. Anicle 199 of the Treaty
clearly states that expenditure has to be covered by
revenue. The Council has clearly indicated that it foresees agricultural expenditure flowing from the agriculural legislation in force. I have always found the
notion of compulsory and non-compulsory expenditure unacceptable, but in all the exchanges and arguments we have had with Council, compulsory expenditure was always ineviable and unavoidable and had to
be put in the budget whatever happened. I cannot
quite see that the world in 1985 will be special and that
only nine or ten months of agricultural expenditure
will have to be put in the budget. That is unsound,

unhealthy, dangerous and again might encourage
national parliaments to think more in terms of national
solutions than is good for the Communiry. The UK
rebate has not been solved for exactly the same reasons.

I think that the total amount of revenue missing in the
1985 budget must be close to 3 billion ECU, a not
inconsiderable sum of money. Revenue not covered!
In Coreper they have the habit of producing non-pap-

I think their bosses in the Council are now developing the habit of producing non-budgets. From the
ers.

1984 supplementary to 1985, from 1985, if everything
goes well, to new own-resources and from new ov/n-

resources to a new solution for the British rebate, we

run the risk of being, over the next few years, in
starc of permanent crisis.

a

I think more foresight, more

courate to tovern is necessary in the Community than
is at present evidenl

!7hat do we get? \7e get a fixation of public opinion
on budgetary problems. !/e get continuous discussion
on this kind of difficulry which smnds in the way of
the progress which is long overdue. This progress is
necessary to give the peoples of the Community some
hope that there is a future in that Community. The
problems ahead are explosive; they are dangerous.
Community financing of CAP, enlargement, new
own-resources, a new atreement with the UK, new
policies which I mentioned, are all uncenain and have
to be solved. Apan from that there is the problem of
the European Parliament, a problem mainly created by
what is going to happen
though I hope it will not
- internal discussion in the
in all probability in the
-Council concerning internal decisions as far as Coun-

cil's budgetary proceedings are concerned: the whole
complex of budgetary discipline.

Talking about budgetary discipline, the procedure
now is that we have one budget with different categories of expenditure, and at the end of the budgetary
procedure the amount of revenue to be fixed to cover
that expenditure is agreed upon in discussion between
the Council and Parliament: our usual, I would say,
unofficial third reading. That is what the procedure
according to Anicle 203 is. \7hat do we get?'$(i'e now
get the third reading at the beginning, but without
Parliament playing its role, without Parliament even
being consulted, as far as I can see from the papers

prepared. That is turning Anicle 203 completely
upside down. That is a violation, I would say, of the
letter of the Treaty. It also undermines completely the
position the European Commission so far had in the
procedure, and I fully agree in that respect with what
President Thorn has written to the President of the
Council.

That is one element, but there is another. There is the
danger that the different categories of expenditure

within the budget will be isolated from one another:
you will get agriculture, you will get your pluriannual
protrammes and you will get other expenditure and
the whole budgetary procedure as far as Parliament
and the Council are concerned will be limited to that
small reserve of social and regional expenditure and
precisely that area of expenditure will come under
very stringent control, whereas that is the area where
there is the greatest need for development of the Community budget.

There is another danger. I already indicated with
regard to 1984 and 1985 that national parliaments feel
more and more tempted to nadonalize agriculrural
expendirure, cenainly in countries which can afford rc
my own, Germany and so
do so better than others
- measures to agricultural
on. If we apply too strict
expenditure, if the framework is too tighq you cannot
avoid that trend continuing thereby making the agricultural policy explode. If it is not tight enough you
get into a situation where some Member Sates are disinclined to increase own resources. A soludon has to
be found in a middle way between those two ways. I
am not under the impression that the text before us
offers that kind of solution.

I deplore the fact that Council still is not ready to consult the European Parliament before deciding on its
own internal procedure. The internal procedures of
the Council affect the procedure where the relationship between the Council and the European Parliament is concerned. I would go funher. Council
already a few years ago violated the Treaty by deciding on internal procedure when it refused to continue
to vote amendment by amendment. It makes package
deals. That decision combined with what is now going
on is a serious effon to undermine the role of the
European Parliament in that procedure and is a ser-
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ious threat to the future not only of the European Par-

In practice, when a government decides to support

liament, but of the Communiry as well. I would not
hesitate if Council Boes on this way m drag them into
court, even though I do agree that that is not a political solution.

particular economic sector or a social troup or even
just to build a bridge, the expenditure incurred
becomes compulsory, on an equal footing with that
spent on staff or telephone calls. Luigi Einaudi
observed that expenditure on telephone calls or stadonery could be reduced without damaging political
credibiliry. Trade unionists, for instance, cannot negotiate about basic pay without taking account of all the

(IT) Mr President, ladies and
Mr Mizzau (PPE).
- has decided to release I 300
gentlemen, the Council
million ECU to cover the 1984 deficit. There is no
doubt that this decision falls shon of the expectations
of Europe as a whole and of our Parliament ir1 panicular.

Personally, I would have preferred the Council to
have had recourse to Anicle 235 of the Treary of
Rome rather than take such a decision, as a matter of
principle: Communiry instruments must be used to
tackle Communiry problems. Ve can only hope that
the pledge made at Fontainebleau will be respeced,
namely that the government representatives of Member States will assume the responsibiliry, on behalf of
their governmenrc, of doing all that they can to ensure
that national procedures are expedited as quickly as
possible, even though it is my personal opinion that
this will not occur as quickly as possible, given that the
nadonal parliaments have their' respective financial
legislation to deal with at the end of the year.

Vhat is more, the British delegation, in agreeing to
this supplementary budget, has had a paragraph
insened rc the effect that the Member States should
take note of the fact that the United Kingdom Parliament will not be in a position to ratify this decision
until the European Parliament releases the United
Kingdom rebate for 1983 and until the decision on
budgeary discipline has been adopted by the Council.

I

hope, therefore, that this House will approve the
of these funds today and that for its pan the

release

United Kingdom Parliament will react with equal
swiftness.

I must express disappointment concerning the 1985
budget. If the governments had accepted the proposal
put forward by the Italian government, we would
probably not be in this position. As you know, the proposal was to increase the VAT share to atleast 1.20/0,
or at least to increase h rc 1.40/o with effect from
October 1985.
It is clear that the intention is to reduce expenditure,
primarily expenditure on the EAGGF, quite apan
from the need to reduce so-called non-compulsory
expenditure.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I should like now
to recall the fine sense of irony displayed by a great

a

elements involved. But what counts, ultimately, is how

much money there is in the pay packet; it hardly matrcrs, when you go shopping, whether your pay packet
is labelled basic pay or pay plus cost of living bonus.
'$7'e

are all aware of the risk of inflation, but the transfer of funds has never provoked infladon. There is no
point dragging in Friedman or Keynes, because vle are
not talking abour increasing the tax burden, to which I
personally am opposed; here I share the opinion of
Philippe Auberger who, this very d,ay, has warned in
the Figaro that I'imp6t tue l'imp6t: taxation kills axes.
The transfer of funds
I repeat has never caused
-some political eleinflation. There are nevertheless
ments who would like to transfer money from the private to the public sector
wouldn't you, my colwhich would damleagues on the socialist benches?
age investments. But here we are advocating a transfer
from the public to the public sector, i.e. from national
budgets to the Communiry budget. In this way ve are
safeguarding
or tqying to safeguard
European
policies while- putting a brake, however- modest, on
national interests.

If we reduce expenditure on agriculture, as Mr Dankert urged us rc do a shon while ago, we will be subjecting national and regional authorities and governments to pressure from farmers and farmworkers who,
like their industrial counterparts, are going through a
difficult period of technological change and who are
therefore in need of large investments. Hence, if we
reduce expenditure on agriculture, we reduce faith in
our European policies.

If the conviction is beginning to take root among
farmers
and not just farmers
that choices govpolicy are made on- a Communiry basis,
erning farming
is

it right that the Community should

indicate by

is

decision that they are to be returned to national governments and parliaments? Is ir right that the Communiry should take a path opposed to that which has
been marked out by Community philosophy itself?

At the beginning of this

session, Mr O'Keeffe told us
that agriculture u/as the only effective Community

policy.'I hope you do not mind my mentioning, ladies
and gentlemen, something I read recenrly in an Italian

Luigi Einaudi, who subsequently
became President -of our Republic
vhen faced with
those who went to extraordinary -lengths in order to
justify the distinction besween compulsory and non-

newspaper from Parma
Ia Gabbiola regarding
- Angeles,
- shat when
the Olympic Games in Los
namely,
it came rc rctting up medals, comparisons should not
be drawn be$/een the United States of America and
the individual States of the European Communiry, but

compulsory expenditure.

between the United Stares and rhe whole

Italian economist

of

our
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Europe. In this case, the winners would not be Belgian, French, Greek, Italian, British, Durch or Ger-

man, but Europeans.

If

expressed spontaneously

this son of idea can be
by people, why should we

eliminate the European agricultural policy, which lies
at the centre of all our common policies?
Some might object that expenditure on the disposal of
surpluses should be non-compulsory. The Commission

budget, though

I

must say, like others,

I regret that it

has been necessary to finance it through an agreement
outside the Treary. I think that is very unfortunate and

I

wish that it had been possible for the Council to
devise a method of financing which came within the
Treaties. But my most serious objection to the supplementary budget for 1984 is the creative accounting
which the Council has employed to balance the books,
or not to balance them, as I believe.

should clarify what line of financial poliry it intends to

follow. \7e are not talking about non-compulsory
expenditure in this case. Surpluses do exist and there-

fore expendiure on their storage and

disposal

becomes compulsory; this problem must be tackled.

Our main concern rcday, Mr President, is that of
investmenr, if we are to emerte from the crisis and
create jobs. Ve are right rc spend money on agriculture. Vhen technology was applied to agriculture, the
expansion of indusry was speeded up and every penny
invested in agriculture results in a 500/o gain for the
economy.

I maintain, to sum up, that the Communiry's oy/n resources must be increased and that a
reduction in agricultural expenditure is unacceptable.

That is why

(Apphtse

fron

Mr

President,

I

listened with

- made by Mr Dankert, our forgreat care to the speech
mer President. It was, with all his experience of budgetary matrcrs, both previously as the Parliament's rapport€ur for the budget and subsequendy as President
of the Parliament, an important speech and in it he
expressed very serious concern about what is actually
happening to Parliament's budgetary pov/ers.
Cenainly, I share some of those misgivings. After all,
we have a Community budget
26
27
- be it 25 or or
thousand million ECU
representing a very substan- only democratic scrutiny to
tial sum of money and the
which that budget is subjected is in this Parliament.
The national parliaments do not approve or scrutinize
the European Communiry budget. Any awempt by the
Council in any way, directly or indirecdy, to prejudice
Parliament's budgetary powers is simply removing
from the budgetary prociess the essential and only
democratic element in that procedure.

My country has had budgetary disputes with the
European Parliament but once the 1983 refund is
which I hope and assume it will be this
released
my group, I am sure, will work with
afternoon-

- in this Parliament to try and preserve the
other groups
very imponant budgetary powers of this Parliament,
which we as a group cenainly believe in.
Mr

Presidenq

I

way.

I am also amazed that on the other side of the coin the
Council has chosen to take, in 1984, savings or to

tbe centre)

Lord Douro (ED).

It is very difficult to extract from the Council a proper
justification of why they chose rc ignore the advice,
and indeed the statement, of the Commission that the
revenues were likely to be 560 m ECU less than the
Commission had originally intended. The Council has
simply chosen to ignore that position which Mr Tugendhat, as the budget Commissioner, has repeated
many times in this House and in the Committee on
Budgets. I must say that I think that in any commercial
enterprise a board of directors who in that way simply
refused to take the advice of the finance director that
the income was going to be less than originally had
been budgeted, would be guilty of gross irresponsibiliry. I am amazed that the Council has behaved in that

welcome very much the satement by

the President-in-Office of the Budget Council about

the establishment of the 1984 draft supplementary

credit to the account, as it were, supposed savings in
expenditure of a funher 500 m ECU. Indeed, the
financial regulation, as Mrs Scrivener has said and as
Mr Danken said, specifically instructs the budgetary
authoriry to include any surplus or deficit from one
year in a supplementary budget for the following year.

And that is what has been done for this year in relation
to the surplus for 1983 of 307 m ECU.
But there is nothing in the financial regulation which
allows the budgetary authority, as I understand it, to
include in the actual year estimated savings and, what
is worse, as Mr Tugcndhat said, the Council has arbitrarily decided that the savings this current year will be
150 m ECU greater than the Commission has estimated. So, not only have they taken a higher figure,
but
in this respect I think the Commission was
- and both
at fault
the Commission and the Council have
decided -that the savings for this year, which ought by
regulation to be included in next year's supplementary
budget, should be aken in this year as a funher way
to attempt to balance the books. I consider both these
acts as creative accounting and I very much hope that
the Parliament will not accept either of them.

Mr President, I was also pleased, naturally, that the
Council was able m establish the 1985 draft budget
within the date specified by the Treary, 5 October. It is
unfortunarc that it came so late. It will cause Parliament great inconvenience but nevertheless they did
comply with the deadline set by the Treaty. I am
pleased that by and large the regional and social funds
in the Commission's draft have been preserved. I am,
naturally, sad that that pan of the budget dealing with
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industry, research and energy has been cur down by
150/0. But, I must say, I am truly shocked that that pan

of the budget dealing with cooperation and development with the Third lTorld has been cut back by 270/0.

I am panicularly shocked that one line, 950, which is
aid to disaster victims in developing counrries, should
be cut down to 5 m ECU against an actual expenditure
in

1983 of very nearly 20 m ECU.

At a moment when the Community

has just had a
record harvest, when the Community has produced
approximarcly 25 m tonnes of grain surplus rc its
requirements, I really am shocked that the Council
should decide to reduce that irem in the budget by
which we could give aid to the people in the Third
'!7orld,
panicularly in Africa, who are suffering from
appalling malnurition at a momenr, as I say, when the
European Community has record surpluses of grain
and grain is the most effective way for the Community
to give food aid to the Third !florld. I very much hope
that other troups in this Parliament will reacr in a similar way, and that we shall insist in the first reading of
the 1985 budger on reinstating substantially provisions
for expenditure of this kind.

Members of the European Parliament should support:
that is why I have serious misgivings about Mrs Scrivener's resolution, and I am afraid my group will have to
vote against paragraph 2 of her resolution.

In conclusion, Mr President, we were very near a precipice some rwo weeks ago. At one moment it really
looked as if the Council could not meet the deadline
of 5 October. However, they did it, and a package of
measures was agreed. That is a considerable step forward; it is great progress at an awkward and difficult
moment for the European Community, and I now
hope that the Parliament will, in a consrructive way,
work with the Council over the nexr few monrhs ro
make further progress in these difficult budgeary matters while, at [he same time, preserving its powers and
its self-respect.

Mr

(IT) Mr President, I
Barbarella (COM).
should like to make just a -few general points on what
the President-in-Office of the Council has said this
morning about supplementary budget No 1/1984 and

Finally, I should like m commenr on rhe financing of
the 1985 budget
I should say rhe cenain overspend

the 1985 draft budget. My first observation is that, in
actinB as it has done regarding these two budgets, the
Council has embarked on a highly dangerous course
with no basis in realiry, as a number of other col-

in

leagues before me have emphasized.

1985, because- every one accepts, as Mr O'Keeffe
said, that the 1985 budget which has been presented to
us will be insufficient for 1985's need, and there will
be an inevitable overspend rhat has to be financed.

In the last pan-session of

Parliament, a number of

amendments were passed m the Commission's regula-

tion making

proposals

for

covering the financing

requirements for 1984 and 1985. Since then, of course,

the governments of rhe Member States themselves
have decided to cover 1984 through an inrergovernmental agreement. However, for 1985 nothing has yet
been decided. At least eight Member States believe
that the way to cover the shonfall in 1985 is rc bring
forward the date when the increase in own-resources
shall apply. That surely is rhe logical way to cover rhe
deficit. It is also the Communiry way ro cover the deficit, and I believe that that is the position the Parliament should supporr. and encourage, and it is at this
moment that Parliamenr can have considerable influence on the final decision, because that final decision

has not yet been taken by the Council. I therefore
retret tha[, despite the changed circumsrances since
our September pan-session, the resolution which Mrs
Scrivener is presendng today on behalf of the Committee on Budgets simply confirms its position taken
up on 13 Seprember. I believe thar Parliamenr musr
regretfully accept that the Council has made a decision
on 1984 and that there is litde more for Parliament to
do on 1984, but that on 1985 we should reconsider the
matter: we should support an earlier increase in the
Communiry's own resources for rhis is what a maloriry
of Member States want and what a majoriry of Member States are prepared ro recommend rc their narional
parliaments. I believe it is the son of solution that all

I

say

this because

the procedures the Council was used to adopt these
budgets are moving funher and funher away from
normal Community procedures, by which I mean
those laid down in the Treaties. It is my view
and
others have aheady said the same
that a -blatanr
example of this is the intergovernmental
agreemenr,
which has covered the supplemenmry budget for 1984,
but has neglected a number of other ways of coping
with this deficit, ways which would have been less
risky and cenainly safer from the financial point of
vteur.

In my opinion, none of

us

and especially the Coun-

must forget a principle,
which is clearly
enshrined in the Treaties, in a whole series of clauses
which I have no need to quote. According to this principle, when decisions are taken to incur expendirure
through the budgeq these items of expenditure absocil

lutely must be covered. $7hat this means, ladies and
gendemen, is that the Council had no option but ro
cover this expenditure, even for exceptional items, on
which a decision had been aken
especially in rhe
case of agriculture
in 1984, and- that rhere was no
- absurd conror[ions, bargaining
need rc resort. to the
and exchange of vetoes on the pan of the Council to
which we have been wirnesses for several long months.

I

think vre should remind the Council that, just

as

there is compulsory expenditure, so there are compulsory receipts, and that one cannot flout the Treaties,
as has been done by resorring to procedures which disregard their provisions and which bode ill for the
future because they set in motion processes which
sever the link between Communiry decisions on
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expenditure and what must subsequently be done to
cover such expenditure. Let me refresh your memories: according to the Treaties, the Community budget
is an expenditure budget and covering this expendiure
is the dury of governments and cannot be subjected to
the sort of wheeling and dealing that we have seen in
recen[ months and above all cannot be subjecrcd to the
kind of conditions that have been laid down by cenain
governmen6 in order to arrive at a decision on a type
of cover, which, as we all know, covers absolutely
nothing.
'$7e are also seeing this

believe, and as has been
- as I
in the case of the
emphasized already by others

- confronted with a
1985 budget. Once again u/e are
rctally extraordinary procedure: the Council is presenting us with a draft budget which does not cover a
whole year but only 6 to 7 months at the most. I wonder whether the governmenm meeting in Council in
Brussels behave in the same way in their national parliaments. I wonder whether these same governments
who are presenting us with a budget which covers only
half the year would dare to do the same thing back
home in their own countries. Ve have arrived at a
point of total absurdiry and are witnessing attitudes
I repeat which flout the Treaties and which threa[en the Communiq/s future. It is up to us to keep a
close watch here and to remind the Council of im
duties by appealing to its sense of responsibility
because, not to put too fine a point on it, the threat of
financial paralysis is at our door.
'!7hen

the Council decides to put forward a budget for
only six months and defers a decision on covering
remaining expenditure which we already know will
just as Mr Danken pointed out
this means
arise
will have to open again,- with all the
that negotiations

concomitant political connoations and the imposition
of terms and conditions that we already know too
well. In short, this means
as stressed by Mrs Scrive- expect a total or at least
ner
that we can confidently
- financial paralysis of the entire Community.
panial
This is a matrcr of some concern to us, particularly to
our Group, but I think it should be the concern of
Parliament as a whole and I imagine that this House
will take the right and proper stand on these matters.
Just now, I said that the Council's manoeuvring was
not only risky but also without a basis in reality. As far
as the 1984 supplementary budget is concerned, it has
been amply shown that manipulation has taken place.
This word has been used by other speakers and I also
wish to use it with all the pejorative meaning that it
contains, as it has been applied both to forecasm of
receipts as well as to forecasts of any possible savings.
Mr Tugendhat repeated chis morning that the projected savings of five hundred million units of account
were a forecast which could not be adhered to. !(hat

it is put off until a later date. Let me repeat
that, to our mind, this situation is extremely worrying
and that we will therefore be taking a firm stand on it.
means that

The second observation I wanted to make concerns
budgetary discipline. I was very sorry that Mr
O'Keeffe made no reference to this. He spoke to us
about both budgets, but did not talk about the basic
elements which serve as a foundation for these budgets. Ve really do deplore this because we are well
aware that the political problem underlying the entire
financial question with which we are currently faced
is, in fact, budgetary discipline. I believe that a number
of things must be said on this point and made toally
my
or this
clear: I do not believe that we
- i.e. Group,
House as a whole
have ever shirked from budgetary discipline. I think that it must be recalled that we
and not governments are the representatives of European taxpayers and as such I believe that we have fulfilled our obligations with due care and efficiency.
Should the Council wish rc go into this question more
deeply and seek out ways in which budgetary procebut we
dures can be expedircd, the Council knows
- it can
that
will nevenheless repeat it here rcday
- problems
count on Parliament to help it tackle these
and solve them in the best possible way. But what we
in this House cannot accept is that the Council should

decide unilaterally

to

introduce procedures which

make a clean sweep of some expenditure, thus almost
completely eliminating non-compulsory expenditure,
and which place ceilings on agricultural expenditure.
This is absolutely nonsensical because, as everyone

knows, expenditure on agriculture can only be controlled by radically correcting the mechanisms governing the common agricultural poliry. \7hat is more, I
should like someone to explain to me just how these
ceilings can be applied. So, on the one hand, we have
mechanisms which are absolutely unmanageable and
on the other, we have attempts to strangle the European Parliament and restrict its room for manoeuvre.
It must be made clear to the Council that the Parliament will not be led down this path and that the Parliament is ready to take an even firmer stand and, if
necessary, to have recourse to the Court of Justice.
There is something which I should like to make quite
clear to the Council: we will not be hoodwinked by
the fact that the Council is able to adopt a position sui
generis or take a political decision which in theory
would be valid only for itself. If we were to discover
elements which transgress the limits laid down, even if
insened in a document which in theory should apply
only to the Council, and if these elements were in fact
capable of overturning the entire budgemry procedure, then we would react to them energetically.

I

should like

to close my

speech by ielaunching my

appeal to the Council to finally tackle these questions,

we have here, therefore, is an accounting trick with
which the Council is trying to fudge a solution to a
problem which merited in fact a proper solution and

not in the terms in which it has tackled them on this
if you permit me
that this
occasion. I would say

nor this anempr at patching things up which basically

invented as part of the budgetary procedure is appar-

entire tale

of a new- mechanism which- has been
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endy more an expression of national bureaucracy than
of serious political positions adopted by the governments of Europe. That is why I appeal to the Council
and should like to conclude by inviting it to have talks
with the Parliamenr in order ro initiate a detailed and
thoroughgoing analysis of these questions and to find
as I have already said
a solurion along lines

-which

- rarher rhan following
yrill srengrhen Europe

what amounts ro an inter-governmental path, which is
what the Council has been doing for the last few
monrhs.

IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Wce-Preside*

Mr De Vries (L).
(NL) Mr President, I am honoured to have been- asked rc speak today, for the first
time on behalf of my group, on rhe budget quesdon.
The pleasure ir gives me is, however, marred by other
considerations.

The first of these is rhe obvious failure of the Fontainebleau agreement
that wildly acclaimed agreement
which later proved-to be almost as insubstantial as a
soap bubble.

Secondly, we are faced with the impending bankruptcy of our Communiry
not, perhaps, a financial
one but cenainly a spiritual-one.

I would like to open with

a couple

of comments on the

draft supplementary and amending budget for 1984.
The existence of this draft budget is an achievement
for this Parliament
mu$ be said. Ir proves rhat
- that
we adopted the right
srategy in July by refusing to

unblock payment of the British and German rebates
unless the Council of Ministers submiced a dralt supplemenary budget for 1984. \7e put pressure on [ondon, and rc a lesser extent on Bonn, and rhat pressure
was successful. However, that success is completely
over-shadowed by the narure and conrenr of the sup-

plementary budget. Nor only is ir almosr cenainly
insufficient, it is also financed panly by economizing
on non-compulsory expenditure and panly by refundable interesr-free loans by the Member States. Our
group considers rhar last point exremely significant.
Provision of the I 000 million ECU concerned is not,

as had been demanded by Parliamenq based on the
Treaties, but is the subject of an inter-governmenral
agreement. It is a moor poinr, Mr Presidenq whether
this approach is legal. It is probably not illegal, but it is
cenainly illegitimate, because it undermines Parliament's control of the budget. Draltring up the annual
budget, and the role of our Parliament, will become a
mockery, a formal exercise for appearance's sake, if
the Council of Ministerc is going ro meer any shonfall
without reference to the Treary.

The draft supplementary budget is probably inadequate while neither the coverage nor its legal basis is
satisfactory. Our groups response will very largely
depend on our meetinB with the Council of Ministers

in two weeks'time.

\7hile we are on this subjecr, Mr President, I would
like to put a quesrion ro you.

A rumour going around rhe lobbies ar rhe momenr has
it that the Bureau has decided to make romorrow evening the deadline for amendmenm ro rhe supplementary budget for 1984. At the end of my speaking dme I
would appreciate hearing from you whether this information is correct, since ir seems to me rhar it
Parliament in a somewhat difficult position.

will put

If the 1984 supplementary budget deserves sharp criticism, the 1985 draft budget is, in its presenr form,
unacceptable or at besr barely acceptable. This budgeq
too, is perhaps nor irreconcilable with Communiry
principles. On paper, expenditure is balanced by
income. On three points, however, rhe budget is definately an anti-Communiry one: firsdy, because ir covers expected expenditure for only a maximum of ten
monrhs rarher rhan for the whole of 1985. The draft
takes no account. of either the annual discussions to fix
agricultural prices or the I 000 million ECU reduction
in the British VAT contribution for 1984.

The second anri-Community aspect of the draft
budget is the proposed financing of the so-called British question. The arrangement adopted at Fontainebleau, whereby rhe British were gr.anrcd a reduction
on their'contribution calculated on [he basis of the
VAT key', reduces the VAT revenue to the satus of a
national conribution, although it has formed pan of
own resources since 1970.In addition, Parliament has
no voice in the matter, which it would have if the Bridsh were to receive a rebate and the British question
were thus solved in terms of expenditure rather than
income.

Finally, and

I

consider this extremely imponant,

it

is

an anti-Communiry budget because it represents a slap
in the face for the people of Europe. The turnout for
the European elecdons in June showed that they are

disappointed in Europe, expect deeds but ger only
words, and that they desire funher growth in their
Communiry rarher rhan the slow demolition of what
has been achieved. Thar being the case, what does the

Council

of Minisrcrs

propose

in the 1985 draft? A

budget thar demonsrrarcs conrempt for the hope of rhe
people of Europe and one with no room whatever for

new policies. On the contrary, the Council of Ministers wan6 a sharp reduction in the payment appropria-

tions proposed by the Commission for non-compulsory expenditure
290lo less for environmenal and
consumer policies,- 320lo less for energy policy, 360/o
less for Eanspon policy, 3970 less for industrial policy
and 630/o less for information market poliry.
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And as if that were not enough, Mr President, the
question arises in relation to the 1985 shonfall
whether this will be covered by own resources or, once
more, by national loans. I entenain only minimal
hopes that the own resources will become available by

I October

1985. National ratification procedures and

German stubborness in this matter seem to be unsurmountable barriers. And what are the consequences? It
means not only that we are experiencing a steadily
more oven renationalization of agricultural policy but
also that a start has been made on the renationalization of financing for the European budget.

I [urn now to budgetary discipline. It is obvious that
public expenditure cannot, at the present time, be
allowed to rise unchecked. No more than it can in any
of our Member States. That is not at issue in this Parliament. The Council of Minisrcrs, however, wants
more. The Council of Ministers is awempting rc gat
this Parliament, to degrade it to a debadng club with
no real influence on the budget. There are two asPects
that my group finds unacceptable. In the first place,
the attempt to make a dead letter of Parliament's powers with respect to non-compulsory expenditure.
Parliament cannot go along with any chipping away et
ir role as pafl. of the budgetary authority. Secondly,
rhere is the Council's attempt to take such far-reaching decisions without consulting Parliament. It is not
for nothing that we have a consultation procedure.

The Council should be intelligent enough to see that
and to use it.

I would like to wind up, Mr President, by pointing out
that the first element of sound budgeary procedure is
to determine poliry priorities. The subsequent step is
the fixing of the budgetary limits to thar policy. The
Council has put the can before the horse by first
attempting rc apply financial shackles and then looking to see whether any room remains for policy
which then proves not to be the case. !7e, as the European Parliament, have not been elected to cooPerarc in
the dismantling of the Communiry. Our electors
the 13 million unemployed, and panicularly the 5 milexpect us to contriburc to
lion young unemployed
- the Communiry, to provide
the funhei development of
wider horizons for 270 million Europeans and to make
use of the opponunides offered by this Community.

Mr President, it is in the full understanding that the
future of our Community is in the, b'alance that my
group will assess the draft supplementary budget for
1984 and the 1985 draft budget.

Mr

President, at long last the
- has reached an agreement on the
Council of Ministers
supplementary budget for 1984 and a draft general
budget for 1985. From the oumet I would like to make
my position on both of these budgets perfectly clear.

Mr Lalor (RDE).

This so-called agreement in the Council is not only
incomplerc but a provocation which mocks the Euro-

pean Parliament and, even more, the 8 million farmers
Lf rh. European Community. In the recent Past the

common agiicultural policy has been the victim of
budgetary cur, quotas, zero-rete price increases etc.
The-Council has now introduced a new element, the
budgetary sraitjacket on the common agricultural
policy. There can be no doubt in anybody's mind that

the

essential cont€nt

of the 1984 supplementary

budget relates to much-needed expenditure in the
agriiultural sector. It is frighrcningly clear to all of us
are attached to the common agliculture policy
and I may say that the entire European Democratic
Alliance Group are proud to be counted among those
entire future of the CAP, the
supponers
- that the
cornerstone of the Community, is now more com-

*ho

promised than at any time since its inception.

It is quite clear that the supplementary budget for 1984
will only cover agricultural expenditure for November
and December as a consequence of British demands,
I regret to say, the Council has yet again
passively bowed. Vital appropriations for a de-stockirg p.og."r-e have been refused. So much for the
surpluses, which.will inevitably lead to major budgetary deficits in 1985 because of what I would call' postponing of difficulties' tactics.

to which,

Moreover, by far the most serious blow to agriculture
is the Council's capitulation to Mrs Thatcher's
demands for budgetary discipline. As far as I am concerned, Mr President, the rcrm 'budgetary discipline'
can mean only one thing, namely, placing a ceiling on
agricultural spending. This in rurn will give rise progressively to a renationalization of the common agriculture policy, as Piet Danken forecast some time ago,
which will mean the beginning of the end of the only
fully integrated poliry in the Communiry, the common
agricultural policy.
Funhermore, the Council's disastrous agreement will
impose a second sacrifice on the CAP, namely, the-

reform proposed in the disastrous agreement of
30 March 1984, which was concluded under the
French presidency. As far as my grouP is concerned,
this panicular agreement is not a reform but an overthrow of the fundamental principles of the common
agricultural poliry. The Council's decision of I and
2 October last, if adopted, will change the very nature
of our Communiry. \fle would be heading at irreversible speed to the creation of a free trade zone. I might
add here in this context that General De Gaulle's comments in relation to this unacceptable hypothesis were
well-founded. I do not think I need say any more.
This brings me rc other problems which arise from the
draft supplementary budget for 1985. It is a fact that
provision for expenditure in the 1985 draft budget
presented by the Council is not sufficient to run Community services at existing levels for a full l2-month
period.

There will be a shonfall in expenditure for agriculture
of 946 million Irish pounds in the 1985 draft budget as
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presented by the Council. There is no provision in the
proposed dqaft budget for 1985 to allow for any farm
price increases in 1985 or 1986. \7e have all heard the
Council staremenr that they undenake to finance the

supplementary budget

in

1985.

I

would invite

rhe

of the Council here to indicate
where he anticipates finding the additional funds
necessary, namely 2 billion Irish pounds approxi-

on the decision of the Committee of Budgets yesrcrday when he said he was going to oppose the Scrivener report. They are smrrint again already
and that
is why I voted against the rebarc yesterday,-and that is
why I and my group will vorc against it this evening.

President-in-Office

mately, to finance a supplementary budget in October
1985, to enable existing EEC policies to function normally. I am sure that he is not suggesting that this
exra money can be collected from the UK who will
then once again in 12 months' time be looking for
their money back.

I

must say rhar it is disgraceful
financial planning ro presenr an annual budget which
only covers, by the Council's own admission, a period

Like other speakers

of nine months.

I was one of those members of the Commitree on
Budgets who voted against rhe unfreezing of the British rebarc yesterday. I voted that way because I srill
adhere to the principle espoused earlier this year by
the Parliament as a whole. In July Parliament refused
to approve the Council's

decision

ro pay the UK

rebate until the supplementary budget for 1984 was
agreed. This is still my stand and that of my group,
and yesterday I voted against our weakening in that
resolve. I was interested to read in the Financial Times
this morning that four members of the Committee on
Budgets voted against this release. They were a small
minority, three French Gaullists and one Communist
opposed it. I am lisrcd by a man called Quentin Peel as
one of the three French Gaullists. I am proud ro be
associated with the French Gaullists but I am an Irish
Fianna Fail representarive
representative of the
- a over
largest political party in Ireland
rhe last 50 years.
And we conrinue to be in that position. I am happy to
be associated with my French colleagues here in the
Group of the European Democratic Alliance and to
have opposed the decision of Parliament to change its
mind yesterday.

Finally, Mr President,

I

read with inrerest an exracr

from an Irish press staremenr today which says rhar
when giving way ar rhe Committee on Budgets' meering yesterday, some of the MEPs said that this sign of
goodwill should now induce the British Governmenr
to be more lenient in its demand for stringent conrrols
of future EEC spending. As one who was ar rhat meering yesterday, I can truthfully say that that was really
the motivation of a great number of rhe Members who
voted for the release yesterday. I know that many of
my colleagues on rhe Committee on Budgem believe
that the UK Governmenr has learned its lesson and
will have come to realize thar they can never again get
away with what they have done this year, and that
they will be good boys and girls from here on in. I do
not quite believe that. As an Irishman I have had to

learn my lesson the hard way. In fact l,ord Douro,
when speaking a couple of momenrc ato, wenr back

Mr Romuddi (DR).- (17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, at this point, following the many speeches
by the different political groups, most of which were
very critical, I think all that is necessary for me to do,
on behalf of the Group of the European Righq is to
stress the consistent insensitiviry shown by the Coun-

cil, and consequently our governmenrs, in budgetary
matters, as well as their inabiliry ro come up with solutions which are nor merely expedients or nebulous and
mutually deceitful compromises. 'Just enough to keep
the wolf from the door' as the man in the street would
say, and in effect they do just enough to get by without having openly to accepr roo much responsibiliry
and without appearing merely to be waiting for the
worst to happen, which cenainly most of them are.

Do not let anyone try rc fool us rhar all of this can be
attributed exclusively or principally rc rhe serious
economic and financial situation creared in rhe Member States by the political forces which govern them,
to the burden of unemploymenr or ro the other problems which have long beset rhem, including the giddy
heights attained by the US dollar, the high bank rates

and the frighrcning increase in the budget deficir of

the USA, which does nor, however, seem to

have

of rhat counrry's economy or to aggressive Japanese competition or, even
halted the continued growth

more threateningly, the new'compedriveness of cenain
small
Pacific states.
,

All of this

is unquestionably true and also very serious,
but the consequences have been exaggerated by leftist
propaganda in this House. The Left, which is, always
trying to ingratiate imelf with Soviet Russia and the
Communists, revels in showing that America is rhe
main cause of our problems. As Mr Peronio so justly
remarked yesterday
America does manage to
finance its prosperity -and its debm with our money,
mopping up our savings by skilful financial moves and
luring us with high inrcrest rares, because we cannor
be guaranteed secure and efficient investment of our
money in Europe, owing ro the foolish politics of our

incompetent leaders and governments.
As I said before, this is all rue. Ve recognize that they
are real difficulties, bur they do not justify these disastrous policies with respect to a budget which has been
discussed and argued about ar Breat length, but which,
and I think it is wonh reminding everyone of this,
represenr only l0/o of the total budget of the ten
Member States. The rrurh is that our governments,

along with the political, economic and labour troupings which suppon them, do nor wanr an integrated
Europe, because of political stupidity or foolish and
shonsighted nationalism. It is a pity to have to say it
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but that is how

it

is! They do not want economic

union and find political integration even less desirable.
In their view the concept of integration should, at
mosr, conrinue to be that underlying the EEC Treaties
and they prercnd not to realize that, in the light of the
changes wrought by new economic and political developments, this mean the ossification and eventually the
inevitable death of the Community.

But now the supplementary budget for 1984 has been
approved. Victory! Europe can breathe again: now it
has enough money to finance its projects until December. Fine. But it can only finance those necessary for
its bare survival. It cenainly has not adequarc money
at its disposal to continue the process of integration in
other words to finance the new long-awaircd and vial
common policies, panicularly in the field of new technologies.

But how did we manage to secure the funds necessary

to move forward, or to be more precise to mark dme ?
As we know and as has been stated here, this was
achieved by a commitment made individually and
directly by each of the rcn governmen$, a commitment which in form and essence, ladies and gentlemen, is a contradicition and negation of every Community rule. This way of senling the issue has perverted the function of the Council of Ministers and
confirmed its present intergovernmental rather than
Communiry character. It is a method which among

other things, at least as far as Italy is concerned,

requires for its proper examination direct Parliamenury approval and all that this entails, whereas for Britain it means waiting for the payment of the rebate
which was wrongly granrcd to it from the past budgetary wranglings.

And what kind of guarantee does this offer for a successful budget

for

1985?

It will be an inadequate, lop-

sided, incomplete budget, even from an accounting
point of view, weighed down, what is more, by an
additional condition from the Federal Republic which
has, also begun to betray the spirit of Europe. Germany refuses to accept the sorely needed increase in
VAT to 1.4010, which was agreed upon so grudgingly
in Fontainebleau and even objects to the intermediate
rate of 1.20lo until Spain and Portugal's still controversive accession finally takes please. \flithout this
increase, ladies and gentlemen, provision in the 1985
budget for new development policies will remain an
empty dream.
Ladies and tentlemen, in the light of all of this a Parliament such as ours, supposedly elected to build

but conEurope
and this is indeed its function
demned- instead to tilt at windmills and to endure
budgetary and other disciplinary measures whose aim
it is to strip it of its power, can have no doubt as to its
it must rebel and tell the
proper course of action
citizens of Europe clearly -the wrong that is being done
to them: the ineptitude, the falseness, the political dishonesry of those forces in our national parliaments

and in our countries which support governments who,
intentionally or otherwise, are betraying Europe at the
same time as they maintain that they want it to be pol-

itically and economically independent, pretending

as

they do to be unaware that independence is out of the
question unless the states of Europe are united.
(Appkuse)

(DA) Mr President,

Mr Bondc (ARC).

I

should

like to use the time -allotted to me ro ask the Council
of Ministers and the Commission a few questions. The
1985 draft budget provides

for the preparation

and
European
level. There is of course a dash instead of an amount,
but if this heading is retained the means can quickly be
assured by making a transfer. My questions are: did
the Council of Ministers unanimously decide that the

coordination

of

television broadcasts

at

way should now be open for the introduction of a
common TV programme? Has, for example, Danmarks Radio said that it is willing to accept joindyproduced programmes which are not bound by the
normal principles of journalism or determined solely
by the editorial staff of TV-Avisen? I find it hard to
believe that the Danish Government would have
agreed to this heading in the budget.

The budget also shows l.6million kroner for the
development of European awareness in young persons
and it appears that 1.2 million kroner were used in
1983 with a view to making young people more aware

of Europe by providing more information in schools
on the facts and problems of Europe. I should like to
ask the Commission what the money was used for,
and I should like to ask the Council whether the decision was unanimous. Did the Danish Government give
the go-ahead for the indoctrinating of school children
with specific political ideas? The draft budget for 1985
does not include all expenditure. I should therefore
like to ask the Council what the final expenditure for
next year is likely to be. ![hat amount would have
been approved in the draft budget if the VAT ceiling
had not been in the way? \Vhat are the figures tossed
about in the corridors? !7hat Communiry contribudon
should the Danish Parliament reckon with for the next

year now that economies have to be made according
to the new finance bill? How much more will have to
be cut to make room for the conribution for 1985?
'Will
next year be the year when the Danish contribution reaches 5 thousand million kroner or I 000
kroner per Dane ? I can believe iq but it would be more
to the point if the Council could give us some actual
figures now.

Mr

Mr

I

(NL)
President, am
Ulburghs (NI).
pleased to see that there are still a lot of people in the
public galleries to lisrcn to this debate.

-

I should like to draw your attention to two imponant
points in connection with the budgeu I work in a min-
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ing communiry with Turkish immigrants and miners.
In this connection I should like to propose that, with
regard to Ircm 9630 in the Supplementary Budget,
reladng to the third Financial protocol with Turkey,
no funher aid should be given to that country until

wish to take on it. \7e believe, however, that the
Scrivener report is dead. Only this Parliament could
breathe some more life into it, and if you so wish then
rre shall vote tomorrow.

democratic freedom is restored.

fu far as the

At the request of Turkish democratic organizations in
Turkey and Europe I went on a facr-finding visit to
Turkey between Christmas and New Year last year
with a Belgian parliamentary and trade union delega-

Ve met prisoners' lawyers, ex-prisoners and prisonerc from the notorious Mamak gaol in Ankara.
They told us that political prisoners, both men and
women, are often tonured. In the course of rwo hours
in Mamak prison I met around 500 young people. Ir
was an appalling sight and Europe should be ashamed
to support the country and its system. That is why I
am proposing to postpone financial aid to Turkey until
tion.

democratic freedom is restored.

My second point concernslrcm7027 on the reorganization of coal mines. As I said earlier this morning the
management of the coal mines in Limburg in Belgium
announced yesrcrday that a rirajor mine is ro close,
making about 3 000 miners unemployed without new
jobs being found

for them. I would point out rhar

unemployment among young people in my province
stands at 350/o.That is why I am proposing to increase
aid for restructuring the mines. !7har I would like to
know is whether the relevant appropriations allocarcd

for

1984 have already been spent?

Mine closures constitute an enormous social and
economic problem which a number of areas in the
Member States
in England, Belgium and elsewhere
are having to-cope with. For that reason, in my opi-nion, the restructuring must be accompanied by mo
measures which must also be financed from the
budget. First, the phased reduction of rhe use of
nuclear €n€rglr which is very vulnerable, expensive
and dangerous; in other words we must abandon
nuclear energy in favour of coal as a source of energy
in which Europe can be independent. Secondly, controls on the often unfair impons of foreign coal.

Think, for example, of how sociery has deteriorared in
South Africa, which produces a grear deal of coal.

In conclusion, Mr President, I have rwo funher proposals. First, that we should finance a research centre
for coal €n€rg/, and second, that we should hold a
serious debate on energlf, concentrating on the problems of the coal industry.
Mr Pitt (S).- Mr President, we are here this morning to discuss the Scrivener report, the 1984 supplementary budget and the draft 1985 budget, if points
are raised on it. Could I say very briefly that an
amendment to Mrs Scrivene/s report has been tabled
in the name of Mrs Castle, Mr Tomlinson and myself
which clearly expresses the line that my colleagues and

1984 supplementary budget and the 1985
budget are concerned, there will be a better opportuniry for this House m debate each of those things in
future pan-sessions. So in a sense today I want to
devote my remarks rc what I see as the conduct of the
Council in the last three or four months and to the
shape of budgets that we ought to be receiving in the
years 1986, 1987, 1988 etc.

Now on the conduct of the Council I will join very
strongly with all those Members this morning who
have condemned the Council for what [,ord Douro
called creative accounting,

for what Piet

Danken

called a non-budget and those who simply have drawn

atrcntion rc the absurdiry of inventing one set of
figures, replacing them with another and giving no
logical, rational reason for doing so.
But I would say a stront word of warning to Members

of this Parliament and to members of all European
institutions, if one is going to liken the Council to a
board of directors, as Lord Douro did. He talked
about an abdication of responsibiliry. There is an
article in company law in Britain which says rhar a
director is acting illegally if he or she is: 'continuing
rading when unable !o meet their debts as they fall
due'. At that point in British company law it is rhe responsibility of the directors ro call in a receiver or a
liquidator. I hope that the Council will take rhis messate from me as a warning. I am not saying yet that
that legal situation has arisen, but I am saying we are
coming perilously close to it and I am certainly saying,
leaving legality aside, that politically the Council is
fuelling the fires of those people who say that the
Common Market is not only bankrupt but shows no
sign of becoming anything but more bankrupt.

Having said that, unlike most people who have spoken
this morning, I would like to congratulate the Council
on making progress in one direction. Thar is in the
direction of budgetary discipline. I hope very much
that members of the Council will not allow this issue
rc drop. I hope that we can have a rhorough debate on
what we mean by it. Again Piet Danken touched on
the way in which we can try to find an answer [o
budget discipline. Ve must ger an answer ro ir,
because if we do not we shall never have a properly
shaped Communiry budget.

Unlike government in Britain and the civil service in
Britain where, with yesterday's trial of Clive Ponting,
y/e are picking up the virus of Nixon's Vashington, in
Brussels it is possible to talk to Community public servans and to ask them the real figures for agricultural
surpluses and what the out-turn is likely to be in 1984.
I have in front of me six or seven shee6 on the likely
out-turn and I have not time so read them. But the
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figures are very frightening indeed. Ve have had an
absolute record year for crops and surpluses are completely out of hand. The cereals market is disgraceful.
On the milk market and the dairy sector I will simply
make one comment: the Community must be in an
apalling state when the biggest problem facing the
dairy sector is the shonage of warehouses in which to
put surplus butter. Ve have to get those things under
control because if we do not w'e shall not have the
right shaped budget. \7e shall have no money for
structural funds, energy, transport and development.

Ve will

have massive pressure for new own-resources
which without discipline will again simply fuel agriculture and if we do not reshape the budget with discip-

line, we shall continue

to

have a common market

based on food production and not the creation of jobs

and economic growth. My group will demand that the
shape of the budget be changed away from food production to the needs of the consumer and to the need
for investment in jobs, economic grounh and industrial
cooperation.

(DE) Mr President, ladies and
Mr Schtin (PPE).
gentlemen, from the- start of the discussion on the supplementary budget for 1984 the Group of the European People's Pary has argued in favour of ratifying it
so as to enable the Community's obligadons in terms
of compulsory expenditure to be met before the end of
this year.
Admirtedly we have, as our debate has shown, turned
this issue into a package deal by including the release
of the rebates or refunds to the United Kingdom. I
should remind you that the inclusion of these funds in
Chapter 100 proved rc be an extremely effective budgetary instrument for our Parliament. I am of course
aware of the concern of those Members who have
argued that we may have been over-hasty in disposing
of an instrument which could have been used to exert
more pressure on [he Council or the Commission.
Such concern has to be taken seriously, because we
roo can see that there is a danger of the same old rigmarole starting again as soon as the rebarcs have been
paid. I should inform one of the previous British
speakers that the only reason why we are having to go
through this ritual again is that the UK is insisting,
despirc all calls for budgetary discipline, on returning
rc the position it has clung to over the past few years
every time the Communiry found itself in financial difficilties regarding the sacred cow of just returns,
which is itself a concept hardly consonant with the
Communiry spirit.

Our Group has discussed these issues and is convinced
that the Council has to take the political decisions
which will resolve the present situation. If the Council
possesses the political resolve to get the Community
out of this impasse, it simply has to set an example,
panicularly where the draft budget for 1985 is concerned, but more panicularly in terms of the accession
of Spain and Ponugal. If the Community really is in

and I do not entirely agree
such an appalling state
everything -depends upon our will to enathat it is
-, only rc meet its compulsory expenditure
ble it not
under the Treaties, not only to create the condidons it
needs if it is to expand in the way we all wish, but also
to finance new policies of inrcgration.

Once we grasp the connection between the supplementary budget, the 1985 budget and the future budgetary development of the Community, the crucial issue

is whether or not we are prepared to let the Community have as soon as possible the additional funds it

will need in order to meet its contractual

objectives'

This is the real conundrum we have to solve. As I see
it, the rest of the argument is academic and overlqols
the fact that we must seek to enhance the Communiry
not merely quantitatively but also qualitatively if it is
to achieve what it has set out to do.

\7e will of course have to have a debate about the
future shape of the Communiq/s whole financial
framework. The German Federal Republic has developed the notion of a new financial adjustment system
which is an almost federal concept of give and take in
the Community. This is the direction in which our discussions must Bo, and then I am convinced that,
despite the difficulties of our present position, we shall
make a breakthrough in the years to come and the
Community will once again be as active and dynamic
as our fellow citizens would wish it to be.
President, at the outset of the
Mr Price (ED).
President-in-Office of the Council
proceedings the-.Mr
apologized to us for the delay in submitting the 1985
budget and the 1984 supplementary budget to Parliament. I would like to reassure him that he need not
feel any need for personal apology or embarrassment,
because the Parliament is very used to Council's
delays, and indeed, the delays in respect of these tc/o
documents are the lea* of our problems.

The main problem is the delay on the part of Council
in taking the essendal decisions which are reflected in
those documenm, and it is in dealing with the situation
caused by those delays that we have the problems facing the Communiry now.

In respect of the 1984 supplemenary budget, Council,
of course, failed rc take the essential decisions early
and in
enough: either rc limit our commitments
particular, of course, I am thinking of the agricultural
sector and the imponant decisions that were mken on
31 March
or to make the necessary resources available early -enough to meet the commitmenm. They did
neither, and we end up with a very unsatisfactory situ-

ation

to be implemenrcd by an inrcrgovernmental

agreement.

I regret that outcome, but I

am sure that we shall learn
to live with it for what remains of 1984, because that is
a relatively shon period of time.
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'!7hat

is far more serious is that we look

to

1985 with

total uncertainty as to how the Communiq/s obligations are going to be met towards rhe end of 1985, and

with a very considerable prospect of solutions again
being found at the last minute outside the Treary.

the entire Communiry for those much more serious
delays.

(Tbe sitting uas saspended dt 1.00 p.tn. and resamed at
3.00 p.n.)

That, I think, is a very serious situation, which speaker
after speaker in this debate has emphasized today.

It is not, however,

something that should be exaggerated. The speech we heard from Mr Pitt a moment or
two ago, where he sought to draw an analogy with a
bankrupt company, was clearly gross exaggerarion,
because the Community debate is on when and how
the resources should be provided. There is no situation
where it is beyond rhe iapaciry of the Member Starcs
to provide the resources rhat are needed. \[hat this
Parliament is calling for is that the decisions be taken
in due time, and in due form.

IN THE CHAIR: LADY ELLES
Wce-Presidcnt

Mrs Ewing (RDE).
President, I wish to
- onMadam
raise a point of order
behalf of the bureau of the
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon. It relates to a documenr, of which I
have given the Chair a copy, called Labour News from

The causes of the problems rhis yeer are very closely
related to the difficulties in the agricultural secror, and
that, of course, is the major pan of our Community
budget now and is likely ro remain so for the foreseeable future.

\7hat I am concerned about is that where decisions are
postponed in respect of agriculture, the people who at
the end of the day pay the costs for hasry decisions are
the farmers, and I think it is unreasonable to expecr
Europe's farmers rc have to pay the costs for the failures of Europe's politicians. IThat I wanr ro see is
Europe's politicians in rhe Council of Ministers facing
their responsibilities. One can see rhar more difficulr
decisions are required in the agricultural sector, and
the sooner the Council faces up to rhem the better ir
will be not just for Europe's raxpayers, but also
and
one might say that rhis is even more imponanr - for
Europe's farmers. A decision delayed does nor- assist

the European Parliament darcd 9 October 1984. On
behalf of my committee, I wish to make turo points.
First, the facts alleged about the commitree decision to
change the names of various railway srarions are nor
true at all, have no foundation in fact and the allegation that they were made by Mr Baudouin is simply
not true and we have clear evidence of this to submit
to the Bureau. Second, this document impugns the
honour of the inrcrpretation service of this Parliamenr,

on which we totally rely through all our working
hours.

(Appkusefrom the igbt)

To blame them for this is really quite intolerable. I
'want to put these mro points on record, Madam Presi-

dent, and

I

ask that the matter be referred ro rhe

Bureau.

ight)

the farmers: it makes it a lot more difficult for them.

(Apphusefrom tbe

I would like to commenr briefly on the
to rhe Notenboom question. It seems ro me
that there w'ere some improvements in the Commission's implemenarion insofar as it lay within rhe conrol of the Commission. But, of course, each year in

Mr Cottrell (ED).- Madam President, may I suggest that the correct procedure would be to refer this
whole business ro the Committee on the Rules of Procedure of this House?

Finally,

answers

response to that quesdon, we have rwo kinds of sirua-

tion: the first is where the Commission itself through
its administration causes delays
and thar is where I
think there have been improvements;
the other is
where it is impossible for the Commission to spend
because of delays in Council. \7har I regret is that yet
again we are faced with a whole list of decisions facing
the Council which, unril they are aken, will not enable the money to be spent.
So, Mr President, I would like to wind up by srying to
the President-in-Office of the Council that he need
not feel that he needs to apologize unduly in relation
rc the delays in presenting the budget: the delays in

Council are a lot grearcr than that, and he needs to
apologize not jusr to the European Parliament, bur ro

Presidcnt.

trell.

-

Thank you for your proposal, Mr Cot-

Mr von der Vring (S).

(DE)

MadamPresident,

there is uncenainry in the-House as ro when the deadline is for Members to table amendments to the 1984
supplementary budget. I have heard that it is to be
fixed for 6 p.m. tomorrow. !7hen can Parliament give
its views on whether it wishes to change the deadlines?

President.
von der Vring, this is for rhe Presi- MrI understand
dent to decide.
rhat the deadline for rhe
tabling of amendments is 8 p.m. romorrow evening.

Mr McMahon

(S).
On a point of order, Madam
President, what is happening
with the request from
Mrs Ewing? I am one of the individuals concerned
who put their names to the press release, and as far as
I was concerned the words uere used, albeit perhaps in
a jocular fashion. I have been endeavouring to take
French lessons from the Parliament in the summer of
this year, and although I have not really got as far as
appreciating the French sense of humor, as far as I am

concerned

the Member concerned did make

the

suggestion that these railway starions should be renamed.

(Cies of

'rubbish'

from the European Democratic

benches)

You will notice that the Tories have the same respect
for democrary in this House as they have in Britain
with the mining communiry.
The important thing was the attempt by members of
the committee to rewrite European history, to excise
the fact that there had been wars in the the past, and,
as a former historian, I had to point out ro them rhat
one of the reasons, fellow Membcrs of Parliament,
why we can appreciate how good and how peaceful
Europe is today is that we know how bad it was in the
past. l7riting some sanitized version of history, excising references to Hitler and to the First Vorld Var,
will not help the European ideal one iota. I ask you
not to accede to the request of Mrs Ewing.
( Protes

u
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the European Democratic benches )

President.
This subject is not on the agenda of this
- Mrs Ewing has drawn the atrcntion of
House rcday.
the House to a cenain matter and asked for it to be
referred to the Bureau. This matter will be referred to
the Bureau and there will be no funher discussion on
this item. I am not taking any funher discussion on
this item.
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Thank you, Mr Danken, for your proPresident.
- be put to the President.
posal. It will

Mr Baudouin (RDE).

(FR) Madam President, an

accusation has been levelled at me personally, which is
why I have asked to speak.

As regards this minor question of what I said in the
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon, my exact words as recorded were 'I
would say jokingly (norc my use of the work johingly)
that we shall never prevent an Englishman from calling
his station'Waterloo or a Frenchman from calling his
station Ausrerlitz.' I think it is very easy to understand
the French here and I know that there was no misake
by the interpreters. I would add that all the Members
present were amused

I

should just like to say that I was convinced that an
Englishman, even from rhe Labour Pany, never looses
his sense of humour, but it seems that in Brussels this
particular Englishman did just that .
(Appkasefron the ight)
President.
Ve have heard Mrs Ewing on this mat- heard Mr McMahon on this matter. Mr
ter. Ve have
Baudouin's personal conduct was attacked and he has
been given the opponunity to reply. I hope the House
now agrees that we can get on with the business of this
House.

Mr Saby

(S).-

(FR) Madam President, I should like

to raise a point of order concerning the budgetary
procedure.

The debate which took place at the beginning of this
morning's sitting was not in line with our normal procedure, which I should like m describe.

(Loud protestsfrom the same quarter)

Mr Daakert
order!

(S).

-

(Vgorous protests

Madam President, on a point of

from the Earopean

Democratic

benches)

I think your reply concerning the deadline for amendmen6 on the 1984 supplementary budget left too
many uncerBinties because you said it was up to the
President to decide. In theory that is right, but a deadline has been fixed, to the surprise of many Members
of this House, and that deadline creates enormous difficulry as far as the amending of the supplementary
budget 1984 is concerned.

I would propose to put off the deadline until 2 p.m. on
Tuesday, next week. It is impossible otherwise.

It is up to the Committee on Budgets of this House to
give a definitive ruling on any ransfer from Chapter
100

to another chapter.

(Mixed reactions)
ics pan of the
budgetary procedure and forwarded its conclusions to
the President of Parliament, in the same form as in
July. The President of Parliament is thus right in wishing to put these conclusions before the House, as was
done in July.

The Committee therefore carried out

I was anxious to point this out since it is imponant for
Parliament to respect the budgetary procedure on
which its institudonal power depends. I feel it is not a
good thing for this House to interpret the rules in different ways with all that this implies.
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Prcsidcnt.
I remind this House that the Presi- May
dent notified
the House this morning of the decision
of the Comminee on Budgea that was taken yesrcrday. The House voted on this matter and decided to

vote on the proposal for ransfer at 3 o'clock this
afternoon. I must accept that this House is sovereign
in its procedures.

4.

Votes

Trrnsfer of appropriations No 2tl84: adoptcd

Mr Daokcrt (S).
President, I have difficul- Madam
you have chosen. The Comties with the procedures
mittee on Budgets proposes to unblock the British
rebate. Personally I agree; that is no problem. However Parliament then has to vote in such a way that
those opposing the proposal vote 'yes' and those
accepting vote 'no'. That is the procedure and you
turned it around. It is this that is creating all the confusion.

the Communiry in the fature if imbalances of any kind
should arise. I agree with my electors in taking exceprion to the fact that the public discussion on this one
point alone, which mainly concerns the Unircd Kingdom, has led to a complete revaluation of the Communiry. !7hat was previously a politically orientated
Communiry has become dominated by petry, selfseeking squabbling over refunds in which rich industrial countries wage fiece trench warfare against each
other for the sake of a few million marks which they
would do bener to use to solve their common problems, and especially to combat unemployment and
despair.

Although I intend to vorc with the Socialist Group for
the proposal by the Committee on Budger, I do so in
spirc of many difficulties and qualms of conscience,
chiefly on account of the protection of public confidence. I must say in the United Kingdom's favour that
my view, however,
in the past months and years
- inunmistakably
without justification bw de facto
- the
expectation has been aroused that it would receive
these payments.

I

President.
I am sorry, Mr Danken, this was
decided this- morning in full debate. Possibly you were

not here berween 9 and 9.30, but it was decided by a
large majoriry of this House that at 3 p.m. the vote
would be aken on the proposal for the transfer of
appropriations No 28184 for the unblocking of the
British rebate. I would assume, Mr Danken, since you
yourself
e. very esrcemed member of the Committee on^re
Budgem, that you would be aware of what

also object to the fact that a system of offsetting the

paymenr 'against paymenr due was

not

chosen

instead of a straight refund.

In fuure I must comply with the express

mandate

from my.voters and shall no longer be able to agree to
similar operations in respect of budgetary years which
have already elapsed.

this transfer referred to.t

5. Brdget (continaation)
Exphnation of oote
Prcsidcnt.

Mr Rogalla (S), ir utiting.

(DE) The workers in

the Bochum steel and car indusries
and other workers
from lTestphalia, who are those chiefly responsible for
sending me to the European Parliament, have serious
reserrations with regard to rhe forthcoming decision
by the European Parliament. They cannot understand
why one of the relatively better-off Member States of
the Community should now be getting a cash handout
from Communiry funds under the 1984 budget and for
the long-finished budgetary year 1983.
As far as we know, the method of calculating these
paymenr is based on Treaties to which all the Member Starcs agreed through democratically elected governments and parliaments and in full knowledge of the
facts and the legal implications. These obligations
must be met. This does not exclude the possibility of
redistributing or correcting the financial burdens in

,

Topical and wgent &bate (objections):See Minutcs.

The next item is the continuation of the

joint debate- on the budget.

(FR) Madam Presidenr,
Mr Chamb&on (COM).
this debarc has highlighted -three imponant quesrions.
First, the rebate on the United Kingdom contribution.
The Committee,on Budgets decided by a majoriry to
release the rebate on dre grounds that the conditions
imposed earlier by the European Parliament had been
met.

Ve do not endrely agree wirh this view. Since then the
UK has introduced a funher condition: strict control
of expenditure by what is known as budgetary discipline, which, moreover, is due so be debated by the
Council on 22 October. Ve have a proverb which
says: 'staying put is better than running'. ![e do not
intend to throw away the one means we have of countering this new blocking tactic by rhe Brirish government. Moreover, our refusal to release the 750 million
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Chrmbeiron

ECU will not hinder the adoption of the supplemen-'
tary budget: the Council has informed us that it was in
any case committed to covering expenditure for 1984,
even if the United Kingdom defaulted. Nevertheless,
we now repeat that our prime concern is to cover the
deficit in the 1984 budget as quickly as possible so as
to enable the Community to honour its commitments
to the farmers. !7e shall be looking out for any lastminute manoeuvres when we vote on the supplementary budget at the second October session.
There is a lot I could say on the subject of the Council's draft budget for 1985, but I must stick to essentials. To us this budget is scarcely credible. Nothing
has been properly settled. The most striking aspect of
it is not what is said but what is not said: the omissions, particularly concerning the funds needed to
cover the requirements over and above the 10lo ceiling
which are threatening to exceed three thousand million ECU. Even before a new budgetary discipline has
been applied, the Council is deliberately underestimating agricultural expenditure with the undisguised aim
of pressuring both Parliament and public opinion
before agricultural prices for 1985-1986 have been
fixed.

The Council has made

iu

choice.

It

has hardly

touched the ERDF or the Social Fund appropriations,
but it has done a hatchet job on development appropriations with a drop of 270/o in food aid. One can
imagine what the ACP countries will have to say about
this at the lom6

III

negotiations.

Vhile we are

aware of the limitations of this budget
and while it would be false to imagine that it will have
any lasting effect on the crisis, the Communist and

Allies Group inrcnds to panicipate critically and constructively throughout the budgetary procedure. '!7e
shall be aiming for improvements which will free more
funds, redistribute agricultural expenditure in favour
of neglected areas of production and smallholdings,
and will enable surplus funds to be betrcr used to
promote economic recovery and create jobs, to strentthen cooperation in the industrial, energy and transport sectors, and rc increase, diversify and ensure betler use of food aid.

taking a decision, particularly for the sake of the farmers, I am astonished that Parliament is still not in a
position to decide on the supplementary budget for
1984 during the course of this session.
So much for the form.

It must also be said that Parlia-

ment has voted by a large majoriry to release the
rebate to the United Kingdom. However, in view of
the refusal to link *ris obvious goodwill gesture with
the debate on the supplementary budget, we have no
guaranrce that there will be any qaid pro quo, i.e. that
the United Kingdom will actually agree to finance the
supplementary budgct.

Basically, the Council is demonstrating neither courage nor clarity in presenting us with this supplementary budget. It is totally concealing the truth from us
and ignoring the facts.
The truth is that this supplementary budget is woefully
inadequate: the economies it is proposing actually
undermine the decisions taken by the budget authoriry, and above all they constitute a retrenchment in
common policies.

The artificial inclusion of items of revenue which to all
appearances will not be received simply means carrying over the same problems and the same budget deficit into 1985.

Now that we are aware of the totally unrealistic proposals made in this 1985 budget it is difficult to imagine how the Council can seriously suggest that projected expenditure will remain within the 10/o VAT
limit when it could not be kept there in 1984, when the
rebate to the United Kingdom is due to be increased
from 750 to I 000 million ECU, and everyone knows
that additional farm expenditure is already estimarcd
at more than 1.3 thousand million ECU. The truth is
that the Council is shirking im responsibilities, even
those deriving from previous decisions, panicularly on
farm prices. The truh of rhe matter is above all that

the Council, without admitting the fact, is killing off
the Common Agricultural Policy without puttint anything in its place. One might well conclude that the
Council is in the process of smothering the Communiry.

Madam President, this concludes my observations on
the budgetary debates on behalf of the French members of the Communist and Allies Group. \7e shall
have an opponuniry later to expand on these obsenrarions and to detail them in the form of amendmenu.

(FR) Madam President, ladies
Mrs S. Martin (L).
- to be both brief and harsh.
and gentlemen, I inrcnd

Ve

are forced to recognize that the success claimed by
the Council after Fontainebleau was nothing but an
enormous smokescreen which was probably very convenient during the run-up to the elections but solved
nothing. Vhen the problem has been under discussion

for so long and everyone is aware of the urgency of

I

am forced to make these observations, because we
obviously cannot put up with this rype of attitude at a
time when we have just held a campaign whose main
point was that the only hope for our modern sociery
lies in making more of Europe. The Council must be
told that we will not be party to such actions and that
it must finally let us know what son of agricultural

poliry

it wants Europe to have and what sort of
it intends to build if, indeed, it still thinks.

Europe

Europe needs building at all.

Mr

(FR) Madam President, ladies
Pasty (RDE).
and gentlemen, the- history of this Parliament is lit-
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rcred with budgetary crises large and small; they could
be said to be pan and parcel of the decision-making
process in the two arms of the budgetary authoriry.
Yet I have to sffess that the budgetary crisis we face
rcday is unique, excepdonal, and permanent in the
sense that we have been debating the same problem
practically all year. '

This crisis shows itself at three levels. First, the 1984
budget and the 1985 draft budget are insufficient
because the own resources available within the 10/o
VAT limit are exhausted. Secondly, the budget is suffering from a structural imbalance which panicularly
affects compulsory expenditure on agriculture in the
main, and is aggravated by the difficulties the Council
is experiencing in agreeing on che funds necessary to
cover this expenditure which is embodied in the Treaties. Thirdly, it is no longer at all certain that the

Communiry can function properly.
as we all know, but it is also
both an institutional crisis and a political crisis of confidence in the Communiry and its future. \fle would
not be indulging in such pessimism if it were not
clearly justified by the lamentable facts of the matter:
by the acts of Council. The Council's agreement of 1
and 2 October is after all, no more than a botched and
incomplete solution bargained for under duress and
dictated by necessity.

This is a budgetary crisis,

I accept that we have been given a draft budget supplement for 1984 and a general draft budget for 1985,
but what budgets! In 1984 all the Council did was to
avoid the worst possible outcome, i.e. the scandal of
Community bankruptry. After months and months of
debates, negotiations and compromise we were entitled to expect a comprehensive and definitive agreement on all outstanding problems. Nothing came of it.
All the supplementary budget for 1984 does is to
ensure that farm expenditure will be covered for the
rest of the year.
This is a pathetic, manipulated ravesry of a budget.

Vhat about the income which was included in

the

Commission's draft but glossed over in the Council's
figures? If the Council withholds the funds which have
been set aside for the agricultural surplus release programme, this will serve merely to carry over today's
difficulties into 1985. Anyone can see even now [hat,
as soon as this supplementary budget is adoprcd,

secure a structural deficit

for

1985

of ar

it will

leasr 500 mil-

lion ECU rc add to the deficit of 3 thousand million
ECU which is already expected but on which no
atreement was ever reached, either on methods of
funding or on the actual amount to be covered.

The agreement of I and 2 October was only a pefii^l
one; not all problems were solved and nothing was
said about budgetary discipline or about the 1985 deficit. The atreement is, moreover, subject rc a suspensive condition imposed by the United Kingdom, whiph
release its share of the finance for the 1984 deficit

will

only in return for a strict commitment by the Council
on budgetary discipline and the payment of its 1984
rebate, which Parliament a feqi moments ago prematurely decided should be released.
Funhermore, turning to the 1985 budget, for the first
time in the history of the Communiry the Council has
the UK
decided to exonerate a Member State
from pan of its share of financing farm -expenditure in
order to keep the promise of a refund in 1984.
So, then, it is clearly acceptable nowadays for a Member Sate to dissociate itself from those common policies which do not happen to suit it. Nowadays budgets
are prepared for eight or nine months of the year
what happened to rhe principle of annual budgets,- I
budgets not only out of balance but in
ask you?
- substantially reduced funds as much as
decline, with
30Yo below the previous year's levels precisely in the
new policies which the Council had committed itself to
Promoring.

I

say again that this is an incomplete, ravesty of an
atreement in which crucial problems have been left
dangling in the air.

This is true pafticularly of the act on budgetary discipline which is in preparation, which is a positive sword
of Damocles for the common agricultural poliry.
Under the prercxt of budgetary stringency the Council
intends not only to deprive Parliament of its budgemry
povers but to exact from the CAP a double sacrifice
which is enough rc kill it off completely: the sacrifice
of a current reform as a consequence of the somewhat
ignominious atreement of 30 March concluded under
the French Presidenry
while there will cenainly be
budgetary repercussions- in terms of savings, no figure
can be put on them as yet
and the sacrifice of the
farm expenditure ceiling principle,
bringing with it
panial renationalization, the financial burden of which
will inevitably fall upon the taxpayers in the Member
States. The renationalization process has, moreover,
already begun with the VAT refund promised in advance to the German farmers, over and above what was
required for strict compensation in monetary compensatory amounts.

A realistic and dynamic farm policy which enables the
EEC to exert influence on world markets is to be
replaced by a budgetary policy which conflicts with
the spirit and letter of the Treaties, particularly with

\7hat is this mere political pledge to cover the deficit
wonh in institutionalized bargaining terms? Little or

Anicle 39 which specifies the objectives of the com-

nothing,

sonable standard of living.

as

our experience has shown us.

These are the appalling circumstances
1985 budget has rc get off the ground!

in which the

mon agricultural policy and guarantees farmers a reaThe pretext of introducing new common policies is no
excuse for reducing farm expenditure. Communiry
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expenditure incurred under the heading of new policies should not be added to national expenditure but
should replace it to a large extent, the result being
increased efficiency and therefore a better return on
capital.

The stringency of the 1985 draft budget and budgetary discipline have shattered our illusions. In the past,
in simplified terms, we were offered the choice of
either the common agricultural policy or new policies,
with the emphasis on the need to restrict the growth of
farm expenditure in favour of the development of new
policies.

and more conducive to the happiness of all the people
of Europe than the dismal and feeble preoccupation of
the Council and the Commission with current market
interests. The Group of the European Democratic
Alliance, for its part, will be doing its utmost rc help.

Mr

Saby

(S).-

(FR) Madam President, ladies and

gentlemen, it is always interesting to seek out connections between our parliamenmry debates and I believe
that there is a connection between the debate we had
yesterday and the one we are having today. Discussing

the role of the ECU means tackling financial difficulties and meeting budget problems head on.

The issue we are faced with today is a different one.
The Council is telling us that we can now have neither
farm poliry nor new policies.

My last point concerns new own resources.

\7e had had great expectations of this. The only way
of saving the Community was to remove the ceiling of
Community VAT bit by bit. This is now no more than
a mirage; the issue has lost its substance as a result of a
bargaining by which the Council has managed to link
the implementation of new own resources with both
the compensation mechanism for the UK, the effect of
which will be to reduce the new real VAT ceiling from
1.4 to 1.30/0, and the enlargement issue, which will
have the effect of exhausting own resources as soon as
they become available.

If

the Communiry had spoken out at world level on
the subject of monetary problems, the European currency basket would not have depreciated by almost
500/o of its value against the dollar since 1981. In a
sense this means that we should also be doing some
soul-searching about the fact that we are likewise losing almost half of our world trade capacity. The consequence of this extremely worrying problem, which is

holding the Communiry b.ac! and undermining its
monetary, economic, political and social potential,
to me to be what we are facing today, albeit on
a smaller scale. It seems to me that the imponant thing

seems

now is to place things in their true con[ext and give
them their due weight: above all, the Community
budget represents less than 30/o of the sum of national
budgets, less than l0lo of the gross domestic product of
the entire Community. I believe the budget needs to be

Given this set of circumstances, the argument over the
EAGGF deficit is by no means at an end.

Let us be quite clear about it: it is a bitter pill to swallow. Vhat the Council is proposing today is the pro-

of the Communiry, a cut-price
Europe, a Communiry in atters. AII the Community
has achieved so far is in jeopardy and new policies are
not being developed. Solutions are being sought by
inrcrgovernmental negotiation, in complete disregard
of the Treaties and institutions. Vhile all this goes on
the Communiry is being completely forgotten.

gressive disintegration

The crisis is also an institutional and political one.

It is institutional

because the Council is gradually des-

roying the Community insticutions. It is

political

because the Council's consant bargaining tactics are

destroying any confidence in the future of the Communiry.

both demystified and fostered. Demystifying

means

telling all our colleagues and those outside the Community that the Community budget with its own
resources is not and will not be for many years, if ever,
the sum of the budgets of the Member States. This has

to be said for simple democratic reasons. If as much
power as possible is to be placed in the hands of ihe
people of Europe, no single institution can be allowed
to replace regional, national and other realities. Like-

wise for democratic reasons, I believe that shared
interests should be dealt with at the highest Community level. Following on from this, we should pause
to consider what the Community budget actually is. At
present
it is what I would
and this is imponant
- the policies of the
call the-magnifying coefficient of
Ten. If one of the terms of a multiplication is close to
zero, the effective answer is zero, but if the multiplicarion coefficient, however small, is more than one, it
has a crucial role to play. I believe that this, in the context of the 10 Member States, is the role of the budget.
kt us examine this in detail.

I

shall conclude by asking in what direction the Communiry is heading. This is an eminently political question to which Members will have to find an answer
when we come to examine these budgets. 'S7'hatever
the decisions we take, it is clear that our role is now
more than ever that of building the Community, using
all the srength at our disposal to oppose those who

are desroying

it, and of giving the Communiry

a

vision of the future which cannot fail to be more lucid

Two-thirds of the budget, this multiplication coefficient of Communiry effectiveness, is absorbed by the
only poliry we really have
the common agricultural
poliry. Less than one-fifth- of the budget covers the
other aspects of Communiry policy: social poliry akes
slightly over 50/0, regional policy 5.40/0, development
3.50/0, energy, research and industry nearly 30/o; and,
finally, ve waste some 100/o on redisribudons to
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Member States

as

part of the paraphernalia of enlarge-

ment negodations.

I feel has rc be made is that
the 1984 supplementary budget must be finalized as
rapidly as possible. I for one think we could have done

The second point which

this during the current pan-session.

I

also think that the Council has demonstrated at the

veqy least a dangerous laxity by letting things drag on.

Ve

for a very long time that we would
supplementary budget. Vhen the Council
decided, as was essential, to raise farm expenditure,
have known

need

a

why did it not at the same time find the necessary

revenue, which might have eased proceedings and enabled the Community to make some protress? So what
is the position? I agree that the supplementary budget
is a dismal one, but it is also necessary; and the quicker
it is soned out the more ground we will gain in the

Communiry's interests.

I

should like now to talk about the budget or rather,
about the context in which the 1985 budget is being
presented. Every institution should be clear about the
issues.

The 1985 budget is lumbered with a number of

considerations: for example, all this talk of 'budget
discipline' sounds rather like the tower of Babel. Some
see it as restrictions on the CAP which, with all its
conradictions, cries out for reform and improvement
but also obliges us here and now to honour those
financial commitments which we cannot shirk. Others
see budgetary discipline as a uray of putting a gag on
this Parliament which prevenr the Member States, in
their native wisdom, from solving problems in their
own way. For ssill others it is perhaps the naive hope
of creating new policies by way of improved discipline.
Here, too, I think we have to distinguish illusion from
rea.liry.

Budgetary discipline is the responsibiliry which rests
on the institutions, including the Commission, rc make
she best use of Community funds and own resources,
to improve the CAP in structural as well as in financial
and monetary terms. It is the necessary commitment to
tenerate new policies aimed at making good lost
ground in the new technologies. Finally, it is a way of
creating a social poliry
in a word, of combating the
damaging effects of unemployment,
and this has not
been made very clear.

I am in favour of budgetary discipline, yes, bur ro enable the Communiry rc progress and not the reverse.
The least one can say of rhe 1985 budget is that is

is

pragmatism at its lowest ebb. Members of the Council,
Commission and Parliamenr know very well that the
1olo will be totally inadequate for covering the Communiqy's financial commitmenm
sornrnilrnsnrs, not
political ambitions
and for responding
rc rhe needs
of industry and -,
sociery. I believe rhis pragmatic

approach to be a dangerous one. To say rhar rhe
amounts ebove l0/o will be used only for the purpose

accession of Spain and
Portugal and for nothing else is putting one's head in
rhe sand: we know only mo well that, with enlargement to Twelve, the CAP alone will swallow up funds
above the 1% VAT ceiling.

of enlargement through the

Let us therefore dispense with lengthy speeches; let us
embrace realiry and responsibiliry and accept that we
have to make rapid progress. This 1985 budget gives
the Council, with its heavy responsibility, time to wake
up and stan taking decisions. !7e should like to accept
it as it is, but as such it will last only a few months. To
say here and now that we will need a supplemenary
budget in 1985 is tantamount to admitting that the 10lo
limit will be exceeded in 1985. l.et us therefore stop
bickering, stop taking one step forward and mro back.
Cenainly we are prepared rc discuss the 1985 budget
proposed by the Council in all its austeriry and ineffectiveness, but we say too that the Council must speak

out clearly and state its choice very soon indeed,
which means before the end of the first quarter of
1985. Parliament will make its voice heard, and will do
so in the interests of the Community.

Mr McCartin (PPE).

Madam President, let me
start by extending a welcome
to my friend and colleague from the Irish Parliament Mr O'Keeffe, who is
here representing the Council, and say to him that at
times during dris week I have felt some concern that
he, who is such a good European and has been so
through all of his political life, like his colleague the
Minister for Foreign Affairs
said this before
- I have
about Mr Barry as well
should
have to come here
- to Parliament in these
to represen[ the Council
exreme circumstances and face the task of speaking

with one voice for 10 different governments who
increasingly can find very little to say in common.

They have a united voice on the things that are not
concretf and cannot be understood, but when it comes
to specifics and basics, such as the number of ECU to
be provided in the budget and decisions about who
carries the cost, the Ten find it increasingly difficult to
speak in unison. So Mr O'Keeffe has my sympathy in
the difficult task he has had to perform over rhis y/eek,
and indeed over the entire period of the Irish presidency. Unlike the French presidency before it, the
Irish presidency has come up against a srone wall, has
come to the edge of the precipice, and has had to
stand with the Communiry when it was on the point of
suffocation.

That takes me rc rhe nexr point, which is the question
of the supplementary budget. I make no apologies for
the fact that I, with my group, voted for the refund
today of the money to the Brirish Government. Incidenrally, I make no secret about the fact that I had
Brave reservations when this was being discussed in my

group some time ago, for political reasons about
whether Parliament should ever have stopped this
money. This had to do with the attitude that might be
adopted in Britain itself to the European Economic
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Communiry and with the,way British politicians were
using this subject to stir up public opinion in Britain
against the idea of the Community. For these reasons I
had my doubts.
Somebody said to me they thought it would be difficult for somebody representing Ireland to vote for this
refund. \7ell, I had no difficulty at all. My colleague
Mr Ialor said he was voting against this refund and
apparently he expressed the opinion that he was
inspired by historic lessons in the decision that he
took. I have a fair idea of the history of the peoples of
when I voted
Europe and the people of Ireland
- of history but
today I was not inspired by the lessons
by the concerns of the future. I was concerned because
the people in my constituency would not thank me
very much for voting on the basis of some lesson that
was taught to me by history when they themselves
would fail to sell their milk and meat products, to collect their benefits in the disadvanaged areas, to get all
the other benefits that come to us through the annual

Community budget. I was concerned because I kneur
of the determination of some people in the Council to
prevent protress until this matter was regulated, and
not least too I remembered the fact that Parliament
had already made a decision on this: Parliament had
already given its word that this was the course it
would take, and it was entirely appropriate that we
should vote as we did today.
Nevertheless, it hun me to vote as I did, not because
of any historical considerations, but because I have
seen in recent months one Member State seeking to
bend the will of shis Communiry to its own wishes,
and in this case even to take this Community to the
point of suffocation, when the amount of money we
were talking about was such a small percentage of the
wealth and income of that nation. I do not propose
that we should disregard entirely all considerations of

the amount that is paid out by and the amount that
returns to a country. That must be considered, but it
must not be taken to the point when for so litde we are
prepared to bring this whole Economic Community to
a sandsdll.

I shall only be
The Minister makes the point
- and
that we
afraid
able to deal with this point, I'm
- situashould not lose heart because of the budgetary
tion, that there are other things that are important as
well. Of course we recognize that the days of budgetary discipline have come to the States of Europe at
national level, and there must be budgetary discipline
in Europe as well. The last speaker asked what budgerary discipline y/as. I do not think it means a reduction of the amount of money paid to agriculture or
other policies. Budgetaqy discipline is a slightly different thing: it is the question of day-to-day management. But we cannot proceed to harmonize legislation,

to

harmonize economic, social, environmenml or
other policies and think that that is making progress
when this very harmoniration will not bring about
economic convergence but will, in fact, widen it.

Vhile we must recognize that the States of Vestern
Europe have overspent their national budgets, we cannot apply the same rule to the budget of the European
Communiry, which is just in its infancy; rather there
must be a transfer from public spending within the
national States to the budget of the Community. There
are some things which can be more efficiently done
there, but if we are to achieve economic convergence

over the years, we must have not only new Communiry legislation, but also a Community budget to go
along with it, so that the poorer regions are no longer
administered a sort of annual sedative to keep them
happy and quiet but will be given a programme for
their development, as a result of which they will uldmately no longer need assistance and the Community
can devote its energies to nev objecdves.

(GR) Madam President, I
Mr Alavanos (COM).
- our profound concern not
rco should like to express
so much about the European Parliament as about the
effects which the budgetary developments will have on

our country, and panicularly on Greek farmers. fu

regards the European Parliament, I fear that, since a
lot of fuss is very often made about nothing, this is a
game between the Community institutions in which it
is naturally the workers who have m foot the bill. \7e
see again today that there is a great difference between
what rhe European Parliament says and what it does,
and specifically bqcause it has made a U-turn and
'!fle, both as
accepted the United Kingdom refund.
representatives of the Greek Communist Pany and as
Greeks, cannot accept this, and neither can we agree
with the Greek Government, which was a party to the

Fontainebleau agreement on the United Kingdom
refund without even obtaining its thirry pieces of silver
for the integrated Mediterranean programmes, for the
five-year protramme and for so many other matters
which it had made such a lot of noise about.

Ve

cannot accept that there should be double sandards in the Communiry. On the one hand the fundamental problem of the budget, where everyone talks
about fair returns, a balanced contribution by the

United Kingdom and balance in the Communiq/s
finances, without hesitating to infringe the Treaties

and the acqais communautaire since 1970. On the other

hand, we have the equally fundamental problem of
intra-Community rade. There is one country, Greece
which, despite having the lowest per capita GNP of all
the Member States, has an enormous deficit in trade
with these other countries because of its membership
of the European Community. There is neither fair participation nor a balanced contribution. Vhat do we
have? Since the European Parliament elections there
have been dozens of proceedings brought by the Commission on matters such as the National Pharmaceutical Organization, the release of blocked capital,
import problems, the Greek customs etc. It is a neverending list. So you must appreciate that, as representatives of the Greek people in this House, we cannot
sanction this procedure. Of course we will be asked
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what is to become of the supplementary budget and of
paymenff to Community farmers. But it is unheard-of
that Community farmers, and of course Greek farmers
as well, will this time be paid both wirh Community
money and with exraordinary narional contributions,
which in Greece's case will amounr to 15 352 000
ECU. So the Greek Governmenr has to grant subsidies
from the narional budger, but of course according to
Community rather than national criteria. Ve can see,
therefore, that the time of the fat cows, which to a
great extent fuelled the pre-election campaigns of various panies conresting rhe elections to the European
Parliament, is coming to an end. And this is not all.
Another price must be paid for the 1984 supplemenary budget, and that is financial discipline, which as a
concept frightens Greek workers and reminds them of
austerity and other such conceptsl moreover, it is
obvious rhat, in connection with the fixing of farm
prices, it has panicularly negative effects for Greek
farmers and in practice gives suitable scope for various
forces in the Community to press for more than they
had in the 1984 budget. Another panicularly negative
fact is that the 1985 budger is in deficit, and although

we do not think that this is necessarily a trick or

a

solution imposed by the Council, it results in a panicularly severe policy of austeriry, mainly as regards agricultural expenditure. From this tribune I should like to
take the opponuniry, Madam President, of calling on
the Greek Governmenr ro srop its constant retreating
whenever it is patently obvious thar Community developmenr are damaging to our country.

munity. One thousand million will again be needed for
the British conribution and I 350 million ECU for rhe
common agricultural policy.

The Council informs us rhat ir will find ways ro meer
this shonfall. Although we are usually told rhat it is
not fiffing for a Member of Parliament to interrogate
a Minister about his inrcntions, you will understand
that the kind of parliamentarians rhar we are makes it
impossible for us to be satisfied with mere intentions.
For that reason, I would ask you to give us very precise details of the way that the Council of Ministers
intends to meet the budgetary shonfall for 1985.

(fI) Madam President, I too would
Mr Rigo (S).
- on the continually
like to comment
changing and
increasingly ambiguous decisions taken by the Council

and the Commission during the last few weeks by
beginning with an evaluadon of the situadon.

Other groups in the Parliamenr have made these same
observations, which poinr ro rhe necessity of developing an overall, comprehensive budgetary plan for some
years to come, rather than getting involved in individual items. Otherwise the political juggling and the
ambiguities surrounding individual budget items which
we have seen in recenr months will become rhe realiry
of Community policy. Ve also realize that behind
these political ambiguities lurks the grave danger of a
deepening political and institutional crisis in rhe Communlty.

Mr Ducarme (L).- (FR) Madam President, I will be
extremely brief. On behalf of the Liberal Group I
would like to jog the House's memory and, secondly,
put a question to the Council.

\7hat I, on behalf of my group, would like to remind
this House is that there is a link berween, on rhe one
hand, the transfer which we have approved
Bri- the
tish rebate
and, on the orher hand, the vore
on rhe
- budget to be held in a few days'time.
supplementary

I believe it is imponant ro remember that what Parliamen[ has reached is a kind of 'gentlemen's agreement',
and we hope thar it will be respected. The supplementary budget is essential not only for European farmers
but also
and this has not been sufficiently srressed

in this House

for the operarion of the ERDF, for
- Fund, and
that of the Social
for rhe general running of
the Community. That being the case, we hope that the
entourage of the Bridsh Prime Minisrer will nor,have
another attack of anti-Europeanism in a fonnight's
time.
Secondly, I would like to pose a quesdon.'!7e are now
just as danin a position to draw anorher parallel
gerous
berween rhe amending- budget in its
present form and the 1985 budget. Ve now know, Mr

President-in-office, that rhe 10lo VAT ceiling will not
be sufficient ro meer the obligations of the Com-

Bearing this in mind, budget policy provides us with

two distinct parameters, namely agricultural

and

EAGGF expenditure which are both likely to increase
at rate faster rate than that of the Community's new
^ resources. Moreover by agreeing to a rebate for
own
the UK and Germany the wa/ is open to the inroduction, via the back door, of the concepr of'fair rerurn'
and therefore to a decrease in budgenry conriburions.
Thus a 'scissors-like' development is beginning ro take
place within the Community finances, where the gap
between resources and expenditure seems to be widening. And this is happening, as Mr Danken said this
morning, in an almost underhand way. There is certainly something odd going on: a sleight-of-hand has
somehow made ir possible for the Council ro cover rhe
deficit, esdmarcd at approximately rwo thousand million ECU by the Commission, with contributions of
just one thousand million from all the Member States.

How do they manage [o increase resources without
imposing new [axes or raising contributions? Two
dodges suffice
th.y put off non-compulsory

- million ECU till the following year
expenditure of 500
and bring forward future payments which will probably never be collected
a noreworrhy example being
the 200 million ECU expected
from the tax on sug"r.
They can ger away with rhis because of the peculiar
features

of the accountint sysrcm, which to

some
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extent delays the auditing of the accounts. This happens because advance paymenm of
received, and also because the budget can now go into
the red on national accounr without interest having to
be paid on the advances from the Member States. This

own resources are

constitutes a positive advantage to the Community.
musn't forget the real debt, however, which will
exceed 500 million ECU in 1984, even if the Member
States pay their contributions in time. Ve already
know that the UK has agreed m the 1984 budget on
wo conditions: that both the problems of budgetary
discipline and own resources will be solved at the same
time. There is thus 40 guarantee of receiving the
money from the Member States.

Ve

1985 doesn't appear m be much better: VAT will
which
until when we dont know
remain at l0/o
means an even- larger disparity between our commitments and our resources.

This is the result of not adopting regulations in a
Community spirit, even in this final phase of Parliament's work, and of not increasing the own resources
in time. It also results from a lack of budgetary discipline, which we would heanily welcome as long as it
meant discipline above all of the Council, because the
ministers who manage the finances do not seem to
consult with the ministers responsible for agriculture,
industry and the environment, a clear case of the right
hand not letting the left hand know what it is doing.
This is the most essential discipline and should be followed up by overall discipline of the budgetary authorities, which does not mean pure and simple containment but rather a policy which compares and monitors
compulsory expenditure ois-d-ois non-compulsory
expenditure, and examines the inherent merits of both.

At a session of the Committee on Budgets yesterday, it
was said that this could be achieved by means of a serious poliry of concertation. This is exactly what we
need if we really want to remedy the present difficulties.

ranean programmes, which have abeady been
approved by the Commission and Parliament, it enters
appropriations for a new financial protocol with Turkey, thus pandering to Evren's milimry regime, which
we have all condemned. Ladies and gentlemen, hardly
any of the rich countries still speak the language of
Communiry solidarity. Frightened by the social crisis,
the ruling classes are trying to protect their own interests. They agree on one thing: in the term 'financial

discipline', which means disciplining the poor, at
whose expense the rich areyet again to become richer.
Does anyone really think that those who are affected,

like Greek, Italian, French and Irish farmers and
European workers in general, will not react with all
the means at their disposal in the name of our proclaimed principles? Is there anyone who does not
understand that this discipline means a funher worsening of the crisis?

Ladies and gentlemen, we think that even if the supplementary budget is adopted under the pressure of
the need to pay farmers, we would have to envisage
the possibiliry of drawing up a new supplementary
budget for 1984. The Greek Communist Pany of the
Interior therefore proposes that the increase in own
resources should be implemented from 1 October 1985
with retroactive effect from 1 January 1985, and it
supports the decision to fix as from now the VAT ceiling to come into effect from 1988 at 1.60/0. Thus we
shall have scope for strengthening the structural funds,
for financing the integrated Mediterranean programmes to coincide with the accession of Spain and

Portugal, for supponing the new policies and the
policy on the ACP counries, and for giving an allround boost so that we come out of the crisis.

(Applause)

(GR) Madam President, in
Mr Kyrkos (COM).
- we have had a graphic examthis House this morning
ple of what the crisis afflicting the European Community is all about. I am referring to the demonstration by the British miners and our colleagues from the
Labour Party, a demonstration which has our unreserved suppon. And instead of some Conservative
Members of Parliament describing the applause for the
srruggling strikers as 'bellowing', it would be better for
us all together, without class blindness, to look to the
future of Europe.

The 1984 supplementary budget and the draft

ment of its financial powers, to practice open blackmail so that the supplementary budget is adoprcd as it
stands, since otherwise the farmers will not be paid,
and to abandon the plans for the restructuring of the
economy, the implemenation of new policies and the
convergence of the economies. And it is incredibly
annoying that, while the Council refuses even the
insufficient appropriations for the integrated Mediter-

1985

Ladies and gentlemen, high-flown speeches about the
future of the Community ultimately sound a mockery

when the rich countries, with boundless selfishness,
think only of their own wallets. But this is the way to
social upheavals, and we consider that the British
miners' srike is only a foretaste of them.

(Appkusefron the lefi)

Mr Volff (L).

(FR) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, this -morning payment of the British rebate
was accepted by this House and this afternoon we
voted to that effect. I believe we were very wise to do
so.

budget reflect the impasses into which the policies pur-

sued by the ruling circles have led the Community.
The result is that there is an attempt to deprive Parlia-

As far as the 1984 supplementary budget is concerned,

I question whether

we are not making fools of our-
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selves by calling it 'supplemenm4/. After all, what
does it have in terms of real income: rhere is a repaya-

ble advance

interest-free admimedly of
I 000 million ECU, an advance of ZO0 million in sugar
dudes and 500 million achieved by reductions in
expenditure and modifications of the budgetary struc-

ture. Vhile

ir is just possible to undersand the last

item, the other gives the impression rhar we are going
to anticipate our income by spending the credits of
future years. Even then, the 1985 budget is for a lower
sum than for 1984 and ifwe have been unable m keep
to the 1984 budget limit we shall be unable to do so in
1985 either.

In the private sphere, a budgetary situation of rhis kind

a fraudulent balance
inspire confidence and I regard

would be considered
devised

to

sheet

it

met by the same methods as for 1984, 1986 will see us
with two financial years showing deliberate deficits.
One should not make promises that cannor be kept

and I believe that the Council has acred unwisely: we
are not going to succeed in meeting this shonfall by

waiting until 1986 when the VAT rate will be raised to
1.40lo because by then that l.4o/o will needed ro balance current budgets.

mistake

and

I do nor know whether it

- someone say rhat we will
I heard

was a

suffer a
reduction- in our resources as a result of modifications
in customs tariffs or even rhe abolition of some of
them. That is going to make our presenr deficit even
more serious. The least thar can be said is that it is not
sound finance. If we wanr Europe to become a reality,
this is not the way to go about it. The Council has rc
keep ir promises and give itself the means to do so.
'!7hat
is serious is nor so much budgets such as the
ones presenred to us. It is the consequences of the
inadequacies of these budgea which demonstrate the
gravity of problems wirh which cre will be confronted
sooner rather than larer.

Mr Tomli.son
time available

I

(S).-

Madam President, in the shon
want to limit my remarks ro rwo or

three differenr things.

First of all, during this debate we have heard a number
descriptive words applied rc the decision of this
House to unblock the Unircd Kingdom rebate. I think
it has to be made clear that some of those descriprive
words really are nor acceptable rc all Members of this
House. Ve have heard it suggested, for example, that
this decision has been a sign of goodwill, we have
heard it suggested that rhe condidons of the Brirish
rebate have not been fully met and that we now expecr
some sort of reciprociry from the United Kingdom.

of

I do not accept that. This House, in
imposed
very
a
clear condition, and rhar condiJuly,
tion has been fully, absolurcly, totally met. It was that
there had to be nbled a supplementary budget, and it
was made abundantly clear by many speakers, including the chairman of the Committee on Budgets, that
that tabling of the supplemenary budget for 1984 was
without prejudice to anything we wanted rc say on rhe
have to say that

content

of that budget. So, lest anybody feel that

somehow United Kingdom Members have a residual
sense of obligation for what has been described as a
gesture of goodwill, let me disabuse rhem of rhat view
straight away. \Vhat we have done in this House is to

clear a major obstacle
made. Now each

of

to

decisions that had to be
will have to be

these decisions

made on its merirc.

as

unsound. Hov will we meer the budgetary shonfall?
That is the question. In 1985, we will have to find rhe
I 000 million ECUs advanced in 1984
and this in
- people
addition to shonfalls in 1985 since several
here
said that it now looks as if we will be able to keep
going for only nine or ren monrhs. In other words,
there will be another rwo monrh's deficit and, if it is

This morning

I

I

now turn to the question of budgetary discipline,

about which we have heard a trear deal today. Of
course, we have heard many conflicting opinions
about budgetary discipline, because we are all talking
about concepts which we do not fully understand since
nobody has yet managed to define rhe terms in which
we are talking. The one thing I would say right at the
outset is that the worst people m be lecturing this
House about budgenry discipline are in fact the
Council itself. A Council which has been so ill-prepared and so ill-disciplined in its own financial management as to have precipitated the need for a 1984
supplementary budget and has then gone on ro presenr
a 1985 draft budget which we know from the outset
does not balance is least of all entided to give us any
detailed lecture on budgetary discipline.
Budgetary discipline means ro me from the outset that
we should have presented to us a 1985 budget which
reflects a number of basic rrurhs. Ir should cover a
l2-month period. It should nor sran with an inbuilt
requirement of a funher supplementary budget which,
when that is laid before this House, will in its turn be
linked with the next budgetary requirement which is
not provided for, and rhat is rhe refund to the United
Kingdom of I 000 m ECU in relation to 1984 conrributions. It should cover all those rhings absolutely

clearly.

\7hat I believe we in this House need to develop is a
positive view of what is meanr by budgetary discipline

rather than merely reacring to Council asserrions
about what it means. I have no doubt about what I
mean by budgetary discipline and what I do not mean.
\7hat I do not mean is that rhese rwo words should be
interpreted as signifying some form of European

Ve do not want those two words 'budget
to be inrerpreted as signifying cash limlts

monetarism.

discipline'

across the whole of rhe budgel !7hat I mean by budgetary discipline is thar this House, as paft of the budgetary authority of the European Communities, dercrmines quirc clearly and precisely what its political
priorities are, adopts a budget which reflects those
political prioriries and then ensures that the instirudons of the Communiry sdck to those priorities. That
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means that we cannot have open-ended expenditure
on agriculture, but it equally means that we cannot
have a system calledbudgctary discipline that only dis-

ciplines the total of expenditure and therefore leaves
the squeeze on the non-obligatory pans of the budget
which we, on this side of the House, feel m be panicularly imponant.
Those issyes will have to be resolved. I conclude where
I began by saying to the Council: before you come to
talk rc us about budgemry discipline, first discipline
yourselves and then have a clarity of purpose about
what you mean!

Mr

(FR) Madam PresiMaffre-Baug6 (COM).
dent, ladies and gentlemen, the Community budget is
a numerical rendering of economic and political policy
guidelines. The Council has chosen its priorities but, as
you might imagine, I am far from agreeing with them.
Jusr when the situation in the developing countries is
worsening, it has drastically cut food aid and tripled
the funds for enlargement preparations. That choice is
one, of course, of which I do not approve. Once again
agriculture is the target and the Council has proposed
even lower funding than for 1984: quirc unheard of!
The draft budget figures in their own right prepare the
ground for a head-on assault, under cover of'budgetary discipline', on the farmers of the Community. \7e
already have a Europe of merchants and we now see
the emergence of a Europe of corporals who want to
impose their discipline on us. In the ambushes of the
past, c/e often managed to wriggle out of rouble by
agreeing on agricultural prices or regulations for fruit
and vegetables, but we also bear some scars in the
form of milk quotas. Nov the threat is of pitched battles. From this moment, we warn all who would emulatc \Tellington that we will do all we can to stop
agriculture meeting its !/aterloo. In plain terms, budge-

:ary discipline would mean yoking agriculrural
expenditure so as to drag down prices and breaking
agreements by extending guarantee thresholds, quotas
or other constrainm.

This budgetary discipline is coupled with the enlargement issue because the countries most fervently in
favour of extending their markets always want to do
'I7e reject this Eurodisso at the smallest possible cost.
cipline as being not only unfair to farmers, who are

already severely penalized, but also economically
absurd and politically illegal because it would constiturc a grave flouting of Parliament's powers in com-

plete disregard of the rules laid down by the Treaty.
The vice of budgeary discipline must not be allowed
to clamp tight on farmers and the farming industry.

is for this reason, Madam President, that I sound
the alarm, give due warning to the Community auth-

It

and more panicularly to the Council
orities
to the dangers threatening them.
alen farmers

-

and

Mr Cot (Sl, Chairman of the Committee on Budgets.Madam President, now that the debate is drawing to a
close, I would like to made a few additional comments
on behalf of the Committee on Budgets and also to
add some sutgestions of my own'

Mr

President-in-Office

of the Council, you will

doubtless have been struck, as have others, by,the severity of some of the remarks made and later taken up
by various speakers on all sides of this House. In parti-

cular, I refer to the 'opening shots' fired by Mr Dankert who, in this respect, didn't mince matters and set
the tone for all later speeches.

It is quite rue that our present situation is one in
found
which every hallowed budgetary principle
- as
is being abused. Take the princiin the best books
just
balance expenditure
ple that income should
with
present
situation'and
in
our
how possible is that
the proposals being made to us? \flhat price planning
on i yearly basis, so that the budget covers a full year,
when it is admitted right from the beginning that this
1985 budget will not last the year? And as for the coni.e. that all income and
cept of budget universality
expenditure should be drawn up in one single docuwhat chance is there of that as income crumment
and national advances, not to mention
bles away
national policies, take over from the funding that the
Community is no longer in a position to provide?
The consequence of all this that we find ourselves in a
thoroughly anificial situation and conducting singularly'surrealistic' discussions. One good example is the
vote we will be taking tomorrow on Mrs Scrivener's
report since it concerns a rather complex system of

Community advances drawn up by the Commission
and you, Mr O'Keeffe, have
while at the same time
the Council of Ministers has decided
confirmed this
on a system of -national advances. Under such circumxnd, I would say, for lack of a better alterstances
native - the Committee on Budgets has decided to
stick m- ia principles. That is the thrust of the resolurion being put to the House, but it must be said that
the resolution no longer means a great deal.

Mr

President, how can the public be expected to

understand even the slightest bit of this kind of 'messing about' with issues. Budgetary affairs are complex
enough when conducted in an open and orderly manner. Any stooping to employ such manipulation meins
a complete loss of contact with the real world of the
people we represent here and whose representation is

the duty of this House. The degradation of the concept of a budget and the fact that we are moving into
what Mr Dankert has called 'the era of the nonbudget' arevery significant in this respect.

\7hat does this mean in more concrete rcrms? It means
that the rights of the European Parliament are under
attack. Put another way, it threatens the progress
made over recent years, dating from the pre-universal
suffrage days of Georges Sp6nale, in achieving demo-
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cratic control. In his speech, Lord Douro norcd that
there is no form of national control by national Parliaments which could replace thar exercised here. Moreover, when the rights of rhis Parliament and its democratic control function are called into question in this
way it means a barren future for Europe.

Ve know

that Europe is going through a crisis. Each
one of us is experiencing that crisis, a crisis that also
comprises a profound transformation of the Community, its significance and im policies. Ve know that
its internal tensions and contradictions will be aggravated by the coming accession of Spain and Ponugal.
Faced with that prospect, this Parliamenr vas entitled
to expect some ray of hope from the Council and to
expect that the budget presented by the Council would
contain some kind of philosophy
I would even use
the word 'doctrine'
of this transformation,
which it
- to masrer, rather than this
will be our joint dury
drifting, storm-tossed barque springing leak after leak that
has to be plugged.

At this point, Madam President, even ar the risk of
appearing paradoxical, I would like to express my
belief.that the period of budgetary rigour we are now
experiencing may contain some hope for Europe and
for the European budget
and I regret that the present state of affairs makes-it seem unlikely rhat we will
be able to take advantage of the opponunity. This
European budget
which had been drawn up primarily as an expenditure-based
budget so [har revenue
was then adjusted accordingly
people's
- is,ofina many
eyes, increasingly taking rhe form
revenue-based
budget because there is cenainly a need to apply more
stringent consrainm ro revenue and expenditure in
their entirety. However it may be, what we need is a
real budget
a real budget of revenue and expenditure subject -to a dialogue berween the two arms of the
budgetary authority; budgetary discipline is no more
complicated than that.

I

am convinced that the European Parliament is open

to discussion on this point. Vhar it is not prepared to
accept, however, is to be presented with the fait accomp/i of this alleged 'working documenr' concocted by
the Council, which would have rhe effect of stopping
us now applying the provisions of Anicle 203. Just

calling a dish 'rout' rarher than 'sreak' doesn't change
its aste. I repeat, having reread the jurisprudence of
thi European Coun of Justice, rhat an internal measuie which would engender this rype of external effect
can be challenged
and consequently penalized
in

the Coun of Justice.

-

Since that is the case, however, it means that a novel
situation should be reflected in a new kind of budgel
How can we frame our deliberations to take account
of this situation and how can we fit the work of the
European Parliament into the framework of the desire
shared by all of us
the Commission, the Council

and the Parliament -

to achieve the control over
- and revenue shat
budgetary expenditure
is needed for

the future? How can we get Parliament involved in the
process of formulating the overall budget? At this
point, I would ask you to bear with me while I express
one could almost call it
some of my
-owna digression
- be said that
personal views even though it must
my incomplete masrcry of budgetary technique may
lead me to make some suggestions that are not completely sound. I believe thar the time has now come to
put forward ney/ proposals, accepting rhat they may
later have to be abandoned, and I also believe that if
we remain thwaned by those traditional procedures
whose inadequacy you, Mr O'Keeffe, have io comprehensively demonstrated, we will not succeed in extricating ourselves from our present predicament.

How can we therefore ensure thar Parliament can play
its rightful role, that of joinr budgetary aurhoriry,
within the new situation now emerging? \7hile we are
on the subject, it would seem sensible ro quesrion rhe
budgetary timetable itself. \7e all know
it is in no
way a new problem
that the time-lag- berween the
voting of the budget- during the founh quaner of
- period of expenditure comthe year
and the major
mitment - the spring round of agriculrural price-fixing
has always led to a measure of disronion. That
distonion now has increasingly catastrophic consequences, particularly for this House. The traditional
'schizophrenia' of the European Parliament is well
known: committed defence
against the
- expenditure agricultural
budget
of non-compulsory
in November or December
turning to equally passionate supporr
for compulsory expenditure as soon as the first spring
flowers appear. Not that it has any monopoly on such
'schizophrenia'. Afrer all, the meerings of the finance
ministers are followed by those of the agriculture min-

isters and when two budget deadlines
totether you should

see rhe

fall

close

fur fly . . .

I believe that this situation, not a nev/ one after all,
will be made considerably worse if a 'corset' is forced
upon us by the kind of discipline that is now, according to the documents currenrly being circulated, about

to be imposed on us. Thar would immediately mean
the appearance of continual adjusrments since each
unbalanced budget would be followed by amending
and supplementary ones. In other words, there would
be no democraric or political control by Parliamenr.
Nor would there be any political control by eirher the
Council of Ministers or rhe Commission as a political
body since this poliry of expedienm is characterized by
an absence of both policies and perspective.
Is it not therefore time to recognize that our budget is
essentially an agricultural one and, whatever the views
of some people, will remain so for a considerable
period.

Let us draw the logical conclusion from thar
would
- with
it not be better to try to align the financial year

the agricultural one. All you s,ould have to do is
change one date in the Treary. The change, which is

__
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hardly a'sweeping'one, is my personal suggestion and
you must take it for what it is wonh.

I now come to my concluding remarks as chairman of
the Committee on Budgets. \7hat we desire is a situation in which discussion and dialogue are possible. I
would like to warn the Council against taking any unilateral decision since this would, as well, be an 'iniquitous' one. There must be a useful and timely dialogue
prior to any decision being aken. Ve propose such a
dialogue in the form of an amendment we are Putting
forward to Mrs Scrivener's report. Vhat is involved
here is the vital matter of knowing just what kind of a
Community we wish to build together and whether we
really have the political will rc do so.

IN THE CFIAIR: MR DIDO
Vce-President

Before we continue with our proceed- like on behalf of the European Parliaings, I should
ment to welcome Dr Uwe Barschel, Prime Minister of
Schleswig-Holstein, who is present in the official galPresident.

lrry.
Mr
Mr O'Kecffe, President-in-Offce of tbe Coancil.
President, I am grateful to all those who have responded to my opening remarks. I will convey the main
points to my colleagues in the Council. Meanwhile
there are some points on which the House will expect
me to comment, particularly in relation to the 1984
draft supplementary budget. I would first of all recall
that in its preliminary draft supplementary budget the
Commission proposed that an estimarcd balance of
350 million ECU be entcred into Chapter 30 of the
revenue smtement as a surplus available from the current financial year. This sum corresponded, according
to the Commission, to the expected saving achieved by
its very strict management of the 1984 budget. The
Council considers that savings can be made over and
above the amount proposed by the Commission, and
has written a sum of 500 m ECU into the draft supple-

menrary budget instead of 350 m ECU. In so doing
Council draws on experience in previous financial
years and, in panicular on the findings of the Coun of
Auditors which reveal that a considerable sum of payment appropriations was unused and carried over to
the following financial years.

You have all seen these figures when discussing the
grandng of discharge to the Commission in respect of
recent Communiry budgets. In 1980 there were cancellations of 258 m ECU and in 1981 555 m ECU. The
Coun of Auditors, in fact, pointed out that a balance

as high as I 400 m ECU has remained unspent. In

these circumstances it seems not unreasonable to the
Council to increase by 150 m ECU the prospective

1984 surplus which, I repeat, was propoied by the
Commission in its preliminary draft budget. In its preliminary draft supplementary budget the Commission

reduced its estimates of traditional own resources,
especially agricultural levies, by 515 m ECUs. The

point was strongly made during discussions in the
Council that estimates of revenue in the present conjuncture are subject to considerable uncertainry.

It

was for this reason that the Council followed the
of Anicle 16 of Council Regulation
No289l/77 which provide that such adaptation of
revenue should be made in the budget of the following
year.

provisions

Some speakers have alleged that the intergovernmental
commitment to grant reimbursable advances to the
Communiry in 1984 is illegal. In this respect I have to
point out that the decision of 21 April 1970 concerning the Community's own resources states in Anicle 4
that the Community budget is to be financed by own
resources from I January 1975:'irrespective of other
revenue'. Thus, though the method of supplementary
financing chosen for 1984 may seem to some to be
unorrhodox, it cannot in the light of the provisions to
which I have just referred, be termed 'illegal'.
1985 budget, I have noted the various points raised. However, within the consraints of
available revenue, I must sress yet again that the
Council went as far as possible, to meet the stated aims

Vith regard to the

of

Parliament where the structural funds and other
priority areas are concerned. The Council furthermore
rcok the necessary acdon to ensure that Parliament's
righrc under Anicle 203 were respected.
As I said this morning, the Council for its part accepts
that a supplementary budget will be necessary in the
course of next year and that the necessary funds will
be provided. The Council has, however, left open the
form that these funds will take. This will be the subject
of continuing discussion linked with the Commission's

proposal for the modification

of the own resources

decision.

Mr Dankert,

using all his authority, used strong

and repeated the
one could say renchant language
charge he levelled at me in yesterday's Committee on
Budgets, namely, that the Council has adopted draft
budgets which are a fraud. I repudiated this charge
yesterday and I do so again today. I have, I hope, sufficiently explained the constraints within which the
Council, indeed the budgetary authoriry, is working in
the 1984 and 1985 budgets.
I now

come m the question of the timetable for readings. The suggestion made to me is that the Council
should ensure that a second reading of the draft 1984
supplementary and amending budget should take place
during your second October pan-session.
President, I am very anxious to be helpful, but I
cannot give you this guarantee. This is not a lack of

Mr
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IN THE CFIAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO

political cfill or an unwillingness ro cooperate. Ir arises
simply from practical consideradons. If in your first
reading you vote a mass of proposed modifications
and amendments, it will simply be impossible on rhe
following day to make them available rc rhe Members

CERRETTI
Wce-hesident

of the Council in all languages. Your own sessional
services may be unable to produce all the documenr in

the time required, and in rhe time available Members

of the Council

may be unable

to

.

examine them.

QaestionTime

Depending on what you decide ro do on the first read-

ing, I do not exclude the Council's being able ro reacl

in

24 hours, but

I certainly

cannor give any undenaking that the Council will in every circumsrance be able

to do so, and I do not want you to

base your

President.
The next. item is the second pan of
(Doc. 2-625/8\: questions addressed
Time
Question
to the Council and the Foreign Ministers.

work

programme on an unwarranted assumption.

Ve begin with the questions addressed to the Council.

I can give an undenaking thar when it receives the
results of your vote on 23 October, rhe Council will
respond as rapidly as is consistent with carryint our irs
duties properly and conscientiously.

At ir author's request, Question No 52 is postponed
till rhe next pan-session.
I call Question No 53, by Mr Hutton

(H-1la/8\:

Subject: Uniform elecroral procedure

There is one other aspecr I would like ro menrion. I
alked this morning about successful policies which
have no budgetary impact. I think it is appropriate rc
quote a completely up-to-date example in this regard.
Yesterday, there was a meering of the Internal Marker
Council which agreed in principle on the basic regulation concerning the introduction of a single document
rc be used for the despatch, ransit and entry for home
use of Community goods, or for their entry under any
other procedure in the Member Satcs of destination.
By simplifying formalities on trade wirhin the Member
States, this regulation will have a positive impact on
the funher development of intra-Communiry trade

and, in particular, will provide an incentive for firms,
especially small ones, to view their activiry in terms of
the whole of the Communiq/s internal market. fu I
said, not a single ECU is involved.
Finally, may I say that I consider the Parliamenr's vote
to unblock the refunds for rhe UK and Germany as a
reflection of the earnest desire of this House ro move
forward in cooperadon with the Council in the search
for solutions to the problems facing the Communiry.

On behalf of rhe Council, I would like to conclude by
sayiirg that the Council, for its pan, will do all in its
power to ensure rhe speedy adoption of rhe supplemenary budget and the adoption in good time of the
budget for 1985.

Presidcnt

-

The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken romorrow, Thursday, 1l October, at 3.00 p.m.
(The sitting atas suspended at 4.50 p.m. and. resumed at
5.30

p.n.)

In irs sraremem of 24-25 May 1983 on European
elections, the Council declared that it would 'pursue its work on introducing a uniform electoral
procedure for the elections that will take place in
1989'.1

Vhat is its timetable for this work, and what estimate
has the Council made of the period necessary for ratification by nadonal Parliaments of a Draft Act on rhe
uniform procedure?

Mr O'Kccffe, President-in-Offce of tbe Council.
The presidency of the Council does not have a timetable at the moment for pursuing iu work on the introduction of a uniform electoral procedure. The presidenry has, in fact, norcd thar this matter is at present

being considered by the European Parliamenr and
deems it preferable to wair until that exercise has been
completed before discussions are reopened in the
Council.

Mr Hutton (ED).

Is the President-in-Office of rhe
- great disquier feld in many MemCouncil aware of the
ber States about the inabiliry of their citizens to vote in
other Member Starcs and can he think of any very
good reason why rhe Council is waiting for rhe proposal from Parliament? Can it nor ask its group of
expefts to start work at once, in order to ensure that
the right to votf for all citizens of the Communiry is
available eirher in their country of origin or in their
place of residence?

Mr O'Keeffe.

what we are tryint to do is ro
- Since
esablish a uniform
procedure, we believe that all rhe

I

See Bulletin
point 2.4.7.

of thc

European Communities No 5-1983,
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problems have to be seen together. As I said in my
opening reply, the matter is being considered by the
European Parliament and I would draw Parliament's
attention to the need for it to adopt a decision quite
soon, given the very large amount of work involved in
drdwing up a decision laying down a uniform electoral'

reply can be given and the question discussed, since a

joint answer

is scheduled, and

I

am present at least.

Ephremidis, we are dealing
President.
- I Mr
question and
cannot interrupt at this point.

with

a

procedure for 12 countries.

Mr Prag (ED).- My
Mr Bdfe (S).

Does the President-in-Office see the

between people voting in the
quirc clear distinction
Member State where they live, irrespective of their
nationality, which will help to promorc understanding
and common feeling among people, and the other system of people voting in the Member Starc where they
were born? The latter sysrcm only serves to perpetuate

nationalisdc divisions within the Community by, for
instance, making British people in France vote in an
English elecdon. Does he understand that difference
and *,ill he accept that other governmenff should follow the excellent example of the Irish government in
giving the vorc to British citizens resident in Ireland?

\7ell, I note that Mr Balfe is aware of
Mr O'Keeffe.
- my own country. Naturally, I am fully
the situation in
au fait with that system, but I am also aware that in
other Member States a different system applies. Mr
Balfe puts his finger on one of the basic problems
which has to be resolved if we are to arrive at a uniform procedure.

Mr Miscnbcek (L).

Does the President-in-Office
not think that this is -one of the most tongue-in-cheek
questions of the last few years in this House? And does
the President-in-Office not know that his predecessor,
the President-in-Office from German),, said that the
one country which held up the previous decision of
this House was the British Government? Does the

President-in-Office not think that we should finally
adopt a sysrcm which is in cenain ways more proportional than the one at present used in the United Kingdom, thereby granting

a

supplementary does not concern the system, but I would like to know if the President-in-Office would give us an assurance that, whatever Parliament proposes, he would impress upon his
colleagues that red ape and bureaucratic bumbling are
no excuse for depriving citizens of the Communiry,
wherever they may be resident, of their fundamental
democratic right, the right ro vote.

Mr O'Keeffe.

-

I

can cenainly give the assurance

requesrcd by the honourable Member.

(NL) Can the President-in-Off(S).
ice tell me whether or not the question of the uniform
electoral procedure will come up as part of the work
of the Dooge Commitrce so that this matter may
receive new impetus and we will indeed have a standard procedure for the next elections?
Mr van Miert

In reply to the honourable Member I
to point -out that the Council is not responsible
for the work of the Dooge committee. I might moreover point out that it is my understanding that the
President of Parliament is attending that committee

Mr O'Kecffc.
have

this very day, and I have no doubt that the cares and
concerns of the Members of this House will be presenrcd by him rc that committee.
Presidcnt.
(H-237/84)1

I

call Question No 54, by Mr Maher

:

Subject: Free trade in motorvehicles

Vhen the derogation which the Irish Government
negotiated with the EEC in 1973 comes to an end

vote to every single citizen on

an equal basis?

on 31 December 1984, will there be free trade in

motor vehicles between Ireland and the other

Mr

Member countries of the European Community?

The President-in-Office does not
to comment on the remarks
consider it appropriate
O'Keeffe.

made by the honourable Member.

(GR) I wish to raise a
Ephrcmidis (COM).
to do with the prespoint of order which has nothing
ent question. A moment ago you called Question

Mr

Mr O'Keeffe , President-in-Ofice of the Council.
\7hen the derogation contained in protocol No 7 -to
the Act of Accession of tgzz comes to an end, the
normal rules of the Treary will be complied with as
regards rade in motor vehicles berween Ireland and

understood correctly, that it
would not be discussed because Mr Marshall was

the other Member States of the European Community.

absent. But

Mr Maher (L).
I undersand from statemenm made
by the Minister -for Finance of the government of the

No 52 and said,

if I

I have a document from the responsible
depanment which states that that qucstion, my own
Question No 78. and another-question_by Mr Cottrell
are to receive a joint answer from the Council. Consequently, even if Mr Marshall is absent, I shink that a

1

Formcrly Vrinen Question No 665184.
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Meher
Republic of Ireland that the impon duties which presently apply to motor cars imported into Ireland
very high impon duties which make the cosr of cars -ro
the Irish consumer almost the most expensive in
Europe
will be replaced by
VAT which, in
- will keep the carsa athigher
other words,
the very least at the
same price as they are at present and which will effecdvely prohibit free rade in motor cars in Ireland
because the Irish consumer cannot benefit from the
prices which apply generally in Europe. Irish consumers pay about twice the price that European consumers have rc pay. Does the Minister nor rhink that this
is in essence flouting the free rade rules of the European Communiry, is a barrier under the conditions of
internal trade between the S[ares of the European
Community, and does he not think that the Irish
Government is flouting the rules if they proceed to
apply these high impon duties and so keep moror cars

Council's main aim is the achievement of the objectives defined in Anicle 39 of the Treaty, although it is
also aware of the problem of environmental conseffation. It has, moreover, voiced its concern in this area
on a number of occasions. For example, the Council
has at present before it a proposal for a directive concerning the assessment of the environmental effects of
cenain public and private projects. The text of this
draft directive lays down that cenain agricultural projects must be the subject of a prior environmental
impact assessment where Member Sates consider that
the nature of the project warrant it. Such projects concern inter alia the restructuring of rural landholdings,

at the same price?

Mr O'Keeffe.

Funher proof of the Council's concern for the environment is shown by the fact thar at the time of the
adoption of cenain measures for improving agricultural structures, it was explicidy srarcd thar the investmenff for which Communiry aid was granted must not
be harmful to the environment. Funhermore, the
Council is currently studying a Commission proposal

cil.

relating to the improvement of agricultural structures
which provides inter alia f.or aid rc investment in environmental prot€ction and improvement measures, as
well as a Commission proposal on the prorection of
forests from acid deposits and fire.

rhink it is appropriate for the
- I doofnotthe
President-in-Office
Council ro commenr on
what clearly are matters of Irish budgetary policy. On
the specific question raised by the honourable Member, the matter he raised would appear to be within the
competence of the Commission rather rhan the Coun-

Mr

Eitzgerald (RDE).

Is the President-in-Office

- the Commission in Official
aware of the sutement by
C2l3
of
13.8.
1984, that it is preparing a
Journal,
communication concerning the arrangements for the
admission and the registration
from another Member State?

of vehicles imponed

Can he tell us when the Commission will forward this
communication and what implications it will have for
private individuals in Ireland wishing to register vehicles purchased in another Member State?

Mr O'Keeffe.

I would like to be

ble to the honourable
Member, but

as

helpful as possi-

I rhink it is proper
to point out that it is not appropriate for rhe President-in-Office of the Council ro comment on whar rhe
Commission will or will not do.
President.

(H-ve/8!:-

I

call Quesdon No 55, by Mrs Quin

Subject: Agriculture and rhe environmenr

Vhen did the Council, in its agriculrural

discus-

sions, last consider the environmental impact of
the Common Agriculrural Policy and what measures does it envisage ro ensure that the rural environment is not funher damaged by over-inrensive
forms of agriculture and foresrry within the EEC?

Mr O'Keeffe, President-in-Offce of the Council.

In

- rhe
its discussions on the common agricultural policy,

use of uncultivated land for intensive agricultural
exploitation, water management projects for agriculture, initial afforestadon, poultry rearing and pig rearing insallations.

Finally, with regard to harmonization in the area of
plant health, the Council has already adoprcd a directive prohibiting the use of plant protecrion products
which, despite their advantages for plant production,
might be harmful to man and the environmenr on
account of their toxic nature. A number of Commission proposals also reladng to plant health are currendy being examined within the Council's subordinate bodies.

Miss Quin (S).
I would like rc thank the President-in-Office of- the Council for that reply. I am glad
that he accepr that there is concern about the environmental effects of the common agricultural poliry.
Does the President-in-Office accept that considerable
changes might well be necessary in the way that common agricultural policy subsidies are given in order to

prevent, in panicular, our moorlands and uplands
from being funher ploughed up ro grow producr
which are already in surplus and for which no market
exists?

Mr O'Keeffe.

I

thank the honourable Member for

her gracious comments!

I have to say to her, however, that any such proposals
would be a matter for the Commission. If the Commission produces proposals they
the normal way by the Council.

will be considered in

10. 10.84

Mr Sherlock (ED).- Vith regard to your concern
about the interrelationship between agriculture and
the environment, and I norc panicularly your remarks
on the late inclusion of agriculture in environmental

impact assessment. \(ith my ex-colleague, Stanley
Johnson, I can claim rc have been jointly the architect
of the insertion of those clauses.
I would like to

ask you in panicular about the positive
attitude which you also mentioned which stems from
Mr Bocklet's report on agricultural structures. I do
feel that this is again an important step forward in that
it is a positive suBgestion for the use of agricultural
money. I would like to ask you during the remainder
of your term, Mr President-in-Office, if you can support the enthusiasm of at least one Member State
government for the use of this mon€1rr for the further
encouragement of positive measures, though it be a
small step, in agriculture environment regulation in the

future
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developments should be additional to, rather than
deducted from, the present structural aids that are
available?

Mr O'Keeffe.
for me to

-

Certainly it would be very tempting

agree with the suggestion made by the hon-

ourable Member. However, I fear I have to resist the
rcmpation and to say here that Council is bound to
operate within the parameters of existing policies.

Mr Shedock (ED).
I merely wished to make clear
that it was exactly in that
to the President-in-Office
the
role that I sought his assistance. These matters
environmental inipact assessment directive and the
are on the Council's
Bocklet and other reports
desk. It is precisely in his -role as President of the
Councjl that I asked for his report. I think there must
have been some misunderstanding. It is not the prospect of futuriry but the actuality upon which I rest my
case.

Mr

The concern of the honourable
O'Keeffe.
Member is very- obvious, and I fully understand that
concern. However, I think perhaps he will undersnnd
that I am nol here in a personal capacity, or indeed in
a national capaciry.I am here as President-in-Office

of

Mr O'Keeffe.

-

I take the point raised by the honourI think I can say rc him that in the

able Member, and

structural package under discussion on which Mr

the Council. In that context I have to say to him that
the reactions of the Council cannot be assessed undl
such time as we have funher proposals from the Commission. It is entirely a matter for the Commission to

Bocklet s/rote a report, the Council will pay attention
to the environment.

make any such proposal.

(H-t6e/8$:

President.

Does the President-in-Office of the
- that
Council not agree
though farmers are in the main
preservers of the environment, their contribution

tions

According to the press, there are evidently polidcal difficuldes between the Governments in the

towards preservation is being made progressively more
difficult by the continuous pressure of consumer
groups and some governmenr to lower the price of
food, which so reduces the income m the farmer that
he is forced to use methods which sometimes are not

Community,

opinion one way or the other on the point he

in

particular with regard

to

the

Chairmanship of the Commiwee.
Can the Council provide information on this subject and can it also explain what the actual task of
the Committee is and what modus operandii proposes to adopt in agreement with the Council?

for instance, the
consistent with'that preseflration
over-use of chemicals in food production?
appreciate Mr Maher's concern
- I also my
and if I were wearing
ministerial hat I might well,
coming as he knows I do from an agricultural constituener'r be prepared to express an opinion. But I do
believe that it is not appropriate for me as President of
the Council, in which capacity I am here, to express an

55, by Mr Ducarme

Subject: Ad boc Committee on Institutional Ques-

Mr Maher (L).

Mr O'Keeffe.

I call Question No

Mr O'Keeffe, President-in-Office of tbe Council.
The Ad //oc Committee on Institutional Questions has
begun to meet. The Council is not represented on it
and is not, therefore, in a position to reply to the honourable Member.

has

raised.

Mr Ducarme (L).

-

(FR)

I

am completely flabber-

gasted by the Council's ansy/er, which almost seems to

Mr McCartin (PPE).

Recalling the motion for a
resolution on Irish bogs- adopted some time ago during
the life of the last Parliament, I would like to ask the
President whether he would agree with me thar insofar
as structural aid for the development of lands in disadvantaged areas is concerned, money which takes into
consideration the environmental aspects of all these

imply rhat it has never heard of this Committee. One
wonders whether or not the Fontainebleau meeting in
fact took place at all. I have taken the precaution of

of proceedings for
year,
which
the
speech made by
this
contains
July
Mr FitzGerald on the subject of this Committee, and I
see that he stated that the functions of this Committee
looking up the verbatim repon
25
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Ducarme
as defined at Fontainebleau would be to make suggestions for the improvement of European cooperation

etc., which means that the Council was perfectly aware
of this question.

Firsdy, I should like rc ask how it is possible that the
Council is not only failing
as rve saw only recently

- for budgetary shonages,
to take srcps to make up
-but that it is also suffering from somewhat implausible
lapses

of memory?

Secondly, was

it not also intended,

according to Mr

FitzGerald, that the Council Secretariat would take
charge of the various secretarial tasks.

Prcsidcnt.
Mr Ducarme, I am afraid I must interrupt you as- you are making a speech rather thq,rr simply asking a question.

(L).- \fould the President-in-Office
not agree that when Mr FitzGerald said that the secrenriat of this committee is going to be assisrcd by the
secreariat of the Council, it is time that the Council
shrted rc take some decisions to bring this committee
a little funher and that it should inform this ParliaMr Viiscnbeek

ment thereon as soon as possible.

I am aware of the statement made by
Mr FitzGerald- to the European Parliament on 25 July
last, but this does not conflict in any way with what I
Mr CIKccffc.

am saying rc you now. The question of the secretariat
is a matter for the committee itself. The fact that some

help in that area has been provided by the Council
does not, as we are not represented on that committee,
of information you are
seeking.

permit me to give the kind

Mr Blumenfcld (PPE).

Mr O'Kecffe.
I appreciarc the interest the hon- At the same time I have toof point
ourable Member.
out
to him that when he raises the conclusions of Fontainebleau he, therefore, is presumably aware that the ad
Doc committee consists of personal representatives of
the Heads of State or Government. My reply rc him
was that the Council is not represented on this committee, and therefore I cannot give him the information which he requests in his question.
Earlier, in reply to a question which, I think, was on
the uniform electoral procedure, where the Dooge
committee was raised, I did mendon the fact that the
President of Parliament is in fact, meeting the Dooge
committee this very day and I have no doubt will be
presenting the cares, concerns and views of this Parliament to that committee at this point in time.

(NL) Since you obviously have
Mr van Micrt (S).
no intention of answering
substantive questions concerning this Committee, you might perhaps be able to
agree that it got off to a particularly bad starr as a
result of the ug-of-war with the Chairmanship? Can
the President-in-Office, moreover, give us his assurance that this kind of thing will not happen again?

Mr O'Keeffe.

I

not

am
aware of that at all. In fact,
- which
the Committee,
I understand is well under way,

-

(DE) Mr President-in-Off-

ice, would it help you if we were rc ask whether or not
you can confirm that a meeting between the Council's

ad hoc Committee and this Parliament is to be held in
the near future? Vould it be outside your competency
to answer this question?

I

Mr O'Kceffe.

have to confess

I have some diffi-

culty in understanding
the point the honourable Member is making.

Mr Blumenfeld (PPE).

-

I will repeat it in English.

Do you think it is within your comperence ro inform
the House that there will be in the very near future a
meeting berween the ad hoc committee of Council and
the Parliament?

ro me that the honourable
- It isseems
Member's question
based on a false premise. The
Dooge committee is not an ad boc commitee of Council and, on that basis, I am afraid I cannot commont on

Mr O'Kecffe.

the honourable Member's question.

President.

I

call Question No 57, by Mr Newton

Dunn (H-171l84):

Subject: Harmonization of weighing standards

\7hen does Council expect ro decide on the proposal for a Direcdve amending Council Directive
71/316/EEC of 26July 1971 which vas senr ro
the Council on 24January 1979,bearing in mind

saned off rather badly. The information that I have is
quite the reverse. I have ro reirerarc, in reply rc
requesm for specific information, that the Council is
not represen[ed on tiis commitree. Very simply with
the best will in the world I cannor give you any informadon as to the modus operandi or anything else relating to this committee. I have no doubt that rhe President of Parliament after his visit to the Commitrce
rcday will be able to give you any such information

Mr O'Keeffe, Presidcnrin-Offce of the Council.
The proposal for a direcdve amending Directive 7l/

that you require.

316/EEC relating to measuring instruments and meth-

that the topic of weighing standards cannor possibly be defined as a'vital national interest'?
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Subject: Third Directive on additives
feedingsuffs

ods of metrological control to which the honourable
Member refers is based on Anicle 100 of the EEC

Treaty and must be adopted unanimously by the

with both professional organizations and government depanments with a view rc formulating
definitively a Directive amending Council DireciveTO/254 in animal feeding stuffs.
Can the Council indicate what obstacles remain to

It
of
dent-in-Office to explain -that to me. Could he please
was kind

the Presi-

tell us when he hopes that this difficulry and these
objections will be lifted and we can actually expect a
decision? Although these blockages may be convenient
to national governmenE and bureaucraB, they are

very inconvenient to the peoples of Europe who look

for

these decisions

to be made. Vhen,

expec a decision to be made?

I

please, can we
am sure you are put-

the final adoption of this Directive, which is
imponant both for the Common Agricultural
Policy and for Public Health? Can it state which

.

that in the context of Anicle 100, unanimity

is

required and undl such time as ure can achieve that
unanimiry, the directive will remain blocked.

Mr Mjsenbcek

(L).-

Vould the President-in-Office
an indication with vhich country or

be able to give us
with which government, in this case under Article 100,
the responsibility lies?

tovernments are opposing its adopdon and why
the decisions are not being taken by majoriry
vote?

'

dng great efforts into achiwing that end.
assure the honourable Member
Mr CtfKceffc.
- I can
will continue to do its best to have
that the Presidency
the directive unblocked, but again I have to say to him

animal

For over seven years discussions have been held

Council. A general reseffation on it is still being mainmined in the Council and there is a divergence of
views on a technical specification contained in the
annex to the above draft directive.

Mr Nevton Dunn (ED).

in

Does the Council not consider that failure to take
a decision constitutes a major barrier to the harmonization of legislation, the protection of consumers and giving them greater security at all levels?

Mr O'Keeffe, Presidcnt-in-Offce of the Co*ncil.
The Council attaches the greatest imponance to the
proposal for a directive mentioned by the honourable
Member since it aims to introduce better control of
the market in additives used in animal feedingstuffs, in
the interests of stock-breeding and consumer health

protection. However, the Council has not yet been
able to adopt this proposal because of remaining difficulties relative first to the principle of national authorization for cenain additives and, secondly, to the inclusion in the scope of the directive of cenain medicinal
substances.

I think that it would not be approMr O'Kecffe.
- give the information requested by the
priate for me to
honourable Member. This is an internal matter of the
Council.
Vith all due respect to the President-in-Office of- the Council, I frankly cannot underMr Mahcr (L).

stand his last answer. Vhat is secret about this? Surely
it is not secret that some member governments will be
opposing certain measures? Surely that is something
the Parliament should learn about? Surely it is not a

secret?

I do not see why the President-in-Office

should refuse this informadon.

I am happy to deal with the point
Member. He must be aware
raised by the honourable
that proceedings of the Council are confidential
Mr O'Kecffe.

according to Council rules.

Prcsidcnt.
Since its author is absent, Question
a written reply.l
No 58 will receive
I call Question No 59, by Mr Marck (H-174/8\:

I

SeeAnnex.

Mr

Marck (PPE).

(NL)

I

would have liked

a

According to what I have
somewhat clearer ansy/er.
been informed
and I think this is correct
- one
opposing the adopdon of this
Government is currently
Third Directive. The reasons for its opposition are not
always very clear, but would appear to be more a
question of the interests of national industries. On the
other hand, attention is regularly drawn to the fact
that rhe additives in animal feeding stuffs can in fact be
imponant for public health. Can the President-in-Office of the Council rcll me, therefore, which country is
opposing the adoption of the directive and why the
decision cannot be made by majoriry vote? Is there a
vital national interest at stake for the country concerned?

I appreciarc the request of the hon- for funher information and I will
ourable Member
cenainly do the best I can in my supplementary reply.
Mr O'Kceffe.

The proposal for a directive mentioned by the honourable Member, which has been under examination by
the Council since 1977, is intended rc be a considerable improvement on Community regulations concerning additives used in feedingstuffs. The present text,
which is the result of a series of difficult compromises
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introducing a special system applicable ro antibiodcs,

session when, I undersand, you propose to hold a
major debate. The Council is, of course, prepared to
examine any other initiative or proposal which the
Commission may submit on this topic.

coxydiostatics, other medicinal substances and growth
promoters and additions that are manufactured and
are entering into free circulation, arrantements for use
at rhe final stage of marketing, establishment and
updating by Member States of narional lists of manufacturers fulfilling the conditions laid down therefor.
The Presidenry is aiming to get agreemenr.

Mr Fitzgerald (RDE). Youth now forms probably
one-third of the total -of unemployed in Europe
somewhere in the region of 4 million people. Despite
anything that has happened in 1983 or in January
1984, the figure continues to increase. Is the Presi-

worked out in the various Council bodies, mainly aims
at extending the scope of the direcdve ro some aspecrs
of the manufacture of additives and pre-mixtures, and

dent-in-Office telling Parliament that no initiatives for
any new proposals are being launched during his term

Presidcnt.

(H-178/8\:

I call Question No 50, by Mr Fitzgerald

Subject: New employment initiative

Vhat

steps is the President

Mr O'Keeffc.

of the Council taking

rc initiate new proposals rc provide reasonable job
opponunities for the many thousands of school
leavers seeking employment

in all the Member

States?

Mr

O'Kceffe, President-in-Ofice of the Council.

Since 1983 in panicular, the Council, acting on Commission proposals, had adopted a whole series of measures

here

to improve youth employmenr, I would refer
to the resolurion of llJuly 1983 concerning

vocational training policies in the Communiry in the
1980s, the resolution of 23 January 1984 on the promotion of youth employment, and, above all, the measures inroduced as part of the review of rhe rules concerning the European Social Fund decided on the end

of tggl.
By these measures the Council has endeavoured to see
that the Community is able, within the limits of im
resources, to cope effectively with rhe problem of
youth unemployment. The Council is convinced that
these measures will also be of benefit to those young
people who left school this year and who are in iearcf,
of training or their fist job.

In its conclusions, which were adopted in June 1984
on a Community medium-term social acrion programme and approved by the Council ar Fonrainebleau, the Council confirmed the prioriry to be given
to improving youth employmenr and the need ro srep
up the action undenaken by the Community in this
area. The Council is, however, acutely aware of the
fact that the problem of youth unemploymenr remains
urgent. A solution depends, to a large extent, on
economic developments and in particular the success
of the structural changes in progress.

In the search for a solution ro anorher aspect of yourh
unemployment, the Council is currently examining, on
the basis of a Commission communicaiion, the problem of long-term unemployment which will be on rhe
agenda for the Council meedng on 13 December. It

look forward to receiving your advice ar your

of office?

next

If the measures conained in the reso- 1983 and 23 January
ludons of t t July
1984, together
with those adopted in connecdon with the revision of
the European Social Fund, are rigorously implemented
by the Member Sates, they are bound to have some
impact on youth unemployment. Funhermore, Parliament has been consulted on the Commission communication concerning the problem of long-term unemployment. Examination of the draft Council resolution
contained in the communication has just been comm-

by the Council's subordinarc bodies. Ir will
tather momentum over the next few weeks as the
enced

Council's discussions of 13 December approach. In the
meantime the Commission communication will be discussed by the Standing Committee on Employment on
25 October 1984.

Mr Elliott (S). It seems to me that the tragic problem of youth unemployment
throughout Europe cannot be properly resolved by shon-term palliatives or
uaining schemes that eventually mean that rhe young
people are still unemployed. Vould the President-inOffice of the Council agree that the only real solurion
to this problem is a degree of subsmntial increase in
industrial investment and a re-expansion of the economies of the countries of the Community, so that real
and permanent jobs can be found for our yount people?

In panicular, may I ask the Presidenr-in-Office if the
Council has given particular arrcndon to the special
problem of unemployment amongsr young people
from ethnic minority troups which in cenain areas is
reaching in excess of 500/o of those young people? It is
a special problem additional ro rhar which all young
are suffering. I would very much appreciate an answer
specifically on this point of the young ethnic minoriry

unemployed.

Mr O'Keeffe.

I fully

understand the insight of the
of the
problem. I can assure him that this is fully appreciated.

honourable Member
into the erhnic aspect
On the other points raised by him,

I cenainly agree

that producdve invesrmenr is absolutely necessary, and
much more of it. Finally I would draw attention ro rhe
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fact that in my inidal reply, having pointed out the
various measures being taken, I said that the problem
of youth unemploymens still remains urgen[ and that a
solution depends to a large extent on economic developments and, in panicular, on the success of the structural changes in progress.

Mr Seligmann (ED).- The President-in-Office will
undoubtedly know that the Treaty of Rome puts great

sress on the mobility of young workers. The need,
therefore, is to notify job vacancies in other countries.

Is he aurare that this predecessor, Mr

Cheysson,

undenook rc try to improve the interconnection of
vacancy notification between Member Starcs, preferably by computer? France has a compurcr network.
There is no reason why all our countries should not be
linked rcgether to notify vacancies. Vill he discuss this
with Mr Cheysson and see what has happened to the
undenaking he made?

Mr O'Keeffe.

As may be inferred from the question
Member, there are facilities
asked by the honourable
for cross-communication and I can confirm to this
House that work on improving these is continuing.

what has been
- Vhile appreciating no one can
done in regard to training among youth
appreciate that more than we who have seen what has
happened in Nonhern Ireland where large sums of
money have come from this Community to help
finance excellent training schemes
- could I ask the
President-in-Office if he does not agree that there
now needs to be a look at job creation for young people? Unfonunately, most of the young people trained
todry are still unemployed. It used to be the case that
at least 750/o of. those rained got jobs. However, in my
own Nonh Antrim constituency, the last time I visited
a training cenre, only rwo out of all the people trained
in that panicular batch got jobs. So could the President-in-Office therefore give an assurance to the
House that he will look carefully at job creation

Mr Paisley (NI).

amont youth?

Mr O'Keeffe.

I

can confirm

to the honourable

- in fact is the view of the Irish PresiMember that this
dency. It was expressed to this House and it is quite
clear that the point raised by the honourable Member
in relation to job creation is fully in line with the view
expressed by Dr Garret FitzGerald when he addressed
the House here last July.
Mr Maher (L).

Does the President-in-Office of the
- that
one of the main problems relatCouncil not agree
ing to the shonage of employment is a shonage of
resources for investment, as my colleague on the far
side of the House has rightly pointed out?

Vould the President-in-Office nor agree that

the
member tovernmenr themselves are in fact largely to

If you take account of the result of the Commission's study carried out last year which led to a
srarement from the Commission to the effect that the
cost of the failure by the member governments to free
rhe internal market was equal [o the total budget of
the European Communities. Do you no[ agree that the
member governments themselves by their action in
putting up funher barriers to trade are failing to
release the resources which could be made available to
create funher employment, for reinvestment in industry and reinvigoradon of the economies?
blame.

Mr O'Kecffe.

I accept entirely that much remains

to be done to -free the internal market. On the other
hand, we should not forget or underestimate the fact
that some progress has been made. In facq I was glad
to refer in my conribution on the budget this afternoon to a decision of the internal market Council yesterday in Luxembourg where there was atreement on
rhe single document. I would say rc this House that it
is cenainly our wish that there should be further protress on freeing the internal market in the near future.

Mr

MacSharry (RDE).

The President-in-Office

said in his reply that the measures introduced last year
and early this year, must have had some impact. Could
I suggest to him that they have had litde or no impact,
other than in the training field as mentioned by Mr
Paisley. The most recent unemployment figures published in most Community countries show that in
many Member States unemployment levels are the
highest ever, \7ould he agree that new ways must be
found to overcome and tackle this very serious problem?

The resolution of t t July 1983 concerning vocational training policies in the Community
in the 1980s provides for what is called a social guarantee, i.e. that taking account of the responsibilities of
the two sides of industry, all young people who so
wish, especially those without educational or vocational qualifications, can benefit from a full-time programme involving basic raining and/or an initial work
experience over a period of six months and, if possible,
one year. In addition, young people without sufficient

Mr O'Keeffe.

qualifications can benefit in the context of national
policies and practices from adequate opponunities of
training designed to improve their skills and qualifications.

The 1983 resolution which provides for supponing
pilot projects
to be carried out by the
- by the resolution of
- is supplemented
Commission
23 laouary 1984 on the promotion of employment for
young people. It provides for national measures and
measures

Communiry support measures rc improve job opportunities for young people, including employment aid

for establishing new enterprises, etc.
Lastly, I think the honourable Member may have misinterpreted slightly an earlier reply of mine, when he
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mcntioncd that hc thought I had seid thet these had en
impact. In fact, vhat I said at the timc wes thar I fclt
they vere bound rc hrve some impact on youth
employmcnt.

Mr Mccutin

(PPE).

- I agrcc with what my col-

lcague from Northern Ireland said about thc bcncfits
of the Social Fund to young pcople; the same is also
truc of the region of the Communiry thrt I represcnt.
Narenheless, considering all that hes been said by thc
Council about its concern for youth uncmployment,
would the President-in-Office not a$ee rhtr the

increrse by thc Council in this ycrr's budget of commitment approprietions only incrcascd thc amount of
money avaihblc by 50/o vhich, in spite of thc fect thet
thc problem is getting worse, is herdly enough money
to keep the activities of thc Fund et lrst yce/s level.

Vould thc Presidcnt-in-Officc cerc !o commenr on
thc fact that if you ake inrc consideration the payments cnrcred into for last year, thcre has been a
reduction of 3.30/o in the amount of money aveilable
under the Social Fund vhich is thc principal instrumcnt of this Communiry for combating uncmployment
among young people? \Pould the President-in-Office
agree that it is an extremely disappointing performrnce by the Council of Ministcrc wirh respect to the
uncmployed and unraincd youth of the Communiry?
very well aware of the interest
Mr O'Kecffe.
- I amMcmber
of thc honourablc
in rhis problem. I can
assure him that I share his concerns. I have to sry to
him that

and we were diecussing this carlier in rela-

- budgcts
tion to thc

-

the Council is in favour of

increasing the Social Fund. Funhcnnore,

to him on bchalf of the

I

have to say

Council that vinually thc
cntire figure cntered in thc prcliminary draft budgct

for

1985 by the Commission was agreed by the Coun-

the mersurcs verc takcn uncmploymenq rnd

Mr Schnid (S).
(DE) Mr President-in-Officc,
there is something illogical about that. You have just
told the House that the Council also regards tackling
youth unemployment as urgent. So could you explain
to us what thc thinking is bchind the Council's desire,
in the preliminary draft of the 1985 budget, to cut

-

payment appropriations for tlc Social Fund, even
though we all know that one of the main aims of that
fund is rc tackle the problem of youth unemploymenr?

I have not gor my budget file with
cannot accept that thc 1985 provision has
becn cut. My recollection of the debatcs we had carlier
in the day is that there was a considerable increase in
1985 over 1984. I cannot recollect the exact percenMr O'Kccffe.

I

-

tage ar this stagc.

Mr Ephrcnidir (COM).

(GR) In thc

ansurers he
has given so far, the President of the Council has said

-

espe-

cirlly youth

unemployment, has not fallcn but
increased. So I should likc to ask thc following qucstion. Sincc it is aridcnt that the main ceuse of unemployment is the lack or the low lcvel of investment,

ought not thc Council

to

examine

investment is not fonhcoming? Is

vhy

sufficicnt

it

perhaps the fault
of thc flood of cepital towards thc United Stetes due
to the high intcrest mrcs? Or is it the fault of the wild

and irresponsiblc action of thc multinedonals, which
use the cepitel for speculativc purposes withour being
obligcd to make productive investments? Or is it the
fect that the counuies of the Community are vcighed
down by exccssive militery spending which, if it were
channelled into productive investmcnt, would create
employment, and thet way ve really would bc doing
sometAing to solve the problem of unemploymcnt and
panicularly that of youth unemployment.

Mr O'Kccffe.

- I do not accepr that no moncy is

being spcnt. On thc other hand, I do accept that the
problem has not been resolved and in many instances
is gating worsc. I am awerc that in every Member
Statc of the Community huge effons are being madc
by govcrnmcnr to copc vith this problem. I think I
can sey at this stage, if I may bc pcrmincd onc pcrsond opinion, that I do not think that merely throwing money at the problem is going to resolve it. !7e
have to look at the examplcs of othcr counuies and
sec the successcs that are obvious in those counuies
and uace how those successes were obtained and thc
diffcrenccs bctween thc systems we have and the sysrcms in those countrics. If you look at thc unemployment figurcs in the Unitcd Statcs and Japan, if you
look at thc fact that unemploymenr was cither kept
vcry lov or reduccd subsantially over the last number
of ycars, we in the Community
all of us
have to
ask ourselves why we havc not bcen as successful as
the two countrics that I mentioned have bcen.

-

cil.

me, bur

thet thc Council has tekcn rnd will take measures to
uckle the problem of unemploymcnt. Howcver, sincc

-

I have strayed a litdc outside my brief, but it
r view which I wanrcd ro express.
Perhaps

Proidcnt.
(H-181/8a):

I call Question No

is

61, by Mr Andrews

Subject: Emergcncy aid for Erhiopia

In viev of thc unparallcllcd famine

emergency

affccting Ethiopia, will thc Council indicate what
action it is taking ro ease the plight of thc peoplc
of this country?
and Qucstion No 64, by Ms Tonguc (H-188/8a):
Subject: Drought in the Sahcl .Region, in Africa
and in Ethiopia

Vill thc Council

make a starcmenr abous EEC
assistance to allcviatc the drought in the Sahel
region in Africa and in Ethiopia?
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Prcddcnt
Sincc thesc qucrtions dcal

will

vith thc samc rubjcct thcy

bc answered jointly.

hesident-in Ofrce d the Corncil,
Madam Prcsident, for thc convenience of the House,
es you mcntioncd, I am taking Nos 61 md 64
together. To dcal with thc critical food situation in
Ethiopia, thc Communiry is giving that country food
eid from 1984 comprising 25 000 tonnes of ccreals,
I ,100 rcnncs of milk povdcr, end 500 rcnnes of but-

Mr O'lbcffc,

ter-oil. Undcr thc LomC Convention, cmergency aid
of 3 m ECU was granted to Ethiopia in Septcmber
1984 by the Commission in agrecmenc with thc European Devclopment Fund Committce. An rdditional aid
25 000 ronnes of ccrcals and 500 tonncs of vegetablc oil is proposed for this ycar.

of

Thc other Sahcl Statcs are receiving 1984 food aid in
thc form of 85 000 lonnes of cercals, 2 730 tonnes of
milk powdcr, 2 025 tonnes of butter-oil, and I 000
tonnei of beens. An addidonal aid comprising 30 000
tonncs of coreals, 3 200 tonnes of milk butter and 550
tonnes of buttcr-oil is enviraged for thc last quartcr of
1984.

Council. I andcipetc that thc mrtter vill be funhcr diccurscd by Council in thc vcry near futurc.

Mir Toque (S).- I

am corry I came in late and
failcd to herr all thc Council had to say in ansn'er to
my question. Vhat I would, howevcr, likc to aok is
whether thc Council has madc any response whatsocver to an appeal that it will havc rcccivcd from the
Disastcrs Emergcnry Committcc of thc Unitcd Kingdom, which comprises five British charitics? It should
have rcccived this at fic bcginning of Scptcmber.

Mr O'Ikcffc.

-

I will endervour to give thc facts as

they are happening to cover thc qucry of the honourable Mcmber. So fer in 1984, the Communiry has alloc*cd 87 000 tonncs of ccreals as emertcncy food aid
to 11 of the most affccrcd countrics of Sub-Sahcl and

Africa, in addition to thc 360 000 tonncs rllocotcd to
Africa as a vhole in the Community's normal aid programmc in 1984. This is an increase of SO OOO tonncs
sincc 1983 and of 100 000 tonnes sincc 1982. A funhcr
60 m ECU in Community food aid is bcing delivered
to these countries indircctly oia the international and
non-governmental organizations.

At its mccting on 18 and lgScptember

1984, the

Council reccivcd disturbing information about the
faminc in Ethiopia. The Commission is currently taking stock of the exect situation in Ethiopia and the
Sahel, end has stated that it may wish to submit proposals which the Council vill, of course, consider with-

out delay.

May I ask the Prcsi- (FR)whcthcr
or not he feels
dcnt-in-Officc of the Council
that the famine and malnuuition in Africa are more a
mrner for ccrtain socialist counries? I am not against
providing emergency aid to a country stnrck by fam-

Mr d'Ormcron (DR).

ine, but

Mr An&cwc (RDE).

view of the rccord harvest
- Inthe
massive food surpluses
hcrc in Europe this year,
that are bcing storcd tt trett cost te the European
Communiry and to the Europcan Expayer, and the
totally inadequatc amount of aid going to Ethiopia,
would thc President not takc this issue beck to the
Council as one of grcat urgency? I fecl it is a mystery
to a grcat mrny pcople in Europe and to European
votcrs that this food surplus is there and not bcing disparticularly, as I
tributed where it is rcally needcd
say, in a year when we have had a massive harvest in
Europe.

-

I

should bc gratcful

if thc Council could con-

firm that the aid which has been provided has gone rc
non-governmental orgrnizrtions.

a high proportion does go to
- Yes,
organizations. \fith regard to the
non-tovernmcntal
earlier pan of the remark of the honourable Member,
I do not think he expecff me to respond.

Mr O'Kceffc.

Mr Brlfc (S).

-

Vhile wclcoming the statement by
I ask that, in the light of the grow-

the President, may

ing drought in Africa, the Council kcep the matrcr
under review with a view to sending more food aid

to cut the
amount of food eid allocated in the budget for 1985?
and scriously reconsider the decision

Mr O'Kceffc.

- I mentioned that thc Council dis-

cusscd the famine in Ethiopia on 18 and l9 September.
In fact it discusscd it at tfiat meeting on my initiative,
because it was I who asked the Council, in the light of

information which

I

Mr O'Kccffc.

-

The exact position is that we
for 1985.

have

increased the commitmcnts

had receivcd from Ethiopia, to

consider the present situation and to consider whether
some were menin fact any addidonal measures
could be taken
tioned by the honourable Member
to react to what appears to be a devcloping disaster in
that country. At that meeting the Commission gave an

-

-

up-to-date assessmcnt of the situation and also indicatcd that it would, in thc light of thc Council discussion, look into the maner furthcr and report to the

Mrs Carolinc Jeckson (ED).

Could the President
comment on whether thc Council would consider giving financial aid to improve the disuibution of the
food aid that is sent from the European Community to
Ethiopia and thc poorer pans of Africa? Ve can all
call for more food aid to be sent from here and I think

-

we all sympathizc with that need. But there was

a
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starcment made not long ago by the chairman of a
major charity in Britain, Oxfam, to the effect that the
problem in some poorer counrries of Africa was rhar
the grain from the EEC never gor very much funher
than the pon of entry. Can we nor give more aid from
this country for the distribudon of the food that we

answer in this House. The answer that the Minister
gave in ansnrer to my supplementary quesdon was a
part answer, because in fact payments are down and
commitments are up. It was not within rhe spirit and
the raditions of this House, but if we are going to go
in for the House of Commons' sryle . . .

send?
President.

Mr O'Keeffe.

I

am very well aware of the concerns

- Member: I may menrion to her that
of the honourable
one of my special responsibilities in the national area is
development cooperarion. I should say to her that the
actual arrangemenrc for distributing Communiry aid
are made between the Commission and the receiving
agents. I funher understand that Mr Pisani reponed
fully to this House on rhese arrangemenrs not so very
long ago. So while I appreciate the concerns of the
honourable Member, I have ro say that the acrual
arrangemen* are a marter for the Commission, and no
doubt there will be funher opponunities to discuss the
matrcr in this House with the Commission.

I know the concern of the Presi- the Council
dent-in-Office of
in this field and his
record as a Minister in the Irish Governmenr, for
which I compliment him. \7ould he not think rherefore that since the main casualties in this siruadon,
both in Ethiopia and in the Sahel region, are amongsr
the children, the decision to send ro rhese regions the
amounts of powdered milk he has mendoned
considering that we have nearly 900 000 tonnes in-stock
Mr Maher (L).

Vould the Council consider changing its atdtude in this regard to make sure that sufficient milk is sent
we have plenry of it, as you know
in order to alleviate
the suffering of the children
is in fact derisory?

-panicularly?

Mr O'Keeffe.
the kind remarhs of rhe
- I appreciarc
honourable Member.
I cenainly would like to inject
some of my own personal feelings into this question,
but I am constrained by my Council hat.
At the same time, speaking on behalf of the Council, I
do not think it is fully fair to say that the effons of the
Community are derisory. On the other hand, I certainly believe that insofar as we can, as a wealthy community of nations, we should be seeking ways, within
the Community and in orher multilateral organiza-

tions, of stepping up our effons to achieve a Breater
undersranding of the problems of hunger, destitution,
malnutrition and disease in the underdeveloped pans
of the world. I make no bones abour it that I am one

of

those who will, ar everlr opponuniry, join with
those who feel that the richer nations of the world
fravg a greater responsibiliry than is being discharged
by them ar rhe presenr rime.

Mr Balfe

On a point of order, Madam President, there is -a tradidon of a reasonable fullness of
(S).

-

Thar was not a point of order, Mr Balfe.

Ve

shall proceed with the quesdons addressed to the
Foreign Ministers.

Mr Ephremidis (COM).

(GR) I should simply like
- I raised
to return to the point of order
when we began
with the quesrions ro rhe Council. As I said, I have
been informed in writing that my Question No 28
would receive a joint reply rogerher with Question No
52 by Mr Marshall, which was down first. I understand that we have now moved on to the questions to
the Foreign Ministers and I do nor inrend to bring the
matter up again. However, I should be grateful if you
would give my question prioriry during the next Question Time when we are dealing wirh the questions to
the Council so rhar it does not suffer the same fate as
today.

Presidcnt.

-

Mr Ephremidis, I am sorry you were nor

able to put this quesrion at the appropriate time.

I callQuestion No 85, by Mrs Ewing (H-104/84):
Subject: The release of Soviet Jews

Vill

the Foreign Minisrcrs intensify their efforu
to secure the release of Soviet Jews, such as Ida
Nudel, who desperately wish to join their families
living outside the Soviet Union?

Mr O'Kceffe, President-in-Ofice of the Foreign Ministers.
The Ten will continue to follow the case of
Mrs -Nudel carefully and to draw the attention of the
Soviet authorities, whenever appropriate, to the commitments the latter have undenaken in the Helsinki
Final Act and in the Madrid concluding documenr,
which include provisions relating to the reunification
of families.

Mrs Ewing (RDE).
glad rhe President-in-Off- I amthe
ice mentioned panicularly
sad case of Ida Nudel,
because thar was a quesrion very kindly signed by a
great majoriry in this House. All these human rights
cases are sad, but rhis is a case where the lady's life is
now to be shonened. Frankly, if she does nor ger
released, she will never see her family again. It is one
of the worsr cases. Of course, rhey are alf bad.

The Presidenr-in-Office used the phrase 'whenever
appropriate'. Could he be a little more specific and tell
of action that he might be prepared to take

us one rype
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quickly rc make a personal approach to the Soviet
authorides?

Mr O'Keeffc.
I understand and appreciate the concern of the honourable
Member.
I would like to expand on my rather cryptic reference
[o 'wtrenever appropriate'. It is only fair to the House
that I should do so. There are various approaches that
can be made to the Soviet authorities in regard to an
individual case, such as Ida Nudel or others of a similar nature, or in regard to the general problem.
Approaches can be made in a well-publicized joint
d1narche which perhaps would be decided on by all
the Ten. The other alternative is to have an approach
on a bilarcral basis and use quiet unpublicized diplo-

It is a matter for decision by the Ten as to which
line rc follow in any panicular situation. In many cases
in the past the well-publicized joint dimarcbe has not
been very effective. It is a matter for decision whether
the other type of approach which I mentioned can or
might bring better results.
macy.

tion in the CSCE context. Provisions covering this and
other forms of human contact, such as family visits
and marriage, between citizens of different States,
were incorporated in the Final Act at'$Testern insistence. Jewish citizens of the Soviet Union have been
among those seeking m emigrate to join relatives in
the STest and in Israel, and their cause has been vigorously championed by many people. At the CSCE
Madrid meedng the Vestern counries succeeded in
having a new provision adoprcd that participadng
States would decide on applications for family reunification, and I quote: '. . . in normal pracrice, within six
months'. At the same meeting it was agreed to convene
an experts meedng on human contacts in Berne in

April

1986.

Question No 86, by Mr Marshall (H142/84), is -postponed until the next part-session.

President.

I call Question No 87, by Mr Gremetz, for whom Mr
Chambeiron is deputizing (H-168/8a)

Subject: Use

:

of plastic bullets in Northern Ire-

land.

Mr Balfc (S).- Could the President-in-Office tell us
which of the mro approaches he felt was rhe mosr
appropriate to take in the case of Dr Ray Hooker,
which he raised recently when he was in San Jos6?

Events in Nonhern Ireland in August 1984 have
resulted in swo deaths and 20 people injured after
being hit by plastic bullets. In view of the resolution adopted by the European Parliament in May

Mr O'Keeffe.

use of plastic bullets, what action do the Foreign

1982 calling on the Member States to prohibit che

The approach adopted here was not

- one, but we are hopeful that, in time,a
highly publicized

Ministers intend to ake, panicularly in view of
the United Kingdom's persistent failure to comply
with this request? Are the Foreign Ministers prepared to report to the European Parliament on

it

may bring some results. As the President-in-Office
promised at the colloquy with Parliaments Political

Affairs Comminee

in Dublin on

19 September, the

kidnapping of Dr Hooker was raised with the Costa
Rican government at the conference held recently in
San Jos6 between the Ten, Spain and Ponugal, the
Conadora group and the Central American countries.
Costa fuca's authorities informed the President-inOffice that Dr Hooker was not being held on Costa
Rican territoqy and that, as far as they were concerned, he was in Nicaragua. $/e were unable to
ascertain anything funher in regard to this case.

Mr Andrews (RDE).

In view of the lack of resto approaches made by
the Ten on Dr Sakharov and others and of the position in Prague, where the Vest German Embassy has
been vinually taken over by East Germans seeking
refuge, is it not time rc re-negotiate and have a look at
ponse from the Soviet -Union

the Helsinki agreement on human rights?

I am afraid that the answer is not
O'Keeffe.
always in the -area of re-negotiating agreements. If
agreements in existence were fully adhered to, the
quesdon might not arise at all.

their discussions of this matter?

Mr O'Keeffe, President-in-Ofice of the Foreign Ministers.
This matter lies
- cooperation. outside the scope of European
political

(FR) I cannot say that I
Mr Chambeiron (COM).
am satisfied with the reply- by the President-in-Office
of the Council, since I have not received one.

I

am amazed, however, that he should be telling us
that this matter lies outside the scope of European political cooperation since, if I have understood correctly
what he said just now in ansver to other questions, ir
is a matter for the Council of Ministers when human
rights in far-off countries are involved.

Mr

Human rights are at stake in this case too.

However, the general question of the reunification of
families has been the subject of a good deal of netotia-

In putting this question
which is not just a passing
- been constantly making
whim but a point we have
for
some two years now
we simply wanted to remind
you that a majoriry in-this Parliament adopted a resolution on this subject in May 1982.
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I rhould just likc to ark the Prcsidcnt of tho Council
whcthcr or not hc thinkr, aftcr reading our rerolution
since thc Council har ncver told us that this was
nonc of iu concern
that it il high timc thc maner
was raircd in view of the fect thaq according to vhat I
heve read in thc Britilh prcrr, not only hevc plastic
bullcts becn uscd to dcrl with pcaceful dcmonstrationl, wherc they havc rerulted in thc deethr of young
peruoil and children, but now it hac cven been sug.
gertcd that they could be urcd rgainst the striking

-

-

minerr?

Mr gl(ccffc.

bccn said thrt thc Forcign Ministcr hrs condemned
thc ure of plertic bullcu and yet rhonly aftcmrdr it
vas reveded that his own govcrnment hil lupplicd
rubber bullcu to the army and to the policc in the Irilh
Republic. Mey I rcmind him that one of my conrtituen$ wer rhot dced wirh e leed bullct by the IR.l\ on
Mondry.

Mr O'Kccffc.
To deal with the honounblc Mem.
be/r quertion -I heve to rrk your perrnirrion rc pur on
my netionel hat becrurc, ru I raid, the general qucrdon

I

bceo conridcring thc supple- inhrvc
menary qucltion,
which the honounblc Membcr
reterred a number of timcs to the Council. At this statc

of thc proceedingl I am not rcplying to questions in

doer not fell within European politicel coopcntion. I
take the opponunity in my nationrl caprciry ro rslrc
thet the use of rubber bullctr in my counny hrr bccn
ruspcnded by government dccirion rnd, funher, that
my counry har no *ockr whatcvcr of plartic bulletl.

my czptcity

as Preridcnt-in-Officc of thc Council but
on bchalf of rhc Forcign Minirtcru mecting in politicrl
cooperation. In chat caprcity I hrvc to rcpert that the
querdon licr ouridc the rcope of Europcrn political

cooPeretion.

Mr Bdfc (S).- Do thc Forcign Minirtcrs nor conridcr that thcir own rtending in thc world would bc
{cady cnhanccd if whcn thcy telk rbout other pco-

plct human rightr, they wcre ro ,on our humrn righrr
within this Communiry? Vould hc not wirh to re-echo
the nrtcmcnt madc by Mr Pctcr Barry lrrt month rhat
hc would look forward to thc brnning of plaric bullcr?

Mr Andrcm (RDE).
I rhould likc rc rsk thc Minirtcr if hc ir lwere thrt- plartic or rubbcr bulletr are not
uscd in Britain in Toxrcth or Menchertcr or indecd
rgainrt the coalmincrr. But thcy rre ured rgeinrt inno.
cent people a! vc mw quitc recerrdy vhen onc pcrron
vrl killcd and rcveral othcrr rcrioully injurcd, Is it not
time now for rhc Britilh to trkc r poridvc poririon rnd
vishdnv plrdc bullcu from ure in thc rix counticr?

Mr OKccffc.

I hrvc rwo thingr rc ray. Fint, spcrk-

not come within

European political coopcntion,

Second, in rclation to thc policy of thc lrish Govern.
ment, thir was enunciatcd by my collerguc Pevr Bury

Mr CIl(ccffc.

commcntl of the honoura- IInotr
ble Mcmbcr and
would rcmind him that vhen Mr
ghe

Berry madc thc sarcmens to which hc refers hc wrs
rpceking as Irirh Minirer for Foreign Affriru,

at thc lert pm-rcsrion here and
add anphing to it.
Preridcnt.

187/$)t

MrAhvroor (COM).- (GR) lrhink thet thc rcplicr
by the Prcridenr-in-Officc to thir rnd other quertionr
dcaling with riruedonr in the variour Communiry
countriec, ar for examplc the qucrtion of thc Etrqftocrbol, nilc a morc gencnl problcm. My oc,n rupplc-thc
mentary qucrtion to rhc Preridcnt-in-Officc of
Forcign Ministcn mccsing in poliricel coopcrarion ig
about thir general irue. In the conrcxr of EPC, do the
Forcign Minirrcru concern thcmrelvca wirh thc defcnce
of humen -nghtr ouuidc the Communiry vhilc ignoring thc defcncc of humen rightr in thc Mcmbcr Statcs
of rhc Communiry? I lhoukl likc a clear rcply to thir
rimple querdon.

Mr Cllfucffc.

-

ing on bchelf of thc Tcn I crn sry thrt thir matrei docr

- I

would remind thc honourable

Member that the funccion of politicd coopcretion is to
conrult and concen poliry rnd, in thet contcxt, I crnnot go rny funher than I hrve donc.

Ms Prirlcy (NI).
the Preridcnt-in-Officc
- Vould
not think thrt exrmplc
ir bcttcr than prccept? It her

-

I

I do not proporc

to

cell Quertion No 88, by Mr Brlfc (H-

Subjcc: Drought in rhc Srhcl Region in Africr
and in Ethiopia. Vill the Forcign Minirtcrr mehc
e steEmcnt ebout EEC aliaicttnce to dlcvirtc the
drought in thc Sahcl Rcgion in Africa rnd in
Ethiopir?

Mr OKcrffc, kei&nt-in-Offcc of thc Forcign Minil.
ten,-Thic nmc qucrtion vas addrerrcd to ihc Prcrident-in-Officc of thc Council and I hrve rlrerdy pror,.
idcd a rcply *'irhin thet fremcwork.

Mr Br[c (S).- I wonder if thc Minincr would likc
to makc Lretcment rbout the p.ymenr rnd, rcprrrtcly, the com-mitmcnr appropriationr in ncxt yirlr
budgct, and whether he considcrs thrt thc cur i; onc
vill lcevc cufficicnt money for food eid to bc providcd
to thic eree of rhc vodd? In othcr wordl, an-rwcr the

'qucrtion I alkcd lest timc.

Mr O'Kccffc.
opportuniry mry rrire in rnother
- rcAndcal
oont€xt for mc
with thc poinr reired by the
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O'Kccffc
honourable Member. I have to point out hovever thrt
this is not I matter which erises within thc context of
Europcan political cooperation.
Prcridcnt.
- I call Quenion No 89, by Mr Blumenfcld (H-185/8a):
Subject: Expon

of

products

rrmamenr industry Rcports

of the European
in thc Europcan

media conccrning the sale of Tornado aircraft to a
state in the Middle East hrvc causcd concern in
the Community.

May I ask the Foreign Ministers whether, in

cases

whcre Membcr Statcr of thc Community collaborate in the armrmenE sector, there rre common
rules governing the cxpon of individurl weapons
systems manufacturcd within the Community. If
nor, do the Foreign Ministcrs congidcr it necersrry

to adopt e Community expon policy for

thesc

products?

Mr O'Ikcffc, fucsident-itt-Offcc of thc Foreign Minir
tert.
already bcen indicatcd on a number of
- As has
occasionr,
including thc reply givcn to Qucstion
H-222/82, by Mr Seeler, thc Ten havc no common

I7cll, rs I have told Parliamcnt, the
Mr O'Kecffc.
Ten havc no common policy in regard to arms expons.
If I mey speak for my own country only, it hes been
the policy of successivc Irish Governments not to
cncourate salcs of potentially stmtegic goods to counries cngaged in conflict, and to rubjcct to the most

-

careful scrutiny potcntial orders of such goods to
countries hrving r questionrblc record on human
rights.

'!flhetever wc may think of thc dcsirability or other'
wise of e common policy for the Tcn in regrrd to arms

exports, the rcaliry shovs that

ve

are not

rt thc

momcnt likely to tet one.

Mr Hutton (ED).- Vould the President-in-Officc
agree thet the supply of weapon rytt ms implics a
degrcc of political confidence between the contracting
prnies in which thc rupplicr hrc control over the spere

pans? ITould hc agree thrt it would be prudcnt to
enrble Strrcs which ere not unfriendly to Europc to
purchrse rircraft such as thc Tornado for their own
defence ff pan of their dirlogue on rcgional stretegic
problcms?

poliry in rcgard !o .rms expons.

(DE)

I

should likc to rey
with ell due rerpect that I rm not surprired at the inedcqurcy of this enswer, but I should likc to ask nevcrthcless the Prcsident-in-Office of the Forcign Ministcrs whethcr he is prepared finally to get round to
trking some initial stcps in this mattor instead of simply rcfcrring back to the past, Ve are mlking about the
fuurc and wc w.nt to know what plans you havc.

Mr Bluncnfcld (PPE).

-

I rm herc on bchalf of the Ten. I do
not intcnd to givc a perronrl opinion, On behalf of thc
Tcn, I have to ray there is no common policy in this
ficld.
Mr O'Kccffc.

-

Prcddcnt.

Qucstion Time is closed.r

-

(The sitting wat Qiourned at

19.00).2

t

See

z

Agctdafor the ncxl titting: rce Minurcs.

Anncx.
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I.

Questions to tbe Commission

Qrestion No 9, by Mr Bogh (H-97/54)

Subject: Involvement of Commission Members in election campaigns in their own countries

In anicles in the Danish newspapers B.T. and Jyllands-Posten, the Danish Commissioner
recommended the Social Democratic list and made a personal attack on Jens-Peter
Bonde, a list N candidate.
Does the Commission consider

it democratically

acceptable

for a Commission Member,

who, by vinue of his office, is above national considerations, to become involved in his
own counry's elections to the European Parliament by recommending one pany and making a personal anack on a candidate on another lisr?

Ansaner

The honourable Member is referring to the anicle by Mr Poul Dalsager, Member of the
Commission, which appeared before the European Parliament elections in June 1984 in
the Danish newspapers Jyllands-Posten and B.T.

There is no provision under Community law which obliges a Member of the Commission
to renounce his political convictions during his period of office.
Thus there is nothing to prevent a Member of the Commission from belonging to a political pany or from supponing such a pany. Furthermore the said anicle by Mr Dalsager did
not contain eny recommendation to vote for a particular party. Indeed, it goes without
saying that when a Member of the Commission is publicly attacked, he has the right to
defend himself publicly.

,i*

Question No lQ by Mr Normanton (H-109/54)

Subject: Payment of outstandint accounts
Having heard in the last 12 months a growing number of complaints abour the unreasonable delay in payment of accounts by the Commission, and particularly the settlement
of expense claims by contractors, will the Commission state clearly what steps are being
taken to deal with this unacceptable situation since ro conrinue with this procedure will
influence contractors against offering their services in future?
Answer

The Commission would remind the honourable Member that if the time taken is a little
long, it is because the management of public funds is governed by special public accounting_ rules designed ro ensure that the budget is properly implemented as voted by the
budgetary authority.

However, the Commission is aware that a good many European businesses have serious
cash problems in the present difficult economic conrext, and ir is always doing all it can to
speed up the administrative procedures it has to go through berween receiving invoices
and issuing payment orders to banks. Prioriry has been given to the complere overhaul of
the computer system in its central accounting unit.
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If specific insances of unreasonable delays have
over the past year, the Commission

No

been reponed to the honourable Member

will certainly be prepared to

investigate why they

occurred.

*

**
Qaestion No 20, by Mrs Scbleicher (H-190/84)

Subject: Old and abandoned waste disposal sites
In view of the dangers to both population and environment arising from old or abandoned
waste dumps and other disposal sites, can the Commission provide a detailed list of the
existing disposal sites for dangerous substances in the countries of the European Community? \7ill it also state how it thinks these ecological problem areas, particularly the old
sires, should be classified and how the dangers arising from them can best be assessed and
where possible eliminated?

Ansuer

ln

1975 the Council, on a proposal from the Commission, adopted a framework directive

on waste. The Council adopted the Directive on toxic and dangerous wasrc and the
Directive on the protection of underground waterways in 1978 and 1979 respectively.
Under these texts the Member States were to take measures to protect man and the environment during the disposal of waste of any kind. As the Parliament survey and the Commission studies had revealed, the Directives have all been incorporated into national
legislation, but their application has not been consistent.
As regards old sites, no specific measure has been taken by the Commission. It considers
that this question falls within the competence of national or even regional or local authorities. The Commission has obtained information on the whereabouts of the main disposal sires in the Community. It has a list giving the Eeatment capacity of some of these
sites. Funhermore, most Member States have carried out a survey of old sites. A classification according to the danger they represent has made it possible to single out a cenain
number of such sites requiring measures to supervise, clean and renovate them.

The Commission can only encourage such measures and will keep itself informed of the
results.

+

**

Question No 21, by Mr Pearce (H-193/84)

Subject: Policy ofproduction cuts in the dairy sector
Has the Commission full and up-to-date information on the implementation of the policy
of production cuts in the dairy sector; if so which Member Starcs have not so far taken
adequarc steps to conform with the new policy?

Answer

1. According to the information received by the Commission, Member States are making every effon to implement the milk superlevy system satisfactorily.
2. The list of options chosen for the application of the levy system is now nearly complete and only one Member State, Italy, has yet to decide between formula A and formula B and the reference year.
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3.

Dcailcd implementing provisions arc conaincd in thc naaional regulations which
havc alrcady been adopted by Bclgium, Denmark, Germany, Francc, thc Nethedands rnd
thc Unitcd Kingdom.

4.

In lrelrnd, legislative formalities remain to be completcd but effectively the lcqy rystem is in placc. For Greece and Luxembourg, the main fearures of the intended lcgislation
are known but dcteils havc still to be fillcd in. Italy, vhich is not rcquired to collect any
lcvy bcfore April 1985, is still considering the various options for epplying the lcvy systcm.
+

*+
Qucttion No 22, by Mr

oot tVogat (H-194/84)

Subject: Authorization conditions for HGVs with semi-trailen

In most Mcmber Statcs of thc Europcan Community thc mrximum permitted length of
heavy goods vchiclcs with semi-trailcrs is 15.50 m. In the Fedcrel Rcpublic of Germany,
however, thc maximum lcngth is 15 m. HGVs with scmi-uailcrs which cxceed 15 m in
lcn$h (thc amount involved will nevcr be more than 50 cm!) must apply for spccial
authorization, et I cost of some DM 350, when entering the Fcdcral Rcpublic of Gcrmany. 'Vhat is more, if luch a vehicle arrivcs aftcr officc hours on a Friday rftcrnoon, it
has to writ until Monday morning to obtain the spccirl ruthorizrtion. If when it lerves the
country a vchicle is found go exceed 15 m in lcngth, the drivcr is required to pay a fce of
DM 112.80 as a deporit towrrds the penalry expecrcd.
Vhat

stcps docs the Commission consider appropriatc to cnsure the immediate removal of
this anachronistic end necdlersly cosdy brrier to tradc which is a burdcn that neither thc
industry nor thc custom3 authorities should be askcd to bear any longcr?

Answer

Thc Commission is awarc that regulations exist in thc various 'L{nder' (Fedcral statcs) in
the Fedcral Republic of Gcrmany which allow authoritics to require a 'liccncc' before pcrmitting thc entry of aniculatcd lorries exceeding 15 m in lcngrh, rhe current standard in
Gcrmeny. The cost of a liccncc, according to information we havc reccived from thc Fcdcral Governmenr, varicc betwcen rhc 'Llnder' and ranges from DM 11 to DM 360.
According to latcct information the Commission rcccived lalt week, thc Uppcr House of
the Gcrman Parliamcnt will pars a regulation on 26 Novcmbcr 1984 which will makc the
15.50 m lcngth lcgal for aniculatcd vchiclcs and in linc with our proporal for a directivc
on harmonizing vcightr end dimensions of commercid vchiclcs which hes not bccn
adopted yct.
According to the directive any aniculated lorry whose overall lengrh is 15.50 m or less will
be able rc circulatc frccly in thc whole of thc Community. This dimencion will come inro
f.orc*, tccnrding to thc provioional agreement reachcd by thc Council of Ministcrs on
10 May, at thc latcrt one ycer afur the forsral approval of thc dircctivc. The Commirsion
is making and will continue to makc rll the nccessary cffons to have the dircctive adoptcd
at thc ncxt sersion of thc Council.
Thc prescnt planr of thc Gcrmen Governmcnt on thc abovc problcm erc
direction.

+

**
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No

25' by

Mr
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Banotti (H'192/84)

Subjcct: Eisma Rcpon
!7hen does che Commisrion intend to respond to thc proposals contained in thc Eisma
Rcpon on thc European Foundation on thc Improvcment of Living and Vorking Conditionr?

Answer

Thc Commirsion mrde its position clear on the proposals contained in thc rcpon by Mr
Eisma on thc occasion of thc plcnary dcbatc in Padiament on 16 Dcccmber 1983, vhcn it
vas surcd that rhc Commicsion was unable rc agree to the greatcr prn of the draft rcsoludon beforc Perliemcnt.

Taking ascounr of the atmocphcrc of the dcbatc on thrt occasion, the Commission scrvices have ncvenheless been examining from r variety of diffcrcnt angles thc operetion of
the Foundetion for the Improvemcnt of Living and lTorking Conditions and its sistcr
institute, the Europcan Centrc for the Development of Vocrdonal Training in Berlin. As a

vill rhonly bc invitcd by thc Commissioncr responsiblc, Mr
Richerd, to undenrke en official rcview of thc strtutes and opcration of thc rwo institurcs
with e viev go increaoing the cohcrencc and effccrivcness of Communiry action in the
rerult, thc Commicrion
arcas concerned.

*

Qr ettion No

27, by

Mr Hachfietd (H-197/8a)

Subjcct: Uncmploymcnt cenrres

Vhat account in asscssing grants from thc Europcan Social Fund does the Commission
akc of thc rolc of unemployment centres end verious centres for the counsclling of the
unemployed, in thc serviccs which thcy providc rpan from schcmcs for training and
rctraining?

Antucr
Apen from tchemes for training and employmcnt crcltion, thc Social Fund can rrcist in
mceting the coru of vocrtional guidrncc but only whcrc this is an intcgral pan of I vocetional rrining rchemc, The cort of thc training of guidancc and pleccmcnt officcrr and
da,elopmenr igcnu mry also bc met by thc Fund. Thc Commission ir na'enhelesr awarc
that thcrc financing provirionr may not be rclcvant to thc operrtion of many of the unemploymcnt ocntrcs and veriour oentrcs involved in counrclling the uncmployed which cxist
in Member Stercr.

In iu rccrnt Communicltionl on rction to combat long-term uncmploymcnt, thc Commirsion reoognizcd the imponant role playcd by such oenret and proposed action at
nadonal and Community la'cl to promot thc rctting up of more oenret, along thc lines
of cucccsrful cxamplec which alrcady exitt, Thc Commission has alrc statcd that thc rcope
for nev forms of cpccific Community financial intcryention should be considcrcd in conncction with action rc combat long-tcrm uncmployment.
+

**
t
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Question No 28, by Mr Schanlba-Hoth (H-198/84)

Subject: Latin America and the Caribbean

Vhat

response has the Commission made so far (or what response does it plan it make) to
the appeal by 33 countries of Latin America and the Caribbean (the 'Buenos Aires Declaration'concluding the 18th Regional Conference of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)), which calls for an end to the arms race and a corresponding
increase in development aid?

Ansuer

It should be pointed out to the honourable Member that the arms policy of the Member
Starcs lies outside the competence of the Communiry. In facq pursuant to Anicle 223 of
the Treaty, 'Any Member State may take such measures as it considers necessary for the
protection of the essendal inrcrests of irc securiry which are connected with the production
of or trade in arms, . . . .'.

\flith regard to the funds currently devoted to aid for the developing countries, the Commission considers that they are insufficient to meet the needs of these countries. The
Commission therefore proposes an increase in development aid and hopes that Parliamenr
severe budgetary resrictions.

will suppon it despite the

*
+*

Question No 29, by Mr Snith (H-201/8a)

Subject: Economy of south-east \7ales
Given that the economy of south-east \7ales is suffering from the serious doubts regarding the safery of the Severn Bridge which has panicularly burdened local industry as a
result of repeated delays, will the Commission now confirm its full-scale financial supporr
for both the feasibiliry study and the construction costs of a second Severn crossing so as
to assure accessibility from south'$7ales to the markets of Britain and the rest of the Communiry, and is the Commission prepared to give priority to this matter in order [o restore
the'confidence of local industries in south-east \7ales?

Answer

On 25January 1984 Commissioner Giolitti, on behalf of the Commission, replied to a
written quesdon from Mr V. Griffithl by saying that 'the special interest of the Severn
Estuary crossint for the development of south Vales is well understood. The Commission
would be willing to consider an application for Fund assistance towards a study to establish the best location and construcrion method of a possible new estuary crossing'.
Subsequently, an applicadon for Regional Fund assistance of UKL 1.05 m towards such a
study, costing UKL 2.1 m has been received.

The appraisal of this application is now almost complete and an announcement will
made shonly of the Commission's decision.

+

*+

t
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Question No 31, by Mr Croux (H-207/84)

Subject: COST Programme 301. The prevention of collisions between ships on heavily
used routes in Member States' coastal area

This programme was approved by the Council on

13

December 1982. Can the Commis-

sion describe progress made on its implementation to date:

-

which states are aking pan,
what effect is the programme having,
what are the costs likely to be and how are they being funded,
when will the research be finished,
when can the results be made operational?

Answer

The recent stranding of the Mont Louis has again confirmed the need to look very seriously at the possibility of coordinated European approach to Vessel Traffic Services
(VTS). It is with this objective that the Commission has launched a three-year research
programme on shore-based maritime navigation aids to reduce rhe risks of collisions and
groundings in European coastal waters known as the COST 301 programme. In this protramme panicipate not only the 10 Community Member States, but also Sweden, Finland,
Nomray and Spain. The toal cost of the programme is estimated ar 12 m ECU of which
2.1 m is estimated contribution from Community funds, the remainder being financed
nationally. The programme covers such areas as the requiremenr for precise navigation
and ship manoeuvring in restricted waters, traffic and casualty patterns in European warers, rhe harmonization of standards and procedures, the identification, location and tracking of vessels, ship-shore communication and data exchanges between Vessel Traffic
Services, for the collection and coordination of available knowledge and data, five working groups have been set up which are closely monitored by the Commission.

It

is expected to conclude the studies and to present their findings by rhe end

of

1986.

It

is

to be hoped that these findings will provide a basis for a decision on a coordinated European system of Vessel Traffic Services.

A first annual report on the programme is presently being finalizcd and will shortly

be

made available to the European Parliament.

rt

++
Question No 34, by MrAlaoanos (H-219/84)

Subject: Formation and operation of a National Pharmaceutical Organization

Is the Commission still opposed to the formation and operarion of a National Pharmaceutical Organization and, if so, what are its reasons, given rhat in pracdce such an amitude means an embargo on the issue of the National Pharmaceutical Organization and the
continuation of unconrolled activity by multinationals to the deriment of the health and
income of sick people in Greece?

Ansaner

The Commission considers that Law 1316/83 on the setting up of the National Parmaceutical Organization as well as the ministerial decisions implementing it contain several
provisions which are incompatible with Community law, in panicular with Anicles 30 and
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37 of thc EEC Trcaty; consequently the Commission is curcndy instituting procccdings
in accordrncc with Aniclc 169 of thc same Treary.

Qrestion No

3 5,

b

Mr Afumor (H-222/84)

Subject: Intcrvention by the Commission in AGREX Ltd
By lettcr, published in the Greek press on 29 August 1984, thc Commission celled on the
Greck Govcrnmcnt to furnish explanations with rcgard to AGREX Ld and gavc notice
that it was likcly to bc taken to thc European Coun.

Vhat intcress, in thc Commission's view, consider the acdvities of AGREX Ltd 'inadmissible', as stetcd in thc letter; is it true that such reactions werc fonhcoming from the
large-scale German imponers who seek to control trade channels in Grcek rgricultural
products through rhc Munich market and from thc largc-scalc Greek tradcrs intcnt on
maintaining the immuniry that cvcryone in Grcccc knows thcy cnjoy; and vhy has the
Commission not takcn into account the immediatc nced to put Grcek cxtcrnal rade in
agriculturel products on a hcrlthy footing, ignoring even the rclevant provisions of Articlc
85(3) of thc EEC Treaty?

Ansuer

.

The Commission wishes first of all to point out that r number of complaints have been
referred to it by cenain governmen$ and by bodies reprcsendng this trade sector throughout Europc deploring the setting up by Greece of a citrus fruit cxpon monopoly.
According to the informadon obtained by the Commission, the firm AGREX in fact operates under the control of the Greek State. Funhermore it appeared that the Greek authorities intcrvened, via AGREX, on the citrus fruit export market by calling on Greek
exportcrs to join AGREX and to conduct their operations according to the conditions of
sale laid down by this firm.
Consequendy the acdviries of AGREX, under the rcsponsibility of the Greek Srare, were
considcrcd in thc conrcxt of the common organization of the market in fruit and vegetables. This organization is bascd
like the othcr common market organizadons
- on the
principal of an open market to -which all operators have free acccss and the operation
of
which is governed solely by the instruments provided for by this organizadon.

Furthermore, the Commission does not consider that calling on Greek exponcrs to sell via
a company acting under thc conrol of the Grcek Statc and having had considerable deficits in thc past is the best vay of creating the conditions ncccssary to healthy rade.
By letter of 9 August last, the Commission served noticc on the Greek Government under

Anicle 169 of the Treaty.In this letrcr the Commission asked the Greek Government to
submit its obscrvations within a period of two monrhs.

The Commission is awaiting a reply from the Greek authorirics.
The action undenaken by the Commission does not exclude an additional cxamination of
the matter under the rules of competition, panicularly with regard ro starc aid, which the
Commission is investigating.

+

It*
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Question No

36

b

No

Mr Ephrenidis (H-224/84)

Subjcct: Commission intcrference with Grcek Customs
According to reports in the Greek press, the Commission is pushing ahcad with the rclevant procedures and discussions vith thc Greek authorities to bring the Greek cusroms
regime inrc linc with that of the Communiry.

Vhat concretc demands is the Commission making in this connection; are prcss reporrs
true that it is calling for an EEC committee of control ro ovcrsce Greek customs and for
Greek imponcrs rc pay in instalments the customs duties on goods imported from rhe
EEC
demands that would have a darimcntal effect on the peoplc's rule, the rade bal-

-

ance and the workings of thc Greek customs?

Annoer

The

cussoms rcgulations and those concerning own resources are applicable to all rhe
Mcmbcr Satcs when thcy arc in the form of directives and in all rhc Mcmber Starcs whcn
they are in thc form of regulations. In accordance with Articlc 155 of thc EEC Treaty, the
Commission ensures that Community law is applicd.

In accordance vith an annual control progrlmme drawn up jointly by the Greek authorides and the Commission, the Commission panicipates in thc chccls carried out by the
customs inspectoratc, which comes under the Grcek Ministcr of Economic Affairs. Communiry rules allow the Commission to exercise its povers solely under Anicle 18 of rhis
Regulation No 2891/77. Consequently the Commission has neither the inrcntion nor the
powcr to set up a 'committee of control' to oversee the Greek cusroms or the customs of
any other Member Starc, as the honourable Mcmber claims.
Fufthermore, to ensure that the above Regulation is properly applied, the Commission has
reccndy asked thc Greek authorities to take new measures as soon as possible ro ensure
that this legislation is fully implemented. Payment in instalments of the remaining cusroms
dudcs still applied to products imponed from the other Member States does not correspond to the rules in force and is not required by the Commission.

Question No 38, by Mr Hrghes (H-229/54)

Subjcct: Freedom of movement of EEC citizens

ITill the Commigsion take action in viev of thc unprecedented wide-scale and ofsen insurmountablc restrictions imposed on the movemenr of British citizens during the miners'
dispute?

Ansuer
According to the Commission's information the restrictions imposed on British citizens
during the miners'strikc applied within the United Kingdom.
As for the 'restrictions on free movement' referred to by the honouralle Member, Community law does not allow the Commission ro intervene.

,*

It
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Qaestion No 40, by Mr Glinne (H-240/84)

Subject: Intimidadon campaign against workers by BELGOMINIERE
Is the Commission aware that the management of the Brazilian subsidiary of BELGOMINIERE (which is pan of the Luxembourg-based group ARBED) has recently launched an
intimidation campaign against its 3 400 workers to pressure them into leaving their trade
union organizarion, which represents 980/o of the workforce,by threatening them with
redundanry and suspending the deduction of trade union dues from rheir pay packets (as
provided for under Brazilian law); and will the Commission give an assurance that it will
make represenmdons ro the parent company, in consultation with the Inrcrnational Con- federation of Free Trade Unions, in order that such indmidation be stopped fonhwith?

Answer
The Commission is not aware of the activities of the Brazilian subsidiary of Belgominidre
with regard to its unionized employees.

The Commission points our rhat respecr for the right to organize is not provided for by
any Community legal insrrumenr, but by Convention No 98 of the International Labour
Organization (ILO) concerning the application of the principles of the right to organize
and to carry on collective bargaining. The International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions and any other trade unions which consider that they have been wronged should
therefore put the matrer before the Inrernational Labour Office, whose task it is to ensure
that the above-mentioned Convention is applied in pracrice.

Question No 43, by Mrs Squarcialapi (H-24t/84)

Subject: Dangers in the use of formaldehyde
'\7hat steps will the Commission take in response rc the repeated warnings from various
Communiry countries about the potentially harmful effeca of formaldehyde, which is
present in various products such as cheese, certain rypes of milk, toothpaste, deodorants,
detergents and disinfectants?

Ansuter
As a general point, I shink it is imponant to make it clear rc the honourable Member that
very precise Community provisions require that any packaging containing raw formaldehyde should be suitably labelled, with warnings of the risk and safery recommendations;
this labelling varies according to the concentration.

There are also special measures concerning the use of formaldehyde in cenain products:

-

directives lay down that all solvents, paints, varnishes, glues or allied products should
be suitably labelled;

the use of formaldehyde as a preservative in food products is prohibited by Communiry provisions. Although this substances may have been used in the past in the
manufacturint process, nowadays it is replaced to a treat exrcnt by other techniques
and, in any case, is present in foodstuffs only in minimal quantities. However, the
Council Directive on preservadves authorizes the use of formaldehyde in Grana
Padano cheese, on condition that the quantity in the marketed cheese does not exceed
0.5

-

mglkg;

rhe use of formaldehyde is also governed by the Communiry Directives on cosmetic
products, depending on the way it is used and the preparations in which it is used. If a
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cosmetic product contains more than 0.050/o of formaldehyde, this must be indicated
on the label.

Question No 45, by Mrs Scioener (H-248/84)

Subject: Irradiation of foodstuffs
Can the Commission indicate which Member States use the irradiation method to sterilize
cenain foodstuffs and does it not think that if the use of this method becomes more widespread it should submit a proposal for a regulation on this subject?

Ansaner

Three Member States have no specific national l.gisl"tion on the use of ionizing radiadon
for the preservation of food products, namely Ireland, Greece, Luxembourg. However, as
the honourable Member will appreciate, all Member States have basic general law that
foodstuffs should not be harmful to the consumers.
The United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany and Denmark prohibit the use of
irradiation, although exceptions to this prohibition could be allowed by a procedure specified in the rules.
The other Member States (i.e. Belgium, France, Italy and the Netherlands) have enacted
regulations permitting the use of ionizing radiations for some specific food applications.
More detailed information would be available in reply to a written question from M.
Schmidl.

The Commission is very much aware that if the use of the process expands, this could lead
to technical obstacles to the trade in irradiated foodsruffs. For the time being the Commission is invesrigating on the following broad areas:

-

the safery of the process;
labelling of the iradiated foodsruff;

registration of the facility carrying out the treatment;
whether the form of a possible directive should require that the irradiadon of individual foods should be specifically permitted.

It is, however, premature rc speculate on the

type of any eventual Community rules to

resolve this until the Commission's investigations are completed.

lc

1l+

Question No 47, by Mr Van Miert (H-2t4/84)
Subject: The situation in Uganda

In certain regions of Uganda such

as the Karamoja district and the Luwero triangle,
repression has reached such a level that normal economic activiry has become impossible.
Press reports speak of many tens of thousands of dead. The Ugandan authorities apparently tolerate this situation or do little or nothing to bring about an improvement.

t

Ref.1398/81.
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In the light of this situation, is the Commission going to review relations with Uganda, in
what circumstances might the Commisssion decide to stop aid to Uganda and what has
rhe Commission already done to persuade the Ugandan authorities to respec fundamenal

human rights?

Ansaner

The European Commission appreciates the legitimate concern of members of the European Parliamenr concerning the allegations and reports of abuses against human rights in
Uganda.

The European Commission maintains as complete a documentation as is possible on the
evolution of the situadon in Uganda through its representative in Kampala and through
the evidence of ecclesiastical, diplomatic and non-governmental sources.

The Commission has not hesitarcd to express its concern at the situation on those occasions when it was felt that such interventions were opportune. Such a dimarche was made
in 1981 and resulted in a clear expression of the desire of the Ugandan Government to see
a return to the rule of law throughout the country. Since 1981, it has become apparent
that the hopes of Ugandans that the situation would return to normal have not been
rewarded: the Commission has accordingly renewed its concern through appropiate channels.

The Commission believes firmly that only through reconciliation besween the people of
Uganda accompanied by economic recovery can Uganda redress the unhappy situation
from which results the abuses of basic human rights about which the Parliament is concerned.

The Commission has an exrcnsive development assisance programme in Uganda and
remains convinced that the economic improvement facilitated by such a programme is a
vital element for the restoration of full respect for human rights in Uganda. The Commission has also already provided emergency aid this year for refugees, for displaced persons
in the Luwero triangle, and for people in Karamoja. It is in constant touch with both
Uganda, ICRC, UNHCR and NGO's in order that it may inrcrvene rapidly wherever and
whenever this is deemed appropriate. The delegation of the Commission in Uganda pays
panicular attention rc the effective delivery of such assistance to the people for whom it
was intended.

*

**
'

Question No

48,' by

Mrs Crawley (H-2t7/84)

Subject: Sexual discrimination in British Government's immigration rules

Is the Commission aware of the British Government's immigration rules which discriminate against women resident in the United Kingdom, by stopping them from bringing
their husbands into the country rc settle with them, and of the case concerning this issue
before the European Coun of Human Rights in Strasbourg, and will it snte what redress
is available under existing Community legislation?
Answer

The Commission is aware of the cases currently before the European Coun of Human
Rights and understands that the matters in dispuie are not related to the exercise of a right
under the Treaty of Rome. The question of redress under Communiry legislarion does not
therefore arise.

The United Kingdom's immigration rules make specific provisions for Community nationals. These provisions make no distinction berween men and women and override any orher
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provisions in the rules so far as Communiry nadonals and their families are concerned.
Although there are some provisions in the rules which are discriminlbry as besween men
and women, there is no breach of Communiry obligations in this respect.
$

**

Question No 49, by Mrs Boserup (H-251/84)

Subject: Purchase or lease of storage facilities in non-Member States for surplus Communiry produce

The Commission's 'Repon on the Implementation of the Budget of the European Communities as at 30 June 1984' stares on page 54 that:
'Stocks, in particular those of milk products and beef and veal, have reached a critical
level. The Commission is therefore planning a protramme of disposal spread over a
number of years. The cost for 1984 is estimated at 150 milion ECU.'

The fact rhat surplus Community stocks have reached an absolute peak ties in with current
rumours that the Commission is now considering paying for storage facilides outside the
ten Member States, initially in Swizerland and Austria.
Can the Commission confirm that there is now insufficient storage capacity within the
Communiry and that the Commission, therefore, is currently purchasing or leasing or is
planning to purchase or lease storage facilities outside the Communiry and would it state
which countries are involved and, finally, which groups of products it intends to store in
non-Member States?
Ansaryr

In view of the limited srorage facilities not already in use in the European Community, the
Commission has, by vinue of a decision pursuant to Council Directive 1055/77, authorized the Federal Republic to store 5 000 t beef in Switzerland and/or Austria and France
ro srore 20 000 t beef in Switzerland, Austria and/or Spain. The quantities involved are
very small compared with the total stocks of beef, butter and skimmed milk powder and
will, for the time being consist only of beef.
rs

r+*
Question No . . . by Mr\Vurtz (H-263/84)
Subject: Revised Commission proposals on suppoft for the Community's coal indusries

The Commission has submitted to Parliament a proposal for a regulation concerning
financial support by rhe Community in favour of industries producing solid fuels.l Parliament delivered its opinion by adopting a report (Doc. 1-1152 /83) at its part-session from
12-15 March 1984.

The Commission has just amended its proposal, reducing the amount of aid to be made
available and introducing stricter criteria for selecting eligible projects, changes which are
the reverse of the wishes expressed by Parliament.

One can reasonably expect that this new proposal will eliminate French production capaciry which might have been eligible for the investment support provided by the initial proposal as amended by Parliament.

t
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Does the Commission not think that Parliament should be consulted again on this new
approach?

Ansaner

The Commission fully shares Mr'Vurtz's view regarding the necessity of consultation.

It was for this reason that the Commission, in a letter from its Secretary General to the
Secretary General of Parliament dated 18 September 1984, invited Parliament to give its
opinion on the Commission's revised proposals, as contained in document COM(84) 469
final.

*
*+

II.

Questions to tbe Council

Question No 58, by Mr Fich (H-172/8a)
Subject: \flaste from the dtanium oxide industry

In June, the Council held a meeting to consider a 'proposal for a Council Direcdve
(COM(83) 189 final) on procedures for harmonizing the protrammes for the reduction
and eventual elimination of pollution caused by waste from the titanium oxide industry'.

\7ould the Council state why it was unable to endorse this document, which countries
were panicularly against and which anicles it was unable to reach agreement upon?

Ansuer

The Council would draw the honourable Member's atrention t,o ih. fr"t that, further to
the European Parliament's Opinion, the Commission submitted a proposal for a major
amendment to this Directive on 4June 1984. In view of the shortage of time the Council
was unable to examine this proposal for an amendment in detail at its meeting on 28 June.
However, it discussed the principal questions raised by the proposal and instructed the
Permanent Representatives Committee rc expedite proceedings on rhe marrcr. This dossier is due to be examined by the Council ar its meeting on 6 Decemb er 1984.
+

++
Qaestion No 63, by Mr Blumenfeld (H-184/54)

Subject: Expon of products of rhe European armamenrs industry

Repons in the European media concerning the sale of Tornado aircraft to a stare in the
Middle East have caused concern in the Community. May I ask the Council whether, in
cases where Member States of the Communiry collaborate in the armamenrs secror, rhere
are common rules governing the export of individual weapons sysrcms manufactured
within the Community. If not, does the Council consider it necessary to adopr a Community expon poliry for these products?
Answer
The matter raised by the honourable Member has never been the subject of a Commission
proposal or of a discussion within the Council.
+

++
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Qaestion No 66, by Mrs De Marcb (H-199/84)
Subject: Prevention of forest fires

This year, as in previous years, widespread damage has been caused to forests by forest

fires, especially in the Mediterranean regions. The damage would have been less serious if
the regulation proposed by the Commission in June 1983 and endorsed by Parliament on
23 May 1984 had been promptly implemented.

Is the Council now disposed to adopr this regulation and enforce it with the aid of the
appropriations already entered in the 1984 budget?

Answer
The Council bodies have carried out a detailed examination of the proposal referred to by
the honourable Member; it should be recalled that this proposal comprises two sections
relating to forestry protection, viz. one on forest fires and one on air pollution.

It emerged from the Council's proceedings that most delegations acknowledged the value
of some of the proposed measures; there are, however, reservations on the advisability of
adopting the proposal in its present form and, in the case of forest fires in panicular, there
are differences of opinion berween delegations which favour general Community action
and those which consider that the problem is acute only in some Member States and that

it

would be better to deal with it at national level or, if necessary, in the context of specific
measures for the countries concerned.
The Council intends to press ahead with its examination of this matter

*oo
Question No 67, by Mr Prancbire (H-200/84)
Subject: Communiry rules on sheepmeat

The renegotiation of the rules on sheepmeat, which was conducted in parallel m the fixing
of prices for 1984/85, was a completely slapdash affair and the agreement reached on
31 March has not solved any of the fundamental problems. It was for this reason that Parliament requesred on 24 May 1984 that these rules should be reconsidered before the end
of tgg+. The Coun of Auditors has also made a requesr to that effect.
Is the Council disposed to follow these recommendations and renegotiate the Community
rules on sheepmeat, with a view to removing distortions to Compedtion and the dichotomy between the systems of market organization?

Ansaner

The Council does not share the honourable Member's assessment of the nature of the
decision taken on sheepmeat as part of the 1984/85 price fixing.

In its repon of November 1983 on the functioning of the common organization of the
market in sheepmeat the Commission stated that the main features might remain
unchanged but that it was unhappy with the cost of the common organization of the market to the EAGGF.

In its discussions on prices the Council was therefore required to take decisions on Commission proposals which were based on this assessment. To limit the increase in expendi-

a l0/o reduction in prices in this sector while
straightaway srating its intenrion that there would be no price changes next year. It also
altered the seasonal adjustment and the method of calculating the ewe premium.
rure rhe Council decided inter alia on
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Some of the proposals made in line with that objective could nor be adopted and are still
being examined by the Council. But at all events rhe Council has to darc received no proposal for renegotiation of the rules on sheepmeat in the manner suggested by the honourable Member.

*

++
Question No 68, by

Mr Volf (H-2U/8a)

Subject: Dairy quotas in mountain areas

Given the disparities in farmers' resources caused by production difficulties in mountain
areas and in view of the fact that altitude and climatic facrors rule out the option of diversifying crops, does the Council propose to mke the necessary steps ro intioduce special
arrangemenr for the fixing of quotas to be revised upwards in order to maintain a decent
livelihood and normal acdviry for the farmers concerned?

Ansarcr

The Council has not been presented by the Commission wirh a proposal to introduce
special quota arrangemen$ in mountain areas at Communiry level and in addition to exist-

ing legisladon
Council Regulation No 857184 lays down the rules for application of the additional levy
payable by producers or purchasers of cows' milk. These rules enable Member Statei,
when the quotas are allocated, to take account of special situations such as those mentioned in the Question put by the honourable Member.
+

**

Q*estion No 7Q by Mr Conrell (H-205/84)

Subject: Murder of Ann Dorothy Chapman

On 25 May 1984 the European Parliament adopted the repon which followed rhe investigation into the death of rhe British citizen, Ann Dorothy chapman, (Document l-206/
84). I was appointed rapponeur following the decision of rhe Committee on Petitions and
the Rules of Procedure that a petition from Miss Chapman's parents was admissible. The
rePon was addressed rc the Greek Government and in panicular, to the Justice Minisrer,
Professor Manghakis. To date there has been no response from the Gieek aurhorities.
Vhat action will the Council now take to elicit a response ?

'

Question No 78, by Mr Ephremidis (H-233/84)

Subject: Persecution for political beliefs in the Federal Republic of Germany

The Council has on numerous occasions declared irs inreresr in the defence of 'human
rights' throughour the world, from Poland to Nicaragua, from Angola to vietnam. consequenrly, the
_problem of these righm in a Member State, the Fedlral Republic of Germany, cannot be regarded as 'not falling within the Council's terms of reflrence', which
was rhe answer given to our quesdons H-819/81,1 H-74j/822 andH-412/g3.,

I
2
3
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I would rherefore ask the Council in the conrcxt of its interest in human rights throughout
what
which presumably does not exclude the Member States of the EEC
the world
- of the rial, which began on 4 September 1984 in the coun of Lower -Saxony,
view it takes
of 15 communists charged, under the 'Berufwerbot' (exclusion from public sector employment), with having lent assistance to the German Communist Pany in the 1981 municipal
elections.
Joint answer
The Presidency would like to remind the European Parliament in its new composition of
the Council's position with regard to the problem of respect for human rights.

The Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the Member States of the European Community
meeting within the framework of political cooperation raise, in accordance with rules
which they have decided on, quesrions relating ro respect for human rights in third coun-

ries.
As regards respecr for human rights within the Community, the Council points out that in

ratifying the Treaties establishing the European Communities, the Member

States

approved the paragraph in the preamble which states:

'Resolved by thus pooling their resources to preserve and strengthen peace and libeny,
and calling upon the other peoples of Europe who share their ideal rc join in their effons,'
Subsequently, the Council together with the European Parliament and the Commission
adopted a joint declaration on 5 April 1977 in which they stressed 'the prime imponance
they attach to the protection of fundamental righm, as derived in particular from the constitutions of the Member States and the European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.'

In their declaration on democracy of 7 and 8 April 1978,the Heads of Government of the
Member States meeting within the European Council confirmed 'their will, as expressed
in the Copenhagen Declaration on the European identity, to ensure that the cherished
values of their legal, political and moral order are respected and to safeguard the principles of representative democracy, of the rule of law, of social justice and of respect for
human rights.'

It

is not for the Council as such to assess incidents or pardcular situations which exist in
the Member States of the Community.

*

**
Question No 72, by Mr Paisley (U-ZtStel)

Subject: Effective system of extradition
Can the President-in-Office state when last an effective system of extradition which could
operate throughout the whole Communiry was discussed by the Council and what progress has been made?

Answer

The question of the establishment of extradition rules common to the

of the European Communities

10

has never been discussed by the Council

Member States

of the European

Communities.

The Presidency would point out rhat tfre Ministers for Justice of the last two States to
have exercised the Presidency of the Council gave the Lrgal Affairs Committee of the
European Parliament information on discussions taking place in other fora on thb subject
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raised by the honourable Member. The Minister for Justice of Ireland will also be able m
give such information when he appears before the Committee on kgal Affairs and Citizens'Rights on 21 November.

Qaestion No 74, by MrAhvanos (H-220/84)

Subject: Escalation of Commission interference in Greece
Recently, and, in particular, immediately after the European elections, the Commission
has on a large number of occasions intervened in matters affecting the Greek economy on
the grounds that Communiry law is being infringed. For instance, the Commission has
aken, or threatened to take Greece to the European Coun over numerous issues including the formation of a National Pharmaceutical Organization, the possession of properry
by foreign nationals in frontier areas, arrangements for beer, Greek customs control, the
Trade Intervention Organization and the marketing of agricultural products.

'Vhat

is the Council's attitude to this serious state of affairs, particularly at a rime when a
common political element in the rash of interventions by the Commission, which is a
Community body, is to undermine Greece's sovereignry, suspend any measures that could
damage even slightly the interests of the big monopolies or impose elemenary checks on
the immuniry enjoyed by large undenakings, and support the common goals (e.g. abolition of the NPO, TIO etc.) of large-scale capital within Greece?

Ansuer
Pursuant to Anicle 155 of the EEC Treary and corresponding articles of the ECSC and
Euratom Treaties, it behoves the Commission to ensure that the provisions of these Treaties and the measures taken by the Institutions pursuanr thereto are applied.

Question No 76, by Mr Hughes (H-230/84)

Subject: Freedom of movement of EEC citizens

Vill

the President-in-Office, seek at the next Summit, to raise the matter of the unprecedented wide-scale and often insurmounable restrictions imposed on rhe movemenr of
Bridsh citizens during the miners' dispute?
Ansuter

The Presidency does not intend to raise the matter of the British miners' dispute ar the
next Summit as this is a maner which falls outside the competence of the Commuriiry.
+

**

Question No 77, by Mr Seefeld (H-23llSa)

Subject:'Pan-Germanism'
Does the Council share the view of one of its Members that there is a resurgence of 'panGermanism' in a Member State of the Communiry?
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Ansaner

The Council does not comment on statements made by Council Members outside the context of Council meetings.

tYieczoreh-Zeul (H-235/8a)
Question No 79, by Mrs

Subject: Directive on parental leave

Vhen does the Council intend to adopt the directive on parental leave submitted to it by
the Commission (Doc. l-1234/83), panicularly in view of the fact that the judgment of
the European Coun of Justice in Case 184/83 (Hofmann v. BEK Vuppenal, Judgment of
12July 1984) has demonstrared yet again that the existing directives on equal reatment

are nor far-reaching enough ro achieve the objectives of the action programme adopted by

the Council?

Question No 84 by Mrs

Cinciai Rodano (H-236/84)

Subject: 1983-85 action programme
Does the Council not consider that the judgment of the European Coun of Justice in
Case 184/83,1 which provides a restrictive interpretation of Directive 76/207 on equal
rearmenr,2 means rhat in order to achieve the objectives of the 1983-85 action programme
it is necessary to adopt the proposal for a directive on parental leave at the earliest opportuniry, namely at the Social Affairs Council in December 1984?
20. 9.84

Joint ansuter
The proposal for a Directive on parental leave was forwarded to the Council on 24 November 1983. The Council is aware of the fact that this proposal forms pan of the Communiry policy on equal opportunities for men and w'omen. It would however draw the
Honourable Member's artention to the fact that, while this Commission proposal was
prompted by a concern for social progress, it does raise cenain problems such as an
increase in social expenditure and the need for changes in the way in which undenakings
organize their work, to which suitable solutions will need to be found. These problems are
currently being examined by the Council's subordinate bodies with all possible dispatch,
but it is impossible ro predict when the Council will be able to take a formal decision on
this proposal.

Question by Mr Pearce (H-241/84)

Subject: Proposals in waiting
Is the Council ashamed of the fact that (as at the beginning of September 1984) 392 proposals are in the queue waiting for it to make up its mind, and does it propose to do any-

thing about this situation?

,
,
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Ansaner

The Council would draw the Honourable Member's attendon rc the fact that an examinadon of the number of texts adopted by the Council shows that there rends ro be a balance
between the number of proposals submitted by the Commission and the number of Regulations, Directives and Decisions adopted by the Council,

It

is nevenheless true that a number of proposals are still before the Council and in certain
for some dme. Some of these proposals are highly technical and complex;

cases have been

requiring detailed and in-depth examination. Others are periodically withdrawn by the
Commission, as rhey are considered to be out of date.

-*
Question

No

83, by

Mr

.,

Van Miert (H-2t0/54)

Subject: The storage of nuclear waste in space or in the seabed

During a recent Council of Europe hearing held in the Swedish capital Stockholm, it
emerged that the Unircd Sutes is working on plans to put radioacive waste into a stationary orbit round the Eanh. Techniques for burying radioactive material in the seabed were
also discussed.
Is the Council aware of these lunatic plans and has it already had an exchange of views on
this issue; if so, when? \7hat is rhe council's posirion on the srorage of nutlear waste in
space or in the seabed?

Ansuer

l. The Council has not been informed of the plans being studied in the United States to
which the Honourable Member refers.
However, it would point out to the Honourable Member for the record that on 5 October
1982 the Commission of the European Communities concluded a co-operation agreemenr
with the Unircd States Depanment of Energy in the field of research and development on
the subject of radioactive waste .
2. _In any event, the Council would emphasize that it attaches very grear importance to
radioacdve waste being managed and stored in the best possible conditions.

3. For that reason, on 18 February 1980, it adopted a Resolution concerning the realization of a Communiry plan of acrion on radioactive wasrc.
This plan, which the commission is at present carrying our, covers the period 1980 to
1992.

4

In addition, in the field of research, the Council adopted on 18 March 1980 a second
five-year programme on the management and storage of radioacrive wasre covering the
period 1980 to 1984 and involving a budget of +3 m ECU.
The Council is currentlyconsidering a new Commission proposal concerning a third protramme in the same field covering the years 1985 to 1989 and involving a proposal for a
budget significantly higher than that of the present programme.

5.

Finally, it should be remembered that, in practice, the first responsibility as far as storage is concerned falls naturally on the operators of nuclear plant themselves; they carry
out the storage operations and in doing so must observe a number of regulations imposed
on them locally, nationally, or internationally.
+

*+
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Question No 84, by MrAdamou (H-256/84)

Subject: The problem of real estate in Greece's border areas

In reply to Mr Normanron's quesrion during the September part-session concerning the
real esrare market in border areas of Greece, the Commission stated that it had initiated
proceedings for the repeal of the Greek legislation currendy in force.

Vould rhe Council stare whether in taking this action the Commission is exceeding

its

powers as 'guardian of the Treaties' and whether this constitutes a violation of the sovereign rights of a Member State in the sensitive area of national securiry?

Ansuter

The Council would draw the Honourable Member's attention to the fact that the Commission exercises the powers conferred upon it by the Treaties independently.

lll.

Qaestions to the Foreign Ministers

Question No 93, by Mr Paisley (H-214/84)

Subject: Spanish claim of jurisdiction over Gibraltar
Can the Presidenr-in-Office state whether the Spanish claim of jurisdiction over Gibraltar
has been discussed by the Foreign Ministers and what decisions have been taken?

Ansuer
This matter has nor been discussed within the framework of European political cooperation.

*

{'*
Question No 99, by Mr Pearce (H-249/84)

Subject: Heroin and opium
Following question H-129/84, do the Foreign Ministers not consider the problem of heroin and opium coming into the count{y sufficiently imponant to merit their discussing it
or are rhey satisfied that the international aspects of the problem are adequately dealt with
in another forum and, if so, which?

Ansuer
The Ten are satisfied that the international aspects of the problem of heroin and opium
traffic are adequately dealt with in a number of specialized forums such as the 'Pompidou
Group' (which meets in the Council of Europe framework) and a number of bodies in the
UN framework.

*

+*
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Question No 104 by Mr Van Miert (H-D5/84)

Subject: The situation in Uganda
Various sources indicate that the situation in Uganda, in panicular in the Luwero triangle
to the north of the capital, Kampala, and in the nonh-eastern Karamoja district, is deteriorating all the time. Repons in the press have referred to rcns of thousands of deaths and
the Ugandan authoriries are doing little or nothing to bring this situation to an end.

Vhat represenations have the Foreign Ministers already

made to the Ugandan authorities
to ensure that they start an independent inquiry as soon as possible not only to throw light
on the situation but also to bring the guilry to justice? !7hat was the outcome? Have the
ministers asked the Kenyan Government for clarificadon on the alleged involvement of
regular Kenyan troops in murders in Uganda?

If

so, what was the result?

Ansarcr

The Ten are following, with deep concern, reports of violations of human rights and of
widespread suffering in pans of Uganda.
The Ten have not made representations to the Ugandan authorities concerning the holding of an enquiry. In the difficult political and securiry circumstances which prevdil in
Uganda, the Ten consider that the foremost concern of all must be the restoration of conditions of peace and stability in which human rights are guaranteed. Only thus can all the
people be enabled to live in security and to develop their country. Accordingly, the Ten
are, at present, studying how their influence and assisance can best be used in helping ro
bring about these conditions and in preventing violations of human rights in the meantime.

The Ten have not discussed reports of alleged abuses of human righm during joint operations by Kenya and Uganda security forces along their common border and they have not
made representations rc the government of Kenya concerning the allegations.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR

Mr von der Vring, we seem to have 1
here. I understood Mr Rogalla to
misundersanding
say that he wanrcd what he had said yesterday to bc
I see Mr Rogalla nodding
recorded in the Minutes
- that
I would take note of
in assent. I thereupon said

SEEFELD

Prcsident.

Vce-President

that. That means that I will see to
Rogalla wishes will be done.

(The sitting ans opened at 10 a.m.)

1. Approaal of the minutes

Presidcnt.

-

The minutes of yesterda/s sitting have

Are there any comments?

tions. Before the beginning of the vote yesterday, I
informed the Bureau that I intended to give an explanation of vote . I have just submitted that explanation to
the Bureau in writing and would be grateful if you
could take note of it and include it.

Mr

I shall take norc of that, Mr Rogalla.

d'Ormesson

(DR).

that what Mr

(DE) The point here is that the
- which I could not give yesterday
explanation of vorc
and which the President did not ask me to give,
-which I consider a procedural error was given in
writing today and that it should be-brought to the
attention of the House and the public in the usual
form.

(DE)
Mr Rogalla (S).
I refer you to item 7,
- vote onMay
p. 6 of the minurcs,
the transfer of appropria-

-

it

Mr Rogdla (S).

been distributed.

President.
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(FR)

Mr

President,

as

- urgent debate, I should
regards the vote on yesrcrday's
like to draw attendon to cenain mistakes which were
made. Those wishing to vote for should have voted
against and in fact voted for. There are thus at least 35
voses which do not say what they should say on the
urtent resolution on freedom of political expression
and reunification in Europe, which was tabled by Mr
Le Pen and Mr Romualdi.

President.
Mr Rogalla, I confirm once again that
- with
your wishes.
shall comply
( Parliament

I

approoed the minutes )t

(DE) Mr PresiMr Gracfc zu Baringdorf (RG).
- of the enlarged
dent, I move that we include a report
Bureau on the proposed delegadon to Nicaragua in
the agenda. Then the plenary will learn how by the
procedure of reducing the number of delegation members to five, members of other groups were disregarded and prevented from taking pan, as originally
agreed, even at their own expense. Even this was
refused, which means that the smaller groups are being
excluded from the delegation quite arbitrarily, for no
political reason at all. \7ill the Bureau please explain
this?

zu Baringdorf, under our
- Mr Graefe
of Procedure
the agenda can be amended only
under cenain well-defined conditions. If I am rc follow Rule 56(1) and (2), I can no longer alrcr the
Prcsidcnt.

Rules

That is why, with the President's permission, we shall
resubmit the same modon at the next session. Ve hope
that he will agree and that it will be possible for a vote

to be taken when everyone

agenda.

knows what they are

doing.

2.
Prcsidcnt.
shall take note of what you have just
- Iproceed
said. Ve will
along the lines you have sug-

Topical and urgent debate

Humanrigha

gested.

next item is the joint debate on rhe
- The for resolutions
following motions
:
Presidcnt.

Mr von der Vring (S).

-

(DE) Mr President, may I

please make a comment. 35 people cannor have made

a mistake in the voting, for there are not that many
right-wing radicals in this House, but only swo or

motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-640/84/corr.)by
- Mr
Donnez and others, on behalf of the Liberal

and Democratic Group, on the arrest of Mr

three at most.

You just said you had aken notc of Mr Rogalla's
motion. Please be careful in your choice of words. Mr
Rogalla proposed a change to the draft agenda you
proposed. Saying that you take note means you are
incorporating it in the text of the revised minutes.

Jacques Abouchar in Afghanistan;

I

motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-658/84 by Mr
Baudis and others, on behalf of the Group of the
Veification of cndentiak
Membenbip of committees
Doatmetts receioed : sce Minurcs.

-
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President
European People's Pany, on the arrest and deten-

char's trial

tion of the French telanision journalist,
Abouchar, by Soviet and Afghan roops;

be one.

Jacques

motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-673/84) tabled by
the Group of the European Democratic Alliance
on the disappearance of a French journalist in
Afghanistan;

-

motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-675/84) by Mr
Stirbois and others, on behalf of the Group of the
European Right, on the arrest of a French televi-

-

sion reponer in Afghanistan;

._

motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-662/84) by Mr
Arndt and Mr Sakellariou, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, on death senrcnces in Turkey;

motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-681/84/rev.) by
Dikerdem;

motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-676/84) by Mr de
Vries and Mrs Veil, on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, on the abuse of psychiatry in
the Soviet Union;

motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-559/84) by Mr
Lalor and others, on behalf of the Group of the
European Democratic Alliance, on the need for an

-

immediate banning of the use of plastic bullets.

I

should like.rc point out that Mr Habsburg, Mr
Danken and Sir Henry Plumb have also signed the
modon for a resolution by the Liberal and Democratic
Group on the abuse of psychiatry in the Soviet Union.

That

I

is the

whole secret of governmenr.

thought

to

myself that this quotation could

be

applied very aptly to the policies of the Soviet Union.

And then, on reflection,

I

thought, no, tha[

was

wrong, the Soviet Union makes silly mistakes at home
and abroad. Silly mistakes, which vle, the advocates of
freedom, might well call crimes.

In

these instances witnesses, journalists like Jacques

Abouchar, are evidently criminals in the eyes of the
Soviet Union. Because they have witnessed violations

of freedom.
That is why, Mr President, I should like Parliament to
*hy not our friend and colappoint an observer
league

Mr Georges Donnez

-

to be present at Abou-

-

should there

bandits and would-be journalists, whether French,
American, British or anything else, accompanying the
so-called Mujaheddin will be killed. Our contingent in
Afghanistan will assist the Afghan forces to do this'.

That is very clearly expressed. One should

always

quote the best authors, especially where the quotations
are so precise. And, Mr President, since our august
assembly has dgcided to set up a committee of inquiry

I

should like to remind everyone that

Ausschwitz is closed, but that the gulags remain open.
(Appkuse from tbe centre and tbe

ight)

(FR) let me first give the facts
Mr Baudis (PPE).
- of 17-18
of the case. In the night
September a French
television journalist, Mr Jacques Abouchar, accompa-

nied by camera crew and esconed by a group of
Afghan guerillas, entered Afghanistan via the Pakistan
frontier. This, remember,

is

rhe route used by every-

journalists, doctors, humanitarian missions
who -has gone into Afghanistan in the last few years.
one

-

Mr Jacques Abouchar holds a Press card, he has
worked in rclevision for almost twenty years and he
regularly covers events in central Asia. This means,
therefore, that there can be no doubt as to the reasons
fo..

(FR) Mr President, StrasMr Beyer de Rykc (L).
bourg is a ciry of culture. -Yesterday, while I was going
round an exhibition on the German satirical magazine
'Simplicissimus'. I spotted 'this quotation, 'In foreign
policy the imponant thing is to make silly mistakes, in
order to draw attention away from home affairs, and
then silly mistakes have to be made in domestic poliry
to take attention off foreign affairs'.

trial in invened commas

I think that would be a very welcome initiative, panicularly as we were not at all reassured to hear the
Soviet ambassador, Mr Smirnov, say, 'From now on

into fascism,

- Mr Ephremidis and others on the release of Mr
-

-

lh

presence in Afghanistan or the purpose

of

his

mlsslon.

Thiny kilometres inside the frontier, the group

was
ambushed. The Soviet-Afghan troops opened fire. The

journalists and the Afghan guerillas returned the fire,
but Jacques Abouchar was wounded in the shoulder
and was unable to follow them. At dawn on the following day the Soviet-Afghan ffoops went over the
ground and discovered the journalist. He was put on
top of a mnk and paraded through several villages in
the Kandahar region in front of the inhabitants. After
that he was t:rken away, prgbably to Kabul. I say probably, because we have no official information as to the
place or conditions of his detention. He has now been
held in absolute secrecy for rwenty-four days. Vague
accusations of espionage have been made against him.
Obviously the evidence is that photographic and

sound-recording equipment was found at the site of
the ambush. I say that those who formulated this
charge of espionage on the basis of this type of'evidence' are rynically mocking the whole world and are
demonstrating once again that in their eyes any independent journalist who refuses simply to echo the official line is a potential spy.

This situation is clearly intolerable for swo reasons. It
is intolerable because of the violation of the rights of a
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wounded man, who has been denied th6 assistance of
a lawyer and who canno[ be contacted, either by his
family or by a representative of his own tovernment.
Vhat is also intolerable is the threat issued through
the capture of Jacques Abouchar against all free journalists. Because the message is clear: it is intended to
dissuade anyone who in future might want to go to
Afghanistan to report on [he repression to which that
nation is subject.

processes of the totalitarian State involve dissimulation
and secrecy, whereas those of the democratic Starc
favour openness. That is why I think that a very large

It

Mr Stirbois (DR).

in this Parliament which defends human
rights and democratic values, will call for the immemajority

diate release ofJacques Abouchar.
(Applause

from the ight)

will probably be inrcnsified and that those who are
imposing it wish to do so away from the eyes of the

(FR) If we were amongst the
- for a resolution, it was without
first to table a motion
doubt because a member of our Group has aheady

world.

been to Afghanistan.

For my pan I am convinced that soon out of solidarity
other journalists will courageously take the road to
Afghanistan and will cross the frontier, as Jacques

Four motions for resolutions, with requesm for urgent

Abouchar

the journalist imprisoned by the conimunist or pro-

may also be inferred from this that the repression

did.

Y

Soviet authorities in Kabul.

It

is our duty stand up and solemnly and resoluted to
call for an end to this holding of hostages. That is
what the motion which many of us have mbled says. I
sincerely hope that no Member of the Assembly will
refuse to vote in favour of this document.
(Applaase

debate pursuant to Rule 48 of the Rules of Procedure,
have been tabled on the case of Mr Jacques Abouchar,

from the igbt)

(FR) As my friend and
Mr Coste-Floret (RDE).
colleague, Mr Baudis, has- just said, the case of Mr
Jacques Abouchar is typical. It raises the question of
the right to information and the problem of human
rights.

Of course I understand that

those who advance the
Soviet view say that Mr Abouchar violarcd a frontier,
but I should like to quote an old legal saying which
applies in all civilised countries. I shall not quote it in
an official language of the European Parliament, but

Latin is an inrcrnational language, 'Nemo audiatur
propriam turpitudinem adligans'. 'No-one may plead

He would undoubtedly be reassured if it were possible
for him ro know about the steps being taken. As the
matter is urgent and topical it was decided to propose
an amendment which would be acceptable to the signatories to the four modons for resolutions.

The Group of the European Right would have been
able to sign the amendment, which referred only rc
the prompt release of Jacques Abouchard. But the
opposition of the Liberal Group made it impossible for
us to sign the amendment which would have complercly isolated the Marxists on such a fundamental
problem as the protection of human rights.

But we must nor complain about the attitude of the
Liberals, it does make it possible for us to call for a
roll-call vote. It is unacceptable for the European Parliament to ask the Government concerned m allow the
French journalist the services of a lawyer
who
sands accused: Jacques Abouchar, or international

his own depravity at law'.

communism?

The violation of the frontier smned wirh an act by
Soviet soldiers. 100 000 Soviets violated the Afghan

Ve request that

frontier. They cannot rherefore blame Mr Abouchar
for something which they did on a grand scale, and if
Mr Abouchar did it, it was out of a legitimate desire to
supply us with information.
Nevenheless the Group of the European Democratic
Alliance considered that the motion should not be
confined rc a particular case and that was why rhe
members willingly signed a more general motion, to
the effect that similar steps should be taken to obtain
the immediate release of other people taken prisoner
whilst working in their professional capacities.

Ladies and gentlemen, Abouchar has been held in
secret for 24 days. This is the way rotalirarian regimes
think, for them secrery is all-imponant. The thought

3 be withdrawn and are surprised that
the proposed amendment does not call for the immediate release of the person concerned. It is true that
the liberalism of the Liberals is the kind of political liberalism which allowed the socialiss and communists to
gain power in France in 1981.

Mr Cheysson's kid-glove diplomary has produced no
results. The charg6 d'affaires in Kabul has not even

been able to make contact with the prisoner. The
Sovier are using all possible means to dissuade observers from entering Afghanistan and are trying to make
an example ofJacques Abouchar.
Let us remember the rwo French journalists, Frangois
Missen and Antoine Barnaud, who were arrested in
September 1980 and spent two months in thar notorious prison, Pol Charki.

1
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Last year Philippe Augoyard, a member of Medical
Aid International, was captured in January and had to
wait dll June before he regained his freedom.

No doubt Jacques Abouchar will suffer the

on the European Parliament to condemn the

fascist

I shall

r6gime of the generals in Turkey and thereby proclaim
its respect for the Turkish people, who are united in
the fight against the unjust r6gime, and its solidarity
with the prisoners in Dyabakir and Mamaia who have
not given up their belief in freedom and democracy.

should

(GR) Mr President, our
Mr Ephremidis (COM).
motion for a resolution, -signed by colleagues in the

same fate,

in the conditions described in our motion.

The President of the European Parliament

ponsible for permitting the death sentences to be carried out. I am convinced that it is especially incumbent

- forshould not be satisfied with merely
warding the resolution, which we know will have no
effect. He must issue a solemn declaration, thereby
end here

conferring on our institution the image

it

always have.

Mr Sakellariou (S).- (DE) On 7 October 1984 the
first death sentence was carried out after the so-called
elections of 6. 11. 1983 in,Turkey. Eighteen funher
death sentences are pending. This state-organized
murder began with a speech by General Kenan Evren
in which he summarized the brutality of his r6gime in
a single sentence of rynical contempt, for human life:
are we to go on feeding the traitors instead of puming
them to death?

\7e all know how the rials of opponents of the r6gime
are conducted in Turkey. Several hundred persecuted
and tonured prisoners sit herded together in front of
their milinry judges. There is limle defence and no evidence is put forward. People are sentenced at top
speed m draconian punishments, and even to death,
on the basis of mere suspicion. They are convicted of
such crimes as freely expressing their opinion, belonging to a union or publishing an anicle. They are also
persecuted, tonured and sentenced for another, simple
reason: because they belong to the Kurdish populadon
which, in the official view of the Turkish state, does
not exist and is therefore not allowed to exist.

Political prisoners and opponents of the r6gime are all
regarded as terrorists in Turkey, and it is disgraceful
that such words are used without second thought, forgetting about all the people they were used against in
the recent European past. The names of Graf Stauffenberg, Julius Leber and Ernst Thelmann stand for
the patriots and resistance fighters of all the countries
and political trends of Europe. \flithout doubt there
are terrorists in Turkey today. But we do not call them
by their right names. Insrcad our mass media call them
Head of State or President, judge, public prosecutor,
deputies, professors and generals.

Socialist Group, relates to the situation in Turkey. I do
not intend to speak about this resolution, however,
and I shall vote on the basis of what my colleague, Mr
Sakellariou, said a little earlier. Our own motion for a
resolution refers specifically to the case of Mahmoud
Dikerdem. This man, Mr President, is well-known in
Europe, especially in the countries of the Community,
because for 30 years he served democratically elected

Turkish tovernments as

a

diplomat.

He has been

arrested, is being held in medieval conditions, and has
been charged because he has supponed the democratic
rights of the Turkish people and has been active on the
Turkish question. He is suffering from cancer and is
expected to die from this horrible affliction at any
time. Ve call on colleagues on all sides of the House
to support this resolution on the basis of objective,
humanitarian and moral considerations so that Parlia-

ment and, we feel sure, its President, can do what is
necessary to help free Dikerdem and thus enable him
to spent his little remaining time in peace and tran-

quillity.

(NL) Mr President, I believe you
announced earlier that this resolution had been signed
by Mr Habsburg, Mr Danken and Sir Henry Plumb.
Mr De Vries (L).

The Durch text contains a few inaccuracies, and
Members would therefore do better to consider the
English or French version.

Mr

President, the Irina Grivnina affair is unfortun-

ately clear-cut, and I can therefore be brief. She is one
of those courageous people in the Soviet Union who
have been protesting for years against the abuse of
psychiary for political purposes. She has had to pay a
high price for this. She has already spent five years in
internal exile. The Russian authorities are now making
life impossible for her again. She has therefore applied
for permission to emigrate. But the Russian authorities

a Kafkaesque game of cat and
with her and her family for the past year. They
will not allow her to emigrate unless she receives an
invitation to do so from abroad. Inviations have
have being playing

(Apphuse)

two in the last
Elections have been held in Turkey
show elecyear in fact. Some of us hoped the Turkish
rions of 6 November 1983 and 6 March 1984 were a
first step in the right direction. Those who thought so
were wrong. Even under the current Turkish constitudon the parliamentary body is misused by the r6gime
as hangman's assistant. How else explain the fact that
a commitrce of that same Turkish Parliament is res-

mouse

meanwhile been issued by the Durch Parliament and
others. But the Russian authorities refuse to accept or
reject these invitations. \7hy is the resolution I am
now presenting to you urgent? For two reasons.

Firstly, because last month, on 8 October, Mrs Grivnina made another dramatic attempt to obtain an exit

I

I
I
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visa for her family and herself. She asked the Chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet to deprive
her of her Soviet citizenship. As a resulr, she now runs
the considerable risk of being rearresrcd and perhaps
exiled for fifteen years on the grounds of anti-Soviet

The most recent development of the plasdc bullet
machine gun by the British Government is simply
another indication that the British Government will
respond to resolutions of this House only when it suits
them. I think the negative anirude that I have found
on the paft of the British Members in this Parliament

agitadon.

Secondly, this is an urtenr resolution, Mr President,
because a delegation from rhe Dutch Parliament will
be going to Moscow next week. It will be having talks
with the Russian authorities and will undoubtedly
remind them of Mrs Grivnina's case.

Mr President, the Soviet Union is one of the signatories of the Helsinki Final Act, and it therefore has various commitmenm to honour. This Parliament enjoys a
considerable reputation as a body that champions the
cause of those whose rights are trodden under foot.
Vhen human rights are violared, this Parliamenr cannot remain silent. Other parliamenrs have ser us

of,

.

instructed by the British

in its

use.

It has wrought

havoc on our people and it is a further tragedy for us
that this has happened.

I appeal rc this House to give its full supporr ro rhis
motion for a resolution and thus help to bring an end
use of plastic bullets. I ask the
House to suppon the motion for a resolution by voting for it.

to the unnecessary

an

example. I appeal rc you ro make a saremenr nour rhar
will give Mrs Grivnina funher supporr.

Mr Alavanos (COM).

to the concept of Europe is reflected in their lack of
response to the use of the plasdc bullet. In England,
Vales and Scotland the plastic bullet is not used, but it
is used on Irishmen by other Irishmen who have been

(GR) Mr President, in view

- and the author of the motion
the fact that both you

for a resolution have gleefully announced that it has
been signed by Sir Henry Plumb, Mr Habsburg and
Mr Danken I would like to ask you whether Mr
Dankert attached his signature on a personal initiative,
in which case I think it would nor have been necessary
to announce the fact, or whether it means that the
Socialist Group is supponing this resolution.

(Appkase)

Mr Newcns (S).
I just say on a point of order
- May
that it is not corred
that all British Members here have
supported the use of plastic bullets. In fact, Members
of the British Labour Group here have consistently
opposed the use of plastic bullets. The Labour Parry
Conference is on record as being against plastic bullets, and it ought to be made very clear indeed here
that British Members who suppon the use of plastic
bullets, as far as I am aware, belong solely to the
European Democraric Group and the British Conservative Parry.

Presidcnt.
Alavanos, when the rcxt had already
- Mr
been printed,
the Members whose names I have just
mentioned signed it rerroacrively, their names nor having been on the original document.

Ve in the British Labour Group

are absolutely and

completely opposed to the use of plasdc bullets in Ireland or anywhere else.
(Appkase)

Mr Andrcws (RDE).

Mr Presidenr, once again

rhis

- respond to yet another outraParliament is asked to
geous attack on a peaceful and innocenr demonsrration in which a young man was killed and several
others seriously injured. The use of plastic bullets in
peaceful demonstrations has resulted in more deaths in
Nonhern Ireland than have been caused by those
trying to escape from East Germany across the East
German border. I think that is a fair indictment of the
use of plastic bullem.
Mr Paisley said yesterday rhat a constituent of his had
died from having been shot by a lead bullet. I wanr ro
say to Mr Paisley that I, and I am sure all the Irish
Members who seek a peaceful solurion to the tragedy
of Ireland, regrer rhe death of his constituent as much
as he does. !7e also regrer rhe death of those who die
by the use of plastic bullea which, I musr remind you,

are being fired in the main by Irishmen against Irishmen, by Europeans against Europeans, if you like. Ve
hear a lot of mlk about human rights and we see them
abused so roundly in this way.

President.
Mr Newens, that was not a point of
order but a-contriburion to the debate.

Mr Pelikan (S).
(FR) Mr President, colleagues, I
- supporr and
wish to express my
that of the Socialist
group for the resolutions cabled by our colleagues of
the PPE and the Liberal group, and in panicular for

the joint amendmenr which condemns the detention in
Afghanistan of the French television journalist,
Jacques Abouchar. It is completely ridiculous for this
journalist to be accused of violating the frontier,

when, as the newspaper 'Le Monde'observed yesrcrday, more than 120 000 Soviet soldiers violatid and
have continued systematically to violate the frontiers
of Afghanisran for almost 5 years.

Our colleague, Mr Abouchar, was arrested whilst carrying out his professional obligations. Some of us will
say that the facts should not be over-dramatised, as
Abouchar will be sentenced and then released. \7hat is

I
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unacceptable to us is the use the Soviet authorities
wish to make of it. As has been remarked already, it

was the Soviet ambassador rc Pakistan, Mr Smirnov,
who said for the benefit of journalists throughout the
world, that they must no longer try to enter Afghanistan, because they will be killed.

The Abouchar case is thus being used to dissuade
journalists from carrying out their dury of providing
information about Afghanisan, for which it is vinually
impossible to obtain visas from the authorities in occupation.

This arbitrary act reminds us once again of the dramatic situation

in that country, where a cruel war

ranges the Afghan people against the forces of the
Soviet invasion, an invasion which has several times
been condemned by the European Parliament.

I shall therefore take this opponuniry of calling both
for the release, the immediate and unconditional
of the journalisq Jacques Abouchar, and for
recognition of the right of the Afghan people to peace
release,

and independence.
(Apphuse)

(DE) Mr President, I can
Habsburg (EPP).
only suppon what Mr -Pelikan has just suggested and

Mr

said, namely that one of the most basic characteristics
of a rctalitarian system is the attempt to prevent the
free flow of information. Here we have a clear case of

this nature. Journalists are discouraged from doing
anything and give the totalitarians the awful privilege
of being able to commit their crimes unbeknown to
their own people and the people of the world.

In the Abouchar

case we must therefore not only look
at the personal drama, for which we should feel res-

ponsible since he is after all a European journalist. Ve
must be even more concerned about the future of freedom of information, about the future of the free flow
of information, that is to say also about the questions

of

To this end we must clearly and
our opinion that Mr Abouchar is not

human rights.

plainly state

a spy but that a journalist-is

as it would appear
- doing his job; it is up to us to
being prevented from
demonstrate our unconditional solidarity with him.
Here I would like to endorse a statement by my friend

Luc Beyer de Ryke, who quite rightly said at the
beginning that Parliament should send a witness, a
representative to Kabul to attend the Abouchard trial
which has already been announced. Ve should call on
our governments to do something about this case. Finally, may I offer one more suggestion. You know that
one of UNESCO's tasks is to ensure freedom of information. UNESCO operates in Afghanistan and makes
finance available for teaching Afghans Russian.

to do its dury and stand up for Abouchar and for freedom of information.
presence there

(Appkuse

fron

the ce.ntre and

Mr President, I wish to refer to
the motion for a -resolution tabled by Mr Lalor and
others on the use of plastic bullets in Nonhern Ireland.
Lady Elles (ED).

I and all of us who abhor violence regret very much
the death of Sean Downes. I think this is a universal
sentiment and it is cenainly shared by my group.
However, I must say that I do also regret the callous
disregard of some of the Members of this Parliament
who express retret at the death of this young man but
fail to express retret at the death of several people
who had the task of maintaining law and order in
Northern Ireland and of those innocent people who
have been killed as a result of terrorist activities and
rioting in the province of Ulster. I would remind the
House that in the last six months in Nonhern Ireland
19 civilians have been killed and 210 injured, there
have been 13 Army and UDR deaths and 45 injuries
and 7 Royal Ulster Constabulary and Consabulary
Reserve deaths and 104 injuries. These are the people
who have the usk and the duty to maintain law and
order in Ulster. They too left widows and children
when they were killed trying to do their dury maintaining law and order. I would like to see this House
expressing regret at the death of these people as well
as at the death of Sean Downes.
I would remind Mr Newens, who took advantage of a
procedural motion to make a substantive comment,
that it was the British Labour Government that introduced plastic bullets into Nonhern Ireland to replace
the use of rubber bullets. I do not know if Mr Newens
was at that time a member of the House of Commons
and supponed the Labour Government, but nevenheless it was a British Labour Government that introduced plastic bullets. This should be recorded in this
Parliament.
is right. '!7e do not have plastic bullets in
England, Scotland or Vales because we do not have
terrorist activities by the IRA or rioting on the sffeets,
threatening the lives of innocent civilians. This is also
to be recorded. It is one thing to deal with demonstra-

Mr Andrews

dons which are peaceful. Peaceful demonstrations in
Member States are one thint, but anybody who has
seen the rioting in Belfast
John Hume is here and

will at least acknowledge- this fact

and the use of
- in Nonhern
acid bombs, petrol bombs and blast bombs
Ireland knows that that is quite another matter, that it
is not a peaceful demonstration.
he

Veapons found in the Irish Republic
and I congratulate the Irish Government on the- line they have

taken and the activities

That is not sufficiently wellknown either; but we
should at least call on UNESCO to make use of its

ight)

of their security police in

arresting a ship and seizing the cargo of that ship
which comprised hand grenades and machine guns

-
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were not for peaceful demonstrations in the Republic
of Ireland. I do not think anybody would believe that.
They would have been used against innocenr civilians
in Nonhern Ireland if they had not been captured by
the Republic of Ireland security police. These are rhe
things that Britain has to contend with.

I would point out that of course we regrer rhe death of
Sean Downes. The use of plastic bullets is regrettable.
The government is always studying nevi merhods of
trying rc control riots. It will continue to try and find
new methods, and a proper investigation is now looking inrc the use of plastic bullets.

\7e have to be aware of the tact that by seeking to
intimidate all journalisr, and not just journalists but
anyone, who might wan[ to go to Afghanistan, the
Soviem are today calling into question our very right
to freedom of informadon!

That is why we have to fight, in the knowledge that it
is a test: either we are able to shou/ our desire for this
release, so as not to yield to intimidadon, and we shall
retain our freedom, or, if we are not capable of that,
we know that we shall be threatened from outside and
that anything which we do internally will be of no
avail, because ultimately the Soviet Union, or any
other totalitarian power, will be able to put an end to
the freedom of the citizens of Europe!

Mr Trivelli (COM).

(17) Mr President, it is right

- ourselves with the case of the
that we should concern
journalist Jacques Abouchar and it is right that we ask
that, if there are charges against him, he should either
be put on public trial or freed. Our position on rhis is
consistent with our stand on Soviet intervenrion in
Afghanistan which we have condemned and which we
hope to see ended by appropriate political means.
'!7e

are in favour of freedom of information. Bur we
are opposed to the tone of the joint morion
and
because the tone is also imponant, we shall -absrain
from the vote. Ve did vote, for instance, for the Liberal and Democratic Group's motion which was both
firm and fair, but the tone of the joint motion, which
is not objective, which is prejudiced and indeed parlisan, not only does nothing for the stated purpose of
obtaining rhe release of the journalist Jacques Abouchar, but is clearly aimed at other ends.

In view of this, I feel that Parliament could have found
a more effective and more unired method of achieving
the purpose of the defence of freedom of information.
Ve hope, nevertheless, that rhe Abouchar case will
find a speedy solution in the journalisr's release.

(FR) Mr President, colleagues, every
Mrs Veil (L).
session, unfonunately,
we have to discuss respect for
human rights somewhere in the world and to take
some kind of action.

In the majority of

cases

we intercede on behalf of

others, panly from a desire ro show solidarity, but also
to give expression ro the European way of life, since in
our different countries we have the privilege of enjoying respect for human rights, and to show that all men
have the right rc have their freedom respected.

But today there is somerhing special about the debate.
are in fact fighting for the rights of rhe citizens of
Europe, the citizens of the Community. It is in fact
their freedom, the freedom of us all, which is threatened by the derenrion of Jacques Abouchar, because
we are of course all united and we wish for Jacques
Abouchar's release to be effected as quickly as possible
on a human level.

Ve

trust our journalists. Ve know that they will not
allow themselves to be intimidated. But those journalists need our help, because today their courage is not
enough, they must also know that we are solidly
So we

behind them.
(Applause)

Mr

Staes (ARC).

Turkey,

I

(NL) Mr Presidenr, as regards
m inform Members that the

should -like

Council of Europe has drawn up a confidential report,
the Pieter Stoffelen report. I have it here with me, and
anyone who wants a copy can have one. The conclu-

sion the rapporteur draws is that Turkey cannor ar
present be considered a normal parliamentary democracy. On the subject of political prisoners in Turkey
the repon also says that, if the position referred to is
indeed that of the Turkish government, Turkey cannot and must not remain a member of the Council of

Europe. His general conclusion is that some slight
progress has been made in Turkey, but he described
the reactions he has had from the Turkish aurhoriries
as very disappointing and discouraging. He therefore

the r6gime describes as progress
towards a more domocratic system to be very limited
and completely inadequarc. The report was adopted
considers what

by the Legal Affairs Committee of rhe Council of
Europe. I would also remind the House that the 1984
supplementary budget again includes an amounr of
45m ECU for Turkey under item 9630. Ve musr be
consistent in our criricism, and this amount must not
be approved. I support the appeals that have been
made by Mr Ulburghs and other Members.

Mr

Paisley (NI).
Mr President, rhe morion for a
resolution by Mr -Lalor and others before this House
states tha[ they have an anxiety to safeguard human
life. I do not believe that this Parliamenr has any jurisdicdon over this matter, as ir is a metter of internal
concern for the Governmenr of rhe United Kingdom.
Yet I feel, coming as I do from Nonhern Ireland, that
I must raise my voice in defence of the Royal Ulster
Consmbulary, the Royal Ulster Constabulary Reserve,
the Ulster Defence Regiment, rhe Territorial Army
and the members of the Army in Nonhern Ireland.
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These have come under continual and savage attack
from rioting mobs that use petrol bombs, acid bombs,
blast bombs and also lead bullets against them. Their
defence in riot situations has been the plastic bullet. I
would say that the plastic bullet is to be preferred in
such circumstances to the lead bullet. The IRA do not
fire plastic bullem at them. They fire lead buller to kill

he has preached hatred and thereby exacerbated the
conflicts in Nonhern Ireland?
President.

Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf, that was not

a

- However, there is nothing to stop you
point of order.
asking Mr Paisley about it yourself.

them. I v/ant to put on record a matter about the
agonizing being done by some people on my righthand side. I have followed too many funeral processions and prayed in the homes of too many widows
and orphans not to know the realiry of the agony that
is taking place in Northern Ireland mday.

(FR) Mr President, the detention of
a French journalist, who was simAbouchar,
Jacques
ply following his rade in Afghanisan, namely search-

I must

always condemned any attack on freedom and any
impediment to truth, from whatever quafler they

also put on record that the internment rally that

has been referred to u/as an illegal rally, in breach of
the law. It followed a procession that was in breach of
the law and it was also for the purpose of exploiting a
breach of the law to give a Mr Galvin from Noraid in
America an opportunity of addressing the crowd. This
House needs to know that this man was banned from
the United Kingdom by the United Kingdom Government. Mr Sean Downes had been convicted of IRA
membership. He also was in the act of attacking two
police officers, and that came out on a film shown by
RTE and not by the BBC. That must be put on the
record.

Vhat is more, I consider it real hypocrisy for Iiish
Members to bring this matter to this House when they
do not condemn their own government. In this House
yesterday the President-in-Office of the Council had
m admit that the Irish Government had used rubber

bullets. They have no plastic bullerc, but he did not
deny that they had quite a lot of rubber bullets. An
organization of concerned teachers in Nonhern Ireland said that it seemed inconsistent of southern politicians to express concern at the British use of plastic
bullets in the Nonh when they themselves have srcred
rubber bullets in the South.

(L).-

(FR) Mr President, just a
brief remark on a point of order. I think that in future
it would be better to do as we have done in the past
and it will in no way obscure the debate
and that-is
to group subjects in order, because at the- moment we
are going from plastic bullets to Turkey, from Turkey
to Abouchar, and so on . . . I think it would be far betrcr to keep to some kind of order. I think that the dis-

Mr

Beyer de Ryke

cussion of our views would only gain by it.
President.
Mr Beyer de Ryke, I shall cercainly take
- but you know as well as I do that this is
note of that,
what has been decided by this House. '!fle all agreed
on this list and on this manner of proceeding.

(DE) Mr PresiMr Greefe zu Baringdorf (ARC).
whether he
dent, could you possibly ask Mr Paisley
has not only been to funerals where he has carried victims to the grave but has also been to meetints where

Mr Saby (S).

ing for and recording the truth, is unacceptable on
more than one count. The French socialists have
come.

The European Parliament must do as the French
Government has done with all the panies concerned,
and call for the represenatives of France to be allowed

to meet their compatriot and to obtain his freedom
and return without delay, in accordance with internadonal practice.

That is why, Mr President, we shall vote for the resolution and the compromise amendment.

Mr President, I suppon this
motion for a resolution-by Mr Lalor. This motion for a
resolution we have had in the old Parliament. It was
adopted by Parliament, but the voice and opinion of
this Parliament, expressed by the vast majority of its
Members, has been ignored by the British Government. !7'e are not surprised that they do this. They
continue to ignore the voice of this Parliament on
matters in which this Parliament and the Council and
the Community in general have direct competence. I
am sure they will continue to ignore the voice of this
Parliament in a matter of security.
Mr McCartin (PPE).

I want to make clear the position of the Irish Government. In the interests of peace and security in the
island of Ireland, it has condemned the use of plastic
bullets because, as has been pointed out, the rules laid
down by the British Government itself for the use of
this weapon have not been observed by the security
forces in Northern Ireland. For that reason the Irish
Government feels that the use of this weapon should
be discontinued. The Irish Minister stated yesterday
that the Irish Government has not used, and will not
use, rubber bullets for the control of crowds in Ireland. I suppon this and I hope that the House will give
its suppon to the resolution.

(NL) Mr President, ladies
Kuiipers (ARC).
- endorse Mr Lalor's motion
and gentlemen, we fully
for a resolution. On Sunday, 12 August a young Irishman was needlessly shot down. This happened even
though the European Parliament has almost unanimously condemned the use of plastic bullets on several

Mr
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occasions in the past. This new Parliament can lherefore but ask what accounr, the Council of Ministers
which is where the final decisions are taken
and thp
British Government take of this Parliamenr's indepen-

atrocities and activities we all condemn without reservation. !7hat we are discussing is the amitude, policy
and activities of governmenm in dealing with particular

dent decisions.

selves in their methods to the level of terrorist organizations, then they are promoting terrorism themselves

I do nor wanr ro repeat

what

has

already been said about violence. In the final analysis,
there is only one f.air way of preventing this unnecessary violence in a pan of one of our Member States:
the restoration of sovereignty over Ireland to the Irish
and the withdrawal of the British occupying force,
which is sdll in Nonhern Ireland.

(GR) Mr President, rhe exeMr Kyrkos (COM).
cution of the young -Turk, who was senrenced four
years ago, is the first one for 16 months and was carried out with the acquiescence of rhe so-called Turkish
Parliament, elected in rhe supposedly free elections.
That Parliament has washed its hands in blood. I
totally support Mr Sakellariou's motion, and while we
are debating human rights and rightly proresring abour
journalists being prevented from carrying out their
duties we ought to to keep in mind a young Turk who
climbed to the gallows and lost his life and rhat there
are dozens of others awaiting rhe same fate. \7ould
not also this Parliament be washing its hands in the
blood of the Turk were it not rc rigorously condemn
what is going on in Turkey? Or perhaps we should

carry on backracking in relation ro events in Turkey,
closing our eyes when we have rigorously condemned
the imposition of military rule because a powerful
lobby
in this place as well
is
persuade us
- in Turkey are developments
- out to
that events
along the road
to democrary.
Colleagues,

in the name of the most elementary of

human rights we implore you ro adopt the Sakellariou
resoludon.

Mr Ulburghs (ND.

NL) Mr

President, referring

to the quesdon of human
rights in Turkey, I wish to
say that

I

visircd Turkey berween Christmas and rhe

New Year as a member of a Belgian parliamentary
delegation. I was privileged to meer a number of lawyers and former prisoners, mostly uromen. I visircd the
notorious Mamak prison in Ankara, where 500 young
people are serving sentences for political crimes. They
all told us about the tonure and inhuman trearmenr
they had suffered. I therefore consider it important for
there to be an open debate in the future on rhis quesdon of human rights in Turkey. However, I shall wirhdraw my amendment No662/l because I have been
assured that Community aid to Turkey will be sus'
pended until human rights are restored.

Mr

Hume (S).
Mr President, in response ro
remarks by both -Lady Elles and Mr Paisley, I would
like to point our ro rhis House that, in supponing the
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Lalor and others,
we are not discussing the acrivities of rcrrorist or paramilitary organizations in Nonhern Ireland, whose

situations, because

if governmen$

ever reduce them-

on a very wide scale.

On behalf of the Socialist Group, I unequivocally support the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Lalor on
the question of plastic bullem. It is completely in line
with the resolutions put forward by this group at the
last part-session and, indeed, in the last Parliament,
and it is completely in line with the resolution adopted
last week by the British Labour Pany.
'!fle

are referring to the use of plasdc bullets in Northern Ireland. But nobody should be under any illusion
about the fact that Nonhern Ireland is being used as a
pilot area for the use of this deadly weapon. Indeed,
the miners in Britain may discover that they are to be
its next victims, and if that happens, then the people of
Britain will understand what I am talking about: about
the effect of such a v/eapon on a communiry, because
the use of that weapon has done more to increase suppon for violent organizations than anything else. If
you look at the tragic death of Sean Downes, does
anybody doubt thar the international coverage given
to that was an immense propaganda victory for rhe
Irish Republican Army and for rhe forces that suppon
violence in Ireland?

The plastic bullet is a lethal weapon. Those are nor my
words, they are the words of a British Home Secretary
who is now the deputy Prime Minister of the British
Government. He used those words to defend the fact
that plastic bullets were not being used in England,
Scotland and !7ales. Yet this lerhal weapon is being
used on the streets of Nonhern Ireland. Most civilized
societies have abolished the death penalty for very serious offences. Anybody who uses a plastic buller to
conrol a demonstration in the streets knows that there
is a serious probabiliry of the death penalty being
administered. Indeed, twelve families in Nonhern Ireland have the certainty that the death penalry was
administered
many of them
as
- people engaged in noacknowledged
totally innocent
criminal activiry
of any description.

Mr

Presidenr, this Parliamenr has before condemned

the use of these bullets. Ler us do

it

again wirhout

reservation. And at last would the British Governmenr
please lisrcn to concerned objective opinion in the
European Community, of which it is a member?
(Applarse)

Mr Schwalba-Hoth (RG).

(DE) Mr Presidenr, we

are talking abour current violations
of human rights,
which must be condemned, but are forgetting rhat rhe
day before yesterday nearly all the freedoms were sus-
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pended not far from here in Liichow Dannenberg in
'!7hy?
Since the
the Federal Republic of Germany.
people of \7'endland voted by a majority against the
installadon of a nuclear dump and the couns had not
yet come to a decision, we saw scenes of near civil war
the day before yesterday when the first nuclear waste
was brought there.

Fifteen hundred policemen barred the roads, would
not let residents leave their houses and farms, took
demonstrators into preventive custody, let the air out
of car ryres, searched cars and set dogs on people
engaged in non-violent sit-down protes6. They beat
and this is of
up passers-by on the road side and
- Undine
Bloch
hit
direct concern rc this Parliament
von Blottnitz, the Member sining- next to me, with a
truncheon, even though she idendfied herself as an
MEP, and ried to grab her diplomatic passport.

I

believe this Parliament must prevent the methods
used by nuclear powers from becoming a matter of

course,

for they are always a violation of

human

rights.

Mr Giolitti, Member of the

Commission of tbe European

(17) Mr President, the Commission
the various motions for resoluhas studied carefully
don tabled by Honourable Members on matters conCommanities.

cerning human rights.

The Commission has always fully respected the fundamental rights enshrined in the national Constitutions
and has ensured their strictest observance, as the Commission's performance in the exercise of its powers and
in its effons to attain Communiry objectives demonsrates.
The Commission makes use of all the the political, and
also economic, means available to it to promorc respect for human rights within the framework of the
Treaties. But the Commission must point out that the
conduct, with respect to such rights, of authorities
other than the Communiry Institutions cannot, of its
nature, be regarded as coming within the scope of
Community law and hence of the Commission's powers as guardian of the Treaties.

As regards, therefore, areas which do not fall within

its sphere of competence, the Commission is of the
opinion that in the majoriry of cases the best way of
bringing home to the authorities of the counries concerned the importance attached within the Community
m human rights and che profound concern of Community public opinion for results obtained in this respect, is to pursue the method of raising each problem,
as ir arises, in bilateral political contacts.
As regards the specific cases to which the various resolutions refer, the Commission has the following to say:
In the case of Jacques Abouchar, the Commission
joins wholeheanedly in the anxiery which has here

been expressed for the fate of Mr Abouchar who has
been held by Soviet and Afghan forces in Afghanistan
and it shares in the concern for the principle of freedom of information which has thus been challenged.

The question of a possible dimarche lies within the
competence of the Presidency within the framework
of Community political cooperation. The Commission
has pointed out that the resolutions in question are in
fact essentially addressed to the Presidency and the
Foreign Minisrcrs.

Concerning Turkey, the Commission fully associates
itself with Parliament's resolution. The Commission
has on several occasions stressed its desire that Turkey
should srictly observe human rights.

On the other resolution which also concerns Turkey, I
would observe that the question of a possible dimarche
lies with the Presidency within the framework of
Community political cooperation.
As regards the resolution on plastic bullets, this matter
concerns the policies of individual Member States and
it is for each of them to adopt a stand on the matter.

\7ith regard to he resolution on the abuse of psychiatry in the Soviet Union, the Commission considers
that, given the scope of its own powers, and panicuIarly in the absence of diplomatic relations between the
Community and the Soviet Union, assessment of the
political advisabiliry of the diplomatic move for which
the resolution calls lies, once again, with the presidency within the framework of Community political
cooPeratlon.

President.

-

The debate is closed.

(Parliament adopted amendment No 11 repkcing thefirst
motions for resolutions and adopted the remaining

four

motionsfor resolutions in

saccessive ootes)

Educational freedom in Malta

The next ircm is the debate on the
President.
motion for -a resoludon (Doc. 2-645/84) by Mr Antoniozzi and others, on behalf of the Group of the European People's Party, on the serious situation jeopardizing educational freedom in Malta.
(17) Mr President, ladies
Mr Antoniozzi (PPE).
keep recurring in this
and gentlemen, lwo themes

r

Tbis amendment ans tabled by Mr Baudk and Mr Croux,
on behalf of the Gmup of the European People\ Party, Mrs
Charzat and Mr Htinsch, on behalf of the Socialist Groap,
Mr hag" on bebalf of the European Demouatic Groap, Mr
Donnei and Mrs Wil, on bebilf of the Liberal and Demo'
cratic Group, and

Mr Costi-Floret, on behalf of tbe Group of

the Europein Democratic Alliance.
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debate and they are topics, various aspecrc of which
have more than once been discussed in this House.

The first has been the subject of continuous acrive
endeavour on lhe part of this Parliament and of its
Polidcal Affairs Commitree and it concerns our support for human rights, one of the most fundamental
amont these being rhat of freedom of education.

By voting this emergency resoludon Parliament will
reaffirm its determination to see these freedoms respected. They are, unfonunarcly, often violated or res-

ricted

of contingent

or of local
bad habits. \7har is the value of a signature on rhe
Helsinki declaration, what is the meaning of supponing UN or Unesco decisions, if in practice we see conbecause

phenomena

duct quite different and contrary to these?
From these general considerations, let me pass to the
second theme with more specific reference to Malta,
its Government and the methods it employs. In the
context of human rights the European Parliament has
on several occasions concerned itself wirh the peculiar
methods of implementing democrary in that counry.
It has nothing to do with socialisr of Labour ideology,
everything to do with the way these ideas are inrerpreted in that island.

I feel therefore that all the political panies here reprewill back our stand in defence of human freedoms, of democracy and of independenr schools in
Malta. This Parliament cannor acquiesce in whar has
been happening in Malta, especially as it has been
sented

accompanied by violence against Church personalities
and propeny. Malta frequently asks for contact,, talks

cooperation, and aid from the European Communiry.
It is logical to demand that Malta should honour its

democratic obligations if it wants to maintain and
develop conracrs with the Communiry. The methods it
habitually employs are nor calculared to strengthen
our mutual relations and if it conrinues along this
path, they are likely to be jeopardized.

Let us therefore vore, ladies and gendemen, in suppon
of human rights and all fundamental freedoms, including that of education, and let us prove once again that
the European Parliamenr maintains its role of authoritative forum for the defence of the digniry of man and
of standards by which peaceful human coexisrence can
be judged. Ve must be careful not to be complacent in
the face of those who by introducing discrimination,
seek to resrict freedom. In such situations we can
never know where rhe process will end. Ve have grave
historical precedents which warn us of the consequences of the limitadon of freedom. Let us bear them in
mind and let us sand up for freedom in its broadest
sense, whose standard-bearer

tatives of the peoples
tainly entitled to be.
(Appkuse)

Mr Lomas (S).
Mr President, rhere have been
- Church and State
problems berween
in Malta for
many years. In the 1960s the Church even threarcned
to excommunicate anybody urho voted Labour. There
are difficulties, and that has got to be admitted. It is an
uneasy relationship and occasionally ir erupts into the
tense situation that we have today. I regret rhat this
sometimes leads to violence. 'S[e regret thar, of course
we do. But what we have got to do is to try ro make
some helpful proposals.
Now, what is the cause of all this tension? I have the
proposals here for reforming the educational system.
There are four basic main elements. They are that all
children in Malta should be endtled m free education,
in Church schools as well as State; rhat there should

be no discrimination as regards entry into

those

schools; that all reachers should be properly qualified;
and that the curriculum shall be such as will give a
good education. These are very moderate demands.
They are vhar we have had in European Communiry
countries for decades. I would like rc know what all
the fuss is about and why this motion talks about inhibidng freedoms when it is exactly the opposite. Free
education extends freedom, it does not inhibit freedom. The Maltese Government has made it clear thar
in the existing church schools which provide free education, which receive governmen[ subsidies, there is no
interference in rhe running of these schools nor will
there be any in the other church schools.

The Church says, Mr President, that it cannot afford
to give free education. Vell, I think this is at the very
least arguable. But, even if that were the case, the
Maltese Government has offered to give subsidies,
even on a pound for pound basis, to rhose schools that
cannot afford to provide free education. It is a scandal
that sheer dogma should not only be preventing children in Malta from tefiing free education but at the
moment is preventing some of them from getting any
education at all, as church schools refuse to accept rhe
new laws.

I

believe,

Mr President, rhat our amendments and
Mr van Aerssen are reasoned, helpful

those from

amendmenu, far better than the morion which is provocative and can only exacerbarc the situation there.

Incidentally, I hope this is the last rime that the opposition party in Malta uses this European Parliament to
fight its battles. Mr President, this issue has nothing at
all to do with human rights, it has nothing to do with
religion because practically all the Maltese are Catholics anyway. It has everything to do with progress in
education and with the rights of Maltese children rc
have free education.

in our role of represen-

of rhis conrinent, we are

cer-

Mr Zahorka (EPP).

(DA) Mr President, no Member of the European Parliament
can remain indifferent
when they see the current Maltese Government, the
governmenr

of a member

srare

of the Council of
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Tahorkt
Europe, tolerate a police force which, with or without

Bovernmenl instructions, takes no action when
demonstrators commit acts of violence. Ve have had
and still have threats of attacks against the highest
court in Malta, we have acts of violence against priests
and teachers, church doors are daubed with graffiti,
windows broken. For two hours, a furious mob in
Malta destroyed religious statues, paintings, furniture
and windows at the Archbishop's seat, while the police
stood fifty meters away and did nothing.
Private church schools are being closed and since the
minister of education and designated successor of the
President has no faith in the police, he gets his own
friends to blockade the schools. That is what it said
yesterday in the French paper 'Lib6ration', which is

cenainly not a Vatican organ,

Mr

Schmidt

of

the

SPD!

In the light of this, Mr President, I believe that the
atrcmpm by cenain colleagues to import the French
example, to use the supposed right to private education in order to induce negative political developments
in the direction of conservatism, and in Maln of all
places,

Dom Mintoff is evidently trying to dissociate his
country from free Europe, from the democratic states.
It is the declared intention of his government which,
incidentally, totally controls radio and television, to
have a one party state by the year 2000. I find it
incomprehensible for any Labour Pany colleague to
say that this is not an attack on freedom. In this member sate of the Council of Europe, judges have even
been switched in the middle of a rial, secret ballots are
not permitted in parliament and 510/o of voters form
not the government but the opposition. Even a nonSocialist like myself can no longer describe Mr Dom
Mintoffs poliry in Malta as socialism. To put it
bluntly, it is a tendendous, Mintoffian crypto-Stalinism and Maltese domestic policy is a continuation of
Libyan foreign poliry.

I therefore

proposals to the Catholic Church as mentioned by Mr
Lomas. From the Catholic Church, on the other hand,
there is an attempt to heighten tension and encourage
intervention from abroad. It is characateristic that the
Catholic Church has not acceprcd the compromise
proposals and that the Archbishop has not had the
courage to appear on television where he would have
been free to present his case. However, he has staned
to close hospitals and for the purpose of stirring up
this trouble is refusing to respec not only the right to
education but also the right to hospital care.

ask you

to include our group's motion for

will fail.

(FR) It is not my intention
Mr Guermeur (RDE).
- affairs of another country,
to meddle in the internal
but I should like to mention that a European chaner
on human righm was adopted and confirmed by vote
in the national parliaments, and that charter, which is
based on the universal declaration on human rights,
affirms certain values which are recognised by all citizens and all governments in our Communiry: in panicular, the absolute freedom for every family to choose
schools for its children, rc choose an education for its

children, without their choice being dictated by
whether the financial burden is grearcr here or there.
Pluralism should be the basis of education, and any
attack on that pluralism, for whatever reason, must be
condemned by our Parliament. That is the reason why
I shall support the motion for a resolution which has
been laid before us.

urgent debate in the debate on human rights.

(GR) Mr President, unforMr Alavanos (COM).
- the Pope is a Pole and not
tunately for Mr Antoniozzi
a Maltese, or aCzech as Mr Pelikan would very likely
prefer. I say this because, as Mr [,omas has said, it is
clear that a specific anempt is being made to interfere
in Malta's internal affairs, using the dispute about educational issues between that country's government and
the Catholic Church as a pretext. This being the case,
the assenion in paragraph 2 of the motion for a reso-

lution calling on the Council of Ministers to conact
the Maltese Government with a view to ensuring the
right to private education in Malta, an independent,
sovereign sate which is not even a member of the
EEC, is rctally unwarranted. And how much more so
when we cannot ensure respect for basic human rights
in the countries of the Community, when there is the
Berufwerbot in the Federal Republic of Germany,
plasdc bullets in Northern Ireland, and so much else
besides. Also let us not forget that the educational
reforms being introduced by the Maltese Government
are in line with its election manifesto which the people
of Malta endorsed, and pan of a set of compromise

(DE) Mr President, I
Mr van Aerssen (EPP).
endorse what Mr Lomas-and the previous speaker
It is not a quesdon of interference in the domestic
affairs of a member state of the Council of Europe but

said.

of

fundamental respect

for the right of

parents to

choose their children's school. Mr President, since you
have three young children you must understand how a
father feels if his school is simply closed down and his
children are not allowed to be taught.

My second point is the method used. The church has
offered to talk with the government in Malta. The
Pope himself did this as representative of the Vatican.
These talks were refused. That is no method for
anyone seeking a compromise.

Thirdly, the Maltese parents' associations have confirmed that they do not want to interfere in internal
matters of policy but want to talk with the government
on the basis of their views as parents. In my view their
attitude must be respected, if our Parliament has made
it clear that we want good relations with Malta.
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van Aerssen

I would like to call my colleague Mrs Baduel Glorioso
that we discussed the question of rhe furure
of the financial protocol in rhe Committee on External

Appointment ofwomen to the neu Commission

as witness

Economic Reladons.

President.

To the asserrion rhat the schools are Elidst and privilege a cenain secrion of the population, I can only
reply that 850/o of the pupils in rhese private schools
are the children of workers. If parents cannot afford
the fees for these schools, the child can be educated
there for free. All children have free access to rhese
schools.

For these reasons I am in favour of this resolution. !fle
Europeans should tell the governmenr in Malta to
abandon its somewhat one-sided position.

Mr

Barzanti (COM).

(m Mr President,

with

to the debate- on the schools situation
Malta, I wish ro srare that our Group is firmly
reference

in
in
education which, obviously,

favour of freedom of
forms pan of those fundamenral freedoms which

should be safeguarded by every srate. '!7e feel, however, [hat the Community can make its position clear
while respecting, by exercising the requisite prudence,
the autonomy of each state in internal affairs, and rhat
includes Malta.

Ve

are in favour of a solution to rhe problem that is
based on tolerance and equity and excludes all privilege and all repression of freedom whether of the family or of the individual.

\7e shall thus

be voting for the amendments tabled by
the Socialist Group which, in our view, express a substantially correc approach, taking due account of lay

attitudes, to rhis question which we wish to see
resolved in a spirit of tolerance and constructive
debate.

IN THE CFIAIR: MR ALBER
Wce-Presidcnt

Mr Naries, Member of the Commission.
(DE) The
Commission is endeavouring to keep a -close eye on
the developments in the internal situation in Malta,
especially where it concerns the association agreemenr
linking Malta with rhe Communiry since 1972. However, the Commission has no detailed information on
the education policy incidenrc which are rhe subject of
today's debate. Should it turn out thar rhe conflict in
Malta.reaches a point where human rights are violated, the Commission will not hesitate as in the pasr to
condemn such practices openly.
President.

-

The debarc is closed.

(Parli.ament adopted the resolution)

The nexr irem is the motion for a resolu-

tion (Doc.-2-637/84) by Mrs Lenz and others on the
appointment of women ro rhe new Commission.

Mrs Lenz (EPP).

ment

(DE) Mr President, the appoint-

of women-to

international positions

by

the

Member States of the European Communiry is a major
sign of the imponance of the position of women in
public life. In Brussels, the former minister for family,
youth, culture and social affairs held the job of Commissioner in the Commission. This was not only
because of an unwritten political sysrem of proponionality; she was also good at her job. She is now succeeded by a man from rhe European Trade Union
Federation. Mr President, that is what could have been
reponed in a German daily newspaper if rhe Member
States had really responded m the wishes expressed on
several occasions
mosr recenrly in this year's major
- policy
resolution on women's
by rhe European Parliament and had proved their suppon for the objecdve
of. the full equaliry of women by making the appropriate appoinrmenm to the Commission.

Ve

have requested urgent procedure in order to draw
attention to this demand yet again, at a moment when
all the Member States are promising they want rc take
positive measures in favour of women. One woman
Commissioner, one first female member of rhe Commission, would not be some strange phenomenon
endowed with unheard-of expenise. She would join,
or even come from the ranks of able women politicians
now working in all the European Community parliaments, or as head of state or tovernment, as minister,
as presidenr of parliament, bank director, chairwoman
of trade unions and groups, and so on, to give only a
few examples. But there is nothing
addiess
- andof Ithe
these words to the appointed Presidenr
new
Commission
to prevenr anyone from acting wisely
- at the nexr opporrunity rhar presen$
and progressively
imelf. !7e say this in unison wirh the many European
women's associations which have senr us telegrams.
Perhaps there is still a chance for rhe Europeantommunity to demonstrare its great concern for the equaliry of women in the person of a member of the Commtsslon.

(Apphuse)

Mrs Vieczorek-Aul (S).
(DE) Honourable
- of the European Members, 530/o of the population
Community are women. In fact,, more women voted in the
elections to rhe European Parliamenr rhan men. And
yet, when chey appoint members of the Commission,
the governmenr try ro serye us a purely male selec-

tion, a selecrion of patriarchs. Ve find it totally unacceptable for no women to be represented there! This
fact alone
which is not mentioned in our resolution

-
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-future Commission.

would suffice for a vote of no confidence in

a

An appropriate number of women does not mean

a

ground? That would be extremely deplorable, not only
for women but also for men and for the whole of the

Community.
token woman either. !7e are fed up always seeing just
one woman represented in whatever capaciry; that is
cenainly not the object. The point is to ensure a genuine represenution of the population on the Communiry bodies too.

'!7e should really pass our vote of no confidence on
the governments, for it is their appointments procedure that produces the situation Mrs Lenz described.
\7e appeal to everyone, and to Mrs Lenz too, to use
their influence to ensure that the Federal German
Government, to take one instance, also appoints
women. For it can take im own decision in this matter.
So we must approach the governments too. And it is
rypical of the majority of conservative government
that they are in any case set on reducing the rights of

women and worsening their social situation. Ve
and I notice that we also have patriarchs in the European Parliament
also endorse Mrs Cinciari's

on the basis of gender
motion, for representation
alone is cenainly not enough. Ve can see from the
example of Mrs Thatcher that even a woman can pursue an

anti-women policy.

Ve hope the Commission as a body will stand up for a
women's poliry in accordance with the decisions of
the European Parliamenq and we c/ant [o help ensure
it wirh this resolution.
(Appkasefrom tbe ldt)

(NL) Mr
Mrs De Backer-Van Ocken (PPE).
- Napoleon
President, ladies and tentlemen, when

asked General Kl6ber why he was not attacking, Kl6ber answered: 'I have three good reasons. The first is
rhat I have no cannons.' Napoleon then said: 'All
right, keep the other reasons to yourself, that's good

enough for me.' Not a bad joke, but it becomes
unkind, unfriendly, insincere and unjust when it is

'S7e

therefore call for pressure to be brought to bear
on the governments of the Member States to persuade
them to change their minds and appoint women to the
Commission and so make it more balanced. This
would undoubtedly bring the Communiry closer to the
people, which was one of the premises adopted in
Fonainebleau.

And it might also make policy, European policy more
harmonious and more human.

(DA) Mr President, when we
Mr Jepsen (ED).
- matter in the Committee on
were discussing this

'!7'omen's Rights,

I decl4red that I could not vote in
favour. My group has since elected to suppon the
report. I have maintained my reservations since I find

the procedure involved extremely repugnant, and I am
therefore speaking in my own name. There is no information to what extcnt there are women in the various
Member States who wish to become Commissioners.
Most Member Governments have already designated
individuals who are to fill the posts and in my opinion
it is not only wrong to attempt to promote women in
this way, but it is also too late.

Instead, we should be going home to our respective
countries and working to ensure that some women
interest themselves in becoming candidates in the
future since I have no doubt that there are many
women who are fully qualified for these posts. But I
rrusr rhar the first woman Commissioner will be
appointed solely on the basis of her qualifications and
not as a result of prressure from us. Knowing that she is
there because she has the appropriate qualifications,
she will be that much stronger, and this is an assurance
she needs. 'S7omen who are endtled rc a place in the
Commission have no need of special treatment.
(Applause)

applied to the question of women in the Commission.

Mr President, it is a matter of

A Parliament which has a large percentage of women

Mrs Crawley (S).

members cannot regard it as normal for there to be not

deep concern to me that my first speech in this Cham-

one single women in the executive. Ve have had contact with very many very capable women in the Member States, and they are not members of my pany. So

ber must be one of outright censure on the Member
States of this Community.

suirable women are available.

Let me reiterate the indisputable fact that women
make up the majority of this European Community.
Their work and their labour has contributed to the

Ve

have a Ereal deal of respect for the work done by
the Commissioners, but they would surely be the first
rc admit that their work is not beyond human capabilities. I therefore see no reason why there should not be
women in the executive of a Community in which
women account f.or 540/o of the population. Or is it
perhaps thaq while men agree that women have their
place in the advisory and legislative bodies, they still
consider the executive to be their own hunting

-

wealth and the prosperiry of this Communiry. And yet
here we are introducing the new Commission and
once again women are being totally ignored. In 1980
this Parliament adopted a resolution statint that it was
essential for women to be properly represented in the
Commission. Mr President, so essential that here we
stand four years later pleading and begging for our
rightful representation. Directives and opinions on the
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status of vromen have in those four years flowed from
this body like confetti, and yet they are not backed up

-

by the actions of Member States in ensuring that

Group, on the famine in Ethiopia;

women's voices are properly heard in this Community.

As a Socialist Member of rhis forum, I simply do not
stand up here and ask for women Commissioners as a
token gesture or as some kind of mathematical balancing act. I ask for women Commissioners because they
will be a voice for all those women who are being sold
out by rightwing governments in this Community.

motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-667/84) by Mrs
Castle and others, on behalf of the Socialist

-

motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-672/84) by Mr
Guermeur and Mr Andrews, on behalf of the
Group of the European Democratic Alliance, on
the adoption of a Community aid programme for
the Sahel.

Mr

Christopher Jackson (ED).
Mr President,
- for millions
Ocmber is !7orld Food Day. Yet
in
developing countries
millions with empry stomachs
- be a hollow sham. In pans of
\florld Food Day will
-Africa
which normally bear crops there has been no
rain for four years. In Ethiopia alone there are six mil16

Right-wing governmenm have walked our on the sick,
the disabled, young school leavers, long-term unemployed and they have looked ro women to pick up the
bill for walking our. lfomen are being substituted in
my own country and in many countries across this
Communiry for the welfare and public spending responsibilities that Member States should be taking on.
They are being forced out of the Community and back

into homes.

I

ask this forum that in four years rime we may be on
our feet welcoming the new women Members of the
Commission.

Narjes, Member of tbe Commision.

(DE) Mr

President, the Commission has always emphasized
the
imponance of adequate represenmtion of women at all
levels and in all areas
especially with reference to
the action programme -on equal opportunities for men
and women adopted in 1981. In panicular, it is aware
of the role which women specifically should and also
can play in the framework of the European Community. Here I am not thinking only of the Commission, but of all the bodies and instirutions of the European Communiry. The Commission agrees wirh Mrs
I*nz and all the authors of the resolution rhat the governments of the Member Stares should devore more
attention to this area in future and that they can also
adopt the appropriate measures as an expression of
their concern.

President.

-

The debate is closed.

(Parliament adopted the resolution)

Hunger in the world

President.

The nexr item is the joint debate on the

following modons
for resolutions:
-

People

at home in our

countries

of

Europe feel

increasingly and righdy challenged by the conrasr
between our bulging granaries and starvation in other
parts of the world. It is a moral challenge of the most
profound sort. '!tre give ! 750 000 wonh of food aid
daily to developing counrries, but only one-renth of
that goes directly to those who are starving.

I ask the Commission now to rake acrion to
improve our emergency aid. And I ask them if they
will agree to supporr our proposal that the Community
should co-finance grain purchases by aid charities
from Europe's intervention stores of grain. This would
be one of the most effective ways of helping.
So,

(Appkuse)

Mr

lion people gradually starving.

motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-636/84) by Sir
Henry Plumb and orhers, on behalf of the European Democratic Group, and Mrs Rabbethge on
world hunger;

But our response rc today\ crisis must nor diverr us
from the most imporrant task of all, to srop even more
millions from starving in rhe future. \7e must help

rural development in the world's poorest countries.
Ve must try to make crops grow where crops have not
grown before, to double, to quadruple ourpur. of crops
from existing farms. Thar is the greatest challenge.
Africa is the disaster area of rhe world. Yes, we can
give emergency food aid, but we musr above all help
Africa to feed itself. That is why it is so viral that we
extend our efforts for rural development.

Mr

President,

I

commend

our resolution to

the

House. My group will be tabling amendments to rhe
budget to increase our supporr for aid charities and for
rural development, so that this Communiry can continue to give a lead to rhe world in helping to solve this
most tragic problem.

Mrs Castle (S).- Mr President, my morion embodies
a very simple principle. People are starving in the
drought areas ofAfrica. Europe is embarrassed by surpluses of food; we are actually distressed by rhe fact
that we have had a record harvesr which produced
23 million tonnes exra of cereals alone and we face
having to pay a big bill for stockpiling it.

The Commission tells us rhat in this current year it
estimates that the Community

will have spenr money
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on making 1.3 million tonnes of good bread-making
wheat available at cut prices for animal feed. Vhy can

v/e not feed that surplus grain to human beings
instead? \[hat is it that stops us? It is one simple fact:
the food aid programme of the Community for 1984 is
fully allocated, and the allocadon to Ethiopia is suffi-

cient merely for 30 days' supply. After that nothing
be coming except through the voluntary agencies,
and they estimate that Ethiopia alone needs 60 000

will

tonnes of food aid per month for the next l8 months.
So it is clear, is it not, that emergency action is essential if we are not just to stand back and watch people
die. I am prepared to vote for Sir Henry Plumb's

motion, even though it is inadequate, for it is not just a
question, as his motion says, of making intervention
stocks available for voluntary agencies to purchase.
Their money is limited. Oxfam recently had to spend
I 500 000 buying up surplus wheat on the open market for the famine areas. Vhat we need now is that the
EEC governmenm make extra money available for a
supplementary food-aid programme this year to enable the Commission to finance additional food-aid
supplies now.

I heard Mr Jackson say that his group believed in having a joint financing by government and voluntary
agencies. Look, they are over-pressed! It is the gov-

cheque

to the television personality who manages to

arouse public sympathy. But that is not enough. \7hat

we are asking for is action, for the European Parliament to initiate measures, immediate measures. In this
connection it has been said that in addition to the
excellent grain harvest this year, we shall have surpluses of butter and milk. It seems to me, that instead
of calling for a reduction in production, we should be
calling for better use of these surpluses for the benefit
of the hungry. This would resolve both the problems
of European agriculture and the problem of hunger in
the third world. For the present a ponion of this year's
excess European grain producdon must be sent to the
Sahel. But as a more general and more permanent
solution we are calling for the establishment of an
emergency humanitarian task-force: a permanent plan
for immediate action, with financial resources, equipment, human resources, transport, which, and I stress
this, will be ready for immediate action, without the
delays engendered by lengthy governmental or Com-

munity procedures, during which poveny

I

believe that if Parliament unanimously adopts the
resolution which we have tabled, our voice may perhaps be heard and perhaps we may hope to do something to check poveny in the world.

ernmenrc who have the money, and the governments
should provide that money now.

(Applause)

I

Mrs Rabbethge (EPP).

hope the British Conservatives

will vorc for

increases

and often reaches a point of no-return.

(DE) Mr President, hon-

my

'$7e
ourable Members, to put-it plainly, I am ashamed.
should be ashamed that we find it necessary year after
year in this House to discuss the urgent need.to combat hunger in the world.

(FR) Mr President, every
Mr Guermeur (RDE).
- reporr on television and in
day there are eye-witness
the press about the advance of the desen into vegetation, the advance of death into life. It is an implacable
process, with which we are all familiar. It begins with
roaming herds, followed by their disappearance, by
food shonages, famine, child deaths and then adult
deaths. Or it can be seen in the flight of populations,
which gather in the shanty-towns of the poorest counrries, increasing poverty, disrupting the economies of
those countries and lengthening the debts of the third
world. A few figures: Africa this year will have a per
capita gross nadonal product which is lower than in
1970; agricultural production will be 300/o lower than
it c/as in the sixties. That means that we have here an
inrclerable situation. And do not forget that every year
40 million human beings die of hunger, physically die
of hunger. That is almost equivalent to the holocaust
of the second world war euery year.

Certainly, we all know that fewer resources demand
more efficient allocation.'$7e have submitted proposals
to the Council in line with the changed economic cir-

motion too.
(Appkase)

I

believe that in the face of this we cannot remain
indifferent. But, what do we see in the most developed
countries? Passiveness, resignation, fatalism. Certainly
Community food aid does exist; cenainly from time to
dme there is a public campaign and everybody sends a

cumstances.

Now I am ashamed when I look through these proposals

to the Council, and I call on those Members who

are committed to development policy and all of you in

Parliament: please do not punish the poorest of the
poor with these new policies! Let us carry on the
development aid projects that have been started, such
as the new food strategy which is so successful and the
use of non-governmental organizations, as in Mali and
Rwanda. Vhat is at stake here is the self-sufficient
development which the European Parliament has
repeatedly called for since 1979. \(hat is at stake is
quite simply that these countries should be able m
produce their own food, with the technical and scien-

tific cooperation from all quaners which we

have

called for unanimously. These are projects which can-

not simply be stopped shon

which anyone will

understand who has had the opponunity to observe or
lead local practical and scientific pilot projects to combat hunger. That would simply be wasting and throwing out the European taxpayer's money.
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Our group also endorses the motions to provide grearcr quantities of cereals. I agree c/ith Mrs Castle that
what we have called for in our joint motion is still
inadequate. Ve also endorse the motions for resolution on the famine in Ethiopia and the Sahel. The for-

Now some have reservations abour Ethiopia. Eritrea
and Tigre are in revolt, human rights are flagrantly
violated there. But it is no use rclling those who are
about ro die of hunger that they are also being
deprived of their basic human rights. That is why we

mer reiterates the basic condition we have always set,
that the food aid should be distributed through nonBovernmenal organizations,. through humanitarian
organizations, to ensure rhat it goes where it is needed

are very much in favour of a greatly increased effon at
food aid. Thanks to God's bounry, the weather and

most.

kt

me conclude with an appeal to the Council which,
believe, is still not presenr. The Council's development aid proposals are completely ridiculous for any
responsible development politician; they are also danBerous for Parliament as a whole because they would
make us all lose our credibiliry. To quote the French
writer Antoine de Sainr-Exup6ry, to be human is to be
rcsponsible, to be ashamed at the sight of need, even if
one is obviously not directly to blame, to be proud of
the success of one's fellowmen, even rhose of a different kind, to do one's bit in the knovledge of helping
to build a better and more just world.

I

Mr Prag (ED).

Mr President, I do not think,

as

Mrs Casde said, -that it is going rc be so much a problem of money, because the price of wheat has fallen
now, in fact, ro the level of the world market. That
means we are going to be able to get much more
wheat with the money vhich is available. But ir may
well be that money is panicularly needed for the voluntary organizations.

Happily.we are dealing on rhis occasion with a matter
in which the European Community has a direct compercnce and in which it already plays a major pan.
Until 1982 the Communiry's food aid policy u/as very
largely a policy of giving away surpluses and, unfortunately, those surpluses consisted very largely of
milk, wine and meat
of rhem not really suiable
- all
for giving away as food
aid. Milk powder can be very
dangerous for infants, as we all know. \7ine is of
course rctally unsuitable and mear is not really suitable
either.

Then in 1982, largely ar rhe instance of this Parliament, came the Community's Hunger in the Vorld
programme
magnificent programme of seed
- aand
research stations
antidesertification projects. Bur
these are long-rcrm projects. They need time. The
famine that is now raging in Ethiopia, in the Sahel and
in southern Africa cannot be dealt with by long-term
measures. But God and our farmers have given us
another super-abundant harvest, this time of cereals,
and the means of dealing wirh the famine which is raging in Africa. They have given us the ideal commodity
for emergency aid, namely cereals. The Communiry
and the Member States already give away nearly rwo
million tonnes of cereals ayear. Thar is one tonne for
every 15 tonnes that we consume in the Communiry
ourselves.

the hard work of our farmers, grain is flowing inro our

My group urges rhe Commission through
determined proposals for acrion and the Member
States through their decisions ro ensure that our good
fortune is used m relieve the misery of those now
threatened with srarvation.
granaries.

Mr Cicciomessere (NI).

(17) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I have listened
with sympathy rc the
noble speeches of the sponsors of the resolutions. Alas,
our words will not feed the poor
they are waiting
for action. The problem of world- hunger cannor be
regarded in humaniarian terms alone. It is related to
securiry issues and it is madness to think rhat the
deaths of millions upon millions from starvatiorr can be
tolerated: madness not only from a humane point of
view but also in the conrcxt of world problems. It is
thus not merely a marrer either of chariry or of rhe disposal of Europe's food surpluses. Our concerns shoqld
be different.

Vhile I support the proposals for emergenry food aid,
I must sound a warning about the dangers of such a
poliry, oriented

as it is exclusively to Europe's inreres$
and of effecting aid solely by means of food supplies
which may prove rc be counterproductive in their
effects. The help provided should be comprehensive,
multisectoral and should concern itself wirh infrasrructures as well, because only in this way can rhe recipients attain self-sufficiency in food.

\fhile we make our

enunciations, Europe's commit-

ment ro the Third and rhe Founh'!/orld is being progressively reduced
so is the budget for the pur- and
pose. I was disturbed
to hear Commissioner Tugen-

dhat confirm that payments for aids have not been
implemented for the currenr year and

I

am concerned

at the proposal to abolish Anicle 958 of the Budget.
Our words, our promises have no backing in practical
effon.
The amendments which I offer for your consideration
are aimed primarily to ensure that there is continuiry
with the effons of the previous Parliamenr and that we
confirm the political resolve expressed in a number of
existing documents. I call in panicular on the Commission to stare clearly to Parliament whether the payments concerned have been effected or not.

Mr Vurtz (COM).

(FR) Mr President, in connection wish the rheme-of this debate, I wish to sound a
note of warning and to issue an urgenr appeal on one
panicular point.
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The warning relates to a Chapter of the draft Council
budget, namely the one which provides for a definite
reduction in development aid and, within rhat framework, for a 270/o cut in food aid and the abolition of
the special programme to combat famine.

At a time when Lom6 III is still incomplete, when our
ACP panners include some of the poorest counrries in
the world and when the FAO has announced that this
year some five hundred million people, or almost one
person in ten, will be short of food, the Council's decision is unacceptable and I think we should make it
clear here and now that we shall not accept it. Vhich
leads to the urgent appeal.

Ve

have tabled a motion for a resolution expressing
Parliament's refusal rc sanction this policy. If this
resolution is given massive support, even before there
has been concrete discussion of each chapter of the
1985 budgeq it will give our Parliament a definite
advantage which will enable it to negotiate from a position of sffength when the time comes.

Just as there will, I hope, be a large consensus in
favour of the three resolutions on hunger, which we
are discussing at the moment, and of the resolution,
which we are tabling and which I believe is complementary to them, and which ought to receive a large
number of signatures, whether communist, green,
socialist, liberal, Christian-democrat, or even, Mr
Jackson, conservative. If not to express the political
will, at least to show our common respect for human
dignity.

Mr Maher (L).- Mr President, I have three points
to make. First, I should like those Members of this
Parliament who advocate increased food aid to people
in those pans of the world where climatic conditions
panicularly are unreliable, and which therefore suffer
from drought or too much rain at times, to give up
their Jekyll and Hyde attitude. I have heard the very
same people urging very strongly that we get a balance
berween supply and demand within the Community in

relation to agricultural production. Now

if we get a

balance between supply and demand, how do we have
any surplus to disribute? I think the British in particular are leading the band here. I am glad Mrs Castle
has come back, for she is one of those who are consantly urging that food production be reduced. If we
reduce food production, how de we have anphing to
distribute? I think we need a consisrent approach.

My

second point is this. Yesterday the President-inOffice of the Council gave figures for food aid in the
Sahel region and in Ethiopia. He made the point that
they gave approximarcly 4 000 tonnes of powdered

milk. Now we know that there are over 900 000
tonnes of powdered milk in stock, and I do not agree
with Mr Prag that powdered milk is dangerous for
babies provided it is used in the right way. Ve know
also of course that children suffer greatly in these dis-

I would advocate that there be
more powdered milk given from our stocks.
as'trous situations, and

My third point is that I hope the Communiry will pay
greater attention to the actual distribution of this food
aid when it gets to the country. Ve hear harrowing
stories of the food aid ending up being traded in the

country and not going to the people who are really
dying of hunger.

Mr Antony (DR).

(FR) Mr President, colleagues,

- Sir Henry Plumb's morion for a
we willingly support
resoludon, but we should also like to point out that
the problem of world hunger, however moving it may
be, is not without cause.
That cause includes the irresponsible regimes of many
third world countries, regimes which are irresponsible
or corrupted by communism, whose defence budgets
are a veritable challenge
and dying of hunger.

to those who are suffering

The European Community is supplying aid to Ethiopia, but Colonel Mengistu's Ethiopia is the most
bloody regime which that country has ever known in
all im history. There are a million dead in Ethiopia.
But whose fault is it? Ultimately it is the fault of those

who encourage war to foster subversion, who

are

everywhere under a thousand guises: the Soviets.

There is Africa. Africa and its misfonunes. But there
are also the insane budgets of the African armies.
There are the overweening imperialist aims of Mr
Kadhafi, the puppet in the hands of the KGB.
There are people dying of hunger in Cambodia today.
There is shonage of food eveqywhere in Vietnam. But
Vietnam has the third largest army in the world and
expends all the energies of its brave people in totally
unconsidered arms expenditure.

Ve

say that effective aid must be provided for all the
suffering of the world, but Europe must first of all
reassume its role of guardian, establishing peace and
harmony everywhere and calling the tune rc the most
formidable imperialism ever known to history, communism, the unacceptable face of modern slavery,
with im two billion victims and the 150 million dead in

the gulags.

It is our belief that it will only really be possible rc aid
the third world and the hungry if less money is
devoted to the wars which cause so much evil.

Tomorrow, when there is peace once more in the
Maghreb countries, the countries of black Africa, the
countries of the Middle East and Indo-China, the
technicians, trained personnel and engineers of old
Europe will be able to provide the assistance needed
by these countries, whose peoples will at last find that
the price.of the blood which is spilt is too high.
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Mr de Courcy Ling (ED).
President, this is by
- Mr
far the most imporr,anr motion
this House has debated
since the European elecrions last June, and I am
delighted to see that all panies are united on the need
to face up [o rhe groresque contrast between a superabundance of food in the Community and famine in the
Third Vorld
famine in Africa in particular.

-

Mr

President, rhe right not to die of hunger is the
most fundamental of all human rights, and it is a righr
which the Community is equipped m defend. The people Europe demand this of Parliamenr and we, the
Parliament, demand it of the Commission. Now at the
moment the Commission is in a smrc of uncertainty
because we do nor know whether Mr Pisani will continue as the Commissioner for Development. I therefore urge the French administration to decide soon on
the name of the successor to Mr Pisani.

In this House we often see the worst side of British
parliamentary traditions. \7e often see rhe mosr brutish aspects of British Labour Party behaviour here.
However, let me take a leaf out of one of our better
parliamentary traditions and congratulate Mrs Crawley, a parliamentary neighbour of mine in the Midlands, on her maiden speech. I do not share many of
her polidcal ideas bur I do congratulate her on her
fluency.

Maybe a women Commissioner could be found rc fill
the vacancy left by Mr Pisani. I can think of more than
one leading female politican of the opposition parries
in France who would do this job very well. S7e already
have five former Eeasury and finance ministers in the
Commission. Ler us have in this post someone wirh
imagination who will nor be prepared to accept a 270/o
cut in food aid under Chapterg as between 1984 and
1985.

very precise in speaking on behalf of the Commission
on each of the three motions separately.

On the resolution concerning the tragic subject of
world hunger, ler me firsr say that, conscious of the
catastrophic food situation in a large number of developing countries, especially in Africa, the Communiry is
already devoting considerable sums ro food aid. The
current situation, however, calls for even greater effon
and this is why in the 1985 budget the Commission has
proposed to increase the amounts of cereals and of
dairy products compared with 1984. The European
Parliament will be discussing rhese proposals in the
course of the budget debate.

As regards food aid for African countries afflicted by
drought, Community aid will amounr ro over 450 OOO
tonnes of cereals for 1984. This is an increase of
50 000 tonnes on 1983 and of 100 000 tonnes on 1982:
you will see that this is a considerable rising trend. It
represenm a value of 102 million ECUs, or 41 per cent
of the mtal amounr of food aid granted directly to
developing countries. To this musr be added another
60 million ECUs given to international and non-governmenal organizations working in Africa.

Moreover, these organizations can always purchase

food from Community intervenrion stocks. But they
cannot have them at privileged prices until special
appropriations are included in the budget for this purpose. Nor is it possible ro rake such appropriations
from those already earmarked for food aid.
As regards longer-term measures, the new Lom6 Convention
Lom6
is still being negotiated
- accounrIIIofwhich
takes full
the food problems of the ACP
countries. The same can be said of Anicle 930 of rhe

budget as regards non-associared developing countrles.

Coming noy/ ro the problem of Ethiopia, let me
remind you that already in 1984 rhe Commission has

(Appkuse)

Mrs Ewing (RDE).
Mr President, it is one of the
principles of the Convendon
of Lom6 not ro relate
food aid in any way ro our condemnarions of r6gimes
but to consider the need and rhe srarvation. The Sahel
is advancing ar 8 km ayear, bringing with it a permanent problem of starvation in all the areas concerned. I
feel that the reason the Lom6 pannership is so successful is precisely because we lrear them all as parrners
and do not sit in judgment on their individual attirudes
to things that may be different from our own. If we
change that in any way, we end rhe pannership in any
meaningful sense. Anyway they are moving on human
rights. For the first time a resolution to this effect was
adopted at the lasr meering of the EEC-ACP Consultadve Assembly.

Mr Giolitti, Member of the

Mr

Commission of the Earopean

President, in view of the
imponance of -rhe problem under debare I have to be
Communities.

11.10.84

(17)

allocated and delivered ro rhar counrry considerable
amounts of food aid. Overall, up to this momenr decisions have been uken for the supply by way of food
aid of about 55 000 tonnes of cereals and 3 500 lonnes

of dairy products. Ar this momenr rhe l8 000 tonnes of
cereals granted under the emergenry procedure in
June of this years are being distributed in Ethiopia's
most droughr-stricken regions. Transpon within the
country of rhis aid is being paid for from the emergenry financial aid granted by the Commission for
drought victims in Ethiopia. In addition, financial
emergency aid for victims of drought and famine
amounting to 5 500 000 ECUs has been granted. This
is being distributed locally by UNDRO oi the International Commirree of the Red Cross or by our own
delegation, to bodies operaring on rhe spor for financing. internal rransporr/rhe supply of essential goods
such as food, seeds etc.

In view of the present situation the Commission

is

examining the following possibilities. First: the provi-
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sion as soon as possible, with deliveries ar the beginning of 1985, of cereals aid to the amounr of 25 000
tonnes for the Food for the Vorld project which
should be finalized in mid-October, that is within a
few days. Second: continuation of emergenry financial
aid. Third: the granting of supplementary emergency
food aid to be supplied at the beginning of tggs
through internadonal and nongovernmental organizations. Founh: granting at the beginning of t98s the
food aid to be given to Ethiopia under the food aid
programmes for the whole of the year.
These decisions will be taken in the light of the Community's possibilities and of the measures to be undertaken by other donor bodies, bilateral and multilateral,

with which the Community is in constant touch. The
Commission, in giving its financial and food aid to the

various local, international and non-governmental
organizations, has always been guided by their ability
to act on the spot.

The third problem is that of the Sahel with which the
third resolution is concerned. The Commission fully
shares the concern which has been expressed over the
seriousness of the situation in that region. The Com-

mission is dealing with these problems in the light of
their nature, which is panly conjunctural and partly
structural and this approach is reflected in our programme, which has been panly in the implementation
stage since the beginning of this year and is panly in
the state of preparation.

In the first place, the programme

concentrates on
those I
- by the
call conjunctural. In view of the drought caused
absence or unfavourable distribution of rainfall, the
Commission has supplied in 1984 food aid which up to
this moment amounts to 87 000 tonnes of cereals, as
well as supplying dairy and other products, and it has
also provided emergency aid consisting in taking responsibiliry for the costs of internal transport and disribudon within the affected areas. The amount of this
is 10 million ECUs. This aid is additional to that supplied bilaterally by the Member States. In the coming
months coordination will be improved.
measures

\7ith the outcome of the coordination meeting and the
information on this year's harvest in the Sahel, which
is expected before the meeting, the Commission will
be in a posidon to make a more accurate assessment of
the siruation and deal with it with the means at its disposal.

As regards the long-term aspects, the programme aims
to eliminate the structural causes of hunger and underdevelopment. The Commission will thus be continuing
the work initiated in 1982 consisting in analysis and
research, identification of problems, organization of
aid which aims to increase the efficary of the Community's contribution to the fight against world hunger.
It will be remembered that in 1983 16 600 000 ECUs
were committed for long-term measures to eliminate
the underlying causes of the harsh conditions of life of
the inhabitants of this region, such as prevention of

desertificadon or better utilizadon of the irrigation
networks of the villages. Activities of this rype will be
continuing in the coming months on the basis of an
additional commirmenr of 13 900 000 ECUs.
This long-term approach will be reflected in the Third
Lom6 Convention. Cooperation in agriculture will aim
to ensure the self sufficienry in food of the ACP countries by more intensive and improved farming, assistance for development of secondary and teniary activides related to food producdon and the development of
agricultural research.

President.

to resolve shon-term problems

Indeed, realizing the need for early coordinated action, France has put forward a plan for organizing the
various aids and this has been adopted at Community

level. In this connection the Commission will be
organizing at the end of October, that is when

detailed information is available on the food situation,
a coordinadng meeting with the Member States at
which it should be possible to work out a coordinated
aid plan. Preparations for the meeting are being carried out on the spot by Commission delegates in cooperation with orher donors of bilateral or multilateral
aid from information collected in the course of missions to each of the countries concerned with the use
of modern rcledata resources. This will make it possible to prevent a deterioration of the food and health
situation of the populations most at risk.

-

The debate is closed.

(Parliarnent adopted the tbree motions

for

resolutions in

successiae ootes)

Steel imports

President.

The next item is the motion for a resolu-

tion (Doc.- 2-644/84) by Mr lTagner and others, on
behalf of the Socialist Group, rejecting an increase in
steel impons from third countries.

(DE) Mr President, honourable
Mr Vagner (S).
- 1983 the European Parliament
Members, in May
adopted by a large majoriry a fundamental motion for

a resolution and resolutely declared that the political
leaders and the steel employers must do all they can to
ensure that the restructuring of the steel industry,
which was ineviable in view of the well-known circumstances and developments, did no harm socially,
or to individuals, regions or jobs. As we clearly
emphasized at the time, that also means effective
external protection against undercutting and flooding
of the markets within the European Community, especially the German market. I now appeal again to the
Federal Republic to continue aiming at the consistent
application of the control instruments so that, espe-
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cially in the case of srcel firms undergoing major restructuring,
I am thinking of the Saar, forraine,
- \Tallonia and the
Luxembourg,
many heavily hit
regions in the United Kingdom
Europeans will
stand togehter and the external protection
measures
really are implemenrcd. 'We must pur an end to the
fraudulent third-country imports via other counrries,
including European Community countries, which
Eurofer has now proved to have occurred. That is why
w.e are addressing the governments and rhe Commis-

slon.

It it also necessary for those responsible, the Council,
the Commission and the governments acting rogerher
to carry out the will of Parliament and the Consultative Committee, which at its last meering again called
for the necessary funds to be made available for rhe
social and regional accompanyint measures. In this
context, ir is no use just promising substitute jobs all
the time; they must really be created in the steel crisis
regions concerned.

It goes against the spirit and aims of the ECSC Treaty
for people to lose their jobs. So steel workers musr nor
be dismissed, especially nor young workers.

The following is also imponant here. In Chicago a few
days ago, the Secretary-General of the International
Iron and Steel Institute forecasr, on rhe basis of reliable data, rhat steel demand and steel consumpdon in

the industrialized councries would sagnate or

even

decline next year. The USA's long-term high interest
poliry and the sricter impon resrricrions the USA has
now adopted will serve to increase the pressure on the
European steel market and mean thar the upward
economic trend in the USA has a detrimental effect on

the European economic situation next year. That
means that the most recenr developmenr

to

restriction agreemenrc are signed.

I

ask you ro endorse our morion for a
resolution and call again on the Council to reject these
import relaxations.
(Applause)

(FR) Mr President, I wish to sup- resolution
pon Mr 'S7'agner's
and to call upon the
Commission to take a firm line on external protecrion,
but at the samc time a dynamic one as regards our

Mrs Lizin (S).

presence in the American marke6, as

.

of the French-speaking areas of Belgium and
of the Charleroi and Lidge regions. fu

regards these regions I should like to ask the Commission
and Mr Narjes in panicular
measures
- what
- to take to speed up specific
it expects
regional mea-

sures, noably those in the form of inrcgrarcd programmes in favour of these areas to coordinate the use
of European financial resources inrcnded for stcelrelated sectors and all the sectors undergoing reorganisation. I should also like to know what son of rime
scale the Commission envisages in respect of the measures relating to the areas rc which I have referred.

Mr

Fitzgerald (RDE).

Mr

-

President and col-

leagues, I too wish to suppoft the motion conveying to

the Commission and Council rhat we cannor and will
not rclerate any relaxation on imports of quantities of
steel into the Communiry.

I

suggest

to the

sponsors

of the motion that

they

examine rhe English texr of paragraph 1, which might
be regarded as somewhat ambiguous. I want to be sure
that in the call that goes out from this Parliament there
is no ambiguity on what it is the Members of this
House demand from the Commission and Council.

Much hardship has been created in steel communities
of reorganization and
rationalization and by the job-losses suffered and the
family incomes affected thereby. Because of that hardship
we have spenr a lor of time at this pan-session
and -recent part-sessions discussing youth unemployment and we shall be discussing longterm unemploy-

over the years by policies

ment

every step we take must rake account of the

rapidly-growing
unemployment figures in our Communl[y.

enrirely

against the Commission's declared inrcnt to relax
impqrts and even to increase the volume of steel
impons for 1985 when the third-country voluntary

That is why

also

especially

Mr \Tagner

said.

I should also like to underline the imponance of the
currenr negotiarions with rhe United Sates on tubes.

Today, whole regions of Europe, especially the older
ones, are making a dercrmined effon to reorganise
and to make good rhe deficiencies left by rhe iron and
srcel industry. I am thinking mainly of lorraine, bur

I represent a consriruency in the southern parr of Ireland heavily affected by unemployment, particularly
during the past 12-18 months. This monrh alone we
shall, as I said in rhe House ar Question Time rwo

days ago, lose a shipbuilding industry and all the skills
associated with it. Ve also have in Cork Harbour the
only Irish steelmill, which has been subjecred rc an

approved rationalization and reorganizadon programme, where the substantial numbers of employed
some years back have now been halved, but where
more than 500 rcrribly imponant jobs are still being
maintained.

I add my voice rc rhar of the sponsors of this resolution to ensure rhar the message goes loud and clear
So

to the Commission and Council rhat there be no relaxation of impon controls; that there be no increase in
impons from any counrries wharoever, panicularly in
view of the references made to the possible down-turn
in world trade in steel.

Mr

Christenscn (ARC).

-

(DA)

Mr

President, I

speak on behalf of the People's Movemenr against the

lr.
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EEC. This proposal represenr a blaant piece of anificial protectionism. For many years the countries concerned have had the opponunity to restructure add
modernize their iron and steel industries, but this has
never been done on the appropriate scale. Vho has to
pay the price? The answer is the European iron and
metal industries which are forced to pay prices 20 to
250/o above the world market price. My country, Denmark, has to impon 800/o of its srcel requirements.
This means that the Danish iron and metal industries
have to spend an exra 1 000 million. This we cannot
accept. It is against Danish interests. It is against the
general interests of the European iron and metal processing industries to pay the higher prices proposed in
the repon, which are already prescribed in the Communiq/s coal and steel legislation. It is said that jobs
are bcing lost, and I shall conclude with the observation that there are jobs being lost through anificial
increases in the price of raw marcrials for industrial
production. I recommend that this proposal be given
the fate it deserves, namely that it be scrapped.

Mr

Buttafuoco (DR).

(/,7)

Mr

President, ladies

and gentlemen, I rise on behalf of the Group of the
European Right to support the motion by Mr'!flagner
and others rejecting an increase in steel imports from
third countries. \7e are totally in agreement with the
motion for a resolution, especially in points I and 2,
because it would be absurd to increase steel impons
from third counries for 1985 when it is proposed to
reduce production quotas for our own countries, for
example France, and to an even greater extent Italy.

In Italy, the rwo principal

steel plants,

in Cornigliano

in the province of Genova and Bagnoli in the province

of Naples are in

crisis. This means

for our country,

and more particularly for the people of the regions
concerned, a funher and damaging increase in unemployment. Ialy has expended billions of lire rc
improve the efficiency of the Bagnoli plant. If impons
from third counries are to be increased, this money

will

have been thrown down the drain.

Because of these considerations, which I believe apply
to the economy of the Community as a whole, we

shall be vodng for the resolution.

(DE) This
- our impon
motion gives us an opponuniry to explain
poliry and to clear up some misunderstandings. Moreover, may I say that we shall endeavour to answer

Mr Naries, Member of the Commission.

those Members who put specific questions on other
aspects in writing.

Firstly, on the impon sysrcm. The Commission's proposals on the extcrnal pan of the measures for srcel in
no way depan from the policy it has pursued for years.
The quantities are in line with the agreements reached
berween the industrialized countries in the OECD in
1977. Subsequendy, several of them signed voluntary

restriction agreements with the Community and
agreed to burden sharing to prevent the main burden
of the restructuring of the steel sector from being
shifted from one country to another.

Following this principle, the Communiry linked the
adjustment of the volumes agreed with the supplier
countries to the trend in the market consumPtion in
the Community. In view of cenain less favourable factors resulting from the 1983 rend, it decided to
reduce the impon volume for 1984 by 12.50/o compared to the 1980 basis figure. It very much looks as
though consumption in 1984 will about 5.50lo higher
than in 1983. Since the Commission believes it will
continue to increase in 1985, the proposed 70/o redvction in 1985 ois-i-ois the 1980 figure does not even
correspond to the level that would be justified in view
of the resuh expected for 1984. Moreover, it must be
pointed out that each percentage point in these calculations only corresponds to about 70 - 80 000 tonnes,
while overall Communiry production must be about
118 million tonnes.
As for the thesis that steel which can no longer be sold
in the USA because of the impon restrictions adopted
there will flow back to the Community, the Commission takes the view that the Community's external steel
measures offer adequate prorccdon against this even-

tuality. Furthermore, those countries which have
signed agreements with us are tied to the agreed volumes, without regard for the market situation of the
United States, whilc the supplier countries which have
signed no such agreement with us have to keep to the
basic impon prices.
In the case of any undercutting of the basic prices, the
Commission can very quickly initiate anti-dumping
proceediirgs at the request of those concerned, which
as you know was done in 1983 for a number of steel
products. Since this system was inroduced in 1978,
the Communiry has managed to stabilize impons from
third countries globally. It therefore regards this system as satisfactory in the special situation in which the
steel industry now finds itself.

May I add that the 1985 proposals to the Council are
consistent with our international obligations and that
the external measures, with their two components of
basic prices and agreements, are a fair and balanced
instrument to prevent imports from having any adverse

effects on the inrcrnational market or on the srcel
industry in this current very thorny quesdon of restructuring.
President.

-

The debate is closed.

(Parliament adopted tbe resolution)

TransPort

Presidcnt.

-

The next ircm is the joint debate on:
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Prcsident

-

the motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-635/84/rev.)
by Mr Anastassopoulos and orhers on the implemenmtion of a genuine common transporr policy;

the modon for

a resolution (Doc. 2-665/8$ by
- Mr Visser and orhers,
on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on Eurocontrol.

Mr Anastassopoulos (PPEI, author of the resolation.
(GR) Mr President, the transpon sector has not made
much impression on the Council of Ministers for
30 years and this is still the case. And I ask myself
whether, at the end of the day, it needs events like the
srikes of 1984, the blocking of roads and the border
congestion, ro make us sit up and pay more a[rcntion

to transporr, and ponder just how easy it is for us to
sink into chaos from one day ro rhe nexr precisely
because of indifference and rhe lack of any serious
policy.
The reaties provide for such a poliry and the founders
of the Community saw the need to strive for improvements in the transpon sector in order to put a more
human face on the living and transport conditions of
the Communiry's inhabitants and m bring about the
integration of the internal market. I fear that, retrerrably, their heirs have turned out to be small in thought
and deed, or rarher that conflicting inrerests have
triumphed. \7e have reached the point where Parliament has brought legal proceedings against the Coun-

cil for failure to act, with the

case now in its final
sages at the European Coun. This in itself shows just
how crucial it is for us ro gel togerher, a poliry on the
transporr, secror. Even the facr that there is a risk of
the 1983 and 1984 infrastructure project credits being
lost due to rhe Council's failure ro approve rhe regulation would suffice to show how imperative ir is to take
acdon on the problem.

My motion has co-signarories from various factions
and I appeal rc all sodes ro supporr ir.

Mr Yrsser (S). :-_ (NL) Mr Presidenr, I will be very
brief because of the time. The Eurocontrol question
largely concerns the positions of the Netherlands and
Belgium. For the Netherlands it is of the utmost
imponance for decisions taken by the European Parliament and also by the narional parliaments to be
implemented and for an early decision now to be
taken ro ransfer the responsibility for air raffic to a
central authoriry so rhat safety in the air above 30 000
feet can be improved. For Belgium it is very imponant
for a decision to be taken as quickly as possible on
whether or nor ir should iuelf make extenii"e invesrments. In this respecq time is very much of the essence. Things are increasingly being done by rhe civil
service. The Ministers are incapable of aking decisions.

Next Saturday consultarions will again be aking place
at ministerial level. If they again fail to produce any

kind of result, there is most definitely a danger of the
Eurocontrol question being shelved. I therefore make
an urgent appeal to the Ministers of the Member
States concerned to waste no more time in making the
polidcal breakthrough.
As regards the resolution on Eansporr, I should like to
express my group's concern at the possibiliry of the
decision taken at rhe meeting of the Council of Trans-

pon Ministers on

10

May coming to nothing. The

Commissioner himself said rhat he

believe

in the political

did not

really

compromise reached on

10 May. This statement causes us some concern. For
the moment we wanr to hang on rc this one package,
and we therefore call on the Commissioner ro ensure
that it is retained and that a meering of rhe Council of
Transport Ministers is held as soon as possible. The
plan at the moment is for this meering to take place in
mid-December. That is far too late: it must be held in
mid-November. The Minister for Transpon has said
thar he will ry ro have the meeting brought forward,

and I for my part very much hope he succeeds.

Mr Huckfield (S).
Mr President, I simply wanr ro
present a dissendng- minority viewpoint on behalf of
the British Labour Pany members. 'Itre would find ir
difficult rc supporr or vorc for anything
and this
- which
proposal cenainly comes under that heading
would exrend the competence and the jurisdiction
of
the Community or any of its institutions. Ve are
aware, of course, that there are legal proceedings
stemming from a Council of Minisrers' decision on
10 May
over lack of progress and failure ro acr.

That is a-lack of protress to which, frankly, we do nor
object. However, the main reason that we would disagree with the motion for a resolution is that these are
measures which can have legal effect within the Mem-

ber States. If the Member Smtes do not implement
these rules and regulations, rhey can be taken to the
European Coun. I cannor supporr,, on behalf of my

colleagues, an extension of Community transpon
poliry. I must therefore dissent from this resolution.

Mr Cornelissen (PPE).
(NL) Air transport differs
from this place, Mr President,
in that it is not just a
question of minures. Air traffic above the Benelux
countries and Nonh Germany can be compared to
shipping in the Channel. As the density of traffic
increases, international controls are absolutely essential rc safety. The national parliaments, the fusembly

of the Council of Europe and the European Parliament have been pressing this point for years. The
nadonal Transpon Ministers responsible hesitate and
ask for repon after reporr from the national aviation
authorities, who are naturally opposed to the transfer
of their powers ro Euroconrrol. It seems as if the Ministers want to use one evil to overcome another. Does
there have to be another collision like that involving

the Mont-Louis before the Minisrers finally cut thE
All the parliaments have had their say, and it is

knot?
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Cornelissen

now up to the Minisrcrs. Eurocontrol should not be
allowed to fall while they go on talking. Senatu deliberante

perit Saguntum.

Mr Cassidy (ED).
Mr President, once again, of
- has spoken with the authentic
course, Mr Huckfield
voice of Socialist reaction against anything which
could be regarded as progress. His parry and, indeed,
those on the left generally regard a common ttansport
policy as something to be resisrcd because the main
obstacles to a common transport policy are the Member State governments, particularly in the matter of
airfares and air agreements. Ve in Europe are paying
scandalously high fares because governmenrc throughout the Communiry have to maintain loss-making,
inefficient nationalized airlines for which we are all
payrnt both through our taxes and in inflated airfares.
The sooner we deregulate the skies of Europe the betrcr.

behalf of the Group of the European Democratic Alliance, and Mrs Martin and others on the urgent need
to find a solution to the serious problems facing the
poultrymeat and egg sectors.
Since no one has asked to speak, we shall proceed to
the vorc.
(Parliament adopted the resolution)

Hurricane Hortense

The next item is the motion for a resolu-

President.

tion (Doc.- 2-666/84) by Mrs Pery and Mr Arndt on
the natural disasters caused by hurricane 'Hortense' in
Aquitaine.
Since no one has asked to speak, we shall proceed to
the vote.

Mr Vijsenbeek

(L).-

(NL) Mr President, ladies and

( Parliament

adopted tbe resolution)

gentleman, there is only one issue here, the frusration

of the will of this Parliament and of national parlia-

It

is high time that we and our national colleagues srcpped putting up with this and, if necessary,
staned making use of the sffongest means available to
us to implement what the national parliaments and
therefore the public want. Let us adopt these resolutions unanimously and take steps to ensure that the
ments.

will of parliaments

(DE) Mr
Naries, Member of the Commission.
as
President, the Commission is entirely in agreement
regards the motion for a resolution on Eurocontrol. It
would only like to add she sutgestion that it should
also be put to the national parliaments since, as you
know, Eurocontrol is not subject to the Community's
decision-making procedure.
'Sfl'e

are also in full agreement as regards the urgent
resolution on ransport poliry. It is a misunderstanding
to interpret Mr Contogeorgis as having said that he
had given up the 10 May package. There can be no
question of that! On the contrary, a special meeting of
the Council of Transport Ministers will be held on
8 November and we hope it will at last sake the decisions which the officials were unable to prepare. For
the rest we share your concern about the 1983 and
1984 budgeu

-

The debate is closed.

(Parliament adopted the

tan

-

The topical and urgent debate is closed.

(The sitting was suspended dt 1.05 p.m. and resumed at
3

p.*.)

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

is done.

Mr

Presidcnt.

President.

motions

for resohtions in

successioe ootes)

Poultrymeat
President.
The next ircm is the motion for a resolution (Doc.-2-677/84) by Mr Mouchel and others, on

President

Mr President, I would like rc
Mr Sherlock (ED).
- which comes from a similar
raise this point of order,
point of order which I made to you at our last partsession. It seems that no action has been taken on the
warning that I gave as to what constituted the correct
and proper equipment that any Member could bring
into or into the vicinity of this Chamber. I admit that I
raised it in my customary, perhaps slightly humorous,
manner, but you should realize,I think, Mr President,
having known me for 5 years, that I am never more
serious than when I am attempting to be humorous. I
did demand an enquiry, and in view of yesrcrday's low
and vulgar display by cenain red-nosed comedians in
this Chamber I wonder why you did not take steps to
institute those enquiries immediately.
President.
Mr Sherlock, an inquiry has been
ordered and- is at present being carried out. The resulrc
of this inquiry will be communicated both to the College of Quaestors and to the Bureau, and you will be
informed of the conclusions arrived at.

I would avail myself of this opportunity to say that
what happened yesterday was, in my view, intolerable.
(Apphusefrom the centre and right)
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Kl"pr"lr, on behdf of thc Group of thc European Pcoplct Perty, Sir Hcnry Plumb, on behalf of the Europcan Democratic Group, Mr Ccrvct{ on behalf of thc
C-ommunist and Allies Group, Mrs Vci[ on bchalf of

thc Liberal aad Dcmocratic Group, Mr dc la Mdlne,
on behalf of tte Group of thc Europcan Democratic
Alliance, Mr Gracfc zu Beringdorf, on behalf of thc
Rainbow Group and Mr [r Pcn, on behalf of thc
Group of thc Europcan Righg on intcrpadiamentary
dclegetions for rclations with third countries.
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should have been carefully checked again where they
are really needed in the interests of the European citizens and the citizens of the other countries, so as not
to let this rather rapid decision give rise to the suspicion that some people simply want to travel.
But che second, more serious reason is the manner of

voting with regard rc the Turkey delegation. Beforehand, aU the group chairmen had agreed that provision should be made for the Turkey delegation, but
that it should not be set up for rhe time being. Now
this agreement between the group chairmen is sud-

denly undermined by a small majority which is
obviously concerned wirh human rights only in the
case of ccrain tovernments, but nor all of them; and
that is what this vote has shown.

Exphnations ofoote

Ve will
Mr Klcpsch (EPP).
(DE) I have the honour ro give
this explanation of -vot€ on behalf of the Group of
European Democrats and my own group.

I want to make rwo points. Ve think we were right to
decide rc represenr our electors, as regaids monitoring
the activities of the Council, with the aid of this delegation. Ve believe thar in the form in which we have
put it, this decision incorporates adequate mechanisms
to prevent any improper conduct.

Secondly, during a vote which barely came out in
favour of the text, we did nor vore for rhe rcxt because
we believe we should support the path to democracy
on which Turkey has embarked. !7e quite agreo that
the situation there is nor yer as ir should be. Ve also
believe that thanls to the demands set our by this Parliament, Turkey will continue along the road to
democracy. Ve will accompany it, and will naturally
respect the wisdom of the fusociation Council, since it
is a body connecrcd with the fusociation. As soon as
the fusociation Council takes a decision which affects
our current posirion, we shall respond to it. But at rhe
present moment, may I say that we are all on the side
of those who want to see the full implementation of
human rights in Turkey.
(Apphusefton the centre and igbt)

(DE) The Socialist Group
Mr Arndt (S).
vorc for this resolution,
for Ewo reasons.

will nor

(Intemtptions)

Do wait and listen to what I have to say! Firstly, we
considered that the Bureau should estaLlish clearly
once again in the light of rhe experience of the past
five years whar need there is for the parliamentary
delegations. In the Socialist Group's view, we musr nor
be suspected of merely serdng up a European ravel
agency for parliamentary delegations by means of
these decisions. On the other hand, we know that parliamentary delegadons are necessary. That is why ir

continue to do our urmosr rc ensure rhat a
Turkish delegation is set up only when we have an
assurance that real democratic progress is being made
us,
and not immediately
as could now happen on rhe
baisis of your majority decision. !7e shall not ler rhe

in Turkey, as Mr Klepsch has already promised

-

Turks prescribe whether we should vote for or against
such a decision.

For these f,rvo reasons, but also because

I

wish to

cooperarc with this House, we shall merely absain on
this resolution.

Mrs Vcil (t).- (FR) I should like to say how much
we regret the vodng on rhe delegation to Turkey. It
had been discussed at length at the group chairmen's
meeting when we prepared the joint modon for a resolution. \7e had agreed on a rexr to maintain the status

qrc as decided by the last Parliamenr. 'Stre considered
in fact
there seemed to be agreement
rhar
- andhad
- not
the situadon
not changed, that Turkey had
made sufficient protress rcwards observance of democratic rights; There is in fact a great difference
- and
this is the point on which I wish to make my explana-

tion

of the parliamenary
rc Turkey and the other Parliamentary
delegadons. Ve are told of course
we maintain
- andwhich
relations with a number of countries
do nor
ben/een the situation

delegadon

have a truly democratic parliamenr, ir is true
rhat
the Parliamentary delegation to Turkey was-ser up

under the Treaty of Association, with the more or less
remote prospec of eventual accession and the enlargement of the Communiry to include Turkey. In this
case therefore, rhere musr be a truly democratic parliament, as we understand it. That is why my Group considers that there can be relations with Turkey ar Parliamentary level only in a spirit like the old spirit
which, in the previous legislature, led us to suspend
the work of the Parliamentary delegation. The text of
the motion was entirely clear. Everyone seemed rc be
in-agreement. I am surprised therefore by the adopdon
of wording which in fact gives rise to a major ambiguiry. In effect if one reads the text paragraph l, which
we have adopted, says thar the delegation will consist

I

t.
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Vcil

of 18 members, which leads one to think that the delegation has been set up and that it will function normally.

which they are voting very differently. I therefore
refer to Rule 85 of the Rules of Procedure and move
that the entire report be referred back to the authors,
that is, to the conference of group chairmen.

I think that that is not at all what seemed rc be the
outcome of the negotiations which we had held. Ve
wanrcd the delegadon to refrain from resuming contact with the Turkish delegation, in the spirit of what
was decided this very week when, finally, a representative of the Turkish parliament came here and was
given no official reception. It is obvious thereforethat
we have no immediate intention of resuming normal
relations with that delegation. I think there is an
inconsistency here. It is wrong to have given the
impression that we are here and now reconstituting a
delegation of l8 members without imposing any conditions. Our Group will therefore consult on this
point.

(FR) I should like to
Mr dc le Malinc (RDE).
- no Group
point out to the Assembly that
or member
has the monopoly or the right to assess, except in his
oqrn personal opinion, the functioning of democracy
or the respect for human rights in any country of the
globe, whether near or far. An assertion is not enough
to convince.

Ve now find

ourselves in a slightly ambiguous position. In fact in anicle 2 we did vote for the setting up
of a joint committee, and we deleted paragraph 2
which made the establishment of the joint committee
subject to a review of the situation by our fusembly.
Consequently one might say that we have here a problem of intcrpreation.

I do not know who will be capable of that interpreta-

tion... fu far as we are concerned, we are prepared
to support what the chairman Mr Klepsch said just
now. Ve are prepared to think that since the joint
committee is an institution under the fusociation
Treaty and the fusociation Treaty is in abeyance, the
functioning of the joint committee is likewise in abeyance. But when the Treaty of Association is reimplemented, the joint committee will be able to resume its
functions at the same time. That is the interpretation
which we intend to set on paragraph 2 as voted. That
does not mean that informal contacts may not be
established alongside this berween this or that Group
of member or section of our Assembly. But anything
which is institutional must be linked to the Association
Treaty.
That

interpretation we place on the vote as given
and that is the way we shall vote on the resolution as a
whole.
is the

I am sorry, Mr von der Vring, what we
are talking- about now is interparliamentary delegaPrcsident.

tions. There is no committee responsible; your request
is therefore inadmissible.

Mr Klcpsch (EPP).

(DE) Mr President, on a point

of order, perhaps I- did not express myself clearly
since
enough. fu I said, for us this decision means

the pan that was adopted states that this is a-delegathat the delegation under the Association Treary
- all the organs of
tion will not take up its duties until
the Association havg taken up their duties. That is
what I said, but perhaps not everyone understood me.
So that does not mean that this delegation should be
set up immediarcly, but only when the Association
Council resumes its activities.
(Applaase

fron

the centre

)

(GR) Mr President, it is a
Mr Alavanos (COM).
- with and not an explanapoint of order we are dealing

tion of vorc.

I

think that the position taken by Mr

Klepsch creates a problem which I cannot find a basis
for in the Rules of Procedure. But I am sure that he is
putting an interpretation on the motion for a resolution which does not follow from the text as it now is
after rejection of the second paragraph.

I think, therefore, that Mr von der Vring's proposal to
withdraw the motion for a resoludon and for us to be
given a definitive interpretation, perhaps in writing, is
correct. Because the resolution says one thing and Mr
Klepsch another.

Mr Graefe

zu Baringdorf (ARC).

(DE) On a point

of order, Mr President, I would -like to

address Mr
Klepsch in particular. Mr Klepsch, what you are doing
here is playin B a very underhand game !
(Protesu{rom tbe centre and

ight)

Once again you are not keeping to the arranSemens.
That in itself would not be so bad, we are almost getting used to that by now, Mr Klepsch.
(Mixed reactions)
'\7hat you
are doing with regard to the matter at issue,
that is what is such an underhand game. You are
trying to hush up the fact that human rights are being

(Protestfrom the Socialist Group benches)

suppressed in Turkey . .

(DE) Mr President, it has
Mr von dcr Vring (S).
interpret the text on
become apparent that Members

Presidcnt.

-

.

Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf, you asked to

speak on a point of order. Now your remarls are any-
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Presidcnt

thing but a point of order. You are about to open up

a

I note that there is no objection ro this.

debate on a substantive issue.

(Tbe sitting ans saspended at

I now call Mrs

4

p.m. and resumed at 4.40

p.n-)

Castle.

Cestle (S).
Mr Presidenr, Mr Klepsch's
atrcmpt to save his-own face will not wash! The fact is
that we now have on paper a rexr for paragraph 2
which agrees unconditionally to send a delegadon to
Turkey.

informed -that the political group chairmen have
agreed to submit a proposal for a decision which will
be put to the vote in rhe House immediately afrer the
vote on the documenr as a whole and the object of

(Interruptionfrom Mr Graefe zu Baringdod)_

which is to lay down an interpretation of the document concerning Turkey on which the House has

Mrs

If you say, Mr President, that the proposal by Mr von
der Vring ro refer it back to committee is out of order
because rhere is not a commirtee, is nor the way
out. . .
(Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf brt his sea.t to go up to the
President's dais and made oiolent protests uitb a oiew to
being gioen the floor again)

President.
You have
tor the floor! Please go
- place or elsenot
back to your
leave rhe Chamber!

Mrs Castle (S).
Mr President, ir seems that
- a ...
somebody else has
very valid point of order! I am
not questioning rhe validiry of what the leader of the
Rainbow Group said. But I want ro rerurn to the issue
of Turkey and the scandalous decision that has been
taken this afternoon by this Parliamenr.
(Mr Graefe zu Baingdorf made furtber oiolent
infront of tbe President's dais)

protests

. . . Come on, have a hean, boy! Let somebody else get
a

word in!

President.
The sitting is suspended in order to allow
- to calm
this gentleman
down!
(Tbe sitting utas suspended at 3.40 p.m. and resumed at
3.55 p.n.)

Mr Cervetti (COM).
(17) Mr President, this is
- situation.
clearly an unprecedented
Ve have different
inrcrpretations of the meaning of rhe vote and of the
document resulting from the vote. Mr Klepsch's interpretation has cenain merits, but it has not been agreed
by the group chairmen who, incidentally, are thi signatories of the proposal.
In the circumsrances I ask for a quafi,er of an hour's
adjournment to enable the group chairmen ro atree
the deails of the text and hence the interpreration ihat
should be placed on this decision.
Prcsident.
pended.

-

Mr Cenretti

asks that the sitting be sus-

Ladies and gentlemen,

President.

I have just been

given its opinion just now under circumsances which,

in the view of the group

chairmen, do permit of

doubtful or differing inrcrpretations.

Mr Arndt

(S).

(DE) Mr President, the problem for

- is that if this decision is not taken
the group chairmen

first, some groups would subsequenrly vore against the
resolution as a whole. So they musr firsr vote on rhis
text and only then can rhey decide on the matter as a
whole.
President.
I
point entirely. It is a matter
- take your
of the chronological
order of the votes. I shall read out
to the House the text which has been signed by all the
group chairmen, something which indeed is in imelf a
remarkable phenomenon

:

The European Parliament,
Decides that the delegation of the European Par-

liament/Grand National Assembly

of

Turkey

Joint Committee will nor be set up until rhe Association Treaty is implemented once again and
until the European Parliament has reconsidered
the situation in Turkey.

Mr d'Ormesson (DR).
(FR) Mr President, ar rhe
- the position
group chairmen's meeting,
of my group
was quite clear: we work on the assumption that the
text has been voted. There can be no discussion about

that. The Assembly is supreme. It would have been
possible therefore, as you propose, for a resolution to
be tabled, but, I think, afierthe vore on the whole.
But I must say rhar the way in which the new provision
is implemented is intolerable, Mr President.

I would like to say it very simply and very respectfully.
Inasfar as we were forced to hold the group chair-

of a deplorable incident, of
I wish to
v/arn the President against rhis method of procedure,
and I hope thar after these m/o votes Rule 69 will be
men's meeting as a result

disruption and terrorisr-sryle propaganda,
implemenrcd against this agitator.

President.

Mr d'Ormesson, I shall shonly be mak-

- on the incidents to which you refer.
ing a statement
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President

However, for the moment we are discussing the substance of the matter. The situation is as follows: the
House has vorcd on certain amendments and also on
cenain paragraphs. The House has not yet voted on
the proposal as a whole. Obviously, it is customary to
vote on the whole immediately after the votes on the
amendments and the various paragraphs. Nevenheless,

it

can make a panicular
amendment to its agenda. \7hat I would propose is
that we should amend our agenda to have the vote on
the proposal for a decision which I have just read out
to the House during the course of our debates before
the vote on the proposal for a decision as a whole. I
think that is clear.

the House is sovereign and

the agenda. The situation therefore seems to be perfectly clear.

Mr

(GR)

Gerontopoulos (PPE).

Mr

President,

- you to suspend the
from the goings on which forced
sitting it is clear that Members arrived at the result of
their vote in a state of confusion, a confusion to
which, perhaps, chairmen of political troups also fell
victim. It is not on for the European Parliament to
issue a condemnation of the dictatorship in Turkey in
the morning and in the afternoon seek to establish
linls with it. European MPs do not pick and choose
among dictatorships, they harc all of them.
(Appkuse)

Mr Prag (ED).

I

- must admit tliat
dures very curious, Mr President.

I find the proce-

However, could you tell us what the fate of this text is
to be thar we are voting? Is it to be insened in the rcxt
which we have already voted, or is it rc be consigned
to the minurcs?
President.

the Minutes

It will not

be inserted, but added on to

I request, therefore, that the vote on the proposal for

a

decision concerning the interparliamentary link with
Turkey be taken again.
President.
shall shortly give an explanation of
- I'the
what you call
incidenm'. For the moment, let us
stay with the subject of our discussions, which seems
to me much more imponant.

after the proposal for a decision as a

whole. Thar seems quite clear.
form an integral pan of the rcxt.

Mr Plaskovitis

(S).-

It will not therefore

(GR) Mr President, what you

have said is unclear. I would like to know whether this
motion for a resolution is replacing the text of the proposal for a decision or is a statement which will simply
be entered in the abridged Minurcs. Please clarify this
because our vote depends on it.

Mr Plaskovitis, perhaps
President.
clear.
myself sufficiently

I

have not made

have here is a proposal for a decision which I
propose to put to the vote. If it is adopted, it becomes
a decision of the House and will have to be enforced.
It is not a simple statement.

(FR) Mr President, as a
dOrmesson (DR).
procedural motion. According
to your explanations it
is clear that we are going to vote on the whole of all

Mr

the texts which have been adopted, excluding any
amendment which we might decide to reject. !7e
accept therefore that a second vote take place by way
of a decision.

\[hy

this atcitude? Because in the spirit of the Rules of
Procedure the text cannot be amended, and because
we wish to protest most strongly against the way in
which it was forced on us by the chairman of the
Rainbow Group, by demonstrations which are incompatible with a member's mandate.

Vhat we

One might have envisaged this being formulated as a
statement, but the formulation as a decision adopted
by the House is obviously more effective and more
clearcut. fu Mr d'Ormesson rightly said, we find ourselves in a situation that is perhaps a little exceptional.
I do not think that there is much in the way of precedent for it, but the Rules of Procedure are being
observed in the letter and cenainly in the spirit.

I could not have allowed amendments tabled
after the deadline to be insened in the other text, as
this would have set up a dangerous precedent, a
morion for a resolution, which is procedurally and
legally quite distinct, obviously can be put before the

President.
d'Ormesson, I shall shortly speak
- Mr in
question, but I cannot allow you
about the incident
to say that this proposal for a decision has been forced
upon us by the chief actor in the incident. On the contrary,l feel that the group chairmen, having put their
heads together, decided to take their responsibilities
seriously by abling a motion for a resolution. I do not
think for a moment that they acted under any kind of
pressure. That is perfectly clear.
(Apphuse)

\7hile

Mr dc la Maline (RDE).

House on the sole condition that the House agrees to
this, something which implies a slight amendment to

On the other hand, I do wonder slightly about the
procedure which the President is suggesting to us,

(FR) Mr President, I am,

- motion for a decision and
of course, a signatory to this
I never go back on anphing I have signed. Consequently, I think that my Group will follow me.
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which involves voting on the decision before voring on
the whole.

Ve

iaid
that I am quite prepared to vote on rhe whole. My
Group will vote on rhe whole and then on the decision, but it does seem somewhat surprising from the
point of view of procedure, to suspend the debate,
vote on a decision and then ro vore on the whole.
have never done this before.

Excuse my saying so:

I

have

I did nor give my agreemenr ro

that formula.

Mrs Dury (S).

(FR)

Mr

President, just now you

read the decision- proposed by the group chairmen and
you announced that it had also been signed by the
Group of the European Right.

I7ould you

please confirm that for me, as, from what
he says, Mr d'Ormesson does not seem to agree with
this interpretation.

dorf, who came up here ro state an angry scene, is not
in accordance wirh the cusroms or the Rules of our
Parliament, and I cannot tolerate it.
(Appkusefrom the centre and ight)

Having said that, I regard it as my dury to allow each
Member of this House the opponuniry to state his
views. The rights of Members of this House are very
clearly set out in rhe Rules of Procedure. They can, of
course, take pan in all debates under clearly defined
condidons. They may ask to speak in order to give an
explanation of vote, and I sdll have here before me a
list of Members who have done so. I shall be calling
them all. The only condition is that there is a time limit
principle one pinute and a half, but three min-utesinfor
group chairmen. There is also the possibiliry
of asking to speak on a point of order. Once again,
however, it must be a real point of order and not sim-

ply a ruse to reopen a debate on some
Presidcnt.

Mr d'Ormesson, whose thoughts it

is not

for me to interpret
I am not qualified rodo so, even
- u/ell
though I know him
given his views on a
- hasrhar
simple question of procedure,
is to say, on rhe
order in which the votes should be taken. However, he
has not, ar leasr so ir seems to me, withdrawn his
agreement to the proposal for a decision which I shall
now Put to the vote.
(Parliament adopted tbe decision
dent)

red ofi by the Presi-

'!7'e now come ro rhe explanations
whole of the firsr resolution.

of vore on rhe

Before calling those Members who have asked rc
speak, I should like to say.some words by way of
explanation about the incident that took place a shon
time ago. Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf had asked to speak
on a point of order, somerhing which he was perfectly
entided to do. I called him rc speak, and from the first
few sentences he spoke it very quickly became apparent thar in reality he was going into the substance of
the debate once again by arguing with another Member of the House and expressing his opinion of the
votes that had taken place.
Like any Member of the House, he naturally can have
this or that opinion on the votes that have been taken,
but I cannot allow any Member, under the pretext of
appealing rc the Rules of Procedure, ro reopen a
debate conresring vores thar have been taken.
(Appkase)

substantive

lssue.

I

would urge you, ladies and genrlemen, to help rhe
President to do his job, which is to give all Members
of this House rhe opponuniry to state their views, but
all the while respecting the Rules of Procedure,
because if we do not adhere to our Rules . . .
(Apphuse from the centre and

ight)

. . . the effectiveness of our Parliament will be seriously
compromised. It is perfectly obvious .that violent
behavigur, whether it be verbal or physical violence, is
quite unacceptable, and I for my pan will never accepr
it. If it should happen again, I would have rc have
recourse rc the provisions of the Rules of Procedure
which lay down cenain sancdons. I would do so with
much regret, but I would nor hesirarc to do so if that

were the price

of

maintaining good order

in this

House.

(Apphwe)

Mr Gracfe zu Baringdorf (ARC).
lin!
(Intemtption: He

*

-

(DE) Mr Pflim-

called Mr Prcsident')

On behalf of my group

I

may say thar we have no

desire to complicate the work of the Bureau, as long as

our group's rights are also upheld. \7e want ro cooperate politically

perhaps we do so in a different way

from others, but- we do want to do work on political
issues
and not on the Rules of Procedure.

-

In this connection I should like rc make a more general statement. Already yesrcrday deplorable incidents
were wirnessed in this House. I was not presenr
myself, but I was rold of them. Banners and posters
were brought into the Chamber, and the cond,rct
forgive me for saying so
of Mr Graefe zu Baring-

-

As regards the incident earlier,

I

must say rhar

as

group chairman I have the same right as all the other
group chairman to give an explanation of vote for my
group. That was my intention. I raised my hand to
speak; your Secreary-General took notc; I rhen drew
his attenrion again by meering his eyes. But I did not
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Gracfc zu Baringdod
hear you speak

and I state clearly that this was not

a question of -a translation error, for I had not
of 'the Rules of Proceswirched on my earphones
dure'. I assumed that I as group chairman was speaking on the mamer in hand, that is giving an explanation
oivote. So please understand my anger when I found
the microphone suddenly switched off. There is one
thing you as President, and the others too, must realor whaise : one thing I cannot stand is the attempt
- the nose'
to lead me by
tever the right word may be
That makes me angry and I will not stand for it.
Perhaps there was a misunderstanding on your Part
too, and we can let the matter rest there.

But

I

must make one thing clear.

If

ever

I

and my

Broup are denied the same right as all the others, we
shall do everything we can rc defend ourselves, as I
have just done.

of this House. Ve are obliged

of all Members
jrieh6
and I say this from five years experience

speaking time by aBreement with the grouPs.

to limit

This limit on speaking time must be observed, because
if it is not observed, that means that Members whose
names are funher down on the speaker' list will never
get a chance to speak. Since the duration of debates is
limited, it is therefore not merely out of respect
"l*ays
for the Rules but also out of respect for our colleagues
that we should all respect the speaking time that is at
their disposal

You asked me whether I would withdraw the floor
from Mr Klepsch if he were to exceed his speaking
dme. Yes, of course

I would also withdraw the floor
I am sure that he would never

from Mr Klepsch, but

do anything of the kind.
(Applause)

(Objectionsfrom tbe centre and ight)

Mr President, I do not think the
incident can really be closed without somebody from
the floor of the House congratulating you on your
Mr Pearce (ED).

Presidcnt.

Baringdorf.-

Please allow me rc reply to Graefe zu

Perhaps there was a misunderstanding, but I should
like to assure him that Members from his group enjoy
the same rights as all other Members. fu chairman of

his group, he felt that he had the right to give

an

explanation of vote. No one would dispute that, and

is not only the group chairmen that can give

it

an

explanation of vote ; any Member of this House can do
so. The only difference, as I saiil just now, is that the
duration of the speech is different, Pursuan[ to our
Rules of Procedure, according to whether it is a group
chairman or another Member of the House.

Having said that, I consider the matter closed.

handling of this very difficult situation. The vast
majoriry of people in this House were disgusted by

what happened and would like to offer you whole-

heaned support in preventing similar actions in future.
The incident, although it has now been procedurally
disposed of, has nevenheless given Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf a large opponunity to publicize his party and
himself. This, in fact, is what he had done, but I hope
that the people who see press reports of this will cor-

rectly understand that we witnessed here today
example of Fascism . .

an

.

(Apphrsefron the centre andftom tbe ight)

in Germany
in the years running up to 1933. I hope that this will
. . . which reminded us of what happened

lvtr Schrdd (S).

(DE) On a point of order, Mr

President. You have just explained once again how the
business of this House should be conducted. Could I
put one quesdon on this? Can you assure the House
ihat you will be just as strict as you were when you
simply swirched off a group chairman's microphone in
furure too, for example in the case of Mr Klepsch, Sir
Fred Catherwood, Mr Le Pen or Mr Arndt? I am asking this because experience has shown that group
chairmen always speak when and on whatever subject
they please, and that hitheno no President in this
House has seen that as a reason for simply switching
off a group chairman's microphone. If you will please
confirm that in future you will do the same to all the
gentlemen I have mentioned, I will be content.
(Apphrsefrom tbe brt)

Mr Schmid, allow me to say quite
Prcsident.
frankly that- there is no question of giving extra privileges to the group chairmen.

Ve

are mlking about the

never happen again.

(Loud protestfron the left)
please do not take the scope
President.
- Mr Pearce,
of your remarks beyond what is strictly necessary.
'$7e

do not want to launch a new debate.

The Rules now oblige me to give the floor to those
Members who, for at least an hour now, have had
their names down to give an explanation of vote.

(GR) I am pleased to have the
chance, somewhat belarcdly albeit, to explain the vote
of the New Democrary Members on thc second clause
of paragraph 2 of the draft decision before us.
Mr Tzounis (PPE).

As a Greek and a European I am the first to welcome
the resrcration of political and individual freedoms in
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Tzounis

Turkey. However, after all rhat was said this morning

he gets up to in the Europcan Parliament. In winding
up I want to say this. Alrhough w'e accepr the assurances of the New Democracy spokesmen that they
disagree with the stance of rhe leader of the Christian

and with things as they are ar presenr, I fear it would
have been out of keeping with our commirmenr, as
Euro MPs, to democratic principles and human rights,
out of keeping with the political philosophy and piac-

Democratic Group I would like to ask what business a
Greek party has in this group which constirures the
Ankara NATO lobby.

tice of the European Community, for us to have
deleted the elementary democratic reservadon con-

tained in the second clause of paragraph 2, panicularly
when, as Mrs Veil very righdy pointed ourrrhe sefting
up of the interparliamentary link berween the EEe
and Turkey can only be approached within the framework of the association agreemenr between the European Community and trr:t .y.

(NL) I believe the Rules of
Procedures say rhaq if-someone wants to make a point

Mr Verbeek (ARC).

of order, he is given the floor immediately and not
some dme larcr.

In the light of this I would like to make it clear in rhe
most categorical terms that the Members belonging to
Ncw Democracy vored unanimously for the reteniion
of the second clause of paragraph 2 of the draft deci-

An incident has just occurred. One of the Members
has accused Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf of fascism. As a
Dutchman I am a good judge of which Germans are
fascisa and which are not, jusr as I can also judge who
is a fascist elsewhere in the world, in Turkiy, for
example. I believe ir is your duty as President of this
Parliament ro call to order the Member who has just
accused Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf of fascism so rhat

I sincerely regret having to correcr Mr
Klepsch's asserrion thar he was speaking on behalf of
the whole of the European People's Party. He was
speaking on behalf of all of the members of the group
minus rhe Greeks, and he knew it.
sion, and

Parliamenr and the European public know that such
accusations are not tolerated here.

By way of underlinint our opposition to the draft
decis-ion as it was previously formulared we were ready

(Appkusefron tbe lefi)

to abstain from voting on rhe draft

decision as a
whole. However, I can now say thar rhe New Democracy Members will vote for the draft decision as formulated by you and as ir has taken shape following the
modon for a resolution of the chairmen of the political
trouPs.

(Mr

Verbeek ashed to speak on a

point of order)

President.
Verbeek, you will have the floor
- Mrname
little later. Your
is down on my list.

GR) I would be speaking in a

different tone if this- modon for a resolution concerning the interparliamentary link beween the EEC and
Turkey had not been put ro rhe vore.
-(St.

I

a

Mr Alavanos (COM).
(GR) \fhen I wanred to
make an explanation of-vote a couple of hours ago I
was going ro say rhar we would vote in favour, while
an hour ago we would have voted against. Now I can
say that those of us in the Communist Pany of Greece
will vorc for rhe resolution. This constant chopping
and changing on our pan is not due to any instibility
of ours but to something that we have to speak out
strongly . against,

Mr- Plaskovitfo

the chicanery and

manoeuvring
engaged in by cenain chairmen of political groups. Vi
cannot accepr ir when a chairman of a political group
presenrc a text bearing his own signature and then
tables an amendmenr which completely ovenurns the
substance of the text, because, of ioursi, the substance
of the text is not whether 15 people will go on a beano

to India but whether this interparliamenrary link with
Turkey will come into operation immediately or when
democratic institutions are resrored in Turkey. In the
light of this we think you should strongly conjemn the
posirion taken by Mr Klepsch. You may be able to cut
his speaking time but I do not know when you will be
able to put a rein on the chicanery and minoeuvring

believe this new rcxt logically and formally replaces
the. proposal for a decision which a shon while ago
colleagues of the fught soughq in a most unparliamen-

tary manner, ro ger rhrouth this Parliamenr. Other-

wise, Mr President, if it were nor for the motion for a
resolution we have adopted and which, I repeat, I consider to be a replacement for the proposal-for a decision, I should be obliged ro say rhar it is in the least
comical,
-not ro say tragic, that a democratic parliament such as this should ar midday condemn the dictatorship in Turkey because of the executions and in the
afrcrnoon accept rhat an interparliamenrary delegation

linking this democratic parliament with the so-ialled

democratic

and represenative Turkish

National

Assembly can function.

You knew under which consriturion and conditions
those who parade as members of the Turkish National
Assembly-were elected. And then the democratic parliament of the Communiry accepts a formuladon'like
this, and,--whar is more, in the shape Mr Klepsch tried
to pass off on us.

I

also condemn rhe manner in which the attempt was
made to purloin the votes of other Members and th.
intention which doubtless lay behind this of ponrrying

the European Parliament in romorrou/s prisr
ing adopted the text in its initial form.

"r

h"rl
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Plaskovitis

Mr President, we in any case do not intend to vote for
just
even though it exists only formally
- did
because -it contains this provision. However, we
vote for the text put before us a little while ago on
this rcxt

behalf of the chairmen of the political groups.

(Parliament adopted the proposal for a deckion (Doc.
2-51 8/84))

**

So we agree very much

o

Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-705/841by Mrs Scrivener, on behalf of the Committee on Budgets, on the
proposals from the Commission for a Council regulation introducing measures to cover budgetary requirements in 1984 given the exhaustion of own resourccs

(Doc. l-362/84) and Council regulation introducing
resetre measures to coyer requirements in 1985 should
the new decision to increasc own resources not entcr
into forcc in timc (Doc.2-367 /$al
Expknations ofvote
Stevenson (S).
I would like to explain why I
voted against the motions
contained in the Scrivener
report and for some of the amendmenr rhar have been
tabled. I suppose that one can say that, given the intergovernmental agreement reached on the supplemenary budget for 1984, some of this repon could be seen

Mr

rc be irrelevant. However, I

believe that there are
major lrinciples enunciated in this repon that should
not be accepted by this Parliament.

I say this for tv/o reasons. Firstly, this is the first time,
according to the Commission, that such a serious
budget deficit has applied. I believe it will not be the
last time. Secondly, the hypothesis that the Commission has used as a basis for putting forward these
requests is simply a hypothesis and nothing more than

It

is based on a blank-cheque philosophy that I
believe is not in the interests of the EEC and is simply
there to fund funher wasteful expenditure on mountains of surplus food and intervention buying. If we
are to make progress on an international scale in
defeating unemployment and regenerating our industries, then clearly we in this Parliament have got to be
seen by the people of the EEC as being against such
wasteful expenditure and against the principles enunciated in this modon and this repoft.

that.

Sir Frcd Catfterwood lED).- I would like to explain
why my Group feels obliged, with regret, to abstain on
this resolution as it now stands. Of course we entirely
accept rhe position of this Parliament that it is most
unfortunate that the Council should be financing the
Communiry oumide the normal procedure. The procedure should be that the Council should agree to an
increase in resources and that the Communiry should
be financed in the way that is laid down in the Treaty.

I hope that even at this late stage the motion will

IN THE CHAIR: I.ADY

ELLES

However, unfonunately, despite all our protests in the
Committee on Budgets, we have paragraph 2 which
says:'confirms its deliberations of 13 September 1984'
when there was a decision to put rcgether the 1984
supplementary budget and the 1985 budget. In the former most of the expendiure had aheady been commimed and the decisions had been taken on which we
had go into difficulties. It therefore belonged to a category where we were simply
trying to catch up with
-Council

Ministeis and
everyone, had already committed ourselves to. That is
one cate8ory.
1985 is a completely different category where we are

off with a budget that we had only just
received. To put these two totether and deal with
them in the same way seems to us be totally absurd. So
we really do not agree with that. Ve therefore cannot
vote for this panicular resolution. But we will not vote
against it, because we agree very much with all our
colleagues here who want the increase in own
resources and who want to get back as soon as ve
possibly can to the proper financing of the Communiry
from its own resources
starting

( Par liament

adop te d

th e

motion fo r a

re s o lat

ion )1,

2

oo
o

Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-692/82) by Mr
Petronio and Mr Le Pen, on behalf of the Group of
the European Right, on international monetary insta-

biliry:

rejected.

ooo

Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-693/84) by Mr Bonaccini and others, on the international monetary situa-

tion and the role of the ECU: adopted
ooo
Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-694/84) by Mr \7olff
and Mr De Vries, on behalf of the Liberal and DemoThc rapponeur was:

IN FAVOUR

Wce-President

-of

something that we, the

be

rejected
it will not be. Nevenheless, it is for
- I fear
those reasons
that I have vosed in the way I have. I
hope that the House will accept that.
I

with Parliament on that.

OF
No 5;
- AGAINST Amcndments
I to 4.
-Procedure uithout repofi (RuleNos
99): see Minurcs.
Amendment
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cratic Group, on the readjustnient and utilizadon of
the ECU: adopted.

Democradc Group in this Parliament, supported by a

growing body of financial and official opinion, that
the conditions are now right.

ooo

(Applaasefron the Erropean Democratic Group)

Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-695/84) by Mr Herman and others, on behalf of the Group of rhe European People's Party, on the international moneary
situation and the use of the ECU adopted.

ooo
a resolution (Doc. 2-696/84) by Mrs Van
Hemeldonck, on behalf of the Socialisr Group, on

Motion for

monetary affairs.

Ve

Exphnations ofoote

Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S).

(NZ)

(FR) Ve have accepted our responMrs Dury (S).
sibilities by discussing
the problem of international
monetary sysrcms and we say that we have the political
will to see the countries of Europe accept their responsibilities also. Unfonunarcly, I am afraid that our work
will be lost in oblivion and general indifference, and in
this connection I should like to use rhe explanation of
vote to say that if we do not alter our working methods, however much we may discuss among ourselves
and show a cenain will, if the citizens of Europe know
nothing about it, it will all be to no avail!

had one debate on Tuesday. \7e discussed an

impon maner on Vednesday. Ve are vodng on the

Ve

resolution today

tabled this

modon for a resolution en rhe- Socialist Group's behalf
in a very moderare form with the idea of reflecting the
various views that have so often been expresed on all
sides of this House, that is to say, our concern about
unemployment in Europe, our concern abour hunger
in the world and our concern about the lot of the poor
in all pans of the world. I therefore very much hope
that the resolution will be unanimously adopted.

Mr Petterson (ED).

Parliament will have nodced
- voting
that my group has been
for all those clauses in
all these resolutions which call for the strengthening of
the European Moneta4y System. \7e do so vrirh enrhusiasm. This is one precise way in which the European

wait for it, Mr Seal, wait for it
Community
can
help to strengthen
not only the economies -of the
Member States themselves but that of the whole

world. Here in Europe we can help to eliminate
exchange rarc uncenaindes, stimulate trade and
investment and create jobs for the unemployed, Mr
Seal. And we can make the world economy less
dependent upon the dollar and its fluctuadons.

If we are to strengthen the EMS all countries musr be
involved to the full. Here I wish to make a panicular
point on the role of sterling. Contrary ro some popular
beliefs, the United Kingdom does paniciparc in mosr
of the EMS. Sterling is part of rhe ECU. UK reserves
are deposircd with the EMS and the UK does take
part in all management discussions and decisions. But
sterling is not of course in the exchange rate mechan-

Thursday evening

How do

-. what we
you exped the European
elector to know
want and what we decide?

I

believe, Madam President,
I shall lay before
- and
Parliament a motion for a change
in its working methods
that each debarc must be followed by a vote.

The -media will then be able to relay whar we want,
what we think and to show how we play our part ois-

i-ois

the electors.

(Applausefrom the lefi)

Dury, your remarls have been
- Mrs
I would
reque$ you ro take it up with the

Presidcnt.

noted.

chairman of your group, so that the group chairmen
can discuss the way in which this Parliament is run and
can then put proposals ro rhe Bureau of Parliament.
(Parliament rejected the motionfor a resolution)

**
o

Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-697 /84) tabled by the
Group of the European Democratic Alliance on
monetary quesrions : adopted

ooo

4.

Sammertime

ism, and it should be.

\7hen my colleague, Lady Elles, made this point in the
debate, she was later accused of failing to supporr rhe
policy of her party. For this reason, let me be precise.
The United Kingdom Governmenr has said rhat sterling will join the exchange rate mechanism when con-

ditions are right.

It

is the opinion of the European

Prcsidcnt.
The next irem is the repon (Doc. 2604/84) by-Mrs Braun-Moser, on behalf of the Committee on Transpon on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc.l-356/ 84
Com(8a) 3a9 final) for a 3rd
Council directive -on summer time arrangemenr.
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(DE) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, I had- hoped you would be espeoially interested in hearing me speak about a subject
on which you all have experience ofyour own. \7e are
Mrs Braun-Moscr (EPP).

talking about uniform dates for summer time. I am
here today as rapporteur of the Committee on Transport rc present the committee's opinion, following the
rwo directives on summer dme approved by the Euro-

pean Parliament in earlier years. Since 1976, attempu
have been made to harmonize summer time in the
European Community countries, in the first directive
on harmonizing the beginning of summer time in 1981
and 1982 and then in the second directive which again
fixed only the beginning of summer time for the years
1983 to 1985. May I remind you that the European
Parliament has always emphasized in its opinions

for

example

in

1976

on the basis of Mr

-

Seefeld's

report and in 1982 on the basis of Mr Baudis' repon
that it welcomes the Commission's proposals for a

-directive

and would also welcome more far-reaching
proposals for harmonizing the end of summer dme too
in the Member States.

At present, summer time begins on the last Sunday in
March. Should this date coincide with Easter in one or
more Member Sates, summer time begins on the Sunday before. Even the second directive did not manage
to fix a single date for the end of summer time, so we
still have tc/o different dates for this, one for the continental Member States and one for the island states of
the United Kingdom and Ireland. Since, unfortunately, in spite of all earlier attempts at harmonization,
the second directive only covered three years, ending
in 1985, we need to decide this year on the further
procedure for the period after 1985.
The proposal for a directive before you today is a viable compromise
believe
between the demand
- soaI uniform
-arrangement
up to the
that we at last adopt
year 2 000 and the wishes of the individual countries,

each

of which wants to do its own thing, even

as

regards technical measurcs and measurement periods.
It is up to us to find a uniform system for the European Communiry states and rc harmonize the rules.

Surely we wan[

to

achieve uniform measurements,

currencies and also technical norms! Ifwe cannot even
agrec on what time it is, how are we to achieve other

uniform rules?
(Appkuse)

Vhen you think that u/e cannot achieve a uniform
time system in this quesdon of harmonizing summer
time, it becomes easier to understand the problems
encountered in other attemp$ at harmonization.

Ve all know

the advantages of summer time. Nor do I
intend to describe the benefits of a uniform system in
detail. Yet I would like to remind you once again that
at a dme when the statcs are becoming ever more
closely inrcrlinked through telecommunication, \re
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depend very heavily on a uniform time rystem. This
international link-up, which is bringing our countries
ever closer together, occurs not only in telecommunications and television, but also and especially in the
commercial sector. It is often of decisive imponance in
business life where hours, and sometimes deadlines,
and exact dmes, are of crucial imponance.

May

I

also remind you that our aim

most imponant aims of the EEC Treaty -

one

of

the

is the crea-

don of a common internal market. -Cross-frontier
including
traffic, which we want to make easier
- It is not
passenger. travel
needs uniform times.
- country to have 25 hours and
acceptable for one
another 24 hours on one and the same day.

It

is in order to avoid such an archaic situation and
also to find a uniform date for the end of summer time

that rhe Commission submitted this proposal for a
third directive, which the Committee on Transport
approves because it is a fair compromise between the
existing end of summer time on the continent, the last
Sunday in September, and the end of summer dme in
the United Kingdom and Ireland on the fourth Saturday in October. The proposal for a uniform end to
summer time on the second Sunday in October is
therefore the arithmetical mean.

In this context, c/e must remind the Unircd Kingdom
and Ireland of the advantages to them of ending summer time two weels earlier. Turning back the clock
not only brings back an hour but also means these
countries will have more light in the morning for
going to school and work. For the continental states
this middle-road compromise means that by putting
back their clocks later they can enjoy the light late in
the evening in their leisure time after work. But
regardless of such details, we as European politicians
must seek to find common rules, for that is what our
cicizens sent us to this Parliament to do. I assure that
we can with right and reason suppoft this compromise
as a consensus of various interesm. You should find it
all the easier to vote for it today because it is a trial
arrangement limited to three years, in which summer
time begins on the same date as before and which for
the time being lays down the date for the end of summer dme only for the years 1986, 1987 and 1988, in
the way we have described. May I appeal to all of you
to demonstrate the unanimity of our European Parliament and its Members in this question, which is such a
minor one comparcd rc the major issues this House
has already discussed. llease vorc for this proposal.
(Appkuse)

Madam President, may I.very. briefly,.in two or three
sentences, give my group's opinion. The Group of the
European People's Parry welcomes the Commission's
proposal as it stands. It sees it as a political compromise, knowing full wcll that the various national governments are still in favour of different dates for the end
of summer time. But it also regards it as an important
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Breun-Moser
task of the European Parliament, pursuanr to Anicle 3

of the EEC Treaty, rhat is, the Principles, and

espe-

cially pursuant to Articles 74 and 75(1) (a) and (c), to
introduce common rules for a uniform summer dme.
The Group of the European People's Parry considers
the proposal for a directive, which provides for uni-

form arrangements for the end of summer time

based

on the arithmedcal mean berween the existing date on
the continent and the date on the island states of the
United Kingdom and Ireland, a feasible measure and
endorses it as a funher srcp towards future definitive
rules.
(Applaase)

preparing and printing extra travel timetables and ticke$. It means there will be less confusion for the trav-

eller and for the public. These benefits, of course,
mean lower costs and lower costs mean that more
productive work is being done and that means, hopefully, more employment
which
we all
- I hope,is something
w'ant to see. So this proposal,
will lead marginally to extra employment in our Community.

I am in the happy position that this
will be especially beneficial to my own Member State, the Unired Kingdom, because the British
export more of their gross narional product than any
other Member Srate.- so we stand to gain a great
Mr

President,

change

deal from this proposal.

IN THE CHAIR: MR

It is puzzling,

therefore, that according m the Bridsh
protesr from our construction
and agriculrural industries. I hope rhey are clear as to
what the proposal is. Ve are nor proposing, nor are
we able, to reduce the amount of daylight in each day.
All we are proposing is the date when we change our

SEEFELD

press there have been

Vce-Presidcnt
President.
Thank you,
Braun-Moser, for that
- I am glad thatMrs
presentation.
the spokesperson for the
Group of the European People's Pany saw eye ro eye
with the rapporteur.
(Laugbter)

Mr Newton Dunn (ED).
of all I would like to
- First on
congratulate Mrs Braun-Moser
what I believe is
her first speech in Parliament, and cenainly the first
repon she has inroduced.
(Apphase)

I look forward to working with her on rhe Commitree
on Transpon.

Mr

President,

the European Democratic

Group

favours the Commission's proposal to have once again

one sarting date for summer time throughour rhe
European Community, and now in addition to have
the same finishing date for all Member States staning

from 1986 for a three-year experimental period.
favour the Commission'i p.opoial

Vi

Now any proposal automatically means rhar

changes
are involved for cenain people, and we considered this
very carefully to see where rhe benefits and advantages
may lie. It is clear that considerable savings will accrue
to businesses and people involved in imponing and
exponing across frontiers between our Member Stares,
because at presenr different dates for the end of sum-

mer time
and lre are in this period right now
mean that- there are fewer hours when businesses -in
our Community can work together. The same date
will mean they can work together for the same working hours, and that musr be an advantage.
The proposal will also mean there will be fewer delays
at frontiers. It means there will be less time spent on

watches.

I hope they

have understood

thal

Now what is so surprising about these protests from
my own Member Sate is that this proposal was published four monrhs ago and there has nor been one
squeak from the protesters in all thar dme. I shall ask
them, when I meet them, why they have waircd four
months and then protested on lhe very last day in rhe
narional newspapers insrcad of informing their Members of the European Parliament of their reservadons.
Finally, I need to say a word about the atdrude of the
British Labour Group in this Parliamenr. Their reaction has been pitiful
rhere is no other word for it
demonstrating their -innate and ever increasing resistance to change of any kind.

Mr Presidenr, you might not have seen ir, bus rheir
hysterical reaction ro rhis proposal vrenr our to the
press two weeks before the debate, and the only criticism of the proposal they could mounr was that the
Commission's proposal was a charter for sex maniacs
and that it would benefit sex attackers. It demonsrarcs
the total poveny of their thinking. fu a proof of the
emptiness of their thinking, they have not tabled a single amendment; they have not mounted a single
speaker in this debarc; they have not thought about it;
they do not care; they just reacr negatively all the time.

Mr Presidenr, I am optimistic that this proposal is
going to be adopted and that it will be to the benefit of
the peoples of the Community.
(Appkuse)

(L).- (NL) I should like to begin by
congratulating Mrs Braun-Moser on her report and
Mr Viisenbeek

also on her maiden speech.
(Applause)
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Viisenbeek

Mr President, it is really yery strange that we should

date for the ending of summer time for the whole

again be sitting in this building discussing a proposal
for a very small step mwards European unification and
that we should again have to make a number of exceptions for certain Member States.

Communiry. The Commission therefore proposes as a
compromise for the years 1986, 1987 and 1988, the
second Sunday in October.

This, we feel, reprcsent exactly the half-way

house

this House to represent the 200/o of the British electorate who have no one to speak for them. During the
campaign in the United Kingdom I attended a meeting
at the Civil Service College, and I was asked by the
British civil servants there: 'But why have rhe nine

between the su/o systems. May I add that the advantages of a single date for the ending of summer time
for the entire Communiry far ourweigh any disadvantages deriving from the extension of summer time by a
fonnight for rhe Continent and irc shonening by two
weeks for the United Kingdom and Ireland. This small
change is, in the Commission's view, amply compensated by the various advantages which speakers in the

continental countries not fallen into line with us?'

debate have discussed.

Mr President, I should like rc mention an experience I
had this summer during the election campaign, when I
was doing my utmosr to ger at least one person inro

They were talking about summer dme, Mr President,
and that is precisely why I fear it will take some dme.
It is not just a question of rhe fear of sex maniacs felt
not only by the Members of the other side of the
Flouse, who have all gone now, but also by my neighbours, who are strangely on my left, and seen from
your position, they should be sitting somewhere else
I just wanted to raise that point: I cannot help it, it

President.

-

The debate is closed.

(Parliament approoed the proposalfor a directioe)

Explanations ofoote

-is a ceterum censeo.

Mr President, the whole of industry has clearly stated
its preference for summer time. It is something that

Ve must have one staning date
and one and the same period of summer dme as soon
must be done quickly.
as possible.

It should be remembered, Mr President, that the
whole of Eastern Europe has adjusted to the European
Communiry, but there is still a time difference of two
hours during one month to the \7est of us. I also feel
that we might for once follow the advice given by rhe
Economic and Social Committee in this matter. It has
beaten us to it here. It is because of the major imponance of summer time for industry, as Mr Newton
Dunn has rightly said, and he should even have gone a
step funher, that we shall give this excellent repon by
Mrs Braun-Moser every suppon.

Mr Megahy (S).- Mr President, you will remember
that when you were chairman of the Committee on

Transpon we exchanged one or two rather rude
words after I and one or two colleagues were instrumental in defeating this proposal some years ago and
also the more exreme proposal to cut a month off British Summer Time.

I

am rctally opposed rc this, because I don't think that
life revolves around air and train timetables. There are
far more imponant things than air and train timetables
and the convenience of business travellers. There is the
social value to the Community, all those extra hours of
daylight at the end of October, which are very much
appreciated by British public opinion. If they did not
tell Mr Newton Dunn that, it is because rhey do not
know what goes on here. Half the Members do not

know what is going on, so you cannot exped the
Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commision of the European
(17) Mr President, I should like to
Commanities.

join in the congratulations
offered to Mrs

BraunMoser on her first report submimed to Parliament and
I want to express the Commission's satisfaoion with
the full support it has had from the Committee on
Transpon for its proposal on summer dme arrangemen$.
The first Community measure in this matter goes back
to 1980: it applied for the years 1981 and 1982. The
second, for the years 1983, 1984 and 1985, was confined to fixing a single date only for the beginning of
summer time, while its ending was arranged for the
end of September for the Continent and for the end of
Ocober for the Unircd Kingdom and Ireland. This
Communiry directive expires ar the end of 1985 and it
provides us with an opponuniry establish a uniform

public to know! But

I am quite convinced rhar there

will be uproar in the United Kingdom at this attempt
to steal two weeks off the end of our summer dme.
(Mixed reactions)

I shall cenainly be resisting this, because I think it is an
ourageous intrusion into valuable leisure dme which
people appreciate before the approach of the long
dark hours of winter. I am quite convinced that there
will be unanimous support. Reading the brief from the
British Government, they have not even made up their
mind yet because they admit the weight of the argument. I shall be voting against this, and I would very
much like to think shas we could get the same result as
we did before.
Presidcnt.

-

That closes the explanations of vote.
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Mr Mcgehy (S). On a point of order, Mr Presi- whether or not there is a quoI ascenain

dcnt. Could

I ask ten Members to stand and
support my request to establish whether rhere is a quorum present in this Chamber?
rum present? Could

(More than ter Members rose to sapport the reqaest that
4 quorvn be established
A count haoing been uke4
- d quon4rn a)as rrot
tbe Pzesi.dent announced that
preseflt)
Prcsidcnt.
As we do not have a quorum, rhe vore on
this motion- for a resolution will be nken ar the beginning of the next sitting.

Mr Vclsh (ED).
On a point of order, Mr President. !7ould you -confirm that this resolution will be
put rc the House at rhe first sitting of the next pansession when we can be quirc sure that Mr Megahy's
and his friends' sordid little momenr of triumph will
pass away and that those of us who actually believe in
the Community
which they so signally do nor

will be able to do-the decent thing?
I hope Mr Vijsenbeek will

-

have taken note of that!

President.
it was obvious that we do not
- Mr Velsh,
have a quorum
in the House ar the present time.
Ruel 71 lays down quite clearly how we should then
proceed. It says:

If the vote shows that

the quorum is not present,
the vote shall be placed on the agenda of the next
sitting.

That is exacdy what
can take

I intend to do, Mr'Velsh. You

it that we will

abide stricdy by our Rules of

Procedure.

5. Dried grapes and diedfigs
Prcsi&nt.

The next it€m is the repon (Doc.2-

616/84) by-Mr Romeos, on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, on

'

the proposal from the Commission to the Council

(Doc. l-276/84

COM(84) 251 final)

regulation amending
Reguladon

for

a

(EEC)

No 1603/83 laying down special measures for rhe
disposal of dried grapes and dried figs held by
storage agencies.

Mr Romeos (S), rapporte*r.
(GR) Mr President
colleagues, it has fallen ro me- to be the last speaker
this evening afrcr a somewhat turbulent day. However,
I think that my subject will have a calming effect on
the Chamber despite the fact
we have been
- a since
discussing time
rhat ir roo has
cenain 'other-time-

-

ness', referring as it does

to

1982.

u. 10.84

I am presenting to you is the first to be
submitted to the plenary by the new Committee on
Agriculture. It concerns the Commission's proposal to
lay down special measures for the disposal of
21 500 tonnes of dried grapes and 3 000 tonncs of
dried figs from the 1982 harvest held by the storage
agencies. These products can no longer be made available for human consumption because this could be
achieved only at prices which would engender a definite risk of market imbalance. The Commission is proposing that these quantities be used for special purposes, specifically for distilladon and processing into
animal feed. The cost of this to the Community budget
will be 29.5 million ECU. \7e should point out, however, [hat the Community is currently having ro pay
300 thousand ECU per month to the storage atencies.
The Commission sought exacdy the same special meaThe repon

of 1981, and these were approved
last year by the previous Parliamenl At rhat time certain objections were raised about the fate in general of
Community products and especially about the prodsures for the harvest

uc$ vle are dealing with today, products brought to
their final excellence by the dedication and sweat of
farmers and which, insrcad of being mken up by European consumer demand, go for distillation and animal
feed. Of course, no one wants rhem rc end up this
way, no one wishes for it. Farmers produce food for it
to be consumed by thc public.

All of

us have a dury rherefore ro averr procedures like

this which are cosdy rc the Communiry budget and
very definitely crearc a bad impression on public opinion. 'S7e can accept them in excepdonal circumstances, and the Commission assures us rhat the problems arising out of the 1981 and 1982 harvests have
effectively been removed and will nor recur. This view
of the Commission is in fact borne our by recenr steristics which show thar srccks are falling sharply year by
year. Thus whereas 55 000 tonnes remained in storage
from the 1981 harvest the figure for 1982 was down to
21'000 tonnes, and for 1983, despite the fact thar
production was slightly up, to I 000 tonnes. This is a
significant factor which ought to put our minds at rest
as regards future dried grape production in the Communiry, since we now have clear indicadons rhat market balance has been brought ro bear.
The problems in disposing of rhe Communiqy's prod-

uction for 1981 and 1982 stemmed mainly from the
inflexibiliry of the regulation then in force and from
failure to apply Communiry preference. The Community market was rherefore inundated by much
lower-priced impons from rhird countries and this
naturally displaced Greek dried grapes. As a result of
this surfeit of impons rhe Communiry product could
not find a market and was consigned to storage. This
happened because in those two years there was no tariff barrier and impons were 200-300 dollars cheaper
than the Communiry product.
Towards the end of 1982 rhe Commission, faced with
the situation which had developed, fixed a minimum
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impon price, albeit belatedly. Ve believe that this
measure, together with the significant improvements
which have been made to the reguladon on processed

fruit and vegetables will enable the Communiry product to be marketed without funher burdens on rhe
Community budget. In thc motion for a resolution rhe
committee points out that particular anenrion must be
paid to improving the quality categories of dried
grapes in order rc meet the needs of the market, and
also rc improving methods of marketing.
These objectives can be achieved via srrucural measures and in panicular through Regulation 355/1977
on the processing and marketing of agricultural products. The Committee on Agriculture believes that if the
measures which have already been taken are properly

implemented, and bolsrered by the recommended
measures for marketing improvements, the in truth
unacceptable phenomenon of Community dried
grapes remaining in storate while
and this is the

most significant thing
the Community's
own production suffices to cover- only 500/o of its member coun-

tries' needs will disappear.

Mr President, the Committee on Agriculture approved
the Commission's proposal for the measures approved
by Parliament in respect of rhe 1981 harvesr to be
extended rc the 1982 harvest with 22vores in favour
and only swo abstentions. The opinion of the Committee on Budgets is also favourable. I believe thar the
will concur with the fi/o Commitrees and
approve the resolution to which, in any event, no

plenary

amendments have been abled.

Mr Giolit{ Member of the

Commission of the Earopean

Mr

President, the regulation
amending the-rystem of production aids for cenain
processed fruit products on which Parliament has been
consulted has now been adopted by the Council and
came into effect from the stan of the present marketing years. However, as the rapponeur has pointed out,
there is a transitional problem with dricd grapes and
dricd figs which were bought up by storage agencies in
1982 and which have proved unsellable through the
usual market outle6.
Communites.

(17)

In the proposal under consideration the Commission
sugtes6 that these products, amounting ro some
25 000 tonnes, should be sold for specific uses, notably
as animal feed. fu the rapporteur nores, Parliament's

Committee on Agriculture ar its meeting

of

20 Sep-

tember approved the Commission's proposal by a large
majoriry. The Commission therefore hopes that Par-

Expknations ofvote

(GR) would like point out
Mr Stavrou (PPE).
- of theI Committee toon Agriculthat I too, as a member
ture, and the political group to which I have the honour of belonging agree totally with everything the rapponeur has said. I also wish to express sadsfaction that
the things I spoke up for in the Committee on Agriculture were acceprcd by the rapporteur and are given
clear and detailed mention in the text.
(GR) I/e shall
Mr Kyrkos (COM), in utiting.
- Romeos on the
vorc on favour of the repon by Mr
special measures sought by the Commission for the
disposal of dried grapes and dried figs held by storate
agencies in the Communiry.

However, in our view this situation should not be
allowed to recur in the future. It is unacceptable for a
product in which the Communiry is not self-sufficient
to be produced and then be sent for distillation or destroyed instead of being placed on the marker
The damage to the Community is manifold. Not just,
of course, because of the thousands of days'wages for

the processing of dried grapes which will go by the
board, notwithstanding the unemployment ravaging
the Community. It is just as much damaging for the
consumers and axpayers who pay for these products
which are then destroyed in order to serve the interesm
of the large imponers of the Communiry.

\7e urge the Commission to look at the problems of
the dried grapes and dried figs sector in collaboration
with the Greek Government and the producers and to
take such protective measures as are required to
improve qualiry and ensure that these products can be
disposed of in the Community market.
(Parliament adopted tbe motionfor a resohtion)

6. Adjournment of tbe session
President.
I declare this session
Parliament -adjourned.l

of the

European

(Tlte sining uas closed at 6.15 p.n.)

liament will concur with the view of its Agricultural
Committee, as it did in the case of analogous measures
concerning producm from the 1981 harvest, so that
funher storage costs can be saved and the deterioration of the producs prevented.
Presi&nt.

-

The debate is closed.

(Parliament approoed the Commission proposal
directioe)
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